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1 Purpose of this CD 

This CD is provided in order to demonstrate the depth of detail which underlies the 

development of the maps set out in Chapter 7: The landscape model.   

The preparation of a comprehensive gazetteer was an essential precursor to drawing up 

the landscape model but it was not the main aim of the study.  By its very nature the 

gazetteer contains much repetition and chronologically irrelevant material.  For this 

reason only relevant extracts have been included in the main body of the thesis.   

The full database is presented in this CD as supporting material only, in order to show 

the workings behind the information used in the thesis, and to set them in context.   

This electronic document is presented in seven sections as follows: 

 Method Notes  

 Raw data tables 

 Burra Source Maps and Map Notes 

 Houss Source Maps and Map Notes 

 Trondra Source Maps and Map Notes 

 Boundary Maps 

 Large scale map of complex area 

The source of the contents and the relationship between the sections is explained below.   

2 Outline 

An exercise was carried out to assess and update the known archaeological record for 

Burra, Houss and Trondra in order to provide a firm foundation for the landscape model 

which forms a major part of this thesis. 

A database was created in order to provide an integrated reference point for 

archaeological sites in the field.  The previously known archaeological record for Burra, 

Houss and Trondra is spread over a number of national and local catalogues and two 

published surveys.  These formed the initial sources of raw data and are described 
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below.  Each catalogue contained a number of records.  Each individual record might 

describe one site, or many. 

All sites mentioned in the different records of each catalogue were compared and cross-

referenced.  They were marked on a series of Source Maps which used Ordnance 

Survey maps as a base.  Each site on each map was cross-referenced to a Map Note.  

The related Map Note listed the record number, the National Grid reference, the site 

classification and the site description from each catalogue in which that site was noted.   

All sites were examined in the field, with repeat visits carried out at different times of 

the year where initial examination had proved difficult.  All sites were re-assessed in the 

light of recent research.   

In the course of field-walking a number of sites were discovered which had not 

previously been recorded.  A separate record was created for each new site and these 

were gathered together into a separate catalogue, designated This Survey.  The sites 

contained in this catalogue were added to the Source Maps, and the relevant information 

was added to the Map Notes.   

The Source Maps and the accompanying Map Notes were continually updated with 

information gathered during field-walking such as the condition of the monuments and 

any other observations which might assist in identifying their purpose and date.  Some 

sites were found to have entered the record inappropriately and were discounted for the 

purposes of constructing the landscape model.  Where this was necessary, the reasons 

for doing so were recorded in the Map Notes.   

The Source Maps and accompanying notes were then examined in order to assess how 

each site might relate to the thesis being examined.  A brief discussion was added to the 

Map Notes, where pertinent.   

3 Sources of data 

Two existing catalogues and two earlier surveys provided the initial data for the 

database.  A separate catalogue was opened in respect of the field work carried out in 

This Survey. 

The two existing catalogues covered sites and monuments in Burra, Houss and Trondra.  

The National Monuments Record of Scotland (NMRS) is held by the Royal 

Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS).  
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RCAHMS records and interprets the sites, monuments and buildings of Scotland’s past.  

The local Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) is maintained by the Shetland Amenity 

Trust.  The means by which these records were accessed is described in more detail 

below. 

Two separate surveys covering the study area had produced catalogues of sites.  The 

earlier covered only Burra, and was carried out by Parry in 1977.  This was 

subsequently edited and published by Hedges in 1984 (Hedges, 1984).  During the 

1990s a stand-alone coastal assessment survey of Burra, Houss and Trondra was carried 

out by EASE Archaeology (Moore and Wilson, 2001). 

Most – but  not all – of the sites noted by these surveys had been incorporated into the 

two existing catalogues.   

Parry’s survey had concentrated on particular monuments which might be prehistoric, 

and later ones were not included.  The published article included a catalogue of the sites 

discussed, and all the sites listed in this catalogue were subsequently incorporated into 

the NMRS and the SMR.  However Parry had also noted a number of walls in the 

course of his survey.  A small-scale map of these was included in the article (Fig. 2 in 

Hedges, 1984: 42) but only some of those illustrated had been entered in the catalogue 

which accompanied the article.  The only record for the rest was the approximate 

position indicated on the small-scale map and a passing reference in the body of the 

article to the existence of stretches of boundary.  For these reasons they were taken into 

the gazetteer by way of initial inclusion in This Survey’s catalogue.   

The EASE survey produced a catalogue of all sites and monuments in a 20 m strip along 

the coast.  This included many known sites, but also identified a number of new ones.  

Not all of the sites identified were subsequently incorporated into either or both of the 

NMRS and the SMR, and so all the records contained in the survey catalogue were re-

examined for the purposes of this study.   

A separate catalogue in respect of This Survey was drawn up.  This included 

descriptions and surveys of all previously unrecorded sites and monuments which were 

noted in the course of fieldwork.  These comprised walls noted on Hedges’ sketch map 

and a large number of stretches of boundaries on Houss, as well as a number of house 

sites and other features.   

The sources of raw data in the gazetteer may therefore be illustrated thus: 
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Parry’s survey 

Own observation 
in the field 
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EASE 
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This 
Survey 

NMRS 

 Figure 1: Derivation of raw data (Source: Lamb) 

All sites marked on the Source Maps may be traced to one or more of the four 

catalogues shown feeding directly into the gazetteer.  The related Map Notes contain the 

site descriptions from these catalogues.   

3.1 Classification of sites  

Two particular issues regarding classification arose but neither affects the conclusions 

of the main study because the main thesis required settlements and resources to be 

identified for discussion, and this entailed a site visit and assessment in every case.  The 

gazetteer was developed in order to guide and record the associated work in the field. 

Firstly, the three existing catalogues had not been drawn up with reference to the same 

thesaurus of monument types.  This has led to a slightly different usage of the same 

term in different catalogues.   Differences between the catalogues were in practice easy 

to reconcile and examination in the field allowed the main thesis question to be 

addressed, namely whether the site in question represented evidence of settlement 

occupation.  Within a single catalogue, it was often found to be the case that a single 

record would note alternate site types which on examination were seen to refer not to 

multiple features but to different interpretations of the same feature. 
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The second issue relates to the recent introduction of a new site thesaurus by RCAHMS 

which will undoubtedly become the industry standard within Scotland.  Its introduction 

has led to a substantial review of NMRS records and resulted in the re-categorisation of 

a number of sites.  To that extent, therefore, the NMRS classification information 

contained in this gazetteer may now be partially out-of-date.   

3.2 National Monuments Record of Scotland (NMRS) 

The Royal Commission Inventory of 1946 (RCAHMS, 1946) and the Ordnance Survey 

Antiquity record cards together provide the first systematic archaeological survey of the 

study area.  These were supplemented by Calder’s work on “Neolithic” houses, cairns 

and burnt mounds in the 1950s and 1960s (Calder, 1956, 1963).  In 1973 the NMRS 

was updated to include all roofed and unroofed structures shown on the first edition of 

Ordnance Survey maps dating to the early 1880s.  The catalogue from Hedges’ 1984 

article covering Parry’s 1977 survey was also incorporated.  These sources together 

form the backbone of the records contained in the NMRS.  Each site in the NMRS 

catalogue has a linked record and is identified by a unique number.  It is referred to by 

that number in this study e.g. NMRS # HU33SE4.       

Information collected by RCAHMS in the course of its work, which includes specific 

programmes of record gathering, is transferred to the NMRS database in order to make 

it available to the public.  The database contains details of many thousands of 

archaeological sites, monuments and buildings as well as maritime sites in Scotland, 

together with an index to the drawings, manuscripts and photographs in the Collections 

of the NMRS, held in Edinburgh.  Periodically, it is updated to include information 

from local SMRs around Scotland. 

The database is web-based and searchable.  New functions have since been added to the 

service but at the time the gazetteer was being compiled the NMRS database could be 

queried remotely, using either of two linked systems.  The first, Canmore, was text-

based whilst the second, Canmap, was map-enabled.  Either would take the user to the 

linked NMRS record for each site selected. 

Canmore enabled data to be searched by location (place name, area or Ordnance Survey 

1:10,000 map sheet), by type (the classification or function of a site, monument or 

building) or by keyword.  The search results screen displayed the range of information 

requested, noting next to each item the RCAHMS’ own unique reference number for 
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that site.  This was given in the form of an electronic link, which took the user to a new 

screen displaying the NMRS record for that site.   

Canmap, the map enabled query system, allowed the user to search for archaeological 

sites by selecting an area of interest on a map, and zooming in to different scales, until 

the individual sites were visible as blue dots.  From here, the user might select an 

individual site or a group of sites to produce a list, similar to the search results screen 

obtained using Canmore.  Each item on the list contained the electronic link which 

allowed the related NMRS record to be accessed.   

The NMRS record reached by either method was presented in a standard format, and 

provided: 

o the name of the site and any alternatives (up to five names were known for one site) 

o the type of site present (up to seven types were noted for one site) 

o the NMRS Number, which is a unique reference number 

o the site’s location, in terms of map reference, parish and Council 

o Archaeology Notes including, where available, descriptions of the site provided by 

RCAHMS inspectors, archaeologists, or members of the general public, and a brief 

summary of any excavation or survey work carried out 

o A Collection Summary identifying any other written or photographic material held 

by RCAHMS and related to the site 

o References in the form of a bibliography 

Not all records were found to refer to sites.  Some referred to individual artefacts found 

in isolation.  Others described an area which had been subject to survey, although 

individual monuments which had been found as the result of that survey were covered 

in separate records.  

During the month of May 2004, the NMRS database was searched for all archaeological 

sites contained in the records for Burra, Houss and Trondra.  This was done using the 

selection facility on the Canmap system, in order to ensure that the whole geographical 

extent of each of the three islands was covered.   

For the purposes of this exercise, the records pages for each site so identified on Burra, 

Houss and Trondra, were saved onto disc.  This made future retrieval quick and easy, 

but meant that subsequent updating of the RCAHMS database would not be included in 

analysis.  Since this updating takes place only occasionally, and the internet connection 
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between Shetland and Edinburgh was not always reliable, ease of retrieval was judged 

to be more important than accessing the latest version. 

This study noted the contents of 183 individual NMRS records covering the study area, 

and containing references to 265 individual site types.   

3.3 Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) 

The SMR is maintained locally.  There is no public access to the computer system itself, 

but information is extracted by Shetland Amenity Trust’s staff, on request.  Information 

deemed sensitive or irrelevant to the request is not released.  The SMR does not include 

remains of the crofting period, but it does contain reports of where isolated artefacts 

were found.  Each site in the SMR is identified by a unique PRN number, and will be 

referred to by that number in this study e.g. SMR # 827.   

The SMR records include the following information: 

o PRN (the unique site reference number) 

o References (sources of information and associated details) 

o Sitename 

o Island (East Burra, West Burra, Trondra) 

o Site types (up to four per record) 

o Remarks (description of the site, and comments by inspectors) 

o NGR (eight-digit national grid map reference) 

The SMR was accessed on three different occasions; on each occasion the information 

was supplied by a different officer and in a different format. 

In July 2001, the Trust provided a floppy disc containing extracts from the records of 

archaeological sites known to them, in map area NGR HU3428 to HU4039.  This 

rectangle covered the whole of Burra and Houss, as well as small parts of the coast of 

Mainland Shetland, and some of the smaller islands.  It also covered all of Trondra, with 

the exception of the area HU4038 to HU 4139, which forms the north-east corner of the 

island. 

In September 2001, in response to a request for information concerning the north-east 

corner of Trondra, a printout was provided by the Trust for the full study area.  This 

listed the then-known archaeological sites on Burra (now known as West Burra), Houss 
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(now known as East Burra) and the whole of Trondra, but lacked any description of the 

sites in question.   

In February 2003, the Trust provided photocopies of the full site records in respect of 

archaeological sites in the north-east corner of Trondra. 

Each format contained slightly different levels of detail: 
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floppy disc July 2001  -    - 

printout Sept. 2001    - -  - 
photocopies Feb. 2003       

 

Where an element of information was missing from the source data, it was estimated in 

order to complete the database. 

This study noted the contents of 169 individual SMR records covering the study area, 

and containing references to 277 individual site types.   

3.4 Parry and Hedges  

A copy of Parry’s original notes is retained by RCAHMS library in Edinburgh.  Its 

contents were traced either onto the sketch map (Fig. 2 in Hedges, 1984: 42) or into the 

catalogue published as part of Hedges’ article (Hedges, 1984).  All sites mentioned in 

the catalogue were traced into either or both the NMRS and the SMR.   

Taking the sketch map as a starting point, an attempt was made to trace each stretch of 

marked walling to the NMRS or the SMR.  Some were also found to have been 

recorded by the EASE survey.  Eleven stretches of wall marked on the sketch map could 

not be so traced and were therefore made the subject of individual records in This 

Survey’s catalogue.   

The sketch map is shown in Figure 2: Parry’s map of North Burra and Figure 3: Parry’s 

map of South Burra.  Each stretch of wall is cross-referenced to the relevant record in 

the NMRS, SMR, EASE survey and This Survey catalogues.  Discussion of individual 

stretches is contained in the relevant Map Notes.   
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Figure 2: Parry’s map of North Burra
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3.5 EASE Coastal survey  

The EASE survey of 1995 and 1998 produced a full catalogue of the sites and 

monuments lying in a 20 m wide strip adjacent to the coast of Burra, Houss and Trondra 

(Moore and Wilson, 2001).   

EASE identified each site with an alphanumeric identifier.  Sites on Burra were 

designated “WB”, sites on Houss “EB” and sites on Trondra “T”, followed in each case 

by the number of the site.  In this study reference will be made to EASE records using 

their numbering e.g. EASE # WB15.       

The EASE survey included not only archaeological information, but also geological and 

coastal geomorphological information.  The archaeological information in respect of 

each site comprised: 

o Island 

o Map (referring to relevant extract map in survey report) 

o Site Code (e.g. WB 15) 

o National Grid reference (six or eight-digit) 

o Site type 

o Place name 

o Location to the coast (i.e. distance from edge) 

o Condition 

o Recommendation for further investigative work 

o Date Range 

In some cases a cross reference was provided to the relevant NMRS or SMR record, and 

a note made of scheduled status.  The catalogue contained 132 records, each recording 

one site type.   

3.6 This Survey 

In addition to the eleven records generated from  Parry’s sketch map, almost one 

hundred previously unrecorded sites were identified in the course of field-walking and 

entered in This Survey’s catalogue.  They were spread across the study area: 

 BURRA HOUSS TRONDRA TOTAL 
sites     

This Survey 32 57 19 108 
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All were recorded, surveyed and added to the database.  Sites were identified with an 

alphanumeric identifier.  Sites on Burra were designated “B”, sites on Houss “H” and 

sites on Trondra “T”, followed in each case by the number of the site e.g. “This Survey 

# B4”.   

Over thirty of the sites found on Houss were discontinuous lines of earthfast stones, 

some of considerable length and containing substantial individual stones.  These were 

identified as stretches of territorial boundary.  In order to avoid pre-judging the form of 

these boundaries, each individual stretch was given a separate identifier. 

All the new sites are marked on the Source Maps.  With the exception of the boundaries 

mentioned above, all are discussed in individual Map Notes.  The newly-recorded 

boundaries on Houss and Trondra were so numerous that although they are marked on 

the Source Maps, they are also shown in greater detail on separate Boundary Maps (see 

below). 

3.7 Assembling the raw data 

Using Microsoft Access, a separate data table was created for each of the four 

catalogues noted above.  These were placed in a single database in order to allow 

information to be selected and compared across all four sources.   

At this stage, compound records were broken down into their constituent site types.  

This was because one catalogue might treat a group of features as a single record, whilst 

another noted each feature in a separate record, or split them between two or three 

records.  In addition, as noted above, some inspectors found only a single feature in the 

field but gave more than one site type in order to record alternate interpretations.  This 

approach avoided making early judgement as to whether multiple site types at a single 

location indicated multiple features in the field, or alternative interpretations of a single 

feature by a number of observers.    

Desk-based comparison between entries identified a number of sites which appeared in 

only one catalogue, underlining the value of using more than one source.   

Examination in the field clarified the question of whether the multiple site types noted 

represented different interpretations of a single feature, and also indicated the occasional 
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presence of duplicate records where a single site had been entered more than once in the 

same catalogue.  These points were recorded in the relevant Map Notes.   

The raw data in the database comprised: 

 BURRA HOUSS TRONDRA TOTAL 
records     
NMRS 119 47 17 183 
SMR 93 53 23 169 
EASE 56 49 27 132 
total    484 

     
site-types     
NMRS 173 72 20 265 
SMR 160 78 39 277 
EASE 56 49 27 132 
total    674 

 

The three established catalogues contained 484 relevant records which were broken 

down into 674 individual features, all of which were inspected in the field.  To these 

may be added a further 108 sites identified in the course of This Survey.  

A list of the raw data drawn from each source is presented in a separate file on this CD: 

 Raw data tables 

4 Presentation of information 

The main part of this gazetteer consists of a series of “Source Maps” covering the study 

area, each of which is cross-referenced to its own set of Map Notes.  The notes include 

the relevant descriptions from each catalogue, a series of observations arising from 

inspection in the field, and a brief discussion indicating the relevance of the sites 

discussed to the main body of the thesis.   

These may be accessed in three separate files on this CD: 

 Burra Source Maps and Map Notes 

 Houss Source Maps and Map Notes 

 Trondra Source Maps and Map Notes 
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Two particular challenges were encountered in drawing up the information in a usable 

format.   

4.1 Boundaries  

The volume of individual stretches of territorial boundary in the study area gave rise to 

difficulties of presentation on the Source Maps.  These were resolved by marking all 

boundaries on the Source Maps, but creating in addition a separate set of Boundary 

Maps displaying information specifically on this category of site.  With a few 

exceptions which had been noted on the 1973 Ordnance Survey maps, the stretches of 

boundary on Houss and on Trondra had not previously been recorded.  Each individual 

stretch encountered in the course of This Survey was surveyed using a hand-held Global 

Positioning System (GPS) to ensure accurate display on the Source Maps.   

The Boundary Maps and the individual surveys are contained in a separate file on this 

CD: 

 Boundary Maps   

4.2 Complex area 

The west coast of central Houss, from Norbister to Bloomister, contains a number of 

reported sites and monuments.  Some have been removed by natural or human action, 

whilst others have been confused with each other in the record.  This area was therefore 

subject to repeated visits in order to clarify the situation in the field.  The Source Maps 

and the related Map Notes contain full information about each site.   

As with boundaries, however, it was found useful to create and annotate separate 

working maps at a larger scale.  These are also included in a separate file on this CD: 

 Large scale map of complex area  
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1 NMRS data 

The list of sites and site types as drawn from the NMRS is shown below.  They may be 

traced to the relevant Source Map and Map Notes using the two right hand columns.  

Thus “Houss 8.4” indicates that the site is marked on Houss Source Map 8, and that 

details may be found in Map Note 8.4.  Source Maps and Map Notes are presented in a 

separate file.   

Find spots for isolated artefacts are not marked on the Source Maps, neither are survey 

areas where the individual sites and monuments discovered in the course of survey have 

been given separate records.   

Reference easting northing site type place name Island 
Map 
Note 

HU32NE001 3717 2982 burnt mounds Symbister Houss 8.4 
HU32NE003 3535 2894 horizontal mill Groot Ness Burra 9.1 
HU32NE004 3539 2876 horizontal mill Groot Ness Burra 9.1 
HU32NE005 3538 2871 horizontal mill Groot Ness Burra 9.1 
HU32NE006 3537 2869 horizontal mill Groot Ness Burra 9.1 
HU32NE007 3538 2867 horizontal mill Groot Ness Burra 9.1 
HU32NE008 356 294 horizontal mill Groot Ness Burra 9.2 
HU32NE009 3588 2928 mound Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
HU32NE010 3590 2941 mound Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
HU32NE011 3590 2930 house Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
HU32NE012 3590 2936 house Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
HU32NE013 359 293 field-system (possible) Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
HU32NE014 3537 2884 mill (possible) Groot Ness Burra 9.1 
HU32NE018 3719 2989 farmstead Symbister Houss 8.5 
HU32NE018 3719 2989 buildings Symbister Houss 8.5 
HU32NE018 3719 2989 mill (possible) Symbister Houss 8.5 
HU32NE018 3719 2989 enclosures Symbister Houss 8.5 
HU32NE019 3625 2962 buildings Point of Guide Burra 9.5 
HU32NE019 3625 2962 enclosures Point of Guide Burra 9.5 
HU32NE021 3596 2969 enclosure The Ward Burra 9.4 
HU33NE001 3898 3694 broch Burland Trondra 2.3 
HU33NE002 3901 3751 homestead Burland Trondra 2.8 
HU33NE002 3901 3751 field-system Burland Trondra 2.8 
HU33NE003 3812 3658 burnt mounds Bruna Ness Burra 1.6 
HU33NE004 3692 3535 burnt mound Brandsiclett Burra 2.2 
HU33NE005 3696 3544 souterrain (possible) Brandsiclett Burra 2.3 
HU33NE006 3688 3549 burnt mounds Brandsiclett Burra 2.5 
HU33NE007 3697 3531 homestead Luness Burra 2.1 
HU33NE007 3697 3531 field-system (possible) Luness Burra 2.1 
HU33NE008 3824 3670 homestead Bruna Ness Burra 1.11 
HU33NE008 3824 3670 enclosures Bruna Ness Burra 1.11 
HU33NE008 3824 3670 small cairns Bruna Ness Burra 1.11 
HU33NE008 3824 3670 field-system Bruna Ness Burra 1.11 
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Reference easting northing site type place name Island 
Map 
Note 

HU33NE010 3708 3568 miscellaneous finds Hamnavoe Burra n/a 
HU33NE011 39 36 stone axe Trondra Trondra n/a 
HU33NE012 374 354 burnt mound Sand of Meal Burra 2.21 
HU33NE015 381 357 horizontal mill Gardins Burra 1.16 
HU33NE016 375 353 horizontal mill Sand of Meal Burra 2.19 
HU33NE017 382 358 burnt mound Easter Dale Burra 1.15 
HU33NE017 382 358 indeterminate remains Easter Dale Burra 1.15 
HU33NE018 3799 3626 burnt mound Setter Burra 1.4 
HU33NE019 368 354 wall Brandsiclett,  Burra 2.7 
HU33NE020 3811 3542 house Gardins Burra 2.17 
HU33NE021 381 354 field-system Gardins Burra 2.17 
HU33NE022 3795 3536 barrows (possible) Gardins Burra 2.16 
HU33NE023 3824 3582 house Easter Dale Burra 1.15 
HU33NE023 3824 3582 enclosures Easter Dale Burra 1.15 
HU33NE023 3824 3582 small cairns Easter Dale Burra 1.15 
HU33NE024 3825 3640 structure Stoura Field Burra 1.5 
HU33NE024 3825 3640 mound Stoura Field Burra 1.5 
HU33NE025 3727 3540 house (possible) Sand of Meal Burra 2.13 
HU33NE025 3727 3540 cairn (possible) Sand of Meal Burra 2.13 
HU33NE026 3765 3552 buildings Meal Burra 2.14 
HU33NE026 3765 3552 structures Meal Burra 2.14 
HU33NE027 3678 3605 house Atla Ness Burra 2.11 
HU33NE028 3822 3610 cairn South Stoura Field Burra 1.13 
HU33NE032 3903 3784 structure Torgur Trondra 1.3 
HU33NE034 379 350 crofting township Brough Burra 3.7 
HU33NE034 379 350 head-dyke Brough Burra 3.7 
HU33NE035 376 357 township Meal Burra 2.12 
HU33NE036 370 358 township Setter Burra 2.9 
HU33NE036 370 358 head-dyke Setter Burra 2.9 
HU33NE037 3792 3611 farmstead Setter Burra 1.2 
HU33NE037 3792 3611 structures Setter Burra 1.2 
HU33NE037 3792 3611 head-dyke Setter Burra 1.2 
HU33NE038 3716 3552 structures Branchiclett Burra 2.8 
HU33NE038 3716 3552 enclosure Branchiclett Burra 2.8 
HU33NE039 3812 3609 structure Stoura Field Burra 1.1 
HU33NE039 3812 3609 enclosure Stoura Field Burra 1.1 
HU33NE045 3796 3676 enclosure Bruna Ness Burra 1.7 
HU33NE047 3980 3843 structure Scarfataing Trondra 1.10 
HU33NE048 3988 3831 structure Hardhouse Trondra 1.2 
HU33NE049 3976 3832 structure Hardhouse Trondra 1.6 
HU33NE050 3955 3834 structure Cauldhame Trondra 1.8 
HU33NE051 3953 3797 structures The Wharls Trondra 1.20 
HU33NE051 3953 3797 enclosure The Wharls Trondra 1.20 
HU33NE052 3953 3785 structures Grinds Trondra 2.10 
HU33NE053 3950 3763 structures Grinds Trondra 2.13 
HU33NE054 397 362 township Heughland Trondra 3.11 
HU33NE054 397 362 head-dyke Heughland Trondra 3.11 
HU33NE055 3780 3554 structure Utterabrake Burra 2.15 
HU33NE064 3906 3700 metal-working site Burland Trondra 2.4 
HU43NW002 4015 3855 burnt mound Scarfataing Trondra 1.13 
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HU43NW003 4004 3816 burnt mound South Ayre Trondra 1.17 
HU43NW004 4025 3836 chapel (possible) The Cutts Trondra 1.16 
HU43NW022.01 4045 3845 farming & fishing / jetty The Cutts Trondra 1.14 
HU33SE001 3698 3141 stone: rune-inscribed Papil Burra n/a 
HU33SE002 3688 3148 religion/church Papil Burra 7.12 
HU33SE002 3688 3148 monastery Papil Burra 7.12 
HU33SE002 3688 3148 sculptured stones Papil Burra 7.12 
HU33SE002 3688 3148 cross-slab Papil Burra 7.12 
HU33SE003 3758 3379 burnt mound Sunnybank Burra 4.14 
HU33SE003 3758 3379 building Sunnybank Burra 4.14 
HU33SE003 3758 3379 field-system Sunnybank Burra 4.14 
HU33SE004 3789 3455 burnt mound Gulver Knowe Burra 3.2 
HU33SE005 375 325 field clearance cairns Norbister Houss 4.6 
HU33SE006 3800 3166 burnt mound Voe/North House Houss 6.9 
HU33SE007 3789 3494 broch Brough Burra 3.6 
HU33SE008 376 312 structure Skeo Hill Houss 7.7 
HU33SE008 376 312 midden Skeo Hill Houss 7.7 
HU33SE009 3784 3492 chapel Southerhouse Burra 3.5 
HU33SE010 3621 3210 house (possible) Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
HU33SE010 3621 3210 structure Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
HU33SE011 3847 3411 cairn Wester Heog Houss 2.9 
HU33SE012 3810 3293 cairn The Heog Houss 3.11 
HU33SE013 3799 3076 cairn Clettna Taing Houss 7.11 
HU33SE014 3733 3333 mound Grunasound Burra 4.17 
HU33SE014 3733 3333 settlement (possible) Grunasound Burra 4.17 
HU33SE015 3740 3343 burnt mound Grunasound Burra 4.16 
HU33SE016 3780 3282 standing stone Yaa Field Houss 3.15 
HU33SE017 3700 3259 standing stone Mid Field Burra 5.14 
HU33SE018 364 304 souterrain (possible) Minn Burra 8.10 
HU33SE018 364 304 miscellaneous finds Minn Burra 8.10 
HU33SE019 362 302 urns Minn Burra n/a 
HU33SE021 3802 3257 industrial/food & drink Norbister Houss 4.10 
HU33SE021 3802 3257 grain milling/horiz. mill Norbister Houss 4.10 
HU33SE023 3632 3173 industrial/food & drink Papil Burra 6.1 
HU33SE023 3632 3173 grain milling/horiz. mill Papil Burra 6.1 
HU33SE024 3630 3174 industrial/food & drink Papil Burra 6.1 
HU33SE024 3630 3174 grain milling/horiz. mill Papil Burra 6.1 
HU33SE025 3613 3207 industrial/food & drink Papil Burra 6.4 
HU33SE025 3613 3207 grain milling/horiz. mill Papil Burra 6.4 
HU33SE031 3862 3327 horizontal mill Easter Hogaland Houss 3.9 
HU33SE032 3870 3323 horizontal mill Easter Hogaland Houss 3.9 
HU33SE033 3873 3321 horizontal mill Easter Hogaland Houss 3.9 
HU33SE034 3875 3319 horizontal mill Easter Hogaland Houss 3.9 
HU33SE035 3877 3318 horizontal mill Easter Hogaland Houss 3.9 
HU33SE036 3878 3317 horizontal mill Easter Hogaland Houss 3.9 
HU33SE037 3804 3253 industrial/food & drink Norbister Houss 4.10 
HU33SE037 3804 3253 grain milling/horiz. mill Norbister Houss 4.10 
HU33SE038 3804 3250 industrial/food & drink Norbister Houss 4.10 
HU33SE038 3804 3250 grain milling/horiz. mill Norbister Houss 4.10 
HU33SE039 3805 3247 industrial/food & drink Norbister Houss 4.10 
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HU33SE039 3805 3247 grain milling/horiz. mill Norbister Houss 4.10 
HU33SE040 3805 3242 industrial/food & drink Norbister Houss 4.10 
HU33SE040 3805 3242 grain milling/horiz. mill Norbister Houss 4.10 
HU33SE041 3677 3155 burnt mound Papil Burra 7.11 
HU33SE042 3620 3042 burnt mound Minn Burra 8.4 
HU33SE043 36 32 field survey area West Burra Burra n/a 
HU33SE044 3615 3019 house  Minn 1 Burra 8.3 
HU33SE045 3606 3022 house Minn 2 Burra 8.3 
HU33SE046 3610 3030 house Minn 3 Burra 8.3 
HU33SE047 361 302 field-system Minn 1 Burra 8.3 
HU33SE047 361 302 small cairns Minn 1 Burra 8.3 
HU33SE048 3623 3055 house Minn 4 Burra 8.5 
HU33SE049 362 306 field-system Minn 2 Burra 8.5 
HU33SE050 3694 3160 barrow Papil 1 Burra 7.9 
HU33SE050 3694 3160 cist Papil 1 Burra 7.9 
HU33SE051 3693 3155 barrow Papil 2 Burra 7.14 
HU33SE052 3697 3154 barrow Papil 3 Burra 7.13 
HU33SE052 3697 3154 cist Papil 3 Burra 7.13 
HU33SE053 3622 3214 house (possible) Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
HU33SE053 3622 3214 structure Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
HU33SE054 362 321 enclosure Ruff Loch Burra 6.6 
HU33SE055 3655 3275 house Loch/Sandwick 1 Burra 5.3 
HU33SE056 3636 3250 house Loch/Sandwick 2 Burra 5.1 
HU33SE057 3632 3250 cropmark Loch of Sandwick Burra 5.2 
HU33SE058 365 327 field-system (possible) Loch of Sandwick Burra 5.3 
HU33SE059 3627 3263 enclosures Loch of Sandwick Burra 5.3 
HU33SE060 3754 3380 house Sunnybank 1 Burra 4.14 
HU33SE061 3752 3374 house Sunnybank 2 Burra 4.14 
HU33SE061 3752 3374 planticrub Sunnybank 2 Burra 4.14 
HU33SE062 3757 3383 structure Sunnybank Burra 4.14 
HU33SE063 3740 3400 barrow Sunnybank 1 Burra 4.10 
HU33SE064 3742 3342 barrow Sunnybank 2 Burra 4.16 
HU33SE065 3812 3482 house Southerhouse 1 Burra 3.12 
HU33SE066 3812 3481 house Southerhouse 2 Burra 3.12 
HU33SE067 3805 3477 house Southerhouse 3 Burra 3.13 
HU33SE068 3813 3482 mound Southerhouse  Burra 3.12 
HU33SE069 3585 3012 cropmark Clettnadal Burra 8.1 
HU33SE070 3673 3085 indeterminate remains Duncansclett Burra 8.8 
HU33SE070 3673 3085 settlement (possible) Duncansclett Burra 8.8 
HU33SE071 3678 3115 barrow (possible) Bannaminn Burra 7.16 
HU33SE072 3659 3135 indeterminate remains The Virdack Burra 7.7 
HU33SE073 3700 3205 enclosure Croogarth Burra 6.8 
HU33SE073 3700 3205 settlement (possible) Croogarth Burra 6.8 
HU33SE074 3709 3365 mound Hogaland Wester Burra 4.3 
HU33SE075 36 32 walls West Burra Burra n/a 
HU33SE075 36 32 field-system (possible) West Burra Burra n/a 
HU33SE076 3624 3008 mound Gossigarth Burra 8.15 
HU33SE076 3624 3008 indeterminate remains Gossigarth Burra 8.15 
HU33SE079.00 3699 3295 religion/church Parish Church Burra 5.6 
HU33SE081 3768 3150 house North House Houss 6.2 
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HU33SE082 376 312 shrine Houss, Burra Houss n/a 
HU33SE082 376 312 stone implement Houss, Burra Houss n/a 
HU33SE084 3755 3230 burnt mound Houlls Houss 5.5 
HU33SE087 3813 3153 farmstead The Taing Houss 6.12 
HU33SE087 3813 3153 head-dyke The Taing Houss 6.12 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 farming and fishing New Grunasound Houss 3.7 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 residential New Grunasound Houss 3.7 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 industrial/farm buildings New Grunasound Houss 3.7 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 extractive New Grunasound Houss 3.7 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 lime burning / farmstead New Grunasound Houss 3.7 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 limekiln New Grunasound Houss 3.7 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 head-dyke New Grunasound Houss 3.7 
HU33SE091 370 314 township Papil Burra 7.15 
HU33SE091 370 314 head-dyke Papil Burra 7.15 
HU33SE092 376 311 township Houss Houss 7.6 
HU33SE093 374 326 township Norbister Houss 4.9 
HU33SE094 365 329 township (possible) Sandwick Burra 5.5 
HU33SE094 365 329 mill Sandwick Burra 5.5 
HU33SE094 365 329 head-dyke Sandwick Burra 5.5 
HU33SE095 3721 3364 structure Wester Hogaland Burra 4.15 
HU33SE096 3739 3095 building Holm Of Houss Houss 7.4 
HU33SE097 3759 3323 building New Grunasound Houss 3.5 
HU33SE097 3759 3323 enclosure New Grunasound Houss 3.5 
HU33SE098 3767 3331 structure New Grunasound Houss 3.6 
HU33SE098 3767 3331 enclosure New Grunasound Houss 3.6 
HU33SE099 3682 3358 structures The Alter Burra 4.4 
HU33SE099 3682 3358 enclosure The Alter Burra 4.4 
HU33SE099 3682 3358 wall The Alter Burra 4.4 
HU33SE100 3721 3381 structures Wester Hogaland Burra 4.7 
HU33SE101 3712 3340 structure Grunasound Burra 4.1 
HU33SE102 3690 3320 building Loch/Grunasound Burra 5.7 
HU33SE102 3690 3320 structures Loch/Grunasound Burra 5.7 
HU33SE102 3690 3320 enclosures Loch/Grunasound Burra 5.7 
HU33SE103 3712 3394 structure Freefield Burra 4.8 
HU33SE104 3763 3289 structures The Smuggins Houss 3.2 
HU33SE104 3763 3289 building The Smuggins Houss 3.2 
HU33SE105 3675 3281 structures Sandwick Burra 5.12 
HU33SE105 3675 3281 enclosure Sandwick Burra 5.12 
HU33SE105 3675 3281 wall Sandwick Burra 5.12 
HU33SE106 3776 3276 structure The Knap Houss 4.8 
HU33SE106 3776 3276 enclosure The Knap Houss 4.8 
HU33SE107 3770 3251 structure The Knap Houss 4.2 
HU33SE108 3761 3215 structures The Houlls Houss 5.9 
HU33SE109 3667 3203 structure Hill Of Croogarth Burra 6.2 
HU33SE110 370 321 structures Hill Of Croogarth Burra 6.8 
HU33SE110 370 321 enclosures Hill Of Croogarth Burra 6.8 
HU33SE111 3714 3168 buildings Holm Of Papil Burra 6.12 
HU33SE111 3714 3168 structures Holm Of Papil Burra 6.12 
HU33SE111 3714 3168 enclosures Holm Of Papil Burra 6.12 
HU33SE112 364 314 structures The Virdack Burra 7.6 
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HU33SE112 364 314 enclosure The Virdack Burra 7.6 
HU33SE112 364 314 wall The Virdack Burra 7.6 
HU33SE113 3748 3168 structure Blimister Houss 6.5 
HU33SE114 3767 3169 structures North House Houss 6.4 
HU33SE114 3767 3169 enclosure North House Houss 6.4 
HU33SE114 3767 3169 building North House Houss 6.4 
HU33SE115 3791 3185 structure Annsbrae Houss 6.8 
HU33SE116 3778 3214 enclosure Loch of Houss Houss 5.10 
HU33SE117 3783 3244 enclosure The Knap Houss 5.8 
HU33SE118 3636 3221 enclosure Hill Of Croogarth Burra 6.6 
HU33SE119 3634 3208 enclosure Hill Of Croogarth Burra 6.6 
HU33SE120 3680 3206 enclosure Hill Of Croogarth Burra 6.11 
HU33SE121 3694 3380 enclosure Lochs/Hogaland Burra 4.6 
HU33SE122 3917 3400 enclosures Easter Heog Houss 2.12 
HU33SE123 3720 3230 enclosure South Voe Burra 6.7 
HU33SE123 3720 3230 structure South Voe Burra 6.7 
HU33SE124 3749 3449 enclosure Southerhouse Burra 3.3 
HU33SE125 3729 3392 structure Wester Hogaland Burra 4.12 
HU33SE126 3785 3435 structures Lang Sound Burra 3.1 
HU33SE127 3803 3404 structure Wester Heog Houss 2.7 
HU33SE128 3775 3406 building Lang Sound Burra 4.11 
HU33SE128 3775 3406 structures Lang Sound Burra 4.11 
HU33SE128 3775 3406 enclosures Lang Sound Burra 4.11 
HU33SE129 3837 3469 enclosure Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.6 
HU33SE130 3881 3387 enclosure Easter Heog Houss 2.10 
HU33SE131 3704 3267 structures Mid Field Burra 5.13 
HU33SE132 3738 3310 farmstead Mayfield Cottage Houss 3.4 
HU33SE133 3784 3056 structure Ward/Symbister Houss 7.12 
HU33SE134 3784 3088 building Lotra Of Houss Houss 7.10 
HU33SE134 3784 3088 structures Lotra Of Houss Houss 7.10 
HU33SE134 3784 3088 enclosure Lotra Of Houss Houss 7.10 
HU33SE135 3764 3068 structure Lotra Of Houss Houss 7.13 
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2  SMR data 

The list of sites and site types as drawn from the SMR is shown below.  They may be 

traced to the relevant Source Map and Map Notes using the two right hand columns.  

Thus “Burra 8.17” indicates that the site is marked on Burra Source Map 8, and that 

details may be found in Map Note 8.17.  Source Maps and Map Notes are presented in a 

separate file.   

Find spots for isolated artefacts are not marked on the Source Maps, neither are survey 

areas where the individual sites and monuments discovered in the course of survey have 

been given separate records.   

Reference easting northing site type place name Island 
Map 
Note 

320 3609 3008 house, round Gassigarth Burra 8.17 
320 3609 3008 burnt mound(s) Gassigarth Burra 8.17 
321 3716 2983 burnt mound(s) Symbister - south Houss 8.4 
322 3718 2981 cairn(s), clearance Symbister - SE Houss 8.4 
322 3718 2981 building, unclassified Symbister - SE Houss 8.4 
322 3718 2981 burnt mound(s) Symbister - SE Houss 8.4 
323 3707 2973 cairn(s), clearance Symbister - SW Houss 8.4 
323 3707 2973 building, unclassified Symbister - SW Houss 8.4 
323 3707 2973 burnt mound(s) Symbister - SW Houss 8.4 
324 3842 3412 cairn(s), other Wester Heog Houss 2.9 
325 3870 3380 cairn(s), other Easter Hogaland Houss 2.11 
326 3811 3394 cairn(s), other The Heog Houss 3.11 
327 3780 3283 stone(s), standing Yaa Field Houss 3.15 
328 3750 3250 cairn(s), clearance Norbister and Houlls Houss 4.6 
328 3750 3250 burnt mound(s) Norbister and Houlls Houss 4.6 
329 3840 3280 cist(s) Loch of Gershon Houss 3.13 
330 3801 3167 burnt mound(s) Voe of North House Houss 6.9 
331 3789 3494 broch/brough Brough Burra 3.6 
332 3768 3120 souterrain Houss Houss 7.96 
333 3760 3120 midden Skeo Hill Houss 7.7 
333 3760 3120 stone, worked Skeo Hill Houss 7.7 
333 3760 3120 building, unclassified Skeo Hill Houss 7.7 
334 3799 3077 plantiecrub Clettna Taing Houss 7.11 
334 3799 3077 cairn(s), other Clettna Taing Houss 7.11 
335 3784 3492 church/chapel Southerhouse Burra 3.5 
336 3789 3455 burnt mound(s) Gulver Knowe Burra 3.2 
337 3757 3378 burnt mound(s) Tougs/Sunnybank Burra 4.14 
337 3757 3378 cairn, round Tougs/Sunnybank Burra 4.14 
337 3757 3378 settlement, "homestead" Tougs/Sunnybank Burra 4.14 
338 3740 3343 burnt mound(s) Grunnasound Burra 4.16 
338 3740 3343 mound(s) Grunnasound Burra 4.16 
339 3739 3330 settlement, other Grunnasound Burra 4.17 
339 3739 3330 quarry/mine Grunnasound Burra 4.17 
339 3739 3330 broch/brough Grunnasound Burra 4.17 
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340 3701 3259 stone(s), standing East side of Mid Field Burra 5.14 
341 3622 3210 cairn, round Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
341 3622 3210 pottery Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
341 3622 3210 stone implement Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
341 3622 3210 house, other Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
342 3688 3149 church/chapel Church, Papil Burra 7.12 
342 3688 3149 burial ground Church, Papil Burra 7.12 
343 3688 3149 burial, marker Papil stone Burra n/a 
343 3688 3149 stone, worked Papil stone Burra n/a 
343 3688 3149 cross slab Papil stone Burra n/a 
344 3688 3149 cross slab Papil Burra n/a 
344 3688 3149 stone, worked Papil Burra n/a 
345 3688 3149 stone, worked Papil Burra n/a 
346 3660 3050 stone, worked Banna Minn Burra 8.10 
346 3660 3050 souterrain Banna Minn Burra 8.10 
346 3660 3050 pottery Banna Minn Burra 8.10 
347 3620 3042 burnt mound(s) Minn Burra 8.4 
348 3759 2974 enclosure(s), other Scarfi Taing - south Houss 8.7 
349 3709 2871 enclosure(s), other Point of Stakka Houss 8.9 
349 3709 2871 building, unclassified Point of Stakka Houss 8.9 
350 3746 3017 enclosure(s), other Ward of Symbister Houss 7.1 
382 3902 3748 settlement "homestead" Burland - North Trondra 2.8 
382 3902 3748 cairn(s) clearance Burland - North Trondra 2.8 
383 3929 3712 burnt mound(s) Burland - East Trondra 2.5 
384 3898 3695 broch/brough Burland broch Trondra 2.3 
732 3693 3159 mound(s) Papil Burra 7.9 
732 3693 3159 burial, cist Papil Burra 7.9 
733 3693 3155 mound(s) Papil Burra 7.14 
733 3693 3155 burial, cist Papil Burra 7.14 
734 3696 3154 mound(s) Papil Burra 7.13 
734 3696 3154 burial, cist Papil Burra 7.13 
735 3677 3156 burnt mound(s) Chapel Cottage - south Burra 7.11 
824 3620 3057 dyke(s) Lotra of Minn Burra 8.5 
824 3620 3057 house, oval Lotra of Minn Burra 8.5 
825 3613 3025 dyke(s) Minn Burra 8.3 
825 3613 3025 house, oval Minn Burra 8.3 
826 3624 3012 cist(s) Gossigarth Burra 8.15 
826 3624 3012 mound(s) Gossigarth Burra 8.15 
827 3640 3256 house, oval Loch of Sandwick Burra 5.3 
827 3640 3256 field system Loch of Sandwick Burra 5.3 
827 3640 3256 dyke(s) Loch of Sandwick Burra 5.3 
827 3640 3256 enclosure(s), other Loch of Sandwick Burra 5.3 
828 3740 3396 burnt mound(s) Sunnybank - north Burra 4.10 
829 3812 3478 dyke(s) Southerhouse Burra 3.12 
829 3812 3478 house, subrectangular Southerhouse Burra 3.12 
829 3812 3478 mound(s) Southerhouse Burra 3.12 
829 3812 3478 house, oval Southerhouse Burra 3.12 
830 3806 3479 house, oval Southerhouse - south Burra 3.13 
830 3806 3479 cairn(s) clearance Southerhouse - south Burra 3.13 
831 3584 3013 enclosure(s), other Clettnadal Burra 8.1 
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832 3673 3085 mound(s) Duncan's Clett Burra 8.8 
832 3673 3085 settlement, other Duncan's Clett Burra 8.8 
833 3678 3115 tattie hole Bannaminn Burra 7.16 
833 3678 3115 mound(s) Bannaminn Burra 7.16 
833 3678 3115 burnt mound(s) Bannaminn Burra 7.16 
833 3678 3115 cist(s) Bannaminn Burra 7.16 
834 3659 3135 enclosure(s), other Virdack Burra 7.7 
835 3700 3205 enclosure(s), other Croogarth Burra 6.8 
836 3709 3365 mound(s) Hogaland Wester Burra 4.3 
837 3585 2935 burnt mound(s) Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
837 3585 2935 house, oval Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
837 3585 2935 field system Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
837 3585 2935 dyke(s) Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
838 3689 3549 burnt mound(s) Lu Ness Burra 2.5 
839 3688 3548 burnt mound(s) Lu Ness Burra 2.5 
840 3697 3544 souterrain Lu Ness Burra 2.3 
841 3697 3536 burnt mound(s) Lu Ness Burra 2.2 
842 3697 3531 house, other Lu Ness Burra 2.1 
842 3697 3531 cairn(s), clearance Lu Ness Burra 2.1 
843 3690 3560 bank(s) Branchiclett Burra 2.7 
843 3690 3560 dyke(s) Branchiclett Burra 2.7 
844 3800 3540 dyke(s) Gardins Burra 2.17 
844 3800 3540 house, round Gardins Burra 2.17 
844 3800 3540 bank(s) Gardins Burra 2.17 
844 3800 3540 cairn(s), clearance Gardins Burra 2.17 
845 3795 3536 burial, cairn Gardins Burra 2.16 
846 3820 3580 house, round Easter Dale Burra 1.15 
846 3820 3580 cairn(s), clearance Easter Dale Burra 1.15 
846 3820 3580 burnt mound(s) Easter Dale Burra 1.15 
847 3820 3660 burnt mound(s) Bruna Ness Burra 1.6 
848 3823 3671 house, heelshaped Bruna Ness Burra 1.11 
849 3820 3660 enclosure(s), other Bruna Ness Burra 1.11 
849 3820 3660 dyke(s) Bruna Ness Burra 1.11 
849 3820 3660 cairn(s), clearance Bruna Ness Burra 1.11 
850 3825 3646 bank(s) Stourafield Banks Burra 1.5 
850 3825 3646 mound(s) Stourafield Banks Burra 1.5 
851 3799 3626 burnt mound(s) Setter Burra 1.4 
852 3822 3610 burial, cairn South Stoura Field Burra 1.13 
853 3678 3605 house, round Atla Ness Burra 2.11 
854 3765 3551 building, foundations Meal Burra 2.14 
854 3765 3551 house, oval Meal Burra 2.14 
855 3727 3540 burial, cairn Sand of Meal Burra 2.13 
855 3727 3540 house, round Sand of Meal Burra 2.13 
856 3708 3568 various Hamnavoe School Burra n/a 
857 3900 3600 stone, worked Trondra Trondra n/a 
858 3620 3020 pottery Minn Burra n/a 
859 3715 3318 mill, horizontal Grunasound Burra 5.8 
860 3820 3180 mill, horizontal Newton Houss 5.13 
861 3810 3250 mill, horizontal Gershon-Houss lochs Houss 4.10 
862 3740 3540 burnt mound(s) Sound of Meal Burra 2.21 
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862 3740 3540 broch/brough Sound of Meal Burra 2.21 
879 4040 3840 fishing station Cutts Trondra 1.14 
880 4016 3855 burnt mound(s) Meadow Ayre Trondra 1.13 
881 4004 3817 burnt mound(s) South Ayre Trondra 1.17 
2172 4025 3837 church/chapel The Cutts Trondra 1.16 
2364 3754 3198 house, oval Newton Houss 5.3 
2417 4020 3825 burial, crouched Taing Trondra 1.15 
2417 4020 3825 burial(s), human Taing Trondra 1.15 
3058 3905 3702 house, other Burraland Trondra 2.4 
3058 3905 3702 midden Burraland Trondra 2.4 
3065 3770 3151 house, round Brae House NE Houss 6.2 
3476 3710 2880 enclosure(s), other Scaalie Point Houss 8.1 
3476 3710 2880 dyke(s) Scaalie Point Houss 8.1 
3476 3710 2880 bank(s) Scaalie Point Houss 8.1 
3477 3690 2880 dyke(s) Scaalie Point Houss 8.2 
3477 3690 2880 bank(s) Scaalie Point Houss 8.2 
3478 3765 3095 mound(s) Ayre Dyke Houss 7.3 
3478 3765 3095 burial, cairn Ayre Dyke Houss 7.3 
3479 3750 3180 cairn(s), clearance Newton Houss 6.7 
3479 3750 3180 mound(s) Newton Houss 6.7 
3480 3755 3230 house, oval Newton Houss 5.3 
3481 3750 3200 burnt mound(s) Newton Houss 5.2 
3482 3755 3230 burnt mound(s) Houllis Houss 5.5 
3483 2750 3250 burnt mound(s) Norbister  Houss 4.5 
3484 3740 3250 burial, cairn Mid Field Norbister Houss 4.4 
3484 3740 3250 mound(s) Mid Field Norbister Houss 4.4 
3485 3730 3280 field system Norbister/Bridgeend Houss 3.3 
3485 3730 3280 settlement, other Norbister/Bridgeend Houss 3.3 
3485 3730 3280 house, oval Norbister/Bridgeend Houss 3.3 
3486 3790 3380 burial, cairn Grevis Field Houss 2.3 
3487 3795 3395 burial mound Lang Sound Houss 2.5 
3487 3795 3395 mound(s) Lang Sound Houss 2.5 
3488 3840 3460 dyke(s) Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.5 
3488 3840 3460 stone structure(s) Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.5 
3488 3840 3460 settlement, other Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.5 
3489 3845 3455 house, other Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.4 
3490 3850 3460 mound(s) Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.3 
3491 3855 3475 settlement, other Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.8 
3492 3865 3480 settlement, other Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.9 
3493 3915 3460 enclosure(s), other Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.12 
3493 3915 3460 burial, cairn Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.12 
3494 3830 3160 enclosure(s), other The Taing Houss 6.11 
3495 3830 3160 mound(s) The Taing Houss 6.11 
3495 3830 3160 cairn(s), other The Taing Houss 6.11 
3495 3830 3160 house, other The Taing Houss 6.11 
3496 3830 3160 enclosure(s), other The Taing Houss 6.11 
3497 3810 3130 settlement, other The Taing Houss 6.13 
3498 3780 3130 building, evidence Houss Houss 7.8 
3499 3910 3650 mound(s) Ayre of Sandwick Trondra 3.8 
3499 3910 3650 cairn(s), other Ayre of Sandwick Trondra 3.8 
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Reference easting northing site type place name Island 
Map 
Note 

3500 3870 3580 mound(s) Trondra Trondra 3.5 
3500 3870 3580 house, other Trondra Trondra 3.5 
3501 3875 3560 settlement, other Kallee Ness Trondra 3.4 
3501 3875 3560 enclosure(s), other Kallee Ness Trondra 3.4 
3501 3875 3560 building, evidence Kallee Ness Trondra 3.4 
3501 3875 3560 field system Kallee Ness Trondra 3.4 
3502 3890 3520 dyke(s) Kallee Ness Trondra 3.2 
3502 3890 3520 settlement, other Kallee Ness Trondra 3.2 
3502 3890 3520 house, oval Kallee Ness Trondra 3.2 
3503 3990 3810 noost(s) Hudigarth Trondra 1.18 
3504 3920 3830 house, oval Torgur Trondra 1.7 
3504 3920 3830 dyke(s) Torgur Trondra 1.7 
3504 3920 3830 settlement, other Torgur Trondra 1.7 
3505 3900 3750 house, oval Burland Trondra 2.8 
3505 3900 3750 mound(s) Burland Trondra 2.8 
3506 3900 3750 burnt mound(s) Burland Trondra 2.8 
3507 3900 3750 enclosure(s), other Burland Trondra 2.8 
3507 3900 3750 cairn(s), clearance Burland Trondra 2.8 
3507 3900 3750 burnt mound(s) Burland Trondra 2.8 
3508 3900 3750 burnt mound(s) Torgur Trondra 2.8 
3509 3900 3750 burnt mound(s) Torgur Trondra 2.8 
3509 3900 3750 cairn(s), clearance Torgur Trondra 2.8 
3510 3630 3020 pottery Minn Burra 8.14 
3510 3630 3020 occupation evidence Minn Burra 8.14 
3510 3630 3020 settlement, other Minn Burra 8.14 
3511 3630 2990 noost(s) Gassigarth Burra 8.16 
3512 3590 2940 burnt mound(s) Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
3513 3590 2940 house, other Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
3513 3590 2940 sheep shelter Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
3514 3590 2930 house, oval Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
3515 3590 2950 burnt mound(s) Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
3516 3520 2950 dyke(s) Grey Kame Burra 9.3 
3516 3520 2950 mill, horizontal Grey Kame Burra 9.3 
3517 3565 2995 mound(s) Fugla Stack Burra 8.2 
3518 3620 3070 dyke(s) Lotra of Minn Burra 8.6 
3519 3655 3095 stone structure(s) Banna Minn Burra 7.1 
3520 3640 3105 stone structure(s) Bannaminn Burra 7.2 
3521 3610 3200 mill, horizontal Ruff Loch Burra 6.3 
3522 3620 3210 stone structure(s) Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
3523 3620 3210 stone structure(s) Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
3523 3620 3210 enclosure(s), other Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
3524 3630 3250 cairn(s), other Whinner Hevda Burra 5.1 
3524 3630 3250 burial mound Whinner Hevda Burra 5.1 
3525 3670 3340 stone structure(s) The Alter Burra 4.2 
3526 3745 3450 enclosure(s), other West Burra Burra 3.3 
3526 3745 3450 house, other West Burra Burra 3.3 
3527 3750 3510 burnt mound(s) Brough Burra 3.8 
3528 3710 3545 stone structure(s) Branchiclett Burra 2.4 
3529 3690 3590 midden Hamnavoe  Burra 2.10 
3530 3590 3670 settlement, other Bruna Ness Burra 1.8 
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Reference easting northing site type place name Island 
Map 
Note 

3530 3590 3670 field system Bruna Ness Burra 1.8 
3530 3590 3670 dyke(s) Bruna Ness Burra 1.8 
3530 3590 3670 stone structure Bruna Ness Burra 1.8 
3531 3790 3680 burial mound Bruna Ness Burra 1.8 
3532 3845 3695 enclosure(s), other Bruna Ness Burra 1.9 
3532 3845 3695 dyke(s) Bruna Ness Burra 1.9 
3533 3835 3680 burnt mound(s) Burra Burra 1.10 
3534 3835 3680 burnt mound(s) Bruna Ness Burra 1.10 
3535 3835 3680 burnt mound(s) Bruna Ness Burra 1.10 
3536 3810 3485 burial mound Southerhouse Burra 3.10 
3537 3810 3485 noost(s) Southerhouse Burra 3.9 
3538 3815 3480 building, evidence Southerhouse Burra 3.11 
3538 3815 3480 occupation evidence Southerhouse Burra 3.11 
3538 3815 3480 settlement, other Southerhouse Burra 3.11 
3539 3810 3470 burial mound Southerhouse Burra 3.14 
3539 3810 3470 enclosure(s), other Southerhouse Burra 3.14 
3540 3795 3455 burial mound Southerhouse Burra 3.15 
3540 3795 3455 mound(s) Southerhouse Burra 3.15 
3541 3795 3455 dyke(s) Scorifield Noust Burra 6.9 
3541 3795 3455 stone structure(s) Scorifield Noust Burra 6.9 
3542 3710 3210 mound(s) Scorifield Noust Burra 6.10 
3543 3678 3055 midden Duncansclett Burra 8.12 
3543 3678 3055 stone structure(s) Duncansclett Burra 8.12 
3543 3678 3055 pottery Duncansclett Burra 8.12 
3543 3678 3055 settlement, other Duncansclett Burra 8.12 
3544 3715 2875 burial, cist Point of Stakka Houss 8.8 
3545 3710 2870 fort, promontory Point of Stakka Houss 8.9 
4357 3765 2985 enclosure(s), other Scarfi Taing Houss 8.7 
4357 3765 2985 dyke(s) Scarfi Taing Houss 8.7 
4443 3915 3459 enclosure(s), other Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.12 
4444 3915 3458 burnt mound(s) Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.12 
4446 3620 2990 mound(s) Gossigarth Burra 8.16 
4449 3730 3020 mound(s) Symbister Houss 7.2 
4449 3730 3020 burial, cairn Symbister Houss 7.2 
5072 3680 3150 stone, worked Papil Burra n/a 
5795 3650 3053 metal slag Bannaminn Burra n/a 
5804 3800 3190 mill, horizontal Annsbrae Houss 5.13 
5805 3810 3190 mill, horizontal Annsbrae Houss 5.13 
5806 3810 3160 mill, horizontal Annsbrae Houss 5.13 
5857 3830 3580 house, other Stoura Field Burra 1.15 
5872 3760 3120 burial, marker Houss Houss n/a 
5878 3900 3470 stone implement Trondra Trondra n/a 
5896 3903 3784 house, oval Torgur Trondra 1.3 
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3 EASE data 

The list of sites and site types as drawn from the EASE survey is shown below.  They 

may be traced to the relevant Source Map and Map Notes using the two right hand 

columns.  Thus “Burra 8.14” indicates that the site is marked on Burra Source Map 8, 

and that details may be found in Map Note 8.14.  Source Maps and Map Notes are 

presented in a separate file.   

Ref-
erence easting northing site type place name Island 

Map 
Note 

WB01 3630 3020 Settlement remains Minn Burra 8.14 
WB02 3630 2990 Noost Gossigarth Burra 8.16 
WB03 3590 2940 Burnt Mound Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
WB04 3590 2940 House Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
WB05 3590 2930 Structure, possible cairn Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
WB06 3590 2940 Burnt Mound Bight/Sandy Geos Burra 9.6 
WB07 3520 2950 Click mill Loch of Annyeruss Burra 9.3 
WB08 3565 2995 Indeterminate mound Fugla Stack Burra 8.2 
WB09 3620 3070 Enclosed promontory Lotra of Minn Burra 8.6 
WB10 3655 3095 Indeterminate structure Banna Minn Burra 7.1 
WB11 3640 3100 Structure, possible house Bannaminn Burra 7.2 
WB12 3610 3200 Click mill Ruff Loch Burra 6.3 
WB13 3620 3210 Structure, house or cairn Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
WB14 3622 3210 Structure, house or fort Ruff Loch Burra 6.5 
WB15 3630 3250 Possible burial cairn Whinner Hevda Burra 5.1 
WB16 3670 3340 Enclosure The  Alter Burra 4.2 
WB17 3745 3450 Settlement and field 

system 
Southerhouse Burra 3.3 

WB18 3750 3510 Possible burnt mound Brough Burra 3.8 
WB19 3710 3545 Wall Branchiclett Burra 2.4 
WB20 3690 3590 Shell midden Hamnavoe Burra 2.10 
WB21 3790 3690 Settlement and field 

systems 
Setter Burra 1.8 

WB22 3790 3690 Possible burial cairn Setter Burra 1.8 
WB23 3845 3695 Enclosed promontory Bruna Ness Burra 1.9 
WB24 3835 3680 Probable Burnt Mound & 

structure 
Bruna Ness Burra 1.10 

WB25 3835 3680 Burnt Mound Bruna Ness Burra 1.10 
WB26 3835 3680 Burnt Mound Bruna Ness Burra 1.10 
WB27 3810 3485 Possible burial mound Southerhouse Burra 3.10 
WB28 3815 3480 Noost Southerhouse Burra 3.9 
WB29 3810 3470 Interminate, structural Southerhouse Burra 3.11 
WB30 3795 3455 Possible burial cairn Southerhouse Burra 3.14 
WB31 3795 3455 Possible burial mound Southerhouse Burra 3.15 
WB32 3710 3210 Indeterminate structure opp Holm of Papil Burra 6.9 
WB33 3710 3210 Indeterminate mound opp Holm of Papil Burra 6.10 
WB34 3685 3051 Settlement Duncansclett Burra 8.12 
WB35 3620 2990 Possible burial mound Gossigarth Burra 8.16 
WB36 3824 3670 Settlement and field 

system 
Bruna Ness Burra 1.11 

WB37 3678 3605 House Atla Ness Burra 2.11 
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Ref-
erence easting northing site type place name Island 

Map 
Note 

WB38 3692 3535 Burnt Mound Lu Ness Burra 2.2 
WB39 3697 3531 Settlement & enclosed 

promontory 
Lu Ness Burra 2.1 

WB40 3727 3540 Structure, house or cairn Sand of Meal Burra 2.13 
WB41 3810 3540 Field system Gardins Burra 2.17 
WB42 3811 3542 Structure, possible house Gardins Burra 2.17 
WB43 3812 3482 Structure, possible house Southerhouse Burra 3.12 
WB44 3812 3481 Structure, possible house Southerhouse Burra 3.12 
WB45 3758 3379 Burnt mound, structures & 

field system 
Tougs Burra 4.14 

WB46 3740 3343 Burnt mound Tougs Burra 4.16 
WB47 3742 3342 Mound, possible burial site Tougs Burra 4.16 
WB48 3710 3310 Click mills Grunasound Burra 5.8 
WB49 3613 3207 Click mill Ill Craig, Papil Burra 6.4 
WB50 3620 3210 Enclosure Ruff Loch Burra 6.6 
WB51 3632 3250 Crop mark Loch of Sandwick Burra 5.2 
WB52 3640 3040 Site of possible souterrain 

& artefacts 
Minn Burra 8.10 

WB53 3539 2856 Click mills Groot Ness Burra 9.1 
WB54 3585 3012 Crop mark Clettnadal, Kettla Ness Burra 8.1 
WB55 3668 3558 Enclosed promontory Fugla Ness Burra 2.6 
WB56 3805 3477 Structure, possible house Southerhouse Burra 3.13 
EB01 3765 2985 Enclosure and dyke Scarfi Taing Houss 8.7 
EB02 3715 2875 Stone box / cist Point of Stakka Houss 8.8 
EB03 3710 2870 Enclosed promontory Point of Stakka Houss 8.9 
EB04 3710 2880 Enclosed promontory Scaalie Point / Point of 

Stakka 
Houss 8.1 

EB05 3690 2880 Bank Scaalie Point Houss 8.2 
EB06 3730 3020 Possible burial mound Symbister Houss 7.2 
EB07 3765 3095 Possible burial mound Ayre Dyke Houss 7.3 
EB08 3750 3180 Mound, possible clearance 

cairn 
Newton Houss 6.7 

EB09 3755 3230 House Newton Houss 5.3 
EB10 3750 3200 Burnt Mounds Newton Houss 5.2 
EB11 3755 3230 Burnt Mound Houlls Houss 5.5 
EB12 3750 3250 Burnt Mound Norbister Houss 4.5 
EB13 3740 3250 Possible burial cairn Midfield Norbister Houss 4.4 
EB14 3730 3280 Settlement remains Norbister / Bridge End Houss 3.3 
EB15 3790 3380 Possible burial cairn Grevis Field Houss 2.3 
EB16 3795 3395 Mound, possible clearance 

cairn 
Lang Sound Houss 2.5 

EB17 3840 3460 Structure, possible 
longhouse 

Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.5 

EB18 3845 3455 House and field system Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.4 
EB19 3850 3460 Mound: indeterminate Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.3 
EB20 3855 3475 Structure: possible 

longhouse 
Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.8 

EB21 3865 3480 Structure: possible 
longhouse 

Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.9 

EB22 3915 3460 Structure, possible house Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.12 
EB23 3830 3160 Enclosure The Taing Houss 6.11 
EB24 3830 3160 Stony mound The Taing Houss 6.11 
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Ref-
erence easting northing site type place name Island 

Map 
Note 

EB25 3830 3160 Enclosure The Taing Houss 6.11 
EB26 3810 3130 Possible structure The Taing Houss 6.13 
EB27 3780 3130 Structural remains Voe of North House Houss 7.8 
EB28 3915 3459 Enclosure Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.12 
EB29 3915 3458 Indeterminate Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.12 
EB30 3765 3331 Enclosures The Smuggins Houss 3.6 
EB31 3790 3365 Enclosures and mound Grevis Field Houss 3.8 
EB32 3805 3388 Settlement and field 

system 
Grevis Field Houss 2.4 

EB33 3816 3395 Enclosure Wester Heog Houss 2.6 
EB34 3820 3430 Field boundary Wester Heog Houss 1.2 
EB35 3870 3470 Structure, house or cairn Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.7 
EB36 3887 3478 Houses and field system Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.10 
EB37 3905 3454 Settlement and field 

system 
east of Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.13 

EB38 3850 3230 Boundary bank east of Loch of 
Gershon 

Houss 5.12 

EB39 3842 3233 Cairn east of Loch of 
Gershon 

Houss 5.11 

EB40 3760 3154 Structure, house or crue Wick of Blumbister Houss 6.3 
EB41 3757 3240 Burnt mound Houlls Houss 4.3 
EB42 3753 3250 Possible burnt mound Norbister Houss 4.7 
EB43 3696 2948 Cairns Clivland Bay Houss 8.3 
EB44 3755 2981 Structure, possible house 

or cairn 
Scarfi Taing Houss 8.6 

EB45 3799 3076 Structure Clettna Taing Houss 7.11 
EB46 3800 3166 Burnt mound Voe of North House Houss 6.9 
EB47 3870 3323 Click mills Easter Hogaland Houss 3.9 
EB48 3757 3230 Burnt mound Houlls Houss 5.6 
EB49 3785 3232 Burial mound Houlls Houss 5.7 
T01 3910 3650 Indeterminate structure, 

possibly industrial 
opposite Burland 
Skerry 

Trondra 3.8 

T02 3870 3580 Indeterminate structure opposite Ux Ness Trondra 3.5 
T03 3875 3560 Settlement and field 

system 
Kallee Ness Trondra 3.4 

T04 3890 3520 Settlement and field 
system 

Kallee Ness Trondra 3.2 

T05 3990 3810 Noost or well Hudigarth Trondra 1.18 
T06 3920 3830 Settlement Torgur Trondra 1.7 
T07 3900 3750 House and field system Burland Trondra 2.8 
T08 3900 3750 Burnt mound Burland Trondra 2.8 
T09 3900 3750 Burnt Mounds, clearance 

cairns, enclosure 
Burland Trondra 2.8 

T10 4015 3855 Burnt mound Scarfataing Trondra 1.13 
T11 4010 3856 Noost Meadow Ayre Trondra 1.11 
T12 3987 3845 Noosts and enclosure Scarfataing Trondra 1.12 
T13 3967 3841 Enclosure nw of Hardhouse Trondra 1.9 
T14 3940 3820 Noosts Cauldhame Trondra 1.4 
T15 3900 3810 Possible house and field 

system 
Torgur Trondra 1.5 

T16 3902 3783 Enclosures opposite Merry Holm Trondra 1.3 
T17 3910 3696 Smithy and possible long Burland Trondra 2.4 
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Ref-
erence easting northing site type place name Island 

Map 
Note 

house 
T18 3901 3525 Possible house and field 

system 
Kallee Ness Trondra 3.14 

T19 3693 3589 Structure, possible house Heugland Trondra 3.12 
T20 3980 3640 Enclosures Lea Heugland Trondra 3.10 
T21 3980 3720 Hulk Glendale Trondra 2.15 
T22 3920 3700 Click mill Burland Trondra 2.2 
T23 3917 3695 Click mill Burland Trondra 2.2 
T24 4040 3840 Fishery Trondra Trondra 1.14 
T25 4004 3816 Burnt mound South Ayre Trondra 1.17 
T26 3898 3694 Broch Burland Trondra 2.3 
T27 3950 3804 Long house Cauldhame Trondra 1.19 
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4  This Survey data 

The list of sites and site types as drawn from the work carried out in the course of This 

Survey is shown below.  They may be traced to the relevant Source Map and Map Notes 

using the two right hand columns.  Thus “Burra 1.3” indicates that the site is marked on 

Burra Source Map 1, and that details may be found in Map Note 1.3.  Source Maps and 

Map Notes are presented in a separate file.   

Map Notes cover all sites and monuments with one exception.  A number of stretches of 

boundary were noted in the course of fieldwork.  Many were of discontinuous lines of 

earthfast stones, in some cases of quite massive proportions.  The appearance of these is 

consistent with others found all over Shetland, and generally assigned to the Neolithic 

(Whittington, 1980: 35, Whittle, 1985: 45-58).  This kind of boundary is marked on the 

Source Maps, but in order to avoid repetition the individual stretches are not given 

separate Map Notes.  Detail is provided in Boundary Maps which are presented in a 

separate file. 

Ref-
erence easting northing site type place name Island 

Map 
Note 

B01 38065 36270 boundary Setter E-W Burra 1.3 
B02 37867 35928 boundary Bruna Ness Burra 1.14 
B03 37656 35335 boundary Meal Burra 2.20 
B04 37280 33804 boundary Tougs - W Burra 4.9 
B05 36746 33549 boundary Alter Burra 4.5 
B06 3698 3318 boundary Merkisayre Burra 5.7 
B07 3698 3318 boundary Grunasound Burra 5.10 
B08 3663 3279 boundary Mid Field - W Burra 5.4 
B09 3657 3146 boundary Virdack Burra 7.6 
B10 3667 3072 structure Bannaminn Burra 8.7 
B11 3765 3013 boundary Gorthendi Geo Burra 8.13 
B12 3765 3013 bank Tipton's Gaet Burra 8.9 
B13 3635 3103 mill Bannaminn Burra 7.3 
B14 3675 3080 mound Links of Minn Burra 8.11 
B15 3640 3190 structure Ruff Loch Burra 6.13 
B16 36928 31591 feature Skutanoust Burra 7.8 
B17 3691 3265 structure Mid Field Burra 5.15 
B18 3720 3320 noosts Freefield  Burra 5.9 
B19 36927 31635 structure Scorifield Burra 7.10 
B20 36194 31308 boundary Ramsraer Burra 7.5 
B21 36272 31235 enclosures Ramsraer Burra 7.4 
B22 3775 3465 boundary Boyne Burra 3.4 
B23 3670 3120 boundary Clett Burra 7.18 
B24 38163 36137 boundary Setter N-S Burra 1.3 
B25 3675 3534 boundary Fugla Ness Burra 2.6 
B26 37647 35420 structure Meal Burra 2.18 
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Ref-
erence easting northing site type place name Island 

Map 
Note 

B27 3809 3634 boundary Bruna Ness Burra 1.12 
B28 3710 3213 boundary Croogarth Burra 6.7 
B29 3689 3118 booth Clett Burra 7.17 
B30 3710 3213 house Croogarth Burra 6.8 
B31 3745 3385 boundary Tougs - E Burra 4.13 
B32 3688 3280 boundary Mid Field - E Burra 5.11 
H01 38006 33702 enclosure Grevis Field Houss 2.2 
H02 38301 34158 cairn Grevis Field Houss 2.8 
H03 3780 3130 iron ore Voe of North House Houss 7.8 
H04 38103 31817 mills Annsbrae Houss 5.13 
H05 38275 33522 house or cairn Mill Pond Houss 2.16 
H06 37559 30979 well Houss Houss 7.5 
H07 37519 31726 cairns & crubs Newton Houss 6.6 
H08 37613 32159 mound Houlls Houss 5.7 
H09 37678 31922 mounds Newton Houss 5.2 
H10 37796 32083 mound, burial Houlls Houss 5.4 
H11 38829 34394 house or cairn Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.13 
H12 38481 33700 house or cairn Mill Pond Houss 2.13 
H13 38156 33631 enclosure Grevis Field Houss 2.14 
H14 38116 33582 mounds Grevis Field Houss 2.15 
H15 37846 32431 enclosure Dorothy's yard Houss 5.8 
H16 38051 32389 house Loch of Houss Houss 4.13 
H17 38070 32396 enclosure Loch of Houss Houss 4.12 
H18 38218 32550 feature Easterloch Houss 4.11 
H19 38148 32716 enclosure The Mires Houss 3.14 
H20 37975 32807 structure Loch of Gershon Houss 3.12 
H21 39123 34735 feature Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.12 
H22 39123 34806 iron ore Whalsies Ayre Houss 1.11 
H23 38620 33159 house or cairn East Hogaland Houss 3.10 
H24 38257 31646 house The Taing Houss 5.14 
H25 38103 31668 structure The Taing Houss 6.10 
H26 38541 34225 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H27 38686 34256 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H28 38559 33919 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H29 38043 33718 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H30 38435 34235 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H31 38365 33810 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H32 38328 33639 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H33 38253 33823 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H34 38328 33639 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H35 38210 33474 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H36 38143 33196 boundary The Heog Houss boundary 
H37 37935 32989 boundary The Heog Houss boundary 
H38 37771 32946 boundary The Heog Houss boundary 
H39 37837 33203 boundary The Heog Houss boundary 
H40 37758 32989 boundary Yaa Field Houss boundary 
H41 37801 32832 boundary Yaa Field Houss boundary 
H42 37978 33156 boundary The Heog Houss boundary 
H43 37697 33200 boundary Cru Houss boundary 
H44 39039 34646 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
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Ref-
erence easting northing site type place name Island 

Map 
Note 

H45 38464 34450 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H46 38070 32396 boundary Houlls Mires Houss boundary 
H47 38116 32504 boundary Houlls Mires Houss boundary 
H48 38220 32614 boundary Housafields Houss boundary 
H49 37803 32822 boundary Loch of Gershon Houss boundary 
H50 37934 32257 boundary Loch of Houss Houss boundary 
H51 39121 34711 boundary Whalsies Ayre Houss boundary 
H52 38329 32980 boundary Easter Housifields Houss boundary 
H53 38119 31574 boundary The Taing Houss 6.12 
H54 38072 31696 boundary The Taing Houss boundary 
H55 38536 33027 boundary Easter Housifields Houss boundary 
H56 38196 31760 boundary The Taing Houss boundary 
H57 3742 3134 booth Meadows Houss boundary 
T01 39495 37599 crubs Grindadale Trondra 2.12 
T02 39687 36583 soil Lea Heugland Trondra 3.9 
T03 39284 37337 mound North Burland Trondra 2.6 
T04 39288 37434 longhouse North Burland Trondra 2.9 
T05 39323 37385 cairn North Burland Trondra 2.7 
T06 39147 36253 burial South Burland Trondra 3.6 
T07 3910 3625 iron ore South Burland Trondra 3.7 
T08 38862 35620 cairn Kallee Ness Trondra 3.3 
T09 39088 35276 structure Kallee Ness Trondra 3.13 
T10 3977 3768 boundary Hametoun Trondra 2.11 
T11 3755 3950 boundary Cauldhame Trondra 2.14 
T12 38847 35539 boundary Kallee Ness Trondra boundary 
T13 38775 35445 boundary Kallee Ness Trondra boundary 
T14 38878 35593 boundary Kallee Ness Trondra boundary 
T15 38646 35245 boundary Skipidock Trondra boundary 
T16 38805 35295 boundary Kallee Ness Trondra boundary 
T17 37122 35255 boundary Kallee Ness Trondra boundary 
T18 39040 35269 boundary Kallee Ness Trondra boundary 
T19 39152 35230 boundary Kallee Ness Trondra boundary 
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1. Burra Source Map 1 

1.1. Structure and enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE039 3812 3609 structure 
HU33NE039 3812 3609 enclosure 
 
o NMRS describe: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973), where it is 
shown with an attached incomplete enclosure.” 

Observations: 

 The yard has been dismantled.  The actual position of the structure is NGR 38147 
36076.  According to George Duncan of Meadows, who was brought up at Setter, the 
rectangular structure in the corner of the yard had been an old woman’s house. 

Discussion: 

The position and form of the dismantled yard and house on the edge of the good land 
and the fact that they are recorded on the 1880s Ordnance Survey map, reinforce the 
local tradition that this was a pauper’s house from the eighteenth or nineteenth century.  
No relevance for prehistoric period. 

1.2. Farm & head dyke 

Records: 

NMRS data 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE037 3792 3611 farmstead 
HU33NE037 3792 3611 structures 
HU33NE037 3792 3611 head-dyke 
 
o NMRS describe: 
“A farmstead comprising eight roofed buildings, two unroofed structures and five enclosures, 
and a head-dyke are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi). One unroofed building, one partially roofed building, three roofed 
buildings, eight enclosures and the head-dyke are shown on the current edition of the OS 
1:10000 map (1973).” 

 
Observations: 
 This describes the township of Setter at this location. 
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Discussion: 

There is no direct evidence for earlier structures, but there is a burnt mound (SMR #851 
/ NMRS # HU33NE018) within the circuit of the township’s hill-dyke. 

1.3. Boundaries 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B01 38065 36270 boundary

B24 38163 36137 boundary

 
o This Survey describes B01: 
“Noted by Parry as a boundary (Hedges, 1984), although he shows an extension at the 
eastern end extending north. This is a line of discontinuous earthfast boulders, some of 
massive proportions being 80-90 cms in height and width and 60-70 cms in depth.  
Adjacent to this boundary in two or three places there are signs of other boundaries 
consisting of more complete lines of much smaller stones (20-30 cms) embedded in the 
turf and running parallel to the line of massive boulders.  These smaller stones would be 
more easily displaced by grazing stock, and for this reason these are taken to be 
boundaries of comparatively modern date, perhaps delineating croft boundaries.”  
o This Survey describes B24: 
”Not noted by Parry as a boundary, although its northern end meets the eastern end of 
Setter E-W which was noted by him at its western end.  He shows a boundary heading 
north from 38182 36196, rather than south. This is a line of discontinuous earthfast 
boulders, some large, but some consisting of smaller stones (20-30 cms) embedded in 
the turf and running parallel to the line of massive boulders.  These smaller stones 
would be more easily displaced by grazing stock, and tend to be in straighter lines.  This 
boundary ends at its southern point, in line with the eastern boundary of NMRS # 
HU33NE039.  This suggests that part of this boundary at least, is of comparatively 
modern date, perhaps delineating croft boundaries. “ 

Observations: 

 Located by Parry, and shown on his map as a continuous stretch of boundary, the 
stretch identified as This Survey # B24 is directly in line with the east wall of the “old 
woman’s house” (NMRS # HU33NE039). 

 Both stretches of boundary consist of a discontinuous line of large, and in some 
cases massive, earthfast stones, and appear to converge on a Neolithic burial cairn 
(SMR #852 / NMRS # HU33NE028). 

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).   

1.4. Burnt Mound 

Records: 

SMR data 
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PRN Grid reference Site type 
 851 3799 3626 burnt mound(s) 
 

NMRS data 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE018 3799 3626 burnt mound 
 
o SMR says: 
“Relief: Flat and well sheltered, stream c.4m away.  Burnt mound, 6.5m. x 4.5m. 
Vaguely crescentic. Over 1m high.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Situated c 120m north east of Setter croft on the edge of a good pocket of agricultural land. The 
land is flat and well sheltered with rising ground on all but the north side; a stream flows c.4m 
away from the east of the mound. The mound is c.6.5m long, c.4.5m wide, over 1m in height and 
vaguely crescentic with horns facing west.” 

Observations: 

 Located at NGR 37985 36243, on edge of good agricultural land which forms part of 
the modern croft. 

Discussion: 

Shape suggests Barber’s Class 1; no group of mounds nearby and no structures found 
in direct association.   

1.5. Mound & structure 

Records: 

SMR data 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
850 3825 3646 bank(s) 
850 3825 3646 mound(s) 

 
NMRS data 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE024 3825 3640 structure 
HU33NE024 3825 3640 mound 
 
o SMR says: 

“Structure of six stones, c.3m. diam. c.50m. to N - shallow earth mound 8m. x 5.5m.” 
o NMRS says: 
“At the south end of Stoura on an east facing slope there is a U shaped structure in a short stretch 
of field walling. The structure is made up of six stones and is c.3m in diameter. c.50m to the 
north is a shallow earth mound which measures c.8 by 5.5m.” 

Observations: 

 Bank and stone setting located by Parry.  The setting was U-shaped, measuring 
0.4m x 0.3m, “with six main stones”, built against a field wall but apparently 
unassociated with any settlement (Parry’s own notes, page 71).   
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 This survey noted vestigial low earthen mound, but could not definitively locate 
stones. 

Discussion: 

The size indicated by Parry suggests a cairn rather than a house, but he does not 
identify it as such.  This site may be associated with other settlement in the 
neighbourhood.   

1.6. Burnt Mounds 

Records: 

 
SMR data 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
847 3820 3660 burnt mound(s) 

 
NMRS data 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE003 3812 3658 burnt mounds 
 
o SMR says: 
“Relief: In sheltered valley of a small stream.  Five mounds.  Crescentic to circular in 
shape, ranging from 4m. diam. to 11m.x6m. Heights 0.3m - 1.5m.  Five burnt mounds to 
the NE of Stoura Field.” 

o NMRS says: 
“Five small burnt mounds are scattered along the course of a stream which runs eastwards from a 
small loch. The location is sheltered and gently sloping, the current vegetation being semi-heath; 
though drained by the stream the immediate area is fairly marshy. The plans of the mounds have 
been lost but they varied in shape from circular to crescentic and were all small having overall 
dimensions from 4m diameter to 11 by 6m and heights from 0.3 to 1.5m.” 

Observations: 

 This Survey located the five burnt mounds at: 
o NGR 38208 36593 (one mound) 
o NGR 38193 36596 (one mound) 
o NGR 38163 36595 (two mounds) 
o NGR 38126 36575 (one mound) 

 As reported by Parry, the mounds vary in shape from circular to crescentic, and have 
overall dimensions from 4m diameter to 11m by 6m, and heights between 0.3m and 
1.5m.   

Discussion: 

The type is usually associated with the Bronze Age, and the mounds represent heavy 
use over a short period, or continued use over a longer one.  The presence of a group 
may indicated that these are a Barber Class 2 group, a frequentus populi.  This would 
not of itself indicate nearby settlement. 
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1.7. Enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE045 3796 3676 enclosure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“An enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 This is actually a mill, slightly larger than average at 6m square. 

Discussion: 

The stone to build the mill may have been recovered from the remains of the nearby 
prehistoric settlement (EASE # WB21 / SMR # 3530).  The mill itself probably dates 
from the 18th – 20th century.  No relevance for prehistoric period. 

1.8. Settlement, field system & possible burial cairn 

Records: 

EASE data 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB21 HU 379 369 Settlement and field systems 3rd - 1st Mill BC

WB22 HU 379 369 Possible burial cairn 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3530 3590 2670 settlement, other

3530 3590 2670 field system 
3530 3590 2670 dyke(s) 
3530 3590 2670 stone structure 
3531 3790 3680 burial mound 

 
o EASE # WB21 says: 
“A complex of fragmentary structures occupy a small terrace, measuring 30m by 50m, 
on a sloping hill side. The entire area is littered with collapsed stone and thus it was 
difficult to distinguish individual structures or features. At the north end, however, a 
circular structure, measuring 10 by 6m, is defined by several large orthostats. Towards 
the south end of the terrace three potential structures are less well preserved but 
appear to be circular and of larger dimensions. To land ward side of the terrace, an area 
of level ground measuring 50m by 19m appears to be enclosed by a series of dykes. 
These remains are tentatively interpreted as a prehistoric settlement.” 

o EASE # WB22 says: 
“A low mound, measuring 3m by 2m, stands no more than 0.5m high. Stones protrude 
through the turf covering around the entire mound. The average stone size is in the 
region of 0.2m by 0.4m. The mound may be the remains of a small prehistoric burial 
cairn and may relate to a possible nearby settlement.” 
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o SMR # 3530 says: 
“A complex of fragmentary structures: to the north end a circular structure (5m x 4m) 
incorporates several large orthostats; moving south, three other potential structures are 
less well preserved but appear to be circular and of larger dimensions. To the 
landwards side a level (c. 50m x 19m) area appears to be enclosed by a system of 
dykes. The entire area is littered with collapsed stone and thus it was difficult to 
distinguish individual structures/features. This site is tentatively interpreted as a 
prehistoric settlement. The overall length of the site is c. 50m and the width is c. 30m. 
Relief: on flattish terrace between sloping hillside and rocky shore, site lies parallel to 
the coast.” 

o SMR # 3531 says: 
“Low mound with frequent protruding stones. Possible burial cairn. It may relate to 
nearby settlement (see SMR 3530). The mound measures 3m x 2m and is 0.5m high.  
The average stone size is 0.2m x 0.4m. Relief: on a small level promontory surrounded 
by low cliffs.” 

Observations: 

 SMR entry is transcribed from EASE survey, but shows different grid reference for 
“stone structure”. 

 Neither the structures nor the burial mound were located by this survey.  They were 
noted respectively by EASE as less than 20m and less than 10m from the coast 
edge, which is a few metres above modern sea-level.   

Discussion: 

The sites may have been lost to cliff fall or the fragmentary nature of the remains may 
have weathered or been disturbed by stock, beyond recognition.  The slight nature of 
the reported remains and their complete lack of shelter to the north and west suggest 
that they may have been abandoned much earlier than SMR #848, potentially in the 
face of changing climate.  Comparison is drawn with the fragmentary remains in the 
northwest of Trondra (EASE # T6 / SMR # 3504) which are similarly exposed, and also 
in a poor state of preservation.  Early Neolithic occupation is suggested. 

1.9. Enclosed promontory 

Records: 

EASE data 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB23 HU 3845 3695 Enclosed promontory Unknown 
 

SMR data 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3532 3845 3695 enclosure(s), other

3532 3845 3695 dyke(s) 
 
o EASE describe: 
“A length of dry stone walling extends across the neck a small low promontory, 
enclosing an area measuring 50m by 30m. The wall is up to 1 m in width and stands up 
to 2m high. The substantial height of the wall suggests that it was not a livestock barrier. 
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The surrounding coastal edge was not sufficiently high to form a barrier to animals. The 
site may be associated with the nearby settlement and burnt mounds.” 

o SMR says: 
“A stretch of drystone walling across the landward side of a small promontory enclosed 
an area c. 50m x 30m. The dyke has a maximum length of 50m and a width of up to 1m. 
The stone size is c. 0.25m x 0.4m. The substantial height (upto 2m) of the enclosing 
dyke suggested that this enclosure was not merely an animal enclosure. The 
surrounding coastal edge was not sufficiently high to form a barrier to animals and thus 
it seems unlikely that such a wall would impede animal access on to the surrounding 
inland area. This site may be associated with the nearby settlement and burnt mounds. 
See SMR 3533, 3534, 3535. Relief: on a small level promontory surrounded by low 
cliffs.” 

Observations: 

 A small, level promontory surrounded by small cliffs.  In 1995, parts of the wall stood 
up to 2m high.  

 Local crofter, John Arthur Simpson of Setter, says that this small promontory is 
known locally as “The Ham”.  Jakobsen (Jakobsen, 193663) derives the element 
Ham from ON họfn meaning haven or harbour. 

Discussion: 

The site type is not diagnostic as to date.  In both recent and historical times, such 
points of land were used to collect sheep herded off the common grazing, before 
allocating them to their owners, but the low coastal edge on either side of the 
promontory and on the promontory itself would make it difficult to use in this manner.  
Also, the dyke is higher than necessary to be stockproof.  The promontory forms the 
northern end of a shallow north-south bay, which is actively eroding along its shoreline.  
The site may be associated with other occupation nearby, or may represent the remains 
of an originally separate settlement now lost to rising sea level. 

1.10. Burnt mounds 

Records: 

EASE data 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB24 HU 3835 3680 Probable Burnt Mound and structure 3rd - 1st Mill BC 
WB25 HU 3835 3680 Burnt Mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC 
WB26 HU 3835 3680 Burnt Mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC 
 

SMR data 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3533 3835 3680 burnt mound(s) 
3534 3835 3680 burnt mound(s) 
3535 3835 3680 burnt mound(s) 
 
o EASE #WB24 describe: 
“A slight, grass-covered mound, measuring 2m in diameter, lies on gently sloping land 
leading to a low rocky cliff. It stands no more than 0.5m high. Small angular stones are 
visible in several exposures and there are several larger stones protruding from the 
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base of the mound, to its west side. There is a small stream nearby. To the south and 
west side of the mound, earth fast stones appear to define part of an associated 
structure or enclosure. This site, along with WB25 and WB26 are likely to be those 
previously noted by Parry (Hedges, 1984, Bruna Ness BMI-IV). Parry locates these 
mounds further south and west of this area (coinciding with those marked on OS map), 
however no mounds could be located during this survey at the Parry or OS locations. It 
is likely that a transcription error on earlier surveys may account for this discrepancy. 
This area needs to be re-surveyed to accurately map these sites.” 

o EASE #WB25 describe: 
“A crescentic grass-covered mound measures 10m by 8m and stands up to 1.5m high. 
Frequent small angular stones are visible within the mound. To the east side, several 
larger stones, suggestive of a structure, were visible beneath the turf. The site is likely 
to be a burnt mound. This site, along with WB24 and WB26 are likely to be those 
previously noted by Parry (Hedges, 1984, Bruna Ness BMI-IV). Parry locates these 
mounds further south and west of this area (coinciding with those marked on OS map), 
however no mounds could be located during this survey at the Parry or OS locations. It 
is likely that a transcription error on earlier surveys may account for this discrepancy. 
This area needs to be re-surveyed to accurately map these sites.” 
o EASE #WB26 describe: 
“An oval turf covered mound measures 3m by 2m and stands up to 0.5m high. Small 
angular stones protrude from several exposures around the mound. A water course 
runs nearby. The site is interpreted as a burnt mound. This site, along with WB24 and 
WB25 are likely to be those previously noted by Parry (Hedges, 1984, Bruna Ness BMI-
IV). Parry locates these mounds further south and west of this area (coinciding with 
those marked on OS map), however no mounds could be located during this survey at 
the Parry or OS locations. It is likely that a transcription error on earlier surveys may 
account for this discrepancy. This area needs to be re-surveyed to accurately map 
these sites.” 

o SMR # 3533 says: 
“(no description provided)” 

o SMR # 3534 says: 
“A crescentic turf-covered mound with frequent small angular stones protruding. It has a 
length of 10m and a width of 8m and is up to 1.5m high. There are several larger 
stones, suggestive of a structure, which are visible under the turf to the east side. It is 
interpreted as a burnt mound. Relief: gently sloping ground leading to low rocky cliff. 
See SMR 3532, 3533 and 3535.” 

o SMR # 3535 says: 
“An oval turf covered mound with small angular stones protruding, located adjacent to a 
water course. Interpreted as a burnt mound. It measures 3m x 2m and has a height of 
0.5m. See SMR 3532,3533 and 3534. Relief: gently sloping ground leading to low rocky 
cliff.” 

Observations: 

 One burnt mound was located at NGR 38360 36839.  The other two may be at NGR 
38352 36827, but if so their condition is now eroded beyond definite identification.  
They were noted in 1995 as being less than 10m from the coast edge, but are now 
considerably closer. 

 These mounds were thought by Parry to be burial mounds.  He also identified a small 
stretch of boundary wall to their south west.  

 The EASE survey suggests that Parry may have confused them with a group of five 
mounds to the southwest (Inv. # 1271 / SMR # 847 / NMRS # HU33NE003).  Not 
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only were they located by this survey, however, but Parry’s maps show clearly that 
these mounds are separate from the group of five. 

 George Duncan of Meadows, who was brought up at Setter and has a mussel farm in 
the area, reports that the sea is “extremely shallow” around the point and that this 
extends “quite a way” to the eastward.  Admiralty charts show a depth of around 2.5 
metres immediately offshore. 

Discussion: 

The short length of the boundary wall, and its curve and location, suggest that it is more 
likely to be part of a field system than of a major boundary.  The presence of the 
boundary together with the fast-eroding coastline and shallow water immediately 
offshore, indicate the possibility of low-lying fields lost to the rising sea together with any 
evidence of earlier structures.  Some mounds may have been lost to erosion; those that 
remain vary in shape.  Presence of crubs along shore suggests that this may be the 
landward edge of lost settlement area, possibly a predecessor to nearby well-preserved 
oval house (EASE # WB36 / SMR # 848-9 / NMRS # HU33NE008). 

1.11. House, field system & cairns 

Records: 

EASE data 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB36 HU 3824 3670 Settlement and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
848 3823 3671 house, heelshaped

849 3820 3660 enclosure(s), other

849 3820 3660 dyke(s) 
849 3820 3660 cairn(s), clearance

 
NMRS data 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE008 3824 3670 homestead 
HU33NE008 3824 3670 enclosures 
HU33NE008 3824 3670 small cairns 
HU33NE008 3824 3670 field-system 
 
o EASE # WB36 describe: 
“An oval structure is situated on a small terrace on a sloping hillside, some 25m from 
the coast edge. It measures 12m by 9m and is aligned NW to SE; the 2.5m wide 
entrance lies at the SE end. Defined by a 1 m wide grass-covered bank, the building 
appears to have an entrance facade and possibly a curving 'porch' or forecourt in front 
of this. A pair of large stones stand at the inner end of the entrance and at further pair of 
stones may be the ends of piers of walling forming internal divisions. To the west side of 
the building, an area of raised ground, measuring 10m by 8m, may be the remains of an 
enclosure or cultivation patch, possibly of contemporary date. The remains of an 
extensive field system survives on the sloping ground between the house and the sea. 
A discontinuous line of earth fast stones define a curvilinear enclosure measuring some 
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35m by 45m and subdivided internally. A rectilinear enclosure, measuring 18m by 8m, 
lies to the east of this, while a number of clearance cairns lie to the west. See Hedges 
1984, Bruna Ness site K.” 

o SMR # 848 describe: 
“D-shaped or heel-shaped house, 11m E-W;  10m N-S. Wall is best preserved on E. 
side, 2m. wide, surviving 0.5m-0.7m high, inner and outer faces of earthfast stone 
visible. On east side wall is straight for c.7m. and has an entrance c.1m. wide. Hollowed 
interior is 7m x 6m and some stones are aligned in the alcoves in the NE and SE 
corners, -probably cells or recesses.  In 1968, A.Ayre saw the entrance as being c.6m. 
wide. The amorphous remains of a forecourt extend c.8m. of the entrance.  Situated 
with field system (849).  Neolithic house east side of Bruna Ness, 150 yards north of 
group of five burnt mounds.” 
o SMR # 849 describe: 
“Two connected enclosures. The larger is subrectangular, 25m x 30m (N-S) with a small 
pound in the SW corner 10m x 7m (E-W).  Attached to the east side - 2nd enclosure 
extending 20m. N.  4.5m. x 1.5m. (N-S).  Part of the walls remain as inner and outer 
faces filled with rubble, and the rest survives as banks of stone.  To the N., a complex of 
field walls at right angles to the coast enclose small areas. Small field clearance cairns 
occur amongst this.” 

o NMRS says: 
“HU 3723 3671: The well defined remains of a Neolithic/Bronze Age horse-shoe shaped hut, 
measuring 7.5m wide by 9.3m long, on a small shelf in a SE facing hillside. Its walls stand to a 
height of 0.5m, and are 1.4m wide where both wall-faces can be seen. Several upright stones 
may represent the remains of cells or recesses, and two apparently flank a rather wide entrance in 
the SE side, which is straight and measures about 6.0m. The amorphous remains of a forecourt 
extend about 8.0m SE of the entrance. Some 40.0m to the S, are the remains of a probably 
associated enclosure, with a small pound in its W corner.  
Visited by OS(AA) 15 May 1968  
See also HU33SE 43. Situated on flat ground on a raised shelf some 50m west of the shore. 
Though well sheltered and surrounded by good grazing land the nearest supply of fresh water is 
the stream c.70m to the south. The house, which is well preserved, is D or heel shaped in plan 
and measures c.11m east-west and c.10m north-south. The wall, which is best preserved on the 
east side, is c.2m wide and survives 0.5 to 0.7m high with inner and outer faces of earthfast 
stones being visible. On the east side the wall is straight for c.7m and in the centre of this stretch 
is an entrance c1m wide. The hollowed interior of the building measures 7 by 6m and the 
alignment of some stones suggests alcoves in the north west and south east corners. Two 
connected enclosures occupy the area between the coast and the craggy slopes on which the 
house stands, some 40m to the north west. The larger of the two is roughly square, measuring 
c.25m east-west and c.30m north-south and in its south western corner there is a small pound 
which measures c.10m east-west and c.7m north-south.  
A second enclosure is attached to the shore side of the larger one and extends c.20m north of it; 
the overall dimensions are c.45m north-south and c.15m east-west. The construction of the walls 
of the enclosures varies, parts having inner and outer faces filled with rubble and others only 
surviving as banks of stones.  
For a distance of c.180m to the north there is a complex of field walls at right angles to the coast 
which divide off small areas; within these are field clearance cairns.  
J W Hedges 1984 ” 

Observations: 

 The well-preserved oval house with annexe is situated on a small terrace on a 
sloping hillside, sheltered by hill to the north and west.  First noted by Parry, an 
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extensive field system survives on the sloping ground between the house and the 
sea 

Discussion: 

Given its position in the landscape, this may represent a replacement for the homestead 
possibly suggested by the presence of the eroding burnt mounds on the coast edge to 
the north (EASE # WB 24-6 / SMR # 3533-5).  As with SMR #846, the excellent state of 
preservation, the presence of burnt mounds nearby, and the sheltered location all 
suggest that this homestead was occupied in the Bronze Age and potentially into the 
Iron Age. 

1.12. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B27 3809 3634 boundary

 
o This Survey describes B27: 
“Previously noted by Parry, this boundary was not found in survey.”   

Observations: 

 This stretch of boundary was identified by Parry, and allocated the number B27 from 
Hedges’ map (Hedges, 198442).  It could not be located by field survey. 

Discussion: 

Hedges’ map may have intended to refer to the boundary noted as This Survey # B1.  

1.13. Burial Cairn 

Records: 

SMR data 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
852 3822 3610 burial, cairn 

 
NMRS data 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE028 3822 3610 cairn 
 
o SMR says: 
“Relief : On summit of small hill, adjacent to O.S. cairn.  Circular cairn c7m. diam., with 
a hollowed interior. Some of the stones present may have formed a wall line.” 

o NMRS says: 
“Situated on the summit of a small hill to the south of Bruna Ness peninsula, east south east of 
the croft of Setter and next to a summit cairn marked by the Ordnance Survey. The surrounding 
area is mostly exposed outcrop with some heathery bracken. The cairn is circular, c.7m in 
diameter, and has a hollowed interior. Parry though that some of the stones present formed a 
possible wall line.” 
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Observations: 

 A circular cairn some 7m in diameter, with a hollowed interior, of a type consistent 
with other Neolithic cairns found in Shetland.  It commands extensive views over the 
north part of Bruna Ness and west over Setter.   

 This cairn is actually located at NGR 38240 36196, being the next hill to the north of 
the one referred to in the records.   

 Two stretches of boundary appear to converge on this point. 

Discussion: 

Judging from the boundaries nearby, the cairn appears to have formed a marker for 
land division.   

1.14. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B02 37867 35928 boundary

 
o This Survey describes B02: 
“This boundary lies adjacent to the house and enclosure at Moosa Breck (SMR # 5857), 
and close to the township at Setter (NMRS # HU33NE037) and the cairn on Stoura field 
(SMR # 852 / NMRS # HU33NE028).  It appears to be on a larger scale than required 
for a field system and may be conjectured as dividing the land between Moosa Breck to 
the east and Setter to the west.   
Noted by Parry as a boundary (Hedges, 1984), this feature consists of earthfast 
boulders running in a south-north direction from 37603 35864 to 38131 35993.  There 
may be a junction with it, close to 38139 35865, which is not shown on the Ordnance 
survey 1973 map. “  

Observations: 

 Located by Parry, and shown on the Ordnance Survey 1970s map, this stretch of 
boundary consists of a discontinuous line of earthfast boulders and is distinct in the 
landscape.  It appears to skirt the enclosure of a nearby homestead (SMR # 846 / 
NMRS # HU33NE023).   

 Occasional isolated stones are found located adjacent to the boundary in two or 
three places along its length.  The northern end peters out in smaller stones, and it is 
not clear whether it may have joined with another stretch of boundary (This Survey # 
B24) or have continued toward the burial cairn (SMR #852 / NMRS # HU33NE028). 

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).   

1.15. Houses, field system & burnt mound 

Records: 

SMR data 
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PRN Grid reference Site type 
846 3820 3580 house, round 
846 3820 3580 cairn(s), clearance 
846 3820 3580 burnt mound(s) 

5857 3830 3580 house, other 
 

NMRS data 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE017 382x 358x burnt mound 
HU33NE017 382x 358x indeterminate remains 
HU33NE023 3824 3582 house 
HU33NE023 3824 3582 enclosures 
HU33NE023 3824 3582 small cairns 
 
o SMR # 846 says: 
“Relief : Gently sloping ground and level well-drained heath.  House (HU 38243582) 
Roughly circular, c.8m. diam. wall 2m. thick and 0.5-0.7m. high. Inner and outer faces of 
earthfast stone with rubble core.  The inner wall face on the south side has been 
revealled by excavation by a local amateur. There is an apparent entrance to the east. 
A platform containing earthfast stones extends c.8m. from the south side of the building.  
The house is situated within an enclosure, of which only a semicircle survives. The max. 
diam. (E-W) is 100m. Wall remains as large earthfast stones, with smaller stones 
scattered around, other than a 25m length to the west which remains as a bank. Inside 
the enclosure there are two clearance cairns to the NE and a bank of earth and small 
stones run 15m. from the outer wall.  c.12m. west of the enclosure is a low bank of earth 
and stones running SE - NW for c.5m. before merging with a mound of earth and stones 
c.5m. diam and 0.6m. high.  Crescent shaped mound, SW facing, 5m x 4m  - at least 
partially of burnt stones.  Circle of orthostats to NE c7m. -8m. diam - possibly a small 
enclosure.” 

o SMR # 5857 says: 
“(1) JUST ACROSS THE BURRA ISLE BRIDGE ON RHS OF ROAD THERE ARE SET 
STONES WHICH SUGGEST A HOUSE. 
(2) CIRCULAR HOUSE, 7.4M. X 8.0M., WITH A SMALL PLATFORM TO THE SW. THE 
INNER FACING STONES OF THE WALLS ARE EXPOSED ON THE W AND SW AND 
INCLUDE ORTHOSTAT SETTINGS UP TO 0.7M IN HEIGHT. THE OUTER FACING 
STONES OF THE WALLING ARE VISIBLE ON THE WEST SIDE OF THE 
STRUCTURE. THE ENTRANCE WS PROBABLY ON THE SOUTH. THERE IS A 
SINGLE ORTHOSTAT SETTING ON THE N SIDE. THE HOUSE LIES WITHIN A 
FIELD SYSTEM. A NEARBY PLANTIE-CRUB PROBABLY RE-USES STONES FROM 
THE FIELD BOUNDARIES. THERE IS SOME MODERN ASPHALT DUMPED IN THE 
INTERIOR OF THE HOUSE AND ON THE PLATFORM TO THE SW.” 

o NMRS 17 says: 
“There are several interesting features outside the enclosure ( ?HU33NE 23). About 12m to the 
west is a shallow bank of earth and stones which runs south east-north west for a distance of 
c.5m before merging with a mound of earth and stones c.5m in diameter and c.0.6m high. c.26m 
north east of these and c.10m from the enclosure wall is a crescent shaped mound with horns to 
the south west which measures c.5 by 4m; this appears to consist at least partly of burnt stone. 
On a craggy outcrop c.50m north east of the enclosure there is a circle of orthostats c.7 to 18m in 
diameter which may have been a small enclosure.” 
o NMRS 23 says: 
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“The house structure is on a level well drained piece of the heath c.25m north west of a small 
plantie crub built onto the enclosure wall. It is roughly circular, c.8m in diameter, and the c.2m 
thick wall stands 0.5 to 0.7m high. The wall has inner and outer faces of earthfast stones between 
which there is a rubble core. Excavation has revealed the inner wall face on the south side and 
also an apparent entrance to the east.  
A platform of earth containing some earthfast stones extends for c.8m from the south side of the 
building. The house is within an enclosure, of which only a semi-circle survives; its maximum 
dimension (east-west) is c 100m. The wall consists for the most part of large earthfast stones 
with smaller stones scattered around but a 25m length to the west takes the form of a bank. 
Inside the enclosure are two clearance cairns and to its north eastern part there is a bank of small 
stones and earth which runs for c.15m from the outer wall.” 

Observations: 

 Two structures lie within in an encircling field system sheltered by a rocky outcrop to 
the north and west.  One is a well-preserved oval house with annexe (SMR # 846 & 
5857 / NMRS # HU33NE23).  The second (NMRS # HU33NE17) lies on the eastern 
edge of the natural platform and survives as a circle of orthostats c 7m – 8m in 
diameter.  This may represent a second house.   

 Below the platform running down to the shore on the east side lies an area some 
40m x 50m centred on NGR 38360 35837 and containing the fragmentary remains of 
a field system.  The Admiralty Chart depth contours indicate that an area of shallow 
water extends several metres offshore from here northwards along the coast.   

 A burnt mound lies to the west of the more complete house (SMR # 846).   
 Entry SMR # 5857 appears to duplicate SMR # 846. 

Discussion: 

Its position within the same field system suggests that the better-preserved oval house 
to the west may have been a replacement for the structure to the east, and that the two 
should be regarded as a single homestead.  The fragmentary field system probably 
represents an earlier phase of settlement, and some of the fields and the associated 
dwelling may have been lost to rising sea level.  Comparisons are drawn with the 
settlement further north on the same coast, namely the one which may have been 
associated with the burnt mounds on the north east of Bruna Ness (EASE # WB 24-6 / 
SMR # 3533-5).  The excellent state of preservation of the oval house (SMR # 846), the 
presence of burnt mounds nearby, and the sheltered location all suggest that this 
homestead was occupied into the Bronze Age and potentially into the Iron Age. 

1.16. Click mill 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE015 381x 357x horizontal mill 
 
o NMRS says: 
“OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1881), sheet lvi. No trace. ” 
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Observations: 

 Mill not located in this survey, either.  It may lie at the centre of an area of boggy 
ground which has been fenced off as a Site of Special Scientific Interest, but it is not 
possible to examine further without disturbing newly planted trees.  

Discussion: 

Sited to take advantage of a flow of water, mills do not necessarily indicate nearby 
settlement.   Surviving mills sites usually date to the 18th – 20th century (Fenton, 
1997408).   
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2. Burra Source Map 2 

2.1. Settlement & enclosed promontory 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB39 HU 3697 3531 Settlement and enclosed promontory 3rd - 1st Mill BC 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
842 3697 3531 house, other 
842 3697 3531 cairn(s), clearance

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU33NE007 3697 3531 field-system (possible) 
HU33NE007 3697 3531 homestead 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A group of very ruinous structures occupy a narrow enclosed promontory. Up to four 
separate but adjoining structures have been identified in the past, although only two 
conjoined buildings are now visible. Both are oval in plan and defined by earthen and 
stone banks. One measures 8m by 9m and appears to have a stone facade. The other 
is smaller and less clearly defined. A field wall adjoins the rear of the larger building and 
extends inland for over 10m. A low earthen and stone bank runs across the neck of the 
promontory to join a natural rock outcrop, forming a barrier across the entire width. The 
remains of another bank can be identified further out on the promontory, but this is more 
ruinous. See Hedges 1984, Lu Ness, H1.” 
o SMR says: 
“Aspect : E facing.  A dense complex of conjoined houses, walls and field clearance 
cairns which occupies a small peninsula.  Four circular to oval buildings which share 
comon walls with internal diameters ranging from 6-9m. The walls survive as banks of 
earthfast stones and soil, encircling  hollow interiors.  Three separate walls and a few 
clearance cairns across the promontory. The most northerly wall is a continuation of a 
natural bank.  South house: 11m x 6m.; Central house : 6m diam.; NW house: 9m x 8m; 
NE house: approx 6m. diam.  Neolithic house site 100 yards SE of burnt mound.  
Slightly raised on neck of small promontory. Two houses next to each other. Good 
defensive site. Protected on landward side by low cliff edge. Earth/stone banks of 
similar sizes. Both 6 yards-4 yards approx. Fairly well defined wall 1 foot 6 inches high.” 
o NMRS says: 
“HU 3697 3531: A typical Neolithic/Bronze Age homestead consisting of an almost circular hut 
foundation about 6.0m in diameter, with the slight remains of two, possibly three, other sub-oval 
structures attached on a rocky outcrop at the neck of a small promontory. All are defined by low 
stony banks. There are traces of a small cell or recess in the S arc of the main hut. The slight 
remains of two field walls cross the promontory to the S, apparently enclosing an area of cleared 
ground.  
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Divorced survey at 1/2500.  
Visited by OS(AA) 15 May 1968  
Situated on the neck of the narrow peninsula on level raised ground which is sheltered to the 
north and west by steeply sloping ground. The site is in a poor state of preservation but there 
seem to be four structures (Houses I-IV) which share common walling; the walls survive as 
banks of earthfast stones and soil which encircle hollow interiors. The buildings are oval or 
circular, House I measuring c.11 by 8m, II being c.6m in diameter, III being c.9 by 8m, and IV 
having an approximate diameter of 6m.  
The neck of the peninsula is almost totally cut off by a natural outcrop but there is a bank c0.3m 
high and c.15m long which completes the barrier. Two similar walls run right across the 
peninsula c.10 and 50m south of the first. There are two small clearance cairns on a rock outcrop 
near the house structures and a third between the second and third walls across the peninsula.” 

Observations: 

 Noted by Parry, conjoined structures join to form a barrier to the small promontory of 
Lu Ness beyond.   

 Anthropogenic soil over one metre deep is seen in the coastal section.  Catherine 
Emslie of Loness, Meal, remembers potato rigs being cultivated on the north side of 
this site in the 1950s.   

Discussion: 

The nearby burnt mounds suggest Bronze Age occupation, and the nearby souterrain 
suggests that this continued into the Iron Age.  Longevity of occupation and repeated 
adaptation are indicated respectively by the depth of the soil and the confused nature of 
the remains.   

2.2. Burnt mound 

Records: 

 
EASE data Query 

Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB38 HU 3692 3535 Burnt Mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
841 3697 3536 burnt mound(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE004 3692 3535 burnt mound 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A crescentic burnt mound, measuring 12m by 8m, lies in marshy ground. It stands up 
to 1.8m high and has a single large orthostat set into the ground between its horns. The 
mound is encircled by a low bank. See Hedges 1984, Lu Ness H2.” 

o SMR says: 
“12m. x 8m., less than 2m. high. Crescentic, facing SE. Large earthfast stones between 
"horns".  Around mound at distance of 3-10m. on all but the east side is a shallow bank 
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- level of area inside is reduced. (4) At the neck of the peninsula of Biargar nr 
Hamnavoe.” 

o NMRS says: 
“HU 369 355. There is a mound of Burnt stones at Brandsiclett.  
RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930  
At HU 3692 3537, a crescentic, turf-covered mound of burnt stones, about 1.3m high.  
Divorced survey at 1/2500.  
Visited by OS(AA) 15 May 1968  
See also HU33SE 43 Sited some 60m north west of the structures of Lu Ness settlement 
(?HU33NE 7) on flat ground below steep craggy slopes to the immediate north west. The area is 
of good sheltered land but in the immediate vicinity of the mound the land is marshy. The mound 
is c12m long, c8m wide, and less than 2m high and is crescent-shaped with the horns extending 
to the south east. Midway between the horns is a large earthfast stone. The mound is surrounded 
at a distance of from 3 to 10m on all but the east side by a shallow bank and the level of the area 
inside this seems to have been reduced.” 

Observations: 

 A burnt mound as described. 

Discussion: 

May be associated with the Bronze Age phase of the Lu Ness settlement (EASE # 
WB39 / SMR # 842 / NMRS # HU33NE007). 

2.3. Souterrain 

Records: 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 

840 3697 3544 souterrain 
 

NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing
NMRS site type 

 

HU33NE005 3696 3544 souterrain (possible) 
 
o SMR says: 
“Several large structural stones with lintels also surviving.  Short stretches of a low bank 
radiating from it. RCAMS mentions it as underground, but Hedges questions whether it 
was originally subterranean. Finds include a trough quern and grain rubbers, suggesting 
a domestic function.  Excavated in 1936 and earlier. Breadth 2'6"-3'11", max. height 
probably 2'7".  Just inland of a small promontory jutting out into small voe of Atlantic, 
just S of Hamnavoe.  To NW of it a precipitous, craggy hill which gives good protection.  
On flat ground overlooking voe.  100 yards from sea, approx.  Distinctive mound 6ft 
high, appears to be composed of small stones and earth.  There appears to be a 
depression on the SE side which would possibly be the entrance. Surrounded by fairly 
marshy ground  Short distance away, appearance of small bank (1' - 1'6'') encircling 
site.  Local informant stated that, since the excavations, crofters have filled up the 
souterrain with rubbish.  At the edge of cultivated ground 100 yards SW of Brandsiclett 
and on the slope of Trolla Rigs there is an indeterminate ground structure, excavated 
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many years ago. Rediscovered in 1936 and partially opened. In 1946 it was visible for 
13 feet but choked with earth.” 

o NMRS says: 
“(Area: HU 359 354) An underground structure of indeterminate character lies at the edge of 
some cultivated patches of ground, 100 yds. SW of Brandsiclett and on a slope called Trolla 
Rigs. Severely mutilated by earlier excavation and stone-robbing, it was partly re-opened in 
1936, revealing a subterranean passage, running from NE to SW, which has been cleared for 
13ft. and which appears to continue in a southerly direction, perhaps to communicate with other 
buildings. These, however, are now probably destroyed, as the ground to the south is level and 
cultivated and not much higher than the roof of the passage itself. The breadth varies from 2ft. 6 
ins. to 3ft. 11 ins., and the height probably did not exceed 2ft. 7 ins. The masonry of the wall 
incorporates some large stones set on edge or on end, among which is part of a large trough 
quern, broken across. Lintels which formed the roof had been about 18 ins.below the present 
surface; eight of these had been removed but three were found in situ in 1936. Finds, recovered 
from the earth apparently thrown out by the excavators included two rough stone implements, a 
pounder and two grain-rubbers all suggestive of a domestic site.  
RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930, 1936  
This site is now apparently destroyed and marked by a pile of rubble containing several lintel 
stones, at HU 3697 3545.  
Surveyed at 1/2500.  
Visited by OS(AA) 15 May 1968  
See also HU33SE 43. The location of the 'souterrain' noted by the Royal Commission is some 
50m south east of Burnt Mounds II and III (HU33NE 6) on the edge of ploughed land attached to 
the croft at Brandisclett and on the south col of the valleys running from Hamnavoe to Lu Ness. 
Parry described the site as destroyed, only several large structural stones, including lintels, 
surviving. He also observed short stretches of shallow banking radiating from the site but could 
not distinguish any pattern. The chief feature mentioned by the Royal Commission was a 
lintelled underground passage although whether this was originally subterranean is not clear. 
Finds including a trough quern, and grain rubbers suggest the site to have been domestic.” 

Observations: 

 No trace now visible above ground.  Reported as being 100 yards from the sea, 
apparently between the Lu Ness houses (EASE # WB39 / SMR # 842 / NMRS # 
HU33NE007) and the crag on which Branchiclett sits.   

 Dimensions noted as 2’6”- 3’11” wide and 2’7” high, extending some 13 feet in 
length.  Excavated in 1936 and earlier.   

 Two photographs in RCAHMS library (SH/34 and SH/1322) show massive lintels 
above a low passage.  A broken trough quern appears to have been used in the 
construction of the passage.  The SMR notes that Hedges questioned whether the 
structure was originally subterranean.   

Discussion: 

Could be souterrain or another buried structure.  Photographs suggest souterrain, and 
incorporation of quern may suggest incorporation as good luck element, or because 
was redundant maybe because it was broken, or because a better replacement had 
been found or because the household was now using a rotary quern.  Souterrains are 
often dated to the Iron Age.  There are other indications of Neolithic and Bronze Age 
settlement activity in the area.   
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2.4. Wall 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB19 HU 3710 3545 Wall Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3528 3710 3545 stone structure(s)

 
o EASE  says: 
“Fragments of a curvilinear wall extends along the edge of a terrace. The wall survives 
to 4m in length and is less than 0.5m wide. It stands between 0.5 and 0.7m high. The 
wall may have served to retain the terrace but, alternatively, may be part of a larger 
structure which has now almost entirely eroded away.” 

o SMR says: 
“Remnant stretch of curved walling protrudes from naturally terraced edge. It measures 
4m in length, 0.5m wide and c. 0.5-0.7m high. Although fragmentary, it is possible that 
this walling relates to a structure now almost entirely eroded away. Relief: sloping land 
leading to low cliff above rocky shore.” 

Observations: 

 Possible remnants of stone wall seen in coastal section, adjacent to a thick layer of 
anthropogenic soil some 1m in depth. 

 The wall was more substantial during the EASE survey. 

Discussion: 

Difficult to date, but presumably associated with other settlement activity in the area.   

2.5. Burnt mounds 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 

838 3689 3549 burnt mound(s) 
839 3688 3548 burnt mound(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE006 3688 3549 burnt mounds 
 
o SMR  # 838 says: 
“Diam. 4.5m. high, depression in top. Bank (843) runs N. from this mound..  Just inland 
from small promontory to S of Hamnavoe. Precipitous slope to NW of flat ground 100 
yards from sea. Distinctive mound 6 foot high composed of angular stones/earth. 
Kidney shaped. Small bank encircling structure. (4).” 

o SMR  # 839 says: 
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“Roughly circular, 6-7m. diam., 1.3m. high. Depression in top c.2m.  Remains of stone 
wall against S side.” 

o NMRS  says: 
“At HU 3688 3549, two small turf-covered mounds,containing quantities of burnt stone, situated 
beside a marshy area; one is about 6.0m in diameter and 0.7m high, and the other, some 7.0m to 
the N, is about 4.0m in diameter and 0.4m high. Both have their tops hollowed.  
Divorced survey at 1/2500.  
Visited by OS(AA) 15 May 1968  
See also HU33SE 43 Located on a flat piece of grazing land on a high craggy col c.125m north 
west of Burnt Mound I (?HU33NE 4). The surrounding land slopes away gently on all sides but 
to the south it rises again steeply. There is a small loch c.12m to the west. The two mounds, 
which are more or less circular, are only c.3m apart and they have a joint north-south orientation. 
The diameter of the southern one is 6 to 7m and it is c.1.3m high; there is a depression in its top 
c.2m in diameter and against its south side there are the remains of a stone wall. The northern 
mound has a diameter of c.4.5m, height at c.0.5m, and has a depression in its top like that in 
Burnt Mound II. ” 

Observations: 

 Two mounds observed at NGR 36880 35466. 

Discussion: 

The type is usually associated with the Bronze Age.  Together with the other burnt 
mound (EASE # WB38 / SMR # 841 / NMRS # HU33NE004) and the bank and dyke 
(SMR # 843 / NMRS # HU33NE019) they would bring a putative boundary almost to the 
conjoined houses at Lu Ness (EASE # WB39 / SMR # 842 / NMRS # HU33NE007),and 
therefore may have been part of an early boundary cutting off the Fugla Ness 
promontory.   

2.6. Enclosed promontory 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB55 HU 3668 3558 Enclosed promontory Unknown 
 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B25 3675 3534 boundary

 
o EASE  says: 
“A barrier runs across the neck of the promontory upon which the light house is located. 
Visible now as a discontinuous line of large earth fast stones, this boundary extends for 
more than 70m.” 

Observations: 

 The promontory of Fugla Ness is an extensive area, easily secured at this point.  The 
site description in the EASE survey refers to a barrier running across the neck of the 
promontory, visible as a discontinuous line of large earthfast stones. 
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 This boundary runs from NGR 3680 3543 to 3670 3525, and is marked on the 
Ordnance Survey 1973 map.  It cuts off the Fugla Ness headland from the croftland 
around Branchiclett.   

 The wall is built of medium sized stones (20-30 cms), the lower course of which is 
embedded in the turf.  It does not, however, contain any massive boulders and is in 
quite straight alignment.  Where it curves, it does so to follow the contours of the 
land.   

 The promontory may have been enclosed by an earlier boundary marked at its north 
end by a bank and dyke (SMR # 843 / NMRS # HU33NE019), continuing on a line 
marked by two burnt mounds (SMR # 838-9 / NMRS # HU33NE006) and a single 
burnt mound (EASE # WB38 / SMR # 841 / NMRS # HU33NE004), and marked at its 
southern end by the conjoined houses at Lu Ness (EASE # WB39 / SMR # 842 / 
NMRS # HU33NE007). 

Discussion: 

The light construction and comparatively straight line of this boundary suggest that it 
belongs to the eighteenth or nineteenth century, rather than an earlier period.   

2.7. Bank and dyke 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 

843 3690 3560 bank(s) 
843 3690 3560 dyke(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE019 368x 354x wall 
 
o SMR says: 
“Bank runs 30 N from burnt mound (838), disappearing at natural outcrops. It reappears 
c.70m. further on and runs down to Hamnavoe beach. The last 15m turns east. 25m. 
from this end, a wall branches off to the west for c.20m.” 

o NMRS says: 
“A bank runs for c.30m in a northerly direction from Burnt Mounds II and III ( ?HU33NE 6) 
disappears on a natural outcrop, reappears c.70m further on ( and continues virtually unbroken to 
the shore at Hamnavoe beach. The last c.15m turns sharply to the east and a branch wall c.25m 
before the end runs west for c.20m. The area which the wall crosses is all good grazing land. ” 

Observations: 

 Vestigial bank observed in the course of this survey.   
 Parry records this as a boundary, and his sketch map suggests that it stretched as 

far south as the burnt mounds (SMR # 838-9 / NMRS # HU33NE006).  A line 
extended from these burnt mounds to the next burnt mound (EASE # WB38 / SMR # 
841 / NMRS # HU33NE004) would bring a putative boundary almost to the conjoined 
houses at Lu Ness (EASE # WB39 / SMR # 842 / NMRS # HU33NE007). 
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Discussion: 

It is tempting to see this bank and dyke as the remains of a prehistoric boundary 
associated with the Lu Ness settlement and originally enclosing Fugla Ness.  There are 
no other indications of prehistoric settlement activity on Fugla Ness beyond the Lu Ness 
houses.  As a boundary it is differently constructed from others noted as Neolithic.  The 
bank would have been less weathered and therefore more imposing in the Iron Age.  

2.8. Structures & enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE038 3716 3552 structures 
HU33NE038 3716 3552 enclosure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Two unroofed structures and one enclosure are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map 
(Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi). One unroofed structure is shown on the current 
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 The structures appear to be 18th-20th century. 

Discussion: 

The stone may have been recycled from earlier structures. 

2.9. Township & head dyke 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE036 370x 358x township 
HU33NE036 370x 358x head-dyke 
 
o NMRS says: 
“A township comprising five unroofed buildings, seven roofed buildings, ten enclosures and a 
head-dyke is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 
1881, sheet lvi). The modern town of Hamnavoe is shown on the current edition of the OS 
1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 The NGR given in the NMRS represents a point in the village of Hamnavoe.  This is 
the only village in Shetland founded as a fishing village in the late nineteenth century 
(Smith, 1984191).  It is neither a township in the technical sense nor a crofting 
community.  Hamnavoe does not have any head-dyke.   
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Discussion: 

Whilst the village is indeed shown on the 1881 map, it appears to have been incorrectly 
categorised.   

2.10. Shell midden 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB20 HU 3690 3590 Shell midden Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3529 3690 3590 midden 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A shell midden is exposed in a steep section in a private garden. The section extends 
for 1.5m in length and is 0.8m high. The property, which is of recent build, lies adjacent 
to the main road in Hamnavoe, some 50m beyond the pier and on the opposite side of 
the road.” 

o SMR says: 
“The site lies adjacent to the main road into Hamnavoe, c. 50m beyond the pier and on 
the opposite side of the road. It is exposed in a steep section within a garden of a 
recently-built house and is visible from the road. It has a diameter of c. 1.5m and a 
height of 0.8m. The exposed section shows a large quantity of shell and may relate to a 
midden of unknown date. Relief: on sloping land to the periphery of a garden property.” 

Observations: 

 The midden appears to have been built over by the pumping station next to 
Halcrow’s shop.  A little scratching in the loose dirt produced a single limpet shell.   

Discussion: 

The midden is of uncertain date, as limpets continued to be used as bait for long-lines 
into the twentieth century.    

2.11. House, round 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB37 HU 3678 3605 House 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
853 3678 3605 house, round 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
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NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE027 3678 3605 house 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A structure, 6.5m in diameter, is defined by a bank 0.5m high. Large earth fast stones 
line both the inner and outer faces of the bank and a pair of large orthostats, lying 1 m 
apart, may mark the position of an entrance to the east side of the building. The bui!ding 
is surrounded by quantities of loosely strewn stone. See Hedges 1984, Atla Ness, 
isolated monument.” 

o SMR says: 
“Relief : Flat slightly raised ground in saturated area, sheltered.  Boulder strewn area 
with well-defined house in it, 6.5m. diam, remains as bank containing earthfast stones. 
Inner and outer wall faces are visible. Wall stands 0.5m. high, c.1m. wide. Two 
orthostats c.0.7m. high, c.1m. apart to the east form possible door jambs, but the 
entrance mat have been to the south where there is a gap in the bank. A scatter of large 
stones in the west of the interior of the building may be a feature. No trace of associated 
field systems or enclosure.” 

o NMRS says: 
“The house is located on a flat but slightly raised piece of ground in an otherwise saturated area c 
18m south east of the small loch on the peninsula of Atla Ness. Generally the area is good 
grazing land and it is sheltered to east and south by higher ground; the shore of Hamnavoe Bay is 
25 to 30m to the west. Although the area is littered with boulders the house structure is easily 
recognisable being c.6.5m in diameter and defined by a bank containing earthfast stones. Both 
inner and outer faces are visible and the wall, which stands c.0.5m high, is c.1m wide. Two 
orthostats c.0.7m high and c.1m apart to the east form the possible door jambs but the entrance 
may alternatively have been to the south where there is a gap in the bank; a scatter of large 
stones in the west of the interior of the building may be a feature. No traces of any enclosure or 
field systems were found in association with the building. ” 

Observations: 

 Deteriorated a little since original record, the house is situated on quite poor and 
boggy boulder-strewn ground, and stands on a slightly raised platform.  There is no 
trace of associated field systems or enclosures. 

Discussion: 

The shape of the house suggests that it is no earlier than the Iron Age.  There are no 
signs of an associated field system, which might suggest that the house was not 
occupied by a farmer, or was not occupied long, or year-round.     

2.12. Township 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE035 376x 357x township 
 
o NMRS says: 
“A township comprising one unroofed building, fifteen roofed buildings and four enclosures, one 
of which is incomplete, is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
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(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi). One unroofed building, twelve roofed buildings and sixteen 
enclosures are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 The reference is to the township of Meal. 

Discussion: 

It is possible that the modern township overlies earlier structures, but there is no direct 
evidence for these.  There is therefore no reason to suggest that this specific location 
was occupied in prehistoric times.  

2.13. Oval house 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB40 HU 3727 3540 Structure, house or cairn 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
855 3727 3540 house, round 
855 3727 3540 burial, cairn 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE025 3727 3540 cairn (possible) 
HU33NE025 3727 3540 house (possible) 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A group of earth fast stones appear to define an oval structure measuring 9m by 4.5m. 
Orthostats in the 'interior' may mark the remains of internal features such as divisions. 
The surrounding area is strewn with loose stone. The structure may represent the 
remains of a prehistoric house or a cairn. Occasional lines of earth fast stones in the 
area are suggestive of a remnant field system.” 

o SMR says: 
“Possible house structure. General scatter of earthfast stones in the area. No banking, 
but earthfast stones indicate an oval structure, approx. 6.5m. x 5.5m. (N-S).  Could be 
the remains of a destroyed burial cairn.” 

o NMRS says: 
“The remains of a possible house structure were identified among a general scatter of earthfast 
stones on a fairly exposed gently sloping spur of good grazing land c.150m west of the Sand of 
Meal. There is no associated banking but the earthfast stones indicate an oval structure 
measuring c.6.5m north-south and c.5.5m east-west. Although interpreted as a possible house the 
remains could as easily be those of a destroyed burial cairn. ” 

Observations: 

 The site lies on improved land at NGR 37245 35386, on the western edge of an area 
of sandy soil but exposed to the southwest.  Shallow water extends immediately 
offshore.   
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 The surrounding area is strewn with stone, and occasional lines of earthfast stones in 
the area could be the vestigial remains of an associated field system.  

Discussion: 

The overall oval shape and the presence of a neighbouring field system make it likely 
that the structure is a house rather than a cairn.  The light soil on the site would have 
been attractive to early settlers but substantial areas of land have since been lost to sea 
level rise.  The medium state of preservation and the easily worked soil point towards 
the structure being in use later than other settlements noted as abandoned in the early 
Neolithic.  Erosion may have removed associated burnt mounds, but their absence 
combined with the site’s exposure to the southwest suggest that it may not have been in 
use in the later Bronze Age.   

2.14. Oval house & structure  

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 

854 3765 3551 house, oval 
854 3765 3551 building, foundations

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE026 3765 3552 structures 
HU33NE026 3765 3552 buildings 
 
o SMR says: 
“Two possible house structures.  At HU 37653552, sub oval structure 9m. x 8m. defined 
by low bank c.0.4m. high, remaining as earthfast stones and rubble.  HU 3765 3549, 
less convincing remains of a possible rectangular structure with rounded corners.” 

o NMRS says: 
“Two possible house structures are on either side of the main road c.100m south east of the croft 
called Grand View. The area is sheltered by outcrops on all but the west side but is level and 
marshy with a thick heath cover. c.15m from the east side of the road (HU 3765 3552) is a sub 
oval structure c.9 by 8m, defined by shallow banking c.0.4m high of earthfast stones and rubble. 
At the same distance from the road on its west side are the less convincing remains of a possible 
rectangular structure with rounded corners (HU 3765 3549).  
J W Hedges 1984 
One unroofed building and one roofed building, which may be one of those mentioned above, 
are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1881, sheet 
lvi), but they are not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 Any remains to the north of the road have been removed by recent building, but the 
SMR describes “two possible house structures” both in the field to the south. 

 The shape of neither is distinct, but may be described as oval.  
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Discussion: 

At least one oval house and possibly two lie on the site.  There is a boundary of 
Neolithic appearance following the slope of the hill to the east.  The houses lie close to 
the later township of Meal and whilst extensively robbed out, they have not been 
completely obliterated.  This suggests that they may have been comparatively well-
preserved until the establishment of Meal.   

2.15. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE055 3780 3554 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map 
(1973).” 

Observations: 

 The presence of a small pile of large stones near garden ground suggests that this 
structure may have been demolished to construct the new house nearby and/or to 
clear garden space. 

Discussion: 

Recorded on the 1881 map and therefore assumed to have been in crofting use at that 
time, this now-demolished structure is likely to have dated from the 18th – 20th century.  
It may have been built from stone recycled from earlier structures. 

2.16. Barrows 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 

845 3795 3536 burial, cairn 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE022 3795 3536 barrows (possible) 
 
o SMR says: 
“Relief : Sheltered boggy depression, stream running through it.  5 possible funerary 
mounds - 4 lying N of a stream, within 20msq., a possible 5th mound to the SW. 
Mounds are of earth, av.7m. x 5.5m.,ìless than 0.3m. high. They are irregular, all having 
hollows in them.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Five conjectured funerary mounds. About 170m west south west of the house (?HU33NE 20) 
there is a small, sheltered, east facing, boggy depression through which a stream runs. To the 
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north of the stream is a cluster of four mounds - lying within a 20m square area - and to the 
immediate south west there is a possible fifth. The mounds are made of earth, average c.7 by 
5.5m across and are less than 0.3m high; they are irregular, each having hollows. ” 

Observations: 

 As described.  A group similar in number, spacing and appearance was found in the 
course of this survey on Grevis Field, Houss.  They were noted as This Survey # 
H14. 

Discussion: 

Difficult to date, the mounds may be associated with the nearby house and field system 
(EASE # WB 41-2 / SMR # 844 / NMRS # HU33NE020-1).  The form is not diagnostic of 
settlement.   

2.17. House & field-system 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB41 HU 381 354 Field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC

WB42 HU 3811 3542 Structure, possible house 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
844 3800 3540 dyke(s) 
844 3800 3540 house, round 
844 3800 3540 bank(s) 
844 3800 3540 cairn(s), clearance 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE020 3811 3542 house 
HU33NE021 381x 354x field-system 
 
o EASE  # WB41 says: 
“The fragmentary remains of a field system can be identified from a series of earth fast 
stones and remnants of banking which define a large enclosure and several associated 
but less clearly defined features. The large enclosure measures some 45m by 60m and 
extends up to structure WB42, a probable prehistoric house. Inside the enclosure there 
are several clearance cairns; a second group of clearance cairns lie between the 
enclosure a ruinous bank which lies to its west side. See Hedges 1984, Gardins site 1 
and also WB42.” 
o EASE  # WB42 says: 
“Part of an earlier structure protrudes from beneath a plantiecrue. Defined by an arc of 
large earth fast orthostats, the structure is estimated to measure some 10m in length. 
The walling stands up to 0.6m high and is about 1 m wide. This probable house is 
associated with a field system and is adjoined by field walls. See Hedges 1984, Gardins 
site 1 and WB41.” 
o SMR says: 
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“House : (HU 3811 3542).  The only one but there may have been more, now 
destroyed..  Situated on level ground, partly destroyed by a crub. An arc of large 
orthostats survive, giving an estimated length of c.9m. Wall is c.1m. wide, standing 0.6-
0.7m. high. Inner and outer faces of earthfast stones survive. Field walls meet the 
house from the north and south..  Field walls remain as banks of earth and stone. To 
the west, a long arc may be part of an enclosure, running for c.100m., the ends curving 
to the south. Between these walls are 20 field clearance cairns and 3 low converging 
banks 30-40m. long.” 
o NMRS # HU33NE020 says: 
“Situated on level ground some 50m from Lang Sound and c.20m south of a stream. Most of the 
structure has been destroyed by the building of a plantie crub but what remains is well preserved. 
An arc of large orthostats survives which give an estimated length to the structure of c 9m; the 
wall, which is c.1m wide and is preserved to a height of 0.6-0.7m, had inner and outer faces of 
earthfast stones. Field walls meet the house from both north and south” 
o NMRS # HU33NE021 says: 
“The field walls meeting the house (?HU33NE 20) exist as banks of earth and stones which run 
for c.45m to the north and c.60m to the south. It is probable that this is part of an enclosure; 
within it there are a few clearance cairns. c.150m to the west there is another wall, marked by 
earthfast stones, which runs westwards for c.100m but curves south at each end. Between the 
two are twenty field clearance cairns and three very shallow converging banks which are 30 to 
40m long.” 

Observations: 

 As described.  The enclosure and boundaries running up to the structure look like an 
associated field system.   

Discussion: 

The shape and construction of the structure and the presence of the nearby field 
system, indicate that this is an oval house.    The shallow water extending from the 
shore raises the possibility of part of the field system, and any burnt mounds associated 
with the site, having been lost to rising sea level.  Unlike the oval house to the east of 
the Sands of Meal (EASE # WB40 / SMR # 855 / NMRS # HU33NE025), however, this 
site is well-sheltered and the extant plantiecrub suggests that the house’s medium-to-
poor state of preservation may be a comparatively recent development. 

2.18. Structure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B26 37647 35420 structure 
 
o This Survey B26 says: 
“The previously unnoted remains of a rectangular building lie to the west side of the 
stream which runs to the west of the path down to the Sands of Meal:   
There is a rumour of a nineteenth century chapel being built here, which did not long 
thrive.  The appearance and state of preservation of the structure suggests that this is 
the building in question.” 
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Observations: 

 The building stone may have come from the nearby oval house and structure (SMR # 
854 / NMRS # HU33NE26). 

 According to local resident David Sutherland of Grand View, Meal there was a chapel 
built here, which did not long thrive.  The appearance and state of preservation of the 
structure suggests that this is the building in question, of eighteenth or nineteenth 
century provenance. 

Discussion: 

No relevance for prehistoric period. 

2.19. Click Mill 
Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE016 375x 353x horizontal mill 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Mills (NAT) (Situated at HU 3754 3534 and HU 3751 3533).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. 
(1881), sheet lvi. No trace.” 

Observations: 

 The mill could not be located, but the dam associated with it is clearly visible 
upstream. 

Discussion: 

Sited to take advantage of a flow of water, mills do not necessarily indicate nearby 
settlement.   Surviving mills sites usually date to the 18th – 20th century (Fenton, 
1997408).   

2.20. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B03 37656 35335 boundary

 
o This Survey B03 says: 
“Curving from 37603 35304 to 37708 35366 along the contours of the slope on the 
eastern side of the Sands of Meal in a southwest-northeast direction towards Brake, the 
boundary consists of a line of earthfast boulders.  Occasional boulders in line may 
suggest that it continues to the coast to the southwest, and a large earthfast boulder at 
37725 35394 may mark its northeast end.  It is not recorded on the 1973 Ordnance 
survey map.  There may be a minor boundary abutting it near NGR 37635 35303. 
Given the orientation of the boundary and its placing along the contours of the hill, this 
may be a field system.  Alternatively, given its position above the marshy valley bottom 
where the land drains into the sea at the Sands of Meal, and its equidistance between 
Brough and the prehistoric remains around Loness, it may demarcate the area between 
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them.  For the purpose of reconstructing the Iron Age landscape, this latter possibility is 
of interest.” 

Observations: 

 Previously noted by Parry. 

Discussion: 

The appearance of this boundary is consistent with others found all over Shetland, and 
generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).   
 
Given its orientation and its position along the contours of the hill, this may be a field 
system potentially associated with the nearby oval houses (SMR # 854 / NMRS # 
HU33NE26).  Alternatively, given its position above the marshy valley bottom where the 
land drains into the sea at the Sands of Meal, and its equidistance between Brough and 
the prehistoric remains around Lu Ness, it may demarcate the area between them.   

2.21. Burnt mound 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 

862 3740 3540 burnt mound(s) 
862 3740 3540 broch/brough 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE012 374x 354x burnt mound 
 
o SMR says: 
“Listed as being suspected as a broch before survey, therefore it may still be!?.  Could 
not locate at the position indicated. Received information from local resident that there 
was a mound some 500 metres or more along the coast.” 

o NMRS says: 
“HU33NE 12 374 354.” 

Observations: 

 No trace of either a burnt mound or a broch in the area of dunes at the location given 
on the western side of the Meal beach.   

 Streaks of humus are visible in the machair stratigraphy, suggesting annual growth of 
grass.   

 Mike Finnie of Skeogarth, Houss reports finding a broken soapstone lamp in the 
section at this side of the beach. 

Discussion: 

The sand dunes in this area and the humus in the stratigraphy may have given rise to 
the reports of a mound.  This part of Meal may be the “Westerhouse” referred to in 
historical documents, and may represent an area lost to sandblow potentially around the 
end of the seventeenth century.  The broken lamp may indicate Norse activity, but there 
is no evidence of earlier occupation of this particular location.  
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3. Burra Source Map 3 

3.1. Structures 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE126 3785 3435 structures 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Two unroofed structures are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & 
Shetland (Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 Structures still in crofting use; they appear to be 18th-20th century. 

Discussion: 

The stone may have been recycled from earlier structures. 

3.2. Burnt Mound 

Records: 

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
336 3789 3455 burnt mound(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE004 3789 3455 burnt mound 
 
o SMR says: 
“Accentuated , crescentic turf-covered mound of burnt stones, c.2m. high. Top 
mutilated, hollow interior..  Small stream c.40m. south 19.5m x 16m., height 3m.  Crofter 
dug into remains 50 years previously and found remains of possible structure.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Known locally as Gulver Knowe, a large crescentic, turf-covered mound of burn stones, about 
2.0m high, with its top mutilated.   Re-surveyed at 1/2500. Visited by OS(AA) 15 May 1968.  
See also HU33SE 43.  The burnt mound is on gently east sloping ground c.100m west of the 
coast and on the edge of a fenced croft field; more marginal land exists c.80m to the south. The 
position is sheltered and there is a small stream c.40m to the south. The mound is c.19.5m long, 
c.16m wide and c.3m high and has an accentuated crescent shape with a distinctly hollow 
interior; the horns extend eastwards. There are obvious signs of disturbance and a local crofter 
said that he had dug into the eastern part about fifty years ago and had found remains which may 
have been those of a structure.” 
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Observations: 

 Isabell Laurenson of Boyne, the local crofter, says her father dug into the mound 
before the Second World War and found various “rooms” and also a huge flat stone 
which he and his brother built into the pier below the site. 

 She also pointed out the ruins of the wooden Royal Mail hut where the post was 
sorted after it had been delivered to the pier.   The pier has now eroded away. 

 In general, she said that she “dared not tell me” how much land had been lost to 
erosion over the last fifty years, for I would not believe it. 

Discussion: 

Gulver Knowe is one of the biggest burnt mounds on Burra, a fact which suggests either 
intensive or prolonged use.  It lies c400m south of a broch site (Inv. # 1276 / SMR # 331 
/ NMRS # HU33SE009) and c300m south west of settlement along the shore.  If this 
was the catchment area for the mound, it must have been populous.  The mound’s 
situation just north of an early coast-to-coast boundary (known locally as “the Boyne”) 
implies that it may also have been a territorial marker.  

3.3. Round house & field system 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB17 HU 3745 3450 Settlement and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3526 3745 3450 house, other 
3526 3745 3450 enclosure(s), other

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE124 3749 3449 enclosure 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A circular structure is defined by a wall consisting of large orthostats interspersed with 
smaller angular blocks. It measures some 7m in diameter with walls up to I m thick. The 
walls stood to 0.5m high and were constructed from stones measuring up to 0.6m by 
0.8m. A pair of orthostats suggest a possible entrance to the northeast side. Protruding 
stone in the interior indicate the survival of internal features or divisions. The site is 
actively eroding. Adjoining the south side was a second structure, also 7m in diameter. 
A dyke ran uphill from the structure and was visible for 30m. The remains may 
represent a prehistoric house with an associated field system.” 
o SMR says: 
“A circular drystone structure with a diameter of 7m and a height of upto 0.5m. The 
walls are c. 1m thick and consist of large orthostats interspresed with smaller angular 
blocks. A pair of orthostats to the north-east suggest a possible entrance. The maximum 
stone size is c. 0.6m x 0.8m. A dyke ran uphill from this point and was visible for c. 30m. 
To the south a further line of walling appeared to form an enclosure of c. 7m in diameter 
which adjoined the circular structure. Within the circular structure a discreet pile of loose 
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stone may represent a fragmentary internal feature. The western side of this feature is 
now being eroded and the mass of tumbled stone which surrounds this site make clear 
interpretation difficult. It may represent a prehistoric house wich an associated field 
system. The fact that many of the tumbled stones are now buried beneath the turf 
suggests that this structure is likely to be of some age. Relief: sloping rocky ground 
leading to low cliff.” 
o NMRS says: 
“An enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map 
(1973).” 

Observations: 

 The structure lies at NGR 37494 34475.  A rough enclosure has been constructed 
more recently and now lies ruined.  The impression given is of a prehistoric site 
surviving sufficiently intact to allow it to be recycled for crofting use in the 18th – 19th 
century, leading to its recording on the 1880s OS map.   

 The area is rocky and slopes down to low cliff.  It appears to have eroded since the 
EASE survey. 

 This appears to be the only settlement site on Luddie (the area of common grazing 
between the coast-to-coast boundary known locally as “the Boyne” and Wester 
Hogaland / Tougs). 

Discussion: 

The circular shape suggests an Iron Age structure, and the possible field system 
indicates agriculture.  The area has not been used for cultivation in historical times and 
has not been claimed for early apportionment, suggesting that the period of cultivation 
in prehistoric times was too short to build up any useful depth of soil. 

3.4. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B22 3775 3465 boundary

 
o This survey B22 says: 
“Not previously noted as a prehistoric boundary, this wall runs from the east coast of 
Burra at 3795 3448 to the west coast at 3760 3468.  Although generally well aligned, 
the foundations of the wall are seen to be eccentric in places and to comprise 
substantial earthfast boulders.  The wall built over these is in smaller stone, and clearly 
built by different hands.  Deep lynchets of soil are visible on its northern side.  Still well-
maintained, it is suggested that this drystone wall has functioned as a boundary for a 
considerable period, with its original monumental foundations being prehistoric.” 

Observations: 

 Unnoted by Parry as a prehistoric boundary, the drystone wall known locally as “the 
Boyne” is still maintained and stretches from shore to shore.  It is pierced by a cattle 
grid spanning the main road.  It marks the boundary between “da nort end” and “da 
sooth end” of Burra, a distinction which is keenly felt in the two communities.   
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Discussion: 

It is suggested that this drystone wall has functioned as a boundary for a considerable 
period, with its original monumental foundations being contemporary with the other 
discontinuous major boundaries found on Burra.  The burnt mound of Gulver Knowe lies 
just to the north of the wall.  

3.5. Chapel 

Records: 

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
335 3784 3492 church/chapel 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE009 3784 3492 chapel 
 
o SMR says: 
“No trace can now be discerned and was completely ruinous by 1711.  Large mound, no 
stonework visible. Some 'bumps and hollows on the E side on the mound. Mound 
partially built on. One house (Southerhouse) has conservatory which has been partially 
sunken into the mound.” 
o NMRS says: 
“( HU 3784 3494 ) Chapel (L.B.) (Site of).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 2nd ed. (1903).  The reputed 
site of an old chapel which was altogether ruinous (R Sibbald 1711) in 1711.  RCAHMS 1946, 
visited 1930.  Apart from slight ground disturbance at the site, no trace was seen or local 
knowledge found of a chapel.” 

Observations: 

 Slight ground disturbance and a little building stone seen in the section by the road, 
not necessarily related to the chapel. 

 The reputed site of a medieval chapel (Cant, 197548).  The NMRS and SMR records 
state that a ruinous building was extant on the site in 1711. 

Discussion: 

Early chapels are often associated with broch sites, and this one is adjacent to 
Southerhouse broch.  Three likely periods for the foundation of the church are 1) Pictish 
missions of the Late Iron Age , 2) the conversion of the Norse in the late tenth century 
(Thomson, 198763), and 3) the resurgence of the Norwegian church in the late twelfth 
century (Larsen, 1948132-134).  Any of these dates argues for the continuing 
importance of the broch site. 

3.6. Broch 

Records: 

 
SMR data Query 
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PRN Grid reference Site type 
331 3789 3494 broch/brough 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE007 3789 3494 broch 
 
o SMR describe: 
“Indications of regularly laid stonework, particularly near the cottage which encroaches 
on the site. Stones from here used in the pier at Scalloway.  2.5m. high.  Large mound, 
no stonework visible. Some 'bumps and hollows on the E side on the mound. Mound 
partially built on. One house (Southerhouse) has conservatory which has been partially 
sunken into the mound.” 
o NMRS says: 
“A rugged, grass-grown hillock, in a commanding position, the site of a broch.  
Although no characteristic features are discernible, there are slight indications of regularly laid 
stone-work here and there, particularly in the neighbourhood of the cottage which encroaches on 
the site. The pier at Scalloway is said to have been built with stones from this broch. (Anderson 
1873).  
RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930.  As described; no further information.  Visited by OS(AA) 15 
May 1968.  See also HU33SE 43.  Putative broch site to the south of croft; the croft buildings 
encroach on a large grassed mound some 2.5m high. ” 
o Fojut described the site in the appendices to his thesis (Fojut, 1979) as follows: 
“At south-east corner of garden of renovated croft, to east of public road.  Only five large 
stones remain, on the eastern side of a muchquarried mound. These suggest a circular 
structure of average broch-size. By their size, it may be that these are the only stones 
which were too heavy to remove by hand. Houses and garden walls encroach upon the 
site, but there may be up to 1 metre of the inner debris-fill of the broch remaining.   No 
defensive structures are visible, but the surrounding area has been extensively 
disturbed by building and cultivation.  The site commands an extensive view from north 
through east to south, with a good vantage point opposite the Quarff gap, the only direct 
east-west valley cutting the Shetland mainland. On the west, the view is limited by a low 
hill, the summit of which, 400m away, gives even more extensive views.  The land is all 
grazing, apart from a few garden plots, and the soil is thin, probably as a result of over-
exploitation. Most of the area has been arable at some time. Drainage is good, and 
there is no surface water, either flowing or static, for some distance. At least one croft 
has had a well.  The shores of the sound to the east, below the site, would have 
provided adequate landings, and its waters a safe anchorage. Stone for building is 
available in plentiful supply on the till to the west, which would also have provided peat.”  

Observations: 

 Noted by Fojut as a definite broch (Fojut, 198581) the site is located below the 
skyline on an east-facing slope, commanding clear views of the Quarff Gap on 
Mainland Shetland, on the other side of Clift Sound.  This situation offers shelter 
from westerly winds, but sacrifices clear views westwards over the open sea.  

 A 19th century reference indicates that the depth of building stone on the site had 
been sufficient for it to be taken to build the pier at Scalloway (Thomas, 1876482) 
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Discussion: 

The type is diagnostic of the Iron Age.  Its remains appear to have been monumental 
into the nineteenth century.  It should be set in the context of the other sites along the 
shore to its east. 

3.7. Township & head dyke 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE034 379x 350x crofting township 
HU33NE034 379x 350x head-dyke 
 
o NMRS says: 
“A crofting township comprising twenty roofed buildings, two partially roofed buildings, thirteen 
unroofed structures, fifteen enclosures, a Limekiln, a Sheepfold and a head-dyke is depicted on 
the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi). There are 
plots or crofts marked by pecked lines within the township.  Nineteen roofed buildings, one 
partially roofed building, eighteen unroofed structures, nineteen enclosures and the head-duke 
are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 The reference is to the township of Brough.   
 The limekiln shows that the crystalline limestone outcrop shown on the Geological 

Survey maps was being exploited by the 19th century. 

Discussion: 

The presence of the later township confirms the archaeological evidence that this was 
an agriculturally productive area.   

3.8. Burnt mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB18 HU 375 351 Possible burnt mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3527 3750 3510 burnt mound(s) 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A low grass covered mound, measuring 4m by 3m, stands up to 0.75m high. In small 
exposures on the mound small, angular stones can be seen. This site may be a much 
depleted burnt mound. It is not actively eroding at present.” 
o SMR says: 
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“A low grass-covered mound with protruding stones, some of which were small and 
angular. It measures 4m x 3m and has a height of 0.75m maximum. This site may be a 
much depleted burnt mound. It is not actively eroding at present.” 

Observations: 

 Noted by EASE in the 1990s as less than 10m from the coast edge. 
 The NGR given is actually in the sea.  The shoreline was examined but the mound 

was not located.   

Discussion: 

The mound may have eroded in recent years, or weathered beyond recognition.  There 
is no record of oval houses or of field systems in the immediate vicinity, and none were 
noted in the course of this survey.   

3.9. Noost 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB28 HU 3815 3480 Noost Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3537 3810 3485 noost(s) 
 
o EASE  says: 
“The fragmentary remains of a boat noost is set into the coast edge. It comprises a V-
shaped section of walling, 1 m long, 1.5m wide and up to 0.75m high. No trace of the 
seaward end now survives.” 
o SMR says: 
“Remains of the landward end of a V-shaped stone structure, interpreted as a 
fragmentary noost of unknown date. It measures 1.5m x 1m and has a height of up to 
0.75m. The stone size is 0.3m x 0.4m. Relief: eroding from low section adjacent to 
shore.” 

Observations: 

 Noost observed at position indicated. 

Discussion: 

Noosts have been in use from the Norse period until the twentieth century.  They 
usually indicate some settlement nearby, but cannot be securely dated.   

3.10. Burial mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB27 HU 3810 3485 Possible burial mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC
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SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3536 3810 3485 burial mound 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A large elongated, oval shaped earthen mound measures 18m by 9m. It stands up to 
1.5m high. A few stones protrude from the turf nearby. The mound appears to sit over 
an outcrop of rock. It is tentatively interpreted as a prehistoric burial mound.” 
o SMR says: 
“A large elongated/oval-shaped earthen mound with a few stones visible nearby. The 
mound measures 18m x 9m and is 1.5m high and appears to sit over an outcrop of 
rock. It is tentatively interpreted as a prehistoric burial mound. Relief: gently sloping land 
leading to a sharp cliff edge.” 

Observations: 

 A mound of earth crowns a rocky outcrop.  The identification as a burial mound is 
queried.   

Discussion: 

Whilst the identification and categorisation of individual monuments is open to doubt, 
the accumulation of features along this part of the coast indicates that there was 
definitely a prehistoric settlement here.  The area cultivated in earlier times will have 
been more extensive, as heavy erosion along the shore in recent years has removed 
significant areas of good agricultural soil.   

3.11. Occupation evidence 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB29 HU 381 347 Interminate, structural Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3538 3815 3480 occupation evidence

3538 3815 3480 settlement, other 
3538 3815 3480 building, evidence 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A 2m long fragment of walling is exposed in the coastal section. It survives to 0.75m or 
two courses high and was associated with deposits of anthropogenic soil, up to 1.2m in 
depth. The soils contain frequent charcoal flecks and iron panning.” 
o SMR says: 
“A fragment of walling, surviving to two courses high, measuring c. 2m long and 0.75m 
high, with an average stone size of 0.3m x 0.4m, lay adjacent to an exposure of deep 
anthropogenic soils (up to 1.2m deep). Soils contained frequent charcoal flecks and iron 
panning, suggestive of human activity in the near vicinity. Interpreted as possible 
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settlement, not yet fully exposed. Relief: exposed seaward section below gently sloping 
arable land.” 

Observations: 

 The depth of soil is still visible, but without flecking or iron pan.  The 2m length of 
walling appears to have eroded completely. 

 Lesley Cumming of Southerhouse is the local crofter, and she reports that the area 
along the shoreline has been subject to heavy erosion over the last twenty years, 
losing two to three metres in the winter of 2004-05 alone.   

Discussion: 

The depth of anthropogenic soil indicates long settlement.  Together with the other 
features noted along this part of the coast, this indicates that there was definitely a 
prehistoric settlement here.  The area cultivated in earlier times will have been more 
extensive, as the kind of periodic heavy erosion noted by the crofter along the shore, 
will have removed significant areas of good agricultural soil.   

3.12. Oval houses 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB43 HU 3812 3482 Structure, possible house 3rd - 1st Mill BC

WB44 HU 3812 3481 Structure, possible house 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
829 3812 3478 house, oval 
829 3812 3478 dyke(s) 
829 3812 3478 mound(s) 
829 3812 3478 house, subrectangular

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE065 3812 3482 house 
HU33SE066 3812 3481 house 
HU33SE068 3813 3482 mound 
 
o EASE  # WB43 says: 
“An earthen and soil bank, 1 m wide, defines an oval structure measuring some 6m by 
4m. Aligned north to south, two field walls abut the exterior of the building. One of these 
walls extends to join a second structure to the south west. See Hedges 1984, 
Southerhouse II and WB44.” 
o EASE  # WB44 says: 
“An oval structure, measuring 3m by 4m, is defined by a 1 m wide earthen and stone 
bank. The eastern side of the building has been damaged. A field wall connects this 
structure, a probable prehistoric house, to a similar structure lying to the north east. See 
Hedges 1984, Southerhouse I1 and WB43.” 
o SMR says: 
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“Two buildings connected by walling and backed by a large mound. The houses were 
well formed with walls 1m. wide, earthfast stones and earth, but were very small. The N. 
house was subrectangular with overall diam. 6m. x 3.5m.  (N-S). The S. house is oval 
3m. x 3.5m.  (E-W). Part of the east wall is missing, elsewhere walls are well-defined 
and as house 1.  The earthen mound behind is 24m x 13m x 2m high. It is situated on 
Lang Sound, possibly being composed of debris from the ferrying of peat from E. Burra.  
Linear bank runs W from N house, for 4m, and another to SW connecting it to the S. 
house.” 
o NMRS 65 says: 
“A very distinct oblong structure with rounded corners which measures c.6 by 3.6m and has a 
north-south orientation. The wall is well defined, consists of earthfast stones and soil, and is c 
1m wide. The structure has a linear bank running west from its north end for a distance of c.4m 
and another connects it to House II (HU33SE 66) to the south west.” 
o NMRS 66 says: 
“There is a smaller oval structure c.4m south west of House I, HU33SE 65, which is oriented 
east-west and measures c.3.5 by 3m. Part of the wall on the east side is missing but elsewhere it 
is well defined and is of the same structure and width as that of House 1.” 
o NMRS 68 says: 
“The earth mound, which connects House I and II ( ?HU33SE 65-6) extends  
c.24m to the east, has a maximum width of c.13m and attains a height of c.2m. It is possible that 
it consists of debris resulting from the ferrying of peat from East Burra.” 
Parry identified three oval houses in this area, of which these are two, with an 
associated earth mound.   

Observations: 

 The structures were not seen in the course of this survey.  The shore has now 
eroded back from the NGRs given.   

Discussion: 

The long-lived form of the oval house makes it difficult to date from form alone although 
a sub-rectangular shape may indicate a later date than oval.  It is suggested that the 
two houses represent part of the settlement associated with the broch and may have 
pre-dated it.   

3.13. House  

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB56 HU 3805 3477 Structure, possible house 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
830 3806 3479 house, oval 
830 3806 3479 cairn(s) clearance

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE067 3805 3477 house 
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o EASE  says: 
“Two lines of earth fast stones appear to define a sub rectangular structure, measuring 
at least 6m by 8m. The interior area of the structure is level. A pile of field clearance 
stones lies to one side. The structure has previously been identified as a possible 
prehistoric house but could alternatively represent a small plantiecrue. See Hedges 
1984, Southerhouse Ill, site G2.” 
o SMR says: 
“Oval house, planned. Surviving as oval platform c.10.5m. long (E-W), with possible 
annexe to the east. The north side is destroyed, with a modern clearance cairn built 
over part of it.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Some 50m to the south west of the earth mound, HU33SE 68, are the remains of a possible 
house which are partially covered by a modern field clearance cairn in the north west corner of a 
small field. The remains are poor but a raised bank edged by an alignment of earthfast stones 
gives the impression of an oval structure c.10.5m in length and oriented east-west; there may 
have been an annexe to the east.” 

Observations: 

 Parry identified three oval houses in this area, of which this is the third.  EASE were 
less certain of his identification.   

 Inspection confirms that the structure is sub-rectangular, rather than oval. 

Discussion: 

The long-lived form of the oval house makes it difficult to date from form alone although 
a sub-rectangular shape may indicate a later date than oval.  It is suggested that the 
houses in the area represent part of the settlement associated with the broch.   

3.14. Burial cairn 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB30 HU 3795 3455 Possible burial cairn 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3539 3810 3470 burial mound 
3539 3810 3470 enclosure(s), other

 
o EASE  says: 
“A small circular grass-covered mound measures 2m in diameter and stands up to I m 
high. Several medium sized stones protrude from its seaward (down slope) side. The 
site is tentatively interpreted as a burial mound. A fragmentaty enclosure, covering a 
15m diameter area, abuts the mound and extends to the sea. It is not clear if the two 
sites are associated.” 
o SMR says: 
“Small circular turf covered mound, measuring 2m in diameter and c. 1m high, with 
several medium sized stones protruding from the seaward (downward) side. These 
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stones have a maximum size of 0.4m x 0.3m. A fragmentary enclosure wall abutted the 
mound and ran down to the sea. It enclosed an area c. 15m in diameter. This site is 
tentatively interpreted as a burial mound.” 

Observations: 

 Neither mound nor enclosure was found in the course of this survey, and both may 
have been lost to the active erosion in the area.  A depth of anthropogenic soil was 
observed in the coastal section. 

Discussion: 

There was definitely a settlement in this area, even if the identification and 
categorisation of individual monuments is open to doubt.   

3.15. Burial mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB31 HU 3795 3455 Possible burial mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3540 3795 3455 burial mound 
3540 3795 3455 mound(s) 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A long earthen mound, measuring 18m by 6m, stands up to 1.5m and is partially 
covered with peat. It has been damaged by sheep trampling but is not yet affected by 
coastal erosion. It appears unlikely as a burnt mound but might be a burial mound. See 
also WB30.” 
o SMR says: 
“Long earthen mound partially peat covered. It measures 18m x 6m and ha a height of 
1.5m. It is much eroded by sheep activity, but not yet coastally eroded. Interpreted as a 
possible burial monument because of size, apparent age. It does not appear to be a 
burnt mound.” 

Observations: 

 According to Isabell Laurenson of the Boyne, the local crofter, this mound is the peat 
stack where her father used to land his peats from the boat, having cut them on 
Houss and ferried them over. 

 It is possible that the peats may have been placed on a pre-existing mound in order 
to keep them dry.  

Discussion: 

The mound appears to be recent, and not a burial.   
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4. Burra Source Map 4 

4.1. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE101 3712 3340 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map 
(1973).” 

Observations: 

 Site lies at NGR 37126 33457 and is still in use .  It appears to be 18th – 20th century. 

Discussion: 

The stone may have been recycled from earlier structures. 

4.2. Enclosure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB16 HU 367 334 Enclosure 18th - 20th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3525 3670 3340 stone structure(s)

 
o EASE  says: 
“A rectangular enclosure, measuring 8m by 4m, is surrounded by a quantity of tumbled 
stone. A natural section to the seaward side revealed that the enclosure banks, which 
stood up to 0.4m, to comprise of stone walls, covered by 0.25m of turf. The enclosure 
appears to have been used as a small cultivation patch and is probably of recent origin.” 
o SMR says: 
“This rectangular drystone walled structure, measuring 8m x 4m and 0.4m in height, 
was surrounded by a quantity of tumbled stone. A natural section to the seaward side 
revealed that the base of the walls lay under c. 0.25m of turf. This structure may be 
interpreted as a kailyard, however the lack of any noticeable soil accumulation to its 
interior argues against this. Other possible interpretations include an animal enclosure 
or much collapsed and robbed out habitation. The growth of turf over much of the 
stonework suggests it to be at least medieval in date. Relief: gently sloping land leading 
to shore. See photograph in file.” 
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Observations: 

 Enclosure beginning to erode over cliff.  Shape suggest probably 18th – 20th century.   

Discussion: 

The stone may have been recycled from earlier structures. 

4.3. Mound 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
836 3709 3365 mound(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE074 3709 3365 mound 
 
o SMR says: 
“Oval mound, 10m x 8m, 1.8m. high.  Function is uncertain, but crofter mentioned 
recent use as a potato drying.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Situated next to a stream on flat ground in the middle of present croft land 100m south of the 
croft of West Hogaland. The mound is oval, measures c.10 by 8m, is c.1.8m high and is oriented 
east-west. What it is is debatable although a local crofter mentioned recent use for potato 
drying.” 

Observations: 

 The mound lies at NGR 37101 33645, and is the right shape and location for a burnt 
mound but no stone is visible in the matrix. 

 Comparable with earthen mounds found elsewhere e.g. This Survey # T3.  

Discussion: 

This may be a decayed peat stack, or the remnants of a feelie dyke (a dyke built from 
turves).  Cannot be securely dated. 

4.4. Structures  

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE099 3682 3358 structures 
HU33SE099 3682 3358 enclosure 
HU33SE099 3682 3358 wall 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Two unroofed structures and one enclosure lying approximately 170m to the W of them are 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) 
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and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973), where a length of wall marked by 
pecked lines is also shown.” 

Observations: 

 The enclosure lies at NGR 37126 33457 and is still in use.  Appears to be 18th – 20th 
century.  The “length of wall” is a stretch of boundary (This Survey # B05).  
Structures are in line with the end of the boundary, between its eastern end and the 
loch. 

Discussion: 

Crofting structures probably built from stone taken from the boundary, which is likely to 
have run up to the loch.   

4.5. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B05 36746 33549 boundary

 
o This Survey B05 says: 
“This is a line of earthfast boulders which was noted by Parry as a boundary (Hedges, 
1984) and is marked on the 1973 OS map.“ 

Observations: 

 Modern enclosures lie in line, at either end.  These were probably built using stone 
from the boundary.  The original boundary is likely to have run from the coast to the 
loch. 

Discussion: 

The appearance of this boundary is consistent with others found all over Shetland, and 
generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).   

4.6. Enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE121 3694 3380 enclosure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“An enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 Some earthfast stones, so potentially rebuilt on site of earlier structure.  The present 
structure is still in crofting use, and looks to be 18th – 20th century. 
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Discussion: 

No relevance for prehistoric period. 

4.7. Structures 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE100 3721 3381 structures 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Two unroofed structures are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & 
Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix), but they are not shown on the current edition of the OS 
1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 Not found.  Heap of stones nearby.  Structure possibly cleared by crofter. 

Discussion: 

The appearance of the structures on the 1880s OS map, suggests that they were then 
in crofting use and are likely to have been 18th – 20th century.   

4.8. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE103 3712 3394 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed L-shaped structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & 
Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 Not found.  

Discussion: 

The unusual shape might have suggested earlier use, but the structure was not located.  
The recording of the structure on the 1880s OS map, suggests that it was then in 
crofting use and may therefore have been 18th – 20th century.   

4.9. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B04 3745 3385 boundary
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o This Survey B04 says: 
“Noted by Parry as a boundary (Hedges, 1984), this area contains a number of new 
houses.  The western part of the boundary is visible as a short line of earthfast stones at 
37280 33804, but along the line there is a heap of some six or eight stones of the same 
size as the one in the boundary, lying on top of the turf.  This suggests that they have 
been cleared for land improvement, in the recent past.“ 

Observations: 

 The site designated this Survey B04 consists of two stretches of boundary.  This is 
the western stretch.  Noted by Parry, this may form the western end of a continuous 
boundary which was pierced by the construction of the modern road.  The eastern 
end may have ended at the Tougs settlement (Inv. # 1271 / EASE # WB45 / SMR # 
337 / NMRS # HU33SE03 & 60-62).  See Note 4.13 below. 

 This part of the boundary is visible as a short line of earthfast stones at NGR 37280 
33804, but along the line there is a heap of some six or eight stones of the same 
size as the one in the boundary, lying on top of the turf.  This suggests recent 
clearance by the crofter.  

Discussion: 

The two sections of boundary did not necessarily form a single stretch, but since they 
can be traced on either side of the road, it is likely.   

4.10. Mound 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
828 3740 3396 burnt mound(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE063 3740 3400 barrow 
 
o SMR says: 
“Relief: At foot of crag, on top of ridge of high land.  Small oval mound with circular 
hollowed interior, earth and earthfast stones 6m. x 5m., 0.3m.-0.4m high. Central hollow 
approx. 2m. diam.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Some 300m north west of the excavated area ?HU33SE 3! there is a small oval mound with a 
circular hollowed interior which lies on a flat part of the craggy heathland next to a small pond. 
The site is very poorly preserved and is most inconspicuous and difficult to locate. The mound is 
of earth and a few earthfast stones, measures c.6 by 5m and is c.0.4m high; the central hollow is 
c.2m in diameter.” 

Observations: 

 Visible to this survey mostly because it differed from the surrounding vegetation.  No 
earthfast stones are now visible. Neither a burnt mound nor a barrow, the outline 
resembles a small (c 6m by 5m) house or cairn with a single entrance.  No adjacent 
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field system was observed.  If this was a house, however, it was clearly insubstantial 
and may not have been long occupied. 

Discussion: 

Difficult to categorise and to date.   

4.11. Structures 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE128 3775 3406 building 
HU33SE128 3775 3406 structures 
HU33SE128 3775 3406 enclosures 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed building of two compartments, four unroofed structures and two enclosures are 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) 
and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973), although one of the structures does not 
lie at the same location as that shown on the 1st edition.” 

Observations: 

 The most substantial of these structures, all of which are extant and most of which 
have been in recent crofting use, lies at NGR 3770 3400.  It has eroded back from 
the coast, and parts of the east side have been lost but the coastal section now 
reveals the shore to be lined with walling in the same style. 

 Laurina Herculson of Lynnfield, Houss, recalls that this was a substantial yard built 
by Peter Davidson for the use of his extended family to grow potatoes and other 
vegetables.  The structure was known as “Pettie’s Yard”. 

Discussion: 

Of nineteenth century construction, the walls presumably used building stone from the 
prehistoric structures at Tougs.  The structure is likely to have been sited to use the best 
cultivable land available. 

4.12. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE125 3729 3392 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map 
(1973).” 
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Observations: 

 The structure is now substantially demolished.  Visible corners suggest rectangular 
shape, and it is therefore assumed to be 18th – 20th century. 

Discussion: 

No relevance for prehistoric period. 

4.13. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B31 3745 3385 boundary

 
o This Survey B31 says: 
“Noted by Parry as a boundary (Hedges, 1984), this area contains a number of new 
houses.  The western part of the boundary is visible as a short line of earthfast stones at 
37280 33804, but along the line there is a heap of some six or eight stones of the same 
size as the one in the boundary, lying on top of the turf.  This suggests that they have 
been cleared for land improvement, in the recent past.” 

Observations: 

 This forms one of two stretches of boundary.  Noted by Parry, this may form the 
eastern end of a continuous boundary which was pierced by the construction of the 
modern road.  The western stretch is designated This Survey B04.  See Note 4.9 
above.   

 This part of the boundary comprises earthfast stones and is marked on the 1970s 
OS map, but stretches have been obscured by the building of new houses.  

Discussion: 

The two sections of boundary did not necessarily form a single stretch, but since they 
can be traced on either side of the road, it is likely. 

4.14. Burnt mound, settlement & cairn, round 

Records: 

 
EASE data Query 

Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB45 HU 3758 3379 Burnt mound, structures and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC 
 

 

 
NMRS data Query 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
337 3757 3378 burnt mound(s) 
337 3757 3378 settlement, "homestead"

337 3757 3378 cairn, round 
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Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE003 3758 3379 burnt mound 
HU33SE003 3758 3379 building 
HU33SE003 3758 3379 field-system 
HU33SE060 3754 3380 house 
HU33SE061 3752 3374 house 
HU33SE061 3752 3374 planticrub 
HU33SE062 3757 3383 structure 
 
o EASE  says: 
“An oval mound measuring 15m by 7m and standing up to 1.5m high lies close to a 
small watercourse. A group of large earth fast stones surround part of the periphery of 
the mound. This site was excavated in 1977 and found to be a burnt mound with an 
associated structure (Hedges, 1986). The excavation also examined an oval house, 
structures and a field system (HU33SE60-62) which lie outwith the coastal zone. See 
Hedges 1984, Sunnybank/Tougs site F, Hedges 1986).” 
o SMR says: 
  “Burnt mound 51'x24', height:5'-3'. Partially defined by a setting of stones around the 
base. Nearby, a group of small roughly circular heaps of similar character, 5'-12' diam. 
no great height.  " Homestead", "Burnt mound. 2 houses, a burnt mound, an unidentified 
feature and a field system. Burnt mound excavated (Hedges)- elongated, possibly due 
to the associated structure being sandwiched between it and the field wall. House 1 - 
interior was 8.5m. x3.6m., encased in a thick wall, consisting of 2 connected chambers, 
the larger being alcoved (excavated).  House 1  HU 3754 3380.  House 2  HU 3752 
3374 Not excavated. Circular mound with stones protruding and plantiecrub built on top. 
" Early house". Burnt mound HU 3757 3381 (excav.). Unidentified feature HU 3757 
3383 - ? circular structure described in excav. Report.  Field system (excav. report).  
Stone samples taken from cut near W end.” 
o NMRS 003 says: 
“HU 375 338 (C S T Calder 1965) A burnt mound 51' long by 24' average width, 5ft. high at the 
ESE and 3ft. at the WNW, and partially defined by a setting of stones round the base, lies about 
100 yds. north of the crofter's house at Bumont and about 20 yds. from the west shore of Lang 
Sound (known locally as The East Voe') in the vicinity of a smallburn and with a well close to 
the north side.  
A short distance from the mound, and scattered over the area known as 'The Toags', there is a 
large group of small, roughly circular heaps of a similar character, varying in diameter from 5' or 
6' to 10' or 12' but of no great height.  RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930  
At HU 3757 3381 a burnt mound as described. 20.0m W. of the mound, at HU 3754 3380, are 
the almost certain,but much mutilated,remains of a Neolithic/Bronze Age house, about 5.0m 
diameter. Two recesses can be recognised in the S. segment.  
A rectangular structure at HU 3757 3383, the footings of which measure about 5.5m by 
4.0m,may be a very old plantie-crub.  
The burnt mound and house are situated within the remains of a small field system defined by 
field walls and clearance heaps.  
A plantie-crub at HU 3752 3374 is situated on top of a circular mound through which a number 
of stones protrude suggesting another Ne-BA house. Surveyed at 1/2500.  Visited by OS(RL) 15 
May 1968.  See also HU33SE 43 Excavated by Parry.  
?Houses and structure HU33SE 60-2 may also form part of the same settlement. Excavated 1977 
revealing associated building. Radiocarbon dates; 2 samples from building gave combined date 
of 2009 +- 145bc.” 
o NMRS 060 says: 
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“May form part of the settlement HU33SE 3.  See also HU33SE 43.  J W Hedges 1984.  
Excavated 1977 and dated by radiocarbon to 1278 +- 154 bc.” 
o NMRS 061 says: 
“This was not excavated but Parry's notes appear to be lost. The Ordnance Survey investigator 
described it as a circular mound, through which a number of stones projected, which had a 
plantiecrub built on top. There is no doubt about his identification of the remains as an early 
house. (May form part of the settlement HU33SE 3).  J W Hedges 1984. 
A single unroofed structure or planticrub is depicted on the 1st edition of the 6-inch map 
(Orkney and Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix), but it is not shown on the current edition of the 
OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 
o NMRS 062 says: 
“Unidentified feature; probably the 'circular structure' described in the excavation report (GAJ, 
forthcoming). ?May form part of the settlement HU33SE 3.  J W Hedges 1984.  Excavated 1977 
” 

Observations: 

 The area was excavated in the 1970s prior to the construction of new houses 
(Hedges, 1986).   

 Within a field system, from north to south the area includes the following main 
features:  

o an undated & unidentified circular feature, possibly a round cairn 
o an oval house, dated to Middle or Late Bronze Age (1596-915 BC)  
o a burnt mound with an associated building (a house?) dated to the Early 

Bronze Age (2147 – 1856 BC) 
o a second oval house  

Discussion: 

There are similarities to the site at Scord of Brouster, with the succession of houses and 
the possible presence of a round cairn.  The site appears to have been continuously 
occupied over an extended period. 

4.15. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE095 3721 3364 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map 
(1973).” 

Observations: 

 Not found at NGR given – may lie underneath crofthouse. 

Discussion: 

The recording of the structure on the 1880s OS map, suggests that it was then in 
crofting use and may therefore have been 18th – 20th century.  
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4.16. Burnt mound & burial mound 

Records: 

 
EASE data Query 

Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB46 HU 3740 3343 Burnt mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

WB47 HU 3742 3342 Mound, possible burial site 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
338 3740 3343 mound(s) 
338 3740 3343 burnt mound(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE015 3740 3343 burnt mound 
HU33SE064 3742 3342 barrow 
 
o EASE # WB46 says: 
“A crescentic mound, measuring 10m by 8m, stands up to 1.75m in height. It is covered 
with grass but the shape would suggest that it is a burnt mound. A watercourse runs 
close to the mound. See Hedges 1984, Sunnybank 11, site F2.” 
o EASE # WB47 says: 
“A small oval mound measures 5m by 4m and stands to 1m high. It is aligned NE to SW 
and may be a burial site. See Hedges 1984, Sunnybank, site F.” 
o SMR says: 
“Burnt mound and putative burial mound to the west.  Burnt mound HU3743, 3343 Near 
small stream.  Crescentic, + "large".  O.S. - 2m. high..  Burial mound HU3742 3342.  
Small oval mound 5.5m. x 4m. (NE-SW), 1m. high.” 
o NMRS 15 says: 
“A mound of burnt stones lies about 200 yds. north of the indeterminate site No. 1278 (HU33SE 
14).  
RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930.  At HU 3737 3344, a large, crescentic-shaped, turf-covereed burnt 
mound, about 2.0m maximum height.  Surveyed at 1/2500.  Visited by OS(RL) 15 May 1968.  
See also HU33SE 43.  Located c.200m south along the coast from Sunnybank on a sheltered flat 
piece of ground about 25m from Long Sound. A small stream runs past the mound on its 
southern side. Parry describes the mound as being large in size and crescent shaped but there is 
neither a plan or dimensions in his surviving manuscript.” 
o NMRS 64 says: 
“About 10m south west of the burnt mound, HU33SE 15, is a small oval mound oriented north 
east-south west and measuring c.5.5m long, c.4m wide, and just over 1m high.” 

Observations: 

 The two mounds are treated together in the SMR. 
 The crescentic burnt mound is some 2m high and lies at NGR 37385 33417. 
 The “burial mound” has a clearance cairn on top, and is at NGR 37362 33403. 
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Discussion: 

The burnt mound may be assigned to the Bronze Age.  The “burial mound” is difficult to 
date and categorise; it is not diagnostic of settlement. 

4.17. Settlement, other 

Records: 

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
339 3739 3330 settlement, other 
339 3739 3330 broch/brough 
339 3739 3330 quarry/mine 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE014 3733 3333 mound  
HU33SE014 3733 3333 settlement (possible) 
 
o SMR says: 
“Indeterminate site - may have been a broch, later used as a "quarry" - no clear ground 
plan can be traced.  Up to 25m. diam. with small cell-like depression in the top 1m. high. 
Many earthfast stones  - clustered settlement?  17m. diam., un-broch-like stones with 
no trace of facing stones, walls or other broch like features.  Saddle quern noted beside 
the mound.” 
o NMRS says: 
“(Area : HU 373 333) There are very indefinite remains of considerable extent, possibly of a 
broch, on the north side of the public road, at the point where it approaches the west bridge 
giving access to the schoolhouse on'The Holms'.  
The structure appears to have been used as a quarry for stones, and no clear ground-plan can be 
traced.   RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930. 
Centred HU 3733 3333. An amorphous turf-covered mound, c.17.0m. in diameter and c.1.0m. 
high, composed of rough un-broch-like stones with no trace of facing stones, walling or other 
broch features.  A saddle quern was noted beside the mound.  Visited by OS(RL) 15 May 1968.  
See also HU33SE 43.  
Located c.50m north of the road connecting East and West Burra on a raised piece of outcrop but 
close to land in current use. The shore is c.40m to the east. The site consists of an almost circular 
mound some 20 to 25m in diameter and c.1m high which contains many earthfast stones and has 
several sub-oval to circular hollows in its top.” 

Observations: 

 There is no distinctive broch ground plan.  The surviving stones do not appear to 
have been worked, but given the proximity of later settlement any useful building 
stone would have been removed for re-use.  This may have prompted the 
description “quarry” in the 1946 Inventory which has been repeated in the SMR – 
there is no quarry or mine here. 
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Discussion: 

The continued settlement of this township and other archaeological evidence confirms 
the likelihood of there having been a settlement here, possibly contemporary with the 
nearby burnt mound (EASE # WB46 / SMR # 338 / NMRS # HU33SE015).   
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5. Burra Source Map 5 

5.1. Cairn / house 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB15 HU 363 325 Possible burial cairn 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3524 3630 3250 cairn(s), other 
3524 3630 3250 burial mound 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE056 3636 3250 house 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A low, grass-covered mound measures about 5m in diameter and stands less than 1 m 
high. A quantity of large stones, some of which are set upright, protrude around the 
periphery, in a manner suggestive of a kerb. The upper part of the mound appears to be 
composed of smaller stones and soil. Its uniformly 'mounded' shape is more suggestive 
of a burial monument than a burnt mound. See also Hedges 1984, Loch of Sandwick II.” 
o SMR says: 
“This low, grass-covered mound, measuring c. 5m in diameter, with a height of less than 
1m, had a quantity of large stones partially exposed towards its base, some of which 
were orthostatic. There was some indication that these formed part of a structure, 
possibly a kerb. The upper levels of the mound material appeared to be composed of 
smaller stones and soil. Its uniformly 'mounded' shape suggested a burial monument 
rather than a burnt mound. Relief: gently sloping grassland, c. 25m from sheer cliff 
edge.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Situated c.300m from HU33SE 55 at the southern end of the valley and only some 20m from 
the cliffs of Whale Wick. The structure is poorly preserved and survives as a shallow mound 
only c.0.5m high; there are earthfast stones but they give no idea of the original line of the wall. 
Originally the building must have been oval in shape measuring c.8.5 by 7m and oriented 
roughly north-south.” 

Observations: 

 The site lies in an area identified by Parry as a settlement, next to the later township 
of Sandwick.  The settlement comprises an oval house, a field system, an enclosure 
(SMR # 827 / NMRS # HU33SE55 & 58-9) and this possible second house or cairn.   

 The remains are fragmentary, and could be either a cairn or a house.   

Discussion: 

The presence of a round monument close to one or more oval houses is reminiscent of 
Scord of Brouster and of Tougs.   
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5.2. Cropmark 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB51 HU 3632 3250 Crop mark Unknown 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE057 3632 3250 cropmark 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A crescentic-shaped crop mark was previously noted in this area but could not be 
relocated. It measured about 10m from east to west by 8m from north to south. See 
Hedges 1984, Loch of Sandwick, site E.” 
o NMRS says: 
“About 25m to the south west of HU33SE 56 on the cliff edge is a crescentic crop mark defined 
by a band of saturated springy moss and measuring c.10m east-west and c.8m north-south.” 

Observations: 

 The site lies in the area identified by Parry as a settlement, next to the later township 
of Sandwick. 

 Neither EASE nor this survey could locate the cropmark.  It appears to have lain in 
the low marshy area between the cairn/house and the cliff edge. 

 Like the other cropmark located by Parry (EASE # WB54 / SMR # 831 / NMRS # 
HU33SE069) this had a clifftop location.  The Clettnadal mark is definitely a loch 
which has drained over the cliff.  

Discussion: 

It is suggested that this site, too, is that of a drained loch with no archaeological 
significance. 

5.3. Oval house, field system & enclosure 

Records: 

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
827 3640 3256 house, oval 

827 3640 3256 dyke(s) 

827 3640 3256 enclosure(s), other

827 3640 3256 field system 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE055 3655 3275 house 
HU33SE058 365x 327x field-system (possible) 
HU33SE059 3627 3263 enclosures 
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o SMR says: 
“House 1 (HU36553275) oval, 8mx7m, NW-SE, no indications of annexe. Inner and 
outer faces of earthfast stones rubble core. Width:1.25m, o.8m. high. Well preserved 
(cut by modern field wall).  House 2: (HU 3636 3250) Poorly preserved low mound 
0.5m. high. Earthfast stones give no indication of original wall line. Oval, 8.5m. x 7m., N-
S.  Vegetation mark (HU 36323250). Crescentic, defined by a band of springy moss, 
10m (E-W) x 8m.  Field System: small well-spaced earthfast stones around house 1.  To 
the south - well defined bank 0.3m. high.  Between this and house 2 - clearance cairns 
occur in lines and earthfast stones, giving the impression of field divisions.  To the west 
a low bank of small stones, runs along the contours of the valleyside. Nothing 
comparable to the east..  Enclosures (HU 36273263) -  Two subcircular enclosures in a 
narrow valley - low banks and earthfast stones :-  N - 50m x 30m  }   Oval and back to 
back.  S - 35m. x 30m }” 
o NMRS 55 says: 
“Situated c.60m from the east shore of the loch at its southern end. The surrounding ground, 
although sheltered, is marshy and is not at present being used for grazing. A modern field wall 
truncates the structure on its south side but what remains is in good preservation. The building is 
oval in shape measuring c.8 by 7m (as it survives) and is oriented north west - south east; there 
are no indications of there having been an annexe. The walls had inner and outer faces of 
earthfast stones, the gap being filled with rubble; the average width of the wall is c.1.25m and its 
maximum preserved height 0.8m.” 
o NMRS 58 says: 
“Around HU33SE 55 the only evidence of a field system is a stretch of small well spaced 
earthfast stones which runs south and then turns north west towards the loch. 130m south of this 
there is a well defined bank some 0.3m high and between this and House II (HU33SE 56) there 
is a complex of field clearance cairns and earthfast stones in short lines which give the 
impression of field divisions. This area is bounded to the west by a shallow bank of small stones 
which runs along the lower contours of the valley side; no complimentary wall was seen to the 
east.” 
o NMRS 59 says: 
“About 150m west of the field system (HU33SE 58) and Houses (HU33SE 55-6) there is a 
narrow valley on the slopes of the Hill of Sandwick; this is well sheltered and drained and is 
good grazing land. In the valley are two sub-circular enclosures defined by shallow banks and 
earthfast stones. The most northerly measures c.50 by 30m and the southern one c.35 by 30m.” 

Observations: 

 These sites lie in an area identified by Parry as a settlement, next to the later 
township of Sandwick.  The settlement comprises an oval house, a field system, an 
enclosure and a possible second house or cairn (EASE # WB15 / SMR # 3524 / 
NMRS # HU33SE56).   

 The well-preserved oval house with an annexe is equidistant between the possible 
second house or cairn (EASE # WB15 / SMR # 3524 / NMRS # HU33SE56) and the 
township of Sandwick.   

 The field system appears to abut the more substantial territorial boundary, This 
survey 08. 

 The enclosures lie in a narrow valley to the west of the Loch of Sandwick, and 
running parallel to it, some 150m from the field system, house and cairn/house, and 
to the west of the western edge of the field system.  They consist of a figure-of-eight 
open to the north and to the south.  This monument has no parallel on Burra, Houss 
or Trondra. 
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Discussion: 

Good state of preservation and sheltered location; the type of construction and the 
location of the enclosures suggest that they are associated with the settlement, but 
given their unusual nature this cannot be certain.    

5.4. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B08 3688 3280 boundary

 
o This Survey B08 says: 
“This is a particularly monumental example of the extensive stretches of boundaries 
found in parts of Burra, and in much of the northern and eastern part of Houss.  It 
consists of substantial earthfast boulders and runs east-west, from 3660 3278 to 3292 
3273.  Major sections extend for tens of metres.  It is clearly visible continuously from 
the east coast of the island to the Loch of Sandwick in the west, and is marked on the 
OS 1973 map.  At its western end it is partially robbed out in the vicinity of a small group 
of structures and enclosures (NMRS# HU33SE105), and runs into the field systems 
around the oval houses at the loch (SMR # 827 and NMRS HU33SE055-9).  Parry 
shows an extension running north from just east of the point where the road pierces the 
boundary.  This is marked in a dotted line on the map shown.  Several new houses 
have been constructed in this area since his survey, and the extension is only visible at 
one point; this is shown by a continuous line. “  

Observations: 

 Noted by Parry and shown on the Ordnance Survey 1970s maps, this stretch of 
boundary consists of a discontinuous line of earthfast boulders and is distinct in the 
landscape. 

 At the eastern end of this stretch, a number of yards and similar crofting structures 
(NMRS # HU33SE105) appear to have been constructed from the boundary’s 
boulders.  The southern part of this stretch may have formed the eastern boundary 
of the settlement also noted by Parry and described above in Note 5.3. 

Discussion: 

The boundary is in two distinct sections, likely to have been continuous.   

5.5. Township 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE094 365x 329x township (possible) 
HU33SE094 365x 329x Mill 
HU33SE094 365x 329x head-dyke 
 
o NMRS says: 
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“What may be a township comprising one unroofed building, which is annotated Mill, one 
partially roofed building, seven roofed buildings, two unroofed structures, six enclosures and a 
head-dyke is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 
1882, sheet lix). One partially roofed building, three roofed buildings, five enclosures and a 
head-dyke are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 The entry describes the crofting township of Sandwick. 

Discussion: 

It is possible that the modern township overlies earlier structures, but there is no direct 
evidence for this.   

5.6. Religion / church 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE079.00 3699 3295 religion/church 
 
o NMRS says: 
(archaeology notes are blank) 

Observations: 

 The national census returns for 1841, 1851 and 1861 do not mention the manse, 
which first appears in the 1871 census.   

 The architectural style of the building, which combines church and manse, is 
consistent with the late nineteenth century. 

Discussion: 

No prehistoric significance. 

5.7. Boundary 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE102 3690 3320 building 
HU33SE102 3690 3320 structures 
HU33SE102 3690 3320 enclosures 
 
 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B06 3698 3318 boundary

 
o NMRS says: 
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“One unroofed building, six unroofed structures and two enclosures are depicted on the 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). Six unroofed 
structures and one enclosure are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 A row of yards, crubs and similar crofting structures, most of which are still in use, 
runs westwards from the loch almost to the cliff edge.  Low banking with occasional 
earthfast stones is visible between the structures. 

 The boundary is shown on Parry’s sketch map at this location, but at a slightly 
different location in the published version by Hedges.   

Discussion: 

The structures are likely to be 18th – 20th century, but to have been constructed from the 
remains of a Neolithic boundary. 

5.8. Click mills 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB48 HU 371 331 Click mills 18th - 20th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
859 3715 3318 mill, horizontal 

 
o EASE says: 
“The remains of three ruinous click mills lie along a small watercourse.” 
o SMR says: 
“One unroofed building situated on stream from Loch of Grunasound, with a roofed 
building of the same size shown adjacent.  Run of three horizontal mills on stream 
running from the Loch of Grunasound into South Voe. The lowest of the three is in 
ruinous condition, with little walling standing. Its N gable end is the best preserved and 
stands to a height of c. 1.1m adjacent to the entrance position. This structure measures 
4.8m x 2,9m and has an in-situ door pivot stone. The middle mill in the run is the best 
preserved with its walls being substantially intact and with some roofing timbers present. 
This structure measures 4.0m x 2.9m and has its entrance in the N gable end which 
stands to a height of 1.6m.  The top mill  measures 4.9m x 3.5m and stands to a height 
of c.1.1m on its N wall. The entrance to this structure was probably in the E wall. No 
internal features are visible in any of the structures.” 

Observations: 

 A run of three mills lies on the stream between the Loch of Grunasound and South 
Voe.   

Discussion: 

Sited to take advantage of a flow of water, mills do not necessarily indicate nearby 
settlement.   Surviving mills sites usually date to the 18th – 20th century (Fenton, 
1997408).   
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5.9. Noosts 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B18 3720 3320 noosts 
 
o This survey B18 says: 
“Two stone-lined boat noosts on the south side of the mouth of the burn leading from 
Loch of Grunasound to the sea.  Their excellent condition suggests recent maintenance, 
and possibly comparatively recent construction eg nineteenth century.” 

Observations: 

 Two stone lined boat noosts lie on the shore.  Both are in good repair, and within the 
township of Grunasound. 

Discussion: 

Likely to be related to the township.  Noosts have been in use from the Norse period 
until the twentieth century and so cannot be securely dated.   

5.10. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B07 3698 3318 boundary

 
o This survey B07 says: 
“Noted by Parry (Hedges, 1984), this boundary is barely discernible, consisting of 
occasional earthfast boulders in an area of natural outcrops and other loose stone.  It is 
close to the Merkisayre and Mid field boundaries.” 

Observations: 

 A boundary is shown in this position on Hedges’ published version of Parry’s sketch 
map.  Parry’s sketch map, however, shows no boundary at this location. 

 The area contains extremely vestigial mounds and stones which may be the 
decayed and fragmentary remains of a very early settlement.   No obvious boundary, 
however, was located by this survey in this position. 

Discussion: 

This appears to be a misinterpretation of Parry’s sketch; probably This Survey # B06 
was intended.   

5.11. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type
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this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B32 3688 3280 boundary

 
o This survey B32 says: 
“This is a particularly monumental example of the extensive stretches of boundaries 
found in parts of Burra, and in much of the northern and eastern part of Houss.  It 
consists of substantial earthfast boulders and runs east-west, from 3660 3278 to 3292 
3273.  Major sections extend for tens of metres.  It is clearly visible continuously from 
the east coast of the island to the Loch of Sandwick in the west, and is marked on the 
OS 1973 map.  At its western end it is partially robbed out in the vicinity of a small group 
of structures and enclosures (NMRS# HU33SE105), and runs into the field systems 
around the oval houses at the loch (SMR # 827 and NMRS HU33SE055-9):   
Parry shows an extension running north from just east of the point where the road 
pierces the boundary.  This is marked in a dotted line on the map shown.  Several new 
houses have been constructed in this area since his survey, and the extension is only 
visible at one point; this is shown by a continuous line.” 

Observations: 

 Noted by Parry and shown on the Ordnance Survey 1970s maps, the east-west line 
of this boundary consists of a discontinuous line of earthfast boulders and is distinct 
in the landscape.   

 It appears to continue to the west (This Survey # B8a), where various crofting 
structures (NMRS # HU33SE 105) appears to have been constructed from its 
boulders, and may link with This Survey # B8.  A major spur is shown by Parry 
heading to the north, but this could not be traced on the ground.  A number of large 
new houses, known locally as Millionaire’s Row, have been constructed recently in 
this area.  This may have obscured earlier evidence.  

Discussion: 

The boundary is in two distinct sections, likely to have been continuous.  There may 
originally have been a spur to the north.  Appearance is consistent with others found all 
over Shetland, and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et 
al., 198645-58).   

5.12. Structures 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE105 3675 3281 structures 
HU33SE105 3675 3281 enclosure 
HU33SE105 3675 3281 wall 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Four unroofed structures, three of which are attached to a length of wall, and one enclosure are 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). 
Four unroofed structures and one enclosure are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 
map (1973).” 
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Observations: 

 Located on boundary This Survey # B08, and still in use. 

Discussion: 

The structures are likely to be 18th – 20th century, but to have been constructed from the 
boundary’s boulders.  The remains suggest that this is another Neolithic boundary 
(Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).   

5.13. Structures 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE131 3704 3267 structures 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Four unroofed structures are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & 
Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973), 
although they do not lie at the same locations as those on the 1st edition.” 

Observations: 

 These are still in crofting use. 

Discussion: 

Recorded on 1880s OS map, still in use and likely to date from the 18th – 20th century.   

5.14. Standing stone 

Records: 

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
340 3701 3259 stone(s), standing

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE017 3700 3259 standing stone 
 
o SMR says: 
“Native rock with quartz veins, 6'8" high, 5'2" broad at base - packed with small stones, 
narrows to 3' at the top. 11" thick at the bottom, 16" at the top. Stands in a slight hollow.” 
o NMRS says: 
“An irregular, quartz-veined stone 6'8" high, 5'2" broad at the base, which is packed with small 
stones, and varying in thickness from 11" to 16". The major axis lies WNW.- ESE.” 

Observations: 

 Standing in a slight hollow.  As described. 
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Discussion: 

This is the only standing stone on Burra; there are no obvious boundaries associated 
with it.  This contrasts with the only standing stone on Houss, where many boundaries 
converge.  Standing stones are difficult to date, but may date from the Bronze Age 
(Fojut, 200650-52). 

5.15. Structure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B17 3691 3265 structure 
 
o This Survey B17 says: 
“Indeterminate remains are visible to the east of Ruff Loch.  These are too disturbed 
and scattered to be clearly identifiable but are possibly rectilinear.  The general 
impression is of the foundations of a crub or yard.” 

Observations: 

 Previously unnoted, the feature contains substantial earthfast stones.  It has been 
disturbed, and is in current use by the crofter as offering some shelter to his stock for 
winter feeding.   

Discussion: 

From the general shape and size it might be conjectured that this was the site of an 
isolated oval house; the nearest other examples are at Ruff Loch and Croogarth.  No 
associated field system is visible, however, and given the tentative identification the site 
is disregarded for the purposes of this survey. 
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6. Burra Source Map 6 

6.1. Click mills 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU33SE023 3632 3173 industrial/food and drink 
HU33SE023 3632 3173 grain milling/horizontal mill 
HU33SE024 3630 3174 industrial/food and drink 
HU33SE024 3630 3174 grain milling/horizontal mill 
 
o NMRS 23 says: 
“HU33SE 23 3632 3173.   See Architecture. ” 

o NMRS 24 says: 
“Mill (NAT).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.  Reduced to a pile of rubble. ” 

Observations: 

 Two mills lie at the northern end of a line of substantial stone crubs. 
 The associated dam runs in a crescent shape from NGR 36333 31665 to 36388 

31694.  Built of earth and stone with tumbled stone facing on both sides, it stands 
0.3m high and 0.5m wide.  A stone lined channel at NGR 36362 31689 allows the 
stream to pass. 

Discussion: 

Presumably constructed from stone taken from the adjacent boundary, the situation of 
the mills suggests that the boundary may originally have run to the loch.   

6.2. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE109 3667 3203 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 Rectangular construction in recent crofting use. 

Discussion: 

Shape, and appearance on 1880s map, suggests that this dates from 18th-20th century.  
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6.3. Click mill 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB12 HU 361 320 Click mill 18th - 20th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3521 3610 3200 mill, horizontal 
 
o EASE  says: 
“Click mill -marked on map, not recorded for this survey.” 
o SMR says: 
“Click mill and walled channel. Medieval/ post-medieval. Marked on O.S. map but not 
recorded for this survey.” 

Observations: 

 Mill with walled channel.   

Discussion: 

Presumably constructed from stone taken from the settlement to the north of the loch, 
and sited to take advantage of a flow of water.  Surviving mill sites usually date to the 
18th – 20th century (Fenton, 1997408).   

6.4. Click mill 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB49 HU 3613 3207 Click mill 18th - 20th C

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU33SE025 3613 3207 industrial/food and drink 
HU33SE025 3613 3207 grain milling/horizontal mill 
 
o EASE  says: 
“The remains of a click mill lie in a small watercourse at the top of a cliff.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Mill (NAT).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.  Reduced to a pile of rubble with 
the stream flowing through the under house area. This mill, which was in use this century, is 
built on the top of a cliff.” 

Observations: 

 Site of mill located.  NMRS says that it was in use in the twentieth century. 
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Discussion: 

Presumably constructed from stone taken from the adjacent settlement and sited to take 
advantage of a flow of water.  Surviving mill sites usually date to the 18th – 20th century 
(Fenton, 1997408).   

6.5. House & house/cairn 

Records: 

 
EASE data Query 

Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB13 HU 362 321 Structure, house or cairn 3rd - 1st Mill BC

WB14 HU 3622 3210 Structure, house or fort 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
341 3622 3210 cairn, round 

341 3622 3210 pottery 

341 3622 3210 stone implement 

341 3622 3210 house, other 
3522 3620 3210 stone structure(s) 
3523 3620 3210 stone structure(s) 
3523 3620 3210 enclosure(s), other

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE010 3621 3210 house (possible) 
HU33SE010 3621 3210 structure 
HU33SE053 3622 3214 house (possible) 
HU33SE053 3622 3214 structure 
 
o EASE #WB13 says: 
“A D-shaped structure is defined by a group of large stones protruding from the turf. It 
measures some 13m by 10m and is aligned north to south. Low turf covered banks 
suggest internal divisions to the east and south sides of the building. The entrance 
appears to have been located in the straight section of wall at the north end. A large 
orthostat was located in a central position at the south end. The site is covered with a 
thick layer of peat which may bode well for its preservation. It is not under immediate 
threat but the surrounding peat deposits are exposed and are being gradually 
diminished by sub aerial erosion and rabbit burrowing. The remains have been 
previously interpreted as a prehistoric house, but they my alternatively represent a 
burial cairn with internal chambers and a heel-shaped facade. See also WB14 and 
Hedges 1984, Ill Craig: house II.” 
o EASE #WB14 says: 
“On a narrow promontory, surrounded by sheer cliffs, a dense concentration of 
fragments of walling and stone features covers an area measuring some 22m by 10m. It 
is difficult to discern any overall plan, but at least three cellular forms, possibly 
interconnecting, can be seen. The westernmost 'cell' lies at the edge of the cliff and may 
be substantially eroded. The easternmost has a pair of large stones set at right angles 
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to it , possibly defining an entrance. The central 'cell' lies on uneven ground and an 
eroding section showed quantities of charcoal and peat ash deposits. At the neck of this 
short headland a low turf covered bank may form an enclosure. The entire headland is 
severely affected by erosion and by rabbit burrowing and the site is rapidly losing its 
peat cover. The remains may represent a prehistoric house or a small promontory fort, 
but could alternatively be part of a monastic enclosure. See also WB13 and Hedges 
1984, 111 Craig: house II. The site was assessed in 1996 when a spread of burnt stone 
was found to be superficial and a single undiagnostic sherd of coarse pottery was 
recovered. (Moore and Wilson, 1996).” 
o SMR # 341 says: 
“Relief - extremely exposed, some sheltered to the east.  Marginal setting, curved, 
approx. diam: 25'. At least 11 marginal stones are still in original positions - other 
features of the cairn have been destroyed. Some reddish pottery fragments, close and 
handbaked, picked up on site at the time of visit. Stone axes have been found in the 
area, but not necessarily associated.  One or two houses within an enclosure wall. 
House 2 is at the same grid reference as RCAMS cairn - reidentified by O.S..  The 2 
mounds are low, incorporating large stones. 8m. + 10m. diams.” 
o SMR # 3522 says: 
“This D-shaped structure, measuring 13m x 10m, with a height of less than 0.2m,  is 
defined by a series of large stones partially protruding from the turf. The maximum 
stone size is 0.5m x 0.9m. It is not under immediate threat but the surrounding peat 
deposits are exposed and are being diminished by wind erosion and rabbit burrowing. 
The entrance was probably located in the straight section of wall to the north end. There 
were traces of internal divisions (low turf covered banks) to the east side of the interior 
and at the south end. A large orthostat was located in a central position at the south 
end. This site was previously recorded by Parry (Hedges 1994) but in this record it is 
nowhere stated that the structure is D-shaped. The fact that it is covered with a thick 
layer of peat suggests that it should be quite well preserved. See SMR 3522 and Parry 
(D. Ill Craig: house II), and also photograph in file.” 
o SMR # 3523 says: 
“An area containing a dense concentration of walling and stone features but with no 
readily apparent individual structures visible. The area measures 22m x 10m, with a 
maximum height of c. 0.5m. At least three cellular forms are partially visible and may be 
interconnecting. The westernmost 'cell' lies on uneven ground and an eroding section 
showed quantities of charcoal and peat ash deposits. At the neck of this short headland 
a low turf covered bank may form an enclosure. The entire headland is severely 
affected by erosion and the area is losing its peat cover. In addition, rabbit burrowing 
has aided the denudement of the grass covering. It is hard to imagine this isolated area 
so far from cultivable land being chosen as a location for a domestic structure and it 
may be that this structure was used for some other purpose (Eremitic settlement?). 
Relief: steep, narrow headland rising up towards seaward end with sheer cliffs 
surrounding.” 
o NMRS 10 says: 
“( Area: HU 362 321) a much dilapidated cairn lies on the edge of the precipice known as The Ill 
Craig at the north end of Ruff Loch.  The west segment of the cairn has been removed by cliff-
erosion. The remains consist solely of a setting of possible kerb stones, suggesting a diameter of 
about 25', of which at least eleven are in situ.  Some fragments of reddish pottery, fine and hard 
baked in texture, were picked up on the site at the time of visit. Stone axes have also been found 
in the immediate vicinity, but there is no necessary association between them and the cairn.  
RCAHMS 1946  
The feature described by RCAHMS, at HU 3620 3214 appears to be more a dwelling comprising 
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a series of structures than a cairn, the discovery of pottery and implements tending to confirm 
this. The remains are now so indeterminate that identification is impossible without excavation. 
20.0m to the E. are the equally unclassifiable remains of another structure near circular on plan, 
measuring about 10.0m overall diameter, the turf covered footings only of which remain.   
Visited by OS(RL) 15 May 1968  
See also HU33SE 43 and 53. This is situated on rising ground on the extreme edge of the cliffs.  
The structure has been almost completely destroyed by cliff erosion, this accounting for its 
present U shape. Shallow mounding incorporating large stones does survive but gives no idea of 
the original form.  (Noted by Hedges as The Ill Craig, house I at HU 3620 3214).” 
o NMRS 53 says: 
“20m to the east of the house HU33SE 10 are the remains of another structure; the Ordnance 
Survey investigator gives these as being circular and about 10m in diameter.” 

Observations: 

 Noted in the 1946 Inventory and subsequently described by Parry and by EASE, the 
two structures stand at the top of a cliff which faces west.  The situation is extremely 
exposed in this direction.  To landward an enclosure wall consisting of earthfast 
boulders describes an arc stretching from shore to shore (EASE # WB50 / SMR # 
3453 / NMRS # HU33SE54).  It includes two crofting period structures in its circuit 
(NMRS # HU33SE118-9). 

 There has been severe erosion on this site, with increasing parts of the clifftop 
structures lost between 1946, the mid-1990s and the present day.   The remains are 
now fragmentary, and disturbed by sub-aerial erosion and rabbits. 

 The structures stand one slightly to the east of the other.  Both were noted by Parry, 
and identified by him as houses.  Both have eroded severely in recent years. 

 Western structure: This (EASE # WB14 / SMR # 3523 / NMRS # HU33SE010) was 
thought in 1946 to be a much dilapidated cairn.  By 1968 the site had deteriorated 
but was thought to be a house.  Parry also identified the remains as a house, noting 
it as Ill Craig I (Hedges, 198450).  In the mid-1990s it was thought that it might be a 
prehistoric house or a small promontory fort or part of a monastic enclosure.  Others 
(SMR) thought that it was unlikely to be a domestic structure.     

 Eastern structure: This (EASE # WB13 / SMR # 3522 / NMRS # HU33SE053) was 
noted by Parry as Ill Craig II (although he did not describe it as D-shaped). 

 In addition to the fragments of pottery and stone axes mentioned in the NMRS 
description, other finds from the site were recovered by Noel Fojut and have been 
deposited with the Shetland Museum.  These comprise a wall sherd of steatitic 
pottery (a slight curvature in the piece suggests that it comes from near either the 
shoulder or the base of the pot), a smaller lip sherd of steatitic pottery and a rounded 
pebble of pumice (ARC 1994.732).  

 

Discussion: 

These remains illustrate vividly the amount of information being lost to erosion and the 
difficulties of interpreting what is left.  Notwithstanding the complexities of interpreting 
the individual monuments, the area has clearly been a prehistoric settlement.     
The site continues to be common grazing.  f earlier occupation had developed any 
depth of agricultural soil, then re-occupation might have been expected in the 19th 
century, or a claim for hill apportionment.  Any advantage of better soil, however, may 
have been outweighed by the extreme exposure to westerly storms.   
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The lack of good soil and the exposure to the west were factors noted in sites on Bruna 
Ness (EASE # WB21-2 / SMR # 3530-1) and Trondra (EASE # T6 / SMR # 3504) and 
suggested as reasons for abandonment of early Neolithic sites in the face of changing 
climate.  The presence of stone axes at this site may hint at Neolithic occupation and a 
similar beginning for this site.  As small and portable artefacts, however, the axes are 
not necessarily diagnostic of the site. 
The EASE description of interconnecting cells and structures lying across what was 
once a narrow headland, is reminiscent of the structures at Lu Ness (EASE # WB39 / 
SMR # 842 / NMRS # HU33NE007), although unlike Lu Ness there are no burnt 
mounds and no noticeable depth of soil in the vicinity.  Nevertheless, the site does show 
some signs of re-use.  The two distinct types of pottery may represent local and 
imported ware from a single phase, or alternatively come from different phases of 
occupation.  The second structure, thought by Parry to be a house, is identified by 
EASE as either a house or a burial cairn with a heel-shaped façade.  Even allowing for 
substantial cliff fall in the intervening millennia, the situation of the site in the landscape 
is not typical of Neolithic burial cairns.  It may represent a later house built in succession 
to the site on the cliff edge.   
These observations would be consistent with the site being occupied in the Neolithic 
then abandoned in the early Bronze Age.  
The other west-facing  Neolithic sites which were abandoned early on Bruna Ness 
(EASE # WB21-2 / SMR # 3530-1) and Trondra (EASE # T6 / SMR # 3504) do not have 
enclosure walls, which suggests that the extant arc of enclosure may be a later 
construction.   
The site lies about one kilometre from the early Christian site at Papil, and shares a 
west-facing exposure with that of Fugla Stack on the west side of Kettla Ness, and with 
other eremitic sites in Shetland.  One possibility is that the area was re-used in the Late 
Iron Age, with the enclosure representing a zone of separation from the secular world 
and with the sites on the cliff edge being occupied during periods of retreat. 

6.6. Enclosure & structures 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB50 HU 362 321 Enclosure Unknown 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE054 362x 321x enclosure 
HU33SE118 3636 3221 enclosure 
HU33SE119 3634 3208 enclosure 
 
o EASE  says: 
“An enclosure is located between the coast edge and Ruff Loch. See Hedges 1984, 111 
Craig, site D.” 
o NMRS 54 says: 
“An enclosure wall runs from the cliff edge c.100m north of HU33SE 10 round on the landward 
side towards Ruff Loch. It continues along the edge towards the sea.” 
o NMRS 118 says: 
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“An enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 
o NMRS 119 says: 
“An enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 The enclosure wall consists of earthfast boulders, and describes an arc stretching 
from shore to shore.  Two small rectangular structures (NMRS # HU33SE118-9) are 
built into the circuit of the enclosure, presumably using material recycled from the 
earlier enclosure. 

 Both structures were rectangular, but now reduced to rubble. 

Discussion: 

Probably constructed from stone taken from the enclosure (NMRS# HU33SE054), the 
structures appear to date from 18th-20th century.  Unlike most other field systems noted, 
the enclosure does not abut any other stretches of boundary.  Its freestanding nature is 
also unusual.  An early Christian use is suggested. 

6.7. Enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE123 3720 3230 enclosure 
HU33SE123 3720 3230 structure 
 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B28 3710 3213 boundary

 
o NMRS says: 
“An enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). One unroofed structure is shown on the current edition of the OS 
1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 The site is a small, level promontory enclosed by a dilapidated stone dyke which 
incorporates a rectangular crub. 

 Not noted by the EASE survey as being of archaeological interest, but similar in 
some respects to the Ham on Bruna Ness (EASE # WB23 / SMR # 3532).  The sea 
is very shallow along this coast.    

 A length of boundary is shown on Hedges’ map of Parry’s boundaries, but not found 
in this survey at the location indicated.   Parry’s sketch map may have referred to 
this enclosure.   

Discussion: 

The site type is not diagnostic as to date.  In both recent and historical times, such 
points of land were used to collect sheep herded off the common grazing, before 
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allocating them to their owners.  The site may be associated with the nearby settlement 
(SMR # 835 / NMRS # HU33SE073). 

6.8. Settlement & structures 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
835 3700 3205 enclosure(s), other

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE073 3700 3205 enclosure 
HU33SE073 3700 3205 settlement (possible) 
HU33SE110 370x 321x structures 
HU33SE110 370x 321x enclosures 
 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B30 3710 3213 house 
 
o SMR says: 
“Croogarth - subcircular conjoining fields, no associated houses survive.  Enclosure wall 
- earthfast stone alignements and low banking, approx. 175m. x 70m., open to the 
north.” 
o NMRS 73 says: 
“Situated in a small valley running east down to the shore due east of the Hill of Croogarth. The 
ground is sheltered and fairly gently sloping with heath vegetation in the upper part of the valley 
and grass lower down; the area is drained by a stream but tends to be marshy. The enclosure wall 
is made up of earthfast stone alignments and shallow banking. There is a straight section which 
runs east-west for 150m, the western end continuing but circling round on itself and the eastern 
being provided by a wall at right angles. Although the enclosure is open to the north the overall 
dimensions of what survives are c.175 by 70m.” 
o NMRS 110 says: 
“Eight unroofed structures and three enclosures are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch 
map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). Tewlve unroofed structures and one 
enclosure are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 
o This survey B30 says: 
“At least one of the rectangular crubs appears to overlie an earlier structure which may 
be an oval house.” 

Observations: 

 The records describe an earlier settlement and also a large number of later crofting 
structures, all lying in a sheltered valley.   

 The area is boggy but not particularly stony, and contains a number of small crubs 
and yards.  The earthfast stones and shallow banking first noted by Parry are still 
visible, but at least one of the crofting structures is built over a possible oval house.  
There are no burnt mounds in the area. 
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 The sea between this coast and Houss, north to Bridge End and south to Symbister 
Ness, is extremely shallow.  A drop of one metre from the modern sea level would 
expose a large area of land along this part of the coast. 

Discussion: 

The crofting structures may have been built from the ruins of pre-existing structures, 
potentially prehistoric houses.  The sheltered nature of the site makes it a likely choice 
for settlement, and given the effect of local sea level rise on this shore, it is possible that 
the fragmentary oval house represents the last and highest in a succession of dwellings 
in the area.  There are no burnt mounds nearby, suggesting that this settlement may 
have been abandoned in the early Bronze Age. 

6.9. Stone structure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB32 HU 3710 3210 Indeterminate structure Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3541 3795 3455 stone structure(s)

3541 3795 3455 dyke(s) 
 
o EASE  says: 

“A line of large stones, aligned north to south, is exposed in a 10m long coastal 
section. The stones measured up to 0.6m by 1m in size. They sat over over 
boulder clay and were covered by turf and topsoil. See also WB33.” 

o SMR says: 
“A line of large stones seen in section, under turf over boulder clay. Possibly a 
remnant dyke or structure, but now eroded. It measures 10m long and has a 
height of 1m. The stone size is less than 0.6m. Relief: stones seen in eroding 
section, continue on gently sloping land  above.” 

Observations: 

 Not located by this survey, and has probably eroded. 

Discussion: 

This is supporting evidence for the presence of a settlement in this area (NMRS # 
HU33SE073 / SMR # 835).   

6.10. Mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB33 HU 3710 3210 Indeterminate mound Unknown 
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SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3542 3710 3210 mound(s) 
 
o EASE  says: 

“A low mound, measuring 5m by 4m, stands less than 1 m high and is aligned 
west to west. In several places stones are exposed around the mound; these 
measure up to 0.7m by 0.4m in size. There are no signs of burnt stone. The site 
may be a clearance cairn associated with recent cultivation seen in surrounding 
area.” 

o SMR says: 
“A low mound, difficult to interpret. It measures 5m x 4m with a height of 1m. 
There are no signs of burnt stones and the stone which is visible is quite large 
(0.4m on average but ranging up to 0.7m). It may be associated with later 
cultivation seen in the surrounding area (plantiecrubs etc). Relief: on gently 
sloping land leading to a low beach section.” 

Observations: 

 The mound was located at NGR 36975 31932. 

Discussion: 

The size of stone suggests that this may represent clearance of earlier structures.  This 
is potentially additional supporting evidence for the presence of a settlement in this area 
(NMRS # HU33SE073 / SMR # 835).   

6.11. Enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE120 3680 3206 enclosure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“An enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 This is a rectangular construction in recent crofting use. 

Discussion: 

Shape, and appearance on 1880s map, suggests that this is an 18th-20th century 
structure.  Lying above a possible earlier settlement (NMRS # HU33SE073 / SMR # 
835), it may have been built from robbed stone.   

6.12. Buildings 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
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Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE111 3714 3168 buildings 
HU33SE111 3714 3168 structures 
HU33SE111 3714 3168 enclosures 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One roofed building, two unroofed structures and two enclosures are depicted on the 1st edition 
of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). One unroofed building, 
two unroofed structures and two enclosures, one of which is marked by pecked lines, are shown 
on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 The Holm was shown as occupied in the 1871 census. 

Discussion: 

The remains appear to be of 19th century construction. 

6.13. Structure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B15 3640 3190 structure 
 
o This  survey B15 says: 
“Indeterminate remains are visible to the east of Ruff Loch. These are too disturbed and 
scattered to be clearly identifiable but are possibly rectilinear.  The general impression 
is of the foundations of a crub or yard.” 

Observations: 

 Indeterminate remains are visible to the east of Ruff Loch on slightly higher and drier 
ground than lies to the south.  

 They are too disturbed and scattered to be clearly identifiable but are possibly 
rectilinear.  The general impression is of the foundations of a crub or yard. 

Discussion: 

The remains appear to be 18th-20th century, and may have been constructed from stone 
taken from the nearby boundary and moved a short way to a drier location.   
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7. Burra Source Map 7 

7.1. Stone structure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB10 HU 3655 3095 Indeterminate structure Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3519 3655 3095 stone structure(s)

 
o EASE  says: 
“Traces of a stone structure were noted in a 4m long coastal exposure. A fragment of 
walling, 2m long and 0.5m high, was covered by windblown sand and topsoil. The 
stones within the walling measured 0.35m by 0.45m, on average. There were no 
surface indications of this feature further inland, where the ground has been cultivated 
and improved.” 
o SMR says: 
“An exposure of c. 4m of soil deposits in the coastal section showed traces of a stone 
structure which measured about 2m long and 0.5m in height. The exact nature of this 
structure was not apparent. It was covered with a layer of windblown sand and an upper 
covering of topsoil and turf. There were no surface indications of this feature further 
inland, which is not surprising since the land appears to have been cultivated and 
improved.The stone size measured c. 0.35m x 0.45m. Relief: exposed section under flat 
grassland and above low rocky cliff.” 

Observations: 

 Wall remnants noted in coastal section by EASE and also this survey in the exposed 
coastal section, under flat grassland and above low rocky cliff. 

 This shore has been subject to heavy erosion during the late 1990s, so stone now 
visible may represent a different part of the structure, or a different structure. 

Discussion: 

Supporting evidence for earlier settlement, although cannot be dated by visual 
inspection.    

7.2. Structure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB11 HU 364 310 Structure, possible house 10th - 14th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
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SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3520 3640 3105 stone structure(s)

 
o EASE  says: 
“A rectangular structure, measuring about 15m by 6m, lies on the coast edge and is 
actively eroding. One side wall and parts of the end walls are exposed and actively 
collapsing. In the coastal section, the west side wall can be seen to stand up to six 
courses or 0.95m high. It is built on a sandy soil and is covered with a layer of 
windblown sand. The stones within the wall measure 0.6m by 0.3m, on average. The 
east side wall, which is slightly bowed, and most of the north and south ends are 
covered with turf and are not under immediate threat. The remains may be those of a 
VikingINorse period house.” 
o SMR says: 
“This rectangular structure measures c. 15m in length and c. 6m in width. It has a 
maximum height of c. 1m. It is actively eroding with its western side wall and the 
western tips of the end wall now exposed and collapsing from the section. The east side 
wall and most of the north and south ends are covered with turf and are not under 
immediate threat. The eastern wall is slightly bowed outward, and in combination with 
the size and shape of the building, is suggestive of a Norse domestic structure. In 
section at least six courses of stone (0.95m) are visible in the wall sitting over layers of 
dirty sand. The wall is covered with a layer of windblown sand. The stone size 
measures 0.3m x 0.6m. Relief: the main area of this structure is on the edge of a flat 
field leading to a shingle beach.” 

Observations: 

 There has been severe erosion on this shore in the late 1990s and the site, which 
lay on the edge of a flat field leading to a shingle beach, has now almost completely 
eroded onto the beach.   

Discussion: 

Structure is situated on moderately good land close to running water and to the shore 
but on the edge of the main settlement.  There is no evidence to suggest earlier 
occupation of this particular location. 

7.3. Click mill 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B13 3635 3103 mill 
 
o This survey B13 says: 
“Unroofed horizontal mill, 2.75 to 3 metres north to south by 4 to 4.25 metres east to 
west, standing to seven or eight courses high; slight collapse in SE corner.   Deeply cut 
leat is lined with coursed stonework and some concrete, leading northwards to dam 
centred at NGR 3633 3113.  Dam is 70 metres long and 2 metres wide, standing to a 
height of 1.5 metres.  It is of stone and turf construction, with stone facing on both 
sides.” 
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Observations: 

 Previously unnoted click mill.   

Discussion: 

A good example of the type, but not diagnostic of earlier settlement.  The mill lies close 
to a possible early Norse house (EASE # WB11 / SMR # 3520), and the usable flow of 
water may have been a factor in the selection of the house site.  Surviving mills usually 
date to the 18th – 20th century (Fenton, 1997408), although some may have been built 
on the same site for centuries.   

7.4. Enclosures 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B21 36272 31235 enclosures

 
o This survey B21 says: 
“Not noted by Parry, there are three possible alignments of earthfast stones which may 
previously have been structures.  They form a line below the northeast end of the 
Ramsraer boundary, starting between two small crofting period enclosures.  From the 
distance, the northernmost of these appears to suggest a sub-rectangular outline, but is 
difficult to trace on the ground.  The middle one , also sub-rectangular, appears to 
measure some 15m across (NGR 36272 31235).  The southernmost consists of a group 
of earthfast stones (NGR 36289 31178) next to an earthen bank which circles around to 
meet the modern hill dyke.  The area is extremely stony, and the suggested remains are 
vestigial.  Taken together, however, they are suggestive of an area which may have 
been occupied briefly at an earlier period.” 

Observations: 

 Possible vestigial remains not noted by Parry lying in an area which is extremely 
stony with poor earth cover, and on a slope which streams with water after rain.   

Discussion: 

Taken together, these vestigial remains may suggest an area briefly occupied at a very 
early period, but other areas so noted are exposed to the west whereas this location is 
south facing and comparatively sheltered.  The sub-rectangular shapes and the 
presence of boulders on the surface amongst the earthfast stones, makes identification 
uncertain.  This site is disregarded for the purposes of this study. 

7.5. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B20 36194 31308 boundary

 
o This survey B20 says: 
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“Not noted by Parry, a boundary is marked with a broken line on the 1973 OS map 
running from the west coast in a north easterly direction. It appears to continue into a 
line of three enclosures.  This boundary is unlike the others considered by this survey, 
in that it does not consist of a line of earthfast boulders and is less monumental in 
appearance.  This one comprises smaller stones embedded in banking some 30-40 
centimetres high, and its alignment is noticeably straighter than the other boundaries.  It 
commences on the southwest side of a small enclosure, and there is no trace of 
banking or boundary to the northeast of the structure.  The land on either side of the 
boundary is similar, being notably poor and stony with thin soil cover.  These 
differences, and the presence of a well-preserved earth bank as part of the construction, 
suggest that this boundary is much later than the other noted by this survey.  Lying to 
the north of the modern hill dyke and in line with it, this may represent a projected 
enlargement of the townships which was never completed.  The eighteenth century is 
suggested as a likely date, being a period of expansion onto the hill land as fishing 
tenancies increased.” 

Observations: 

 A boundary not noted by Parry.  The form of its construction compares with the 
boundary on Fugla Ness (EASE # WB55 / This Survey # B25). 

Discussion: 

The presence of a well-preserved earth bank and the otherwise light construction of the 
boundary suggest that it is later than others noted by this survey.  Lying to the north of 
the modern hill dyke and in line with it, this may represent a projected enlargement of 
the township which was never completed.  The eighteenth century is suggested as a 
likely date, being a period of expansion onto the hill land as fishing tenancies increased. 

7.6. Structures & boundary 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE112 364x 314x structures 
HU33SE112 364x 314x enclosure 
HU33SE112 364x 314x wall 
 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B09 3657 3146 boundary

 
o NMRS says: 
“Two unroofed buildings, nine unroofed structures, twelve enclosures and a length of wall are 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). 
Twelve unroofed structures, fourteen enclosures and the wall, marked by pecked lines, are 
shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 
o This  Survey B09 says: 
“A row of substantially built enclosures runs approximately north-south along the 
contour of the hill above Papil, partly in line with the later township dyke.  Banking is 
visible between structures at the northern end.  The unusually consistent alignment of 
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the enclosures and their substantial construction suggest that they are built on the line 
of a former boundary dyke, and have re-used the stone.”  

Observations: 

 A row of substantially built crofting enclosures runs approximately north-south along 
the contour of the hill above Papil, partly in line with the later township dyke.  
Banking is visible between structures at the northern end, where a dam and two 
mills bring the line almost to Ruff Loch.  At the southern end, the line appears to be 
continued by the major NW-SE stretch of boundary (This Survey # B23). 

 A second group of structures on the summit of the Virdack suggests a line abutting 
this boundary and heading slightly south of east, towards the coast.   

 The nearby hill-dyke which separates the conjoined townships of Bannaminn, Clett  
and Papil from the hill grazing is in good repair.   

Discussion: 

The unusually consistent alignment of the enclosures and their monumental 
construction suggest that they are built on the line of a former boundary dyke, having re-
used the stone.  If extended to meet the boundary to the south east (This Survey # 
B23), the former boundary may have stretched from Ruff Loch to the South Voe, 
reaching the shore just north of the cluster of nineteenth century crofthouses crowning 
the hill at Clett. 

7.7. Enclosure 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
834 3659 3135 enclosure(s), other

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU33SE072 3659 3135 indeterminate remains 
 
o SMR says: 
“U-shaped enclosure within line of field walls. Constructed from 4 earthfast stones. 
Approx 1m. internally.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Four stones in a wall line south of Virdack form a U shaped structure 1 to 2m in diameter. 
(?Classified by Hedges as U-shaped structure).” 

Observations: 

 The earthfast stones resemble the packing for a very large post, but this 
interpretation was not suggested either by Parry or Hedges. 

 Similar features have been noted by this survey on Houss. 

Discussion: 

The designation “enclosure” is not helpful.  The feature is not readily datable and its 
purpose is not clear.  It is disregarded for the purposes of this study. 
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7.8. Feature 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B16 36928 31591 feature 
 
o This  Survey B16 says: 
“A setting of small earthfast stones forming three sides of a rectangle roughly one metre 
square.  The centre is sunken.  According to the local householder, John Smith of 
Skutanoust, his father recalls that this feature was used as a bonfire base.  There are, 
however, no signs of burning.  The feature appears comparatively recent, with the 
interior being dug out to the depth of a single course of stones, and then the shallow pit 
lined with the stones which are now visible.” 

Observations: 

 Not previously recorded.   

Discussion: 

The nature of the construction suggests a comparatively recent date.  The stone is likely 
to have been taken from other monuments in the immediate area.   

7.9. Barrow 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
732 3693 3159 mound(s) 
732 3693 3159 burial, cist 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE050 3694 3160 barrow 
HU33SE050 3694 3160 cist 
 
o SMR says: 
“Cist of large stones less than 2m. diam.  Rests on ground surface. Height 0.3m.” 
o NMRS says: 
“The most northerly of the three lineally arranged burial mounds (HU33SE 50-2) is some 200m 
east of the burnt mound in the corner of a field and only 2m east of the edge of the road. It is 
almost completely destroyed but a cist made of large stones resting on the ground surface 
survives; the cist is less than 2m in diameter and has a height of c.0.3m.” 

Observations: 

 Stones which may have formed an internal cist are all that now remain. 
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Discussion: 

The construction of the cist suggests a Bronze Age / Early Iron Age burial, but burial 
sites in this area may be connected to Pictish Christian activity at Papil.  Not diagnostic 
of settlement.   

7.10. Structure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B19 36927 31635 structure 
 
o This  Survey B19 says: 
“The footings of a structure were discovered in the course of developing a house site for 
George Lamont Williamson, and were investigated by Shetland Amenity Trust.  The 
Trust’s report is awaited.  The situation of the site in the landscape suggests that this is 
a longhouse; it lies on the slope at the edge of an established township and is aligned 
up and down the slope rather than across the contours.  Trial trenches, however, 
revealed what appeared to be the footing for two parallel walls which were too close 
together to represent either a dwelling or a usable yard, and too long to be a crub.  No 
floor surfaces were found.  There is no local recollection of a structure.” 

Observations: 

 Shetland Amenity Trust investigated the remains of a structure found on a site being 
cleared for a new house.  SAT allowed construction to continue. 

 The remains are indeterminate and lie downhill from a collapsed crub, on the edge 
of good agricultural land. 

 The trenches opened showed two parallel lines of walling about one metre apart, 
aligned downslope.  No floor surfaces were identified.  

Discussion: 

The limited nature of the SAT investigation makes interpretation difficult.  The site is 
likely to have been plundered for building stone.  Its situation is consistent with that of 
other early Norse houses, but the remains do not appear to confirm this possibility.  

7.11. Burnt mound 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
735 3677 3156 burnt mound(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE041 3677 3155 burnt mound 
 
o SMR says: 
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“Site is on the edge of the best land..  Crescent-shaped mound on a slighty raised 
platform. 12m. x 8m.  Max height 2m. on S. side. N. end badly disturbed  - use as a 
quarry and tip. Several small mounds in vicinity appear to be modern.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Located c 180m north of the Loch of Papil towards the edge of the present agriculatural land. 
The siting is sheltered and a stream (now culverted) is only a few metres to the west; the 
immediate area has a tendency to be waterlogged. The mound is on a slightly raised platform, is 
crescent shaped (with horns extending to the east) and is c.12m long, c 8m wide and has a 
maximum height of c.2m on its south side. The northern end is badly disturbed having been used 
as a quarry and a tip. Several small mounds in the vicinity appear to be modern.” 

Observations: 

 A disturbed crescentic burnt mound with horns extending to the east, measuring 
c12m x c8m, with a height of c2m on its south side.   

Discussion: 

This appears to be a Barber Class 1 monument, and therefore not immediately 
indicative of nearby settlement. 

7.12. Religion / church 

Records: 

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
342 3688 3149 burial ground 
342 3688 3149 church/chapel 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE002 3688 3148 religion/church 
HU33SE002 3688 3148 monastery 
HU33SE002 3688 3148 sculptured stones 
HU33SE002 3688 3148 cross-slab 
 
o SMR says: 
“No trace of earliest structure but Sibbald (1700) suggests a round tower.  Moar & 
Steward (3) state that the church had been destroyed by 1809 and was sited to the S & 
E of the new church, which re-used the stone.  Sibbald describes it as built by a 
Norwegian lady whose sisters built Tingwall & Ireland (both C12th), and having a tower 
5 or 6 storeys high, described as a "steeple" in 1654 and 1794 suggests that it may 
have been a round tower as at Egilsay. A third building traditionally stood on the N side 
of St Laurence's Church.  Viking potsherd found under graveyard wall.  About 5m of old 
wall foundation was visible in 1968 below the floorboards of the now derelict modern 
church. Charles Thomas considers this to have been the site of the chief Dark Ages 
monastery of S. Zetland.  Sculptured slab.  und extends further. The church stands on a 
low mound and is close to the SE burial ground boundary. To the S of the church, 
runningroughly paralell to the wall there is a curved bank which Igather is supposed to 
relate to the original enclosure. Thereis a very square corner of a platform to the SW of 
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the churchand butting up against the SW graveyard wall. Any otherfeatures were lost to 
me amongst the forest of gravestones. The church is stone built, constructed from 
boulders withthin stones in between. Stones around the windows and doorsare cut flat. 
There are a few fragments of plaster stilladhering to the outside of the walls, slightly 
more plastersurvives inside. The bell tower stands out being built of red sandstone. On 
the north wall of the church the two windows are only just above ground level, the 
ground level is higher outside than inside the church on this side. On the south side 
there are two doors, one at each end, and two windows in between. The lintels above 
the west doorand window on the south side have what looks like quiterecent concrete 
around them. There is an extension on theeast end of the church which is not accessed 
from inside the church. The interior of the church is a mess. The unsafe slate roofwhich 
has been removed appears to have been just left insidethe church along with various 
bits of cut stone, concrete,wood and general bruck. This means that it is only possibleto 
get just inside the SW door. To give the Amenity Trust thebenefit of the doubt maybe 
the work to remove the roof hasnot yet been completed? Will Noel be contacting them?” 
o NMRS says: 
“(HU 3687 3150) Church On Site of St. Laurence's Church (LB)  
OS 6" map, Shetland, 2nd ed. (1903).  The Ordnance Survey Name Book (ONB) and RCAHMS 
state that the remains of the present church stand on the site of St. Laurence's Church.  Name 
Book 1878; RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930. 
Sibbald describes the church in 1711 as having been built by a Norwegian lady whose sisters 
built Tingwall (HU44SW 12 - possible 12th century.) and Ireland (HU32SE3- ? 12th c.), and 
having a tower 5 or 6 storeys high, which, described as a'steeple' in 1654 and 1794 suggests that 
it might have been a round tower as at Egilsay (HY43SE 1 - 12th century.) A third building 
traditionally stood on the N side of St. Laurence's Church.   R Sibbald 1711.  
Moar and Stewart, however, state that St. Lawrence's (sic) Church, which had been destroyed by 
1809, was sited to the S and E of the new church, built from its stone in 1815, only traces of lime 
and mortar remaining.   P Moar and J Stewart 1944. 
MacDonald, (of the Ministry of Public Buildings and Works, 1968) on 29.8.67, found a late 
Viking potsherd in a bank about 3' high, extending 10' out from the modern graveyard wall, 
which it underlies. He suggests that more than one early church occupied the site in succession.  
(Undated information in NMRS). 
Generally as described. A stretch of about 5.0m. of old foundation walling is visible below the 
floor-boards of the now derelict modern church. Mr. J.D. Jamieson (Papil, West Burra) indicated 
where he found a shrine slab on the N side of the church at HU 3687 3140 in 1943. It is now in 
the Lerwick Museum along with the cross-slab illustrated by Proc Soc Antiq Scot.  Visited by 
OS (RL) 15 May 1968. 
The Papil Stone, a probably 8th century (R B K Stevenson 1955) sculptured cross-slab, now in 
the NMAS, was discovered on the site in 1877, and parts of slab shrines and a fragment of 
interlaced cross were found in April 1943. Charles Thomas considers this to have been the site of 
the chief Dark Ages monastery of southern Zetland.  (Lecture by A C Thomas, 30 January 1969).  
The Papil Stone is now in the National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland (NMAS): IB 46.  
(Undated) information in NMRS.  HU 368 315. Altar corner post - rectangular sandstone block, 
two mortises. Dug up whilst gravedigging in 1996. Several other similar posts have previously 
been found here.” 

Observations: 

 Long-lived church site.  Current buildings date from 1815, the previous church had a 
tower.  An earlier building is reputed to have stood on the same site.   

 The Papil stone was found in the churchyard here (Goudie, 1881) as was the Monks 
Stone (Moar and Stewart, 1944) and other decorated stones. 
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 Varied bibliography on the site (e.g. Small et al., 1973, Lamb, 1995, Ritchie, 1997)  

Discussion: 

The two Class II stones indicate the importance of this place as a Christian site in the 
Late Iron Age.   

7.13. Mound  

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
734 3696 3154 mound(s) 
734 3696 3154 burial, cist 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE052 3697 3154 barrow 
HU33SE052 3697 3154 cist 
 
o SMR says: 
“Triangular cist with cover stone, surrounded by large earthfast stones with soil 
between. Mound is 3m. diam x 0.5m. high. Most of outer mound seems to have been 
removed.” 
o NMRS says: 
“The most southerly mound of three (HU33SE 50-2) is situated c.3m to the east of the road 52m 
south of the first mound; it is in the west corner of a field. Most of the outer mound seems to 
have been removed, what remains being c.3m in diameter and c.0.5m high. The remnants for the 
most part consist of large earthfast stones with earth between; four of these form the sides and 
top of a triangular cist.” 

Observations: 

 A stone setting which may have formed a rectangular internal cist are all that now 
remain.   

Discussion: 

The triangular shape is unusual, but the substantial construction of the cist suggests a 
Bronze Age / Early Iron Age burial.  Burial sites in this area may, however, be 
connected to Pictish Christian activity at Papil.  Not diagnostic of settlement.   

7.14. Barrow 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
733 3693 3155 mound(s) 
733 3693 3155 burial, cist 

 
NMRS data Query 
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Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE051 3693 3155 barrow 
 
o SMR says: 
“No cist visible, outer surface of mound is earth, appears intact..  4m. x 5m. diam., 0.8m. 
high - therefore ? complete.” 
o NMRS says: 
“The second mound of three (HU33SE 50-2) lies to the west of the main road 32m south of the 
first and in the corner of a field adjacent to a modern bungalow. The mound is intact, apparently 
consisting of earth, and measures c.5 by 4m with a height of c.0.8m. No cist is visible.” 

Observations: 

 The mound is as described. 

Discussion: 

The mound is not datable from visual inspection alone.  Burial sites in this area may be 
connected to the church Papil.  Not diagnostic of settlement.   

7.15. Township & head dyke 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE091 370x 314x township 
HU33SE091 370x 314x head-dyke 
 
o NMRS says: 
“A township comprising two unroofed buildings, twenty-one roofed buildings, one of which is 
annotated Church (HU33SE 2) and another is annotated Methodist Chapel (Wesleyan), three 
unroofed structures, seven enclosures and a head-dyke is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-
inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). One unroofed building, twenty-six 
roofed buildings, several enclosures and the head-dyke are shown on the current edition of the 
OS 1:10000 map (1973).” 

Observations: 

 The reference is to the township of Papil.  The hill-dyke at that time also 
encompassed the dwellings of Bannaminn and Clett. 

Discussion: 

Apart from the burnt mound, the archaeological evidence is all post-Christian. 

7.16. Mound 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
833 3678 3115 tattie hole 
833 3678 3115 burnt mound(s) 
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SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
833 3678 3115 mound(s) 
833 3678 3115 cist(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE071 3678 3115 barrow (possible) 
 
o SMR says: 
“Mound with cist in levelled top - but possibly recent insertion for potato drying. Cist is 
rectangular, drystone wall, E-W 2m x 1m, 0.4m deep. 7m x 5m (N-S) 1.3m. high.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Situated c.150m north of Duncansclett on good north sloping ground on the edge of a field on 
the north side of the road leading to Bannaminn. The oval shaped mound measures c.7 by 5m, is 
oriented north-south, and has a height of c.1.3m. The top is levelled and an oblong drystone 
walled cist is exposed on its south side. The cist is oriented east-west, measures c. 2 by 1m, and 
is 0.4m deep. The cist is a modern one for drying potatoes but the mound is probably much 
older.” 

Observations: 

 The mound could not be located, and may have been removed in the course of 
installing a septic tank for the new houses nearby.  “Tattie clamps” were often 
inserted into conveniently sited burnt mounds in the crofting period, to keep 
harvested potatoes dry. 

Discussion: 

Burnt mounds are usually associated with the Bronze Age, and suggests settlement in 
that period at nearby Clett.  The cist probably dated from18th-20th centuries. 

7.17. Booth 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B29 3689 3118 booth 
 
o This Survey B29 says: 
“Shown on the 1880s OS 6” map but not previously recorded as a monument, the site of 
the booth on Burra was marked until recently by a pile of rubble on the beach.  This has 
since been cleared by the Shetland Amenity Trust, as part of the works at Easthouse, 
Duncansclate.  Reputedly the two booths were run by German merchants.  They were 
known as the Hamburg Booth and the Bremen Booth, but it is not known which was 
which.  German merchants were active in Shetland during the seventeenth century.  
The booths are situated on the edge of the two most populous settlements in the 
islands, next to shallow water.  The early OS maps show the structure as still extant.” 
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Observations: 

 The site of the booth was marked until recently by a pile of rubble on the beach.  
This has since been cleared by the Shetland Amenity Trust, as part of the works at 
Easthouse, Duncansclate.   

 Laurina Herculson of Lynnfield says that this is the site of one of two booths in the 
area, reputedly run by German merchants and known as the Bremen Booth and the 
Hamburg Booth (it is not known which site was which).  German merchants were 
active in Shetland principally during the seventeenth century (Smith, 198410-20).  
Both booths are situated on the edge of the two most populous settlements in the 
islands, next to shallow water 

Discussion: 

No relevance for prehistoric period. 

7.18. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B23 3670 3120 boundary

 
o This Survey B23 says: 
“Not previously noted by Parry, a number of boundaries are visible around Clett.  See 
maps on “This Survey” notes.  The boundaries all consist of discontinuous lines of 
earthfast boulders.  One major boundary runs northwest to southeast, the northwest 
end forming a line with the U-shaped structure noted by Parry (SMR # 834 and NMRS # 
HU33SE072) and the start of a line of substantial enclosures (this survey B9).  Two 
other separate fragments are both aligned in a direction north-northeast to south-
southwest, one fragment occurring north of the major boundary, and another occurring 
south.  Part of the southernmost fragment has been used to form the line of a later road, 
shown on the 1900 OS map, but now disused.  The road diverges from the earlier 
curvilinear shape to provide a straight line, and the earthfast boulders can be seen 
curving away to the east from the line of the road.   The 1900 OS map shows a number 
of features which are still visible today, some of which appear to make use of pre-
existing earthfast boulders.  The road to Bannaminn which runs westwards from the 
seashore along the southern shore of the Papil loch before heading southwest to 
Bannaminn, incorporates some earthfast boulders near the shore of the loch.  These 
may form part of an earlier boundary, but its line can no longer be traced.  Taken 
together, all these features suggest a multi-period landscape in use over a considerable 
period of time.” 

Observations: 

 Previously unrecorded, the area around Clett contains one major stretch of boundary 
running NW-SE which aligns with another to the northwest (NMRS # HU33SE112 / 
This Survey B9) and two smaller stretches, one at the southwest end of the loch of 
Papil, and one to the west of Clett itself.  The two smaller stretches run NNE – SSW 
but do not align with each other. 
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 The area between this major stretch of boundary and the loch is a palimpsest of 
fields and roads.  The earliest OS maps show fields and yards some of which have 
since been moved, but do not show the boundaries recorded here. 

Discussion: 

Clett is a historical township with deep soil and extant archaeological remains of various 
periods: the area has been long settled.   
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8. Burra Source Map 8 

8.1. Cropmark 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB54 HU 3585 3012 Crop mark Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
831 3584 3013 enclosure(s), other

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE069 3585 3012 cropmark 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A crop mark feature has been previously noted on the coast edge of the Clettnadal 
headland. The mark comprised of a 1 m wide curving band of springy moss. It 
measured 14m by 10m and was associated with a few earth fast stones. The crop mark 
could not be relocated. See Hedges 1984, isolated monument A.” 
o SMR says: 
“Relief : Cliff edge, small headland, sheltered.  Oval vegetation mark enclosure, now 
seen by a band of springy saturated moss, very regular, open to the south (in the long 
side). Approx. 9m x 7m internally (as planned), with dyke of c.1m. curving round so that 
it almost meets, 14m.x10m. (E-W). A few small earthfast stones visible within this gap.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Situated on the west coast of Kettla Ness on the cliff edge of a small headland known as 
Clettnadal. The position is sheltered with rising ground on all but the west side and the area is 
one of good grazing land. The mark consists of a band of saturated springy moss c.1m wide the 
ends of which curve round to almost meet. The feature measures c.14m east-west by c.10m 
north-south and there are a few small earthfast stones in the  
c.7m gap between the apparent terminals on the south side.” 

Observations: 

 No cropmark found at this location either by EASE or during this survey.   
 The grid reference locates an enclosure on the site of a former loch at this spot, 

which has drained over the cliff due to erosion.  The loch-bed was identified as a 
suitable site for sedimentological analysis in 1991 (Whittington et al., 2003).   

 Further information on http://www.fettes.com/shetland/clettnadal.htm (accessed 7th 
May 2005, 14.21 hrs.) 

Discussion: 

The archaeological description would appear to be a misidentification of an eroded loch-
bed.  Not an archaeological site. 
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8.2. Mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB08 HU 3565 2995 Indeterminate mound Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3517 3565 2995 mound(s) 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A mound of indeterminate nature is visible on the top of Fugla Stack. It is estimated to 
measure some 7m in diameter and to stand up to 2m high. This site was not visited but 
could be clearly seen from the coast of West Burra. The entire area of the flatter part of 
this stack is in the region of 400m2 and it is used for sheep grazing.” 
o SMR says: 
“This site was not visited but could be clearly seen from the coast of West Burra. The 
nature and exact extent of this mound could not be determined. The entire area of the 
flatter part of this stack is in the region of 400m squared and it is inhabited by several 
sheep. The mound measures 7m in diameter and has a maximum height of c. 2m.” 

Observations: 

 The site is visible on the top of Fugla Stack.  Not visited during this survey. 

Discussion: 

May have been constructed as sheep shelter, but location and proximity to Papil 
suggest eremitic use, potentially 8th or 10th century (Lamb, 1976).   

8.3. Houses & field system 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
825 3613 3025 house, oval 
825 3613 3025 dyke(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE044 3615 3019 house  
HU33SE045 3606 3022 house 
HU33SE046 3610 3030 house 
HU33SE047 361x 302x field-system 
HU33SE047 361x 302x small cairns 
 
o SMR says: 
“Field system and three oval houses, each with annex.  House  3 remains as well-
defined circular banks, the annex almost seems to be detached. 9m. x 7.5m. mainpart. 
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Well preserved to NW, stones define inner and outer faces, rubble fill. Wall c.1m. wide, 
0.55m. high. Annex defined by banking c.5m. diam. Situated to NE. Total length 14m. 
(NE-SW).    
House 1 remains as a circular platform with the annex. Clearl attached.  Main part  10m. 
x 9m. wall remaining as shallow mound 0.2-0.3m. highand c.1m. wide. To the east inner 
and outer faces are visible and rubble infill, o.5m. high, 1m. wide. Annexe on the east 
side defined by similar shallow mounding 6m x 6.5m.  Total length 17m. E-W.  U-
shaped constructions within line of field wall   
House 2: Structure is badly preserved, few remaining stones and shallow banking 0.1-
0.15m. high, indicating wall line. Main part 7mx7.5m with annexe to the east, 3.5m x 
4m. Overall length 11m (E-W)  Field wall runs to middle of house on east side.  
Complex of walls, banks and scattered clearance cairns. Much destroyed and 
interrupted. Some field boundaries are definately walls - large basal stones remaining -  
others remain as banks, possibly due to field clearance.  The three house structures are 
approx equidistant, suggesting a structural division of land.” 
o NMRS 44 says: 
“Situated some 80m west of the derelict croft house of Minn on a flat but slightly raised area of 
ground in close proximity to the stream which runs west-east to the south. The house has a main 
part and an annexe. The main part is almost circular in plan (c.9 by 10m) and its wall is mostly 
preserved as a shallow mounding c.0.2 to 0.3m high and c.1m wide. To the east the construction 
of the wall can be seen to have been of inner and outer faces of earthfast stones with a rubble fill; 
here it is c 1m wide and is preserved c.0.5m high. The annexe on the east side is defined by 
similar shallow mounding and is c.6 by 6.5m. The overall length of the building is c 17m and it 
has an east-west orientation.” 
o NMRS 45 says: 
“Situated c 90m to the north west of HU33SE 44 on higher gently sloping ground to the north of 
the stream. The structure is very badly preserved there being few remaining stones and only a 
shallow banking c.0.1 to 0.15m high indicating the line of the wall. It would appear to have had a 
main part measuring c.7 by 7.5m with an annexe to the east, measuring c.3.5 by 4m, giving an 
overall length of c.11m and an east-west orientation.” 
o NMRS 46 says: 
“Located some 100m north west of HU33SE 44 is a third house with a main part and an annexe. 
The main part measures c.9 by 7.5m and is ovoid.  
The wall construction is well preserved on the north west side where stones define inner and 
outer faces which have a rubble infill between. At this point the wall is c 1m wide and has a 
preserved height of c.0.55m. The annexe, which is defined by banking, is c.5m in diameter and, 
being on the north east, gives the whole building an overall length of c.14m and a north - south 
orientation. A field wall actually meets the wall of this house on its eastern side.” 
o NMRS 47 says: 
“In the area around the HU33SE 44-6 there is a complex of walls and banks and a scatter of field 
clearance cairns. Much has been destroyed and the pattern that remains is considerably 
interrupted; some of the field boundaries are of obvious wall construction (large basal stones 
remaining) while others are banks (probably built from field clearance material). The three house 
structures are almost exactly equidistant from each other and this suggests a structured dispersed 
division of land.” 

Observations: 

 The area north of the Gorthendi Geo dyke is part of the township of Minn.  In the 
1970s Parry identified three houses and a field system in this area, and a number of 
earthfast stones are visible.   
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 This survey located a definite house at NGR 3615 3019 (NMRS # HU33SE044), but 
the fragmentary nature of the remains meant that the other two could not positively 
be identified.  This is attributed to sub-aerial erosion and recent agricultural 
improvement.   

Discussion: 

The presence of a later township suggests that earlier occupation had improved the soil.  
Continued agricultural activity would have disturbed the remains, but they are still 
visible.  This suggests that they may have been quite substantial in earlier periods.  The 
presence of a number of houses suggests either density or longevity of occupation.  
Following the sequence at the Scord of Brouster, and noting that NMRS # HU33SE044 
is noted as “almost circular”, the different structures may represent a succession of 
dwellings, with the best preserved and “almost circular” one being the last occupied.  

8.4. Burnt mound 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
347 3620 3042 burnt mound(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE042 3620 3042 burnt mound 
 
o SMR says: 
“Burnt mound, odd earthfast stones on concave side of mound.- evidence of a 
structure?  Crescentic shape, 13.5m. x 11m. 2.5m. max height on E. (downslope) side.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Situated on gently sloping east facing ground fairly high up and some 100m to the south west of 
the modern cottage of Minn. The location is sheltered and there is a stream c.40m to the south 
but the land is the least rich of the area and is somewhat waterlogged. The mound is crescent 
shaped, with horns extending eastwards, and is c.13.5m long, c.11m wide, and attains a 
maximum height of c.2.5m on its eastern (downslope) side. There are several earthfast stones 
within the crescent which may be evidence of a structure.” 

Observations: 

 The mound is as described, and lies midway between two groups of prehistoric 
houses one to the north (SMR # 824 / NMRS # HU33SE048-9) and one to the south 
(SMR # 825 / NMRS # HU33SE44-7). 

Discussion: 

The type is usually associated with the Bronze Age.  Given the situation of this mound, 
it may have been shared between two communities. 
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8.5. House & field system 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
824 3620 3057 house, oval 
824 3620 3057 dyke(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE048 3623 3055 house 
HU33SE049 362x 306x field-system 
 
o SMR says: 
“Relief: Gently sloping land above sheltered bay of Banna Minn  Field system and 
house - planned. Annex in front of house. Part of walls have been rebuilt. Most of the 
original form remains. Main part is oval, 8m x 7m. To the north the inner and outer wall 
faces are exposed. 1m. wide, 0.5m. high. Interior has been levelled and the east side 
rebuilt. 5m x 4m - small building to the east probably incorporates the remains of an 
annexe. Overall length:13m (E-W).  Field system: Large enclosure to the north of the 
house. Wall of low banking across NE peninsula, returns down Rotia Geo (but 
illdefined) - meets another field boundary.  West of the house - 4 parallel walls and a 5th 
to the west, forming 3 rectangular fields, orientated E-W. These 2 nearest the house are 
the same size i.e.:20m. long, 3m. wide, 1m. high. Constructed randomly of small and 
large field stones. 3rd & 4th remain as interupted stone walling with small clearance 
cairns on their line.” 
o NMRS 48 says: 
“Situated on well drained gently sloping east facing ground in the corner of a small field attached 
to the modern cottage of Minn; the shore of Banna Minn is c.50m away and small streams to the 
north of the house run into it. The house has been both destroyed and rebuilt, having been reused 
in recent times, but much of its original form remains. It has a main part and an annexe. The 
main part is oval in shape (c.8 by 7m) with inner and outer wall faces exposed on the north side 
where the wall has an apparent width of c 1m and a preserved height of c.0.5m. The interior has 
been levelled and the eastern side rebuilt. There are the remains of a small building (c.5 by 4m) 
to the east but this probably incorporates the remains of an annexe which would have given the 
original building an overall length of c 13m and an east-west orientation.” 
o NMRS 49 says: 
“To the north of HU33SE 48 there is evidence of a large enclosure. A wall of shallow banking 
curves across a small peninsular to the east of Lotra Geo and then, although interrupted, appear 
to continue along the margins of the Lotra of Minn and down to meet the remains of another 
field boundary some 30m to the north west of the house. Within the enclosed area and 
immediately north of the house there are four parallel walls joined by a fifth to the west which 
form three rectangular fields oriented east-west. The two walls closest to the house are of 
uniform size, c 20m long, 3m wide and 1m high, and are randomly constructed of small and 
large field stones. The third and fourth divisions take the form of interrupted stone walling with 
small clearance cairns on their line.” 

Observations: 

 An oval house site and associated field system in the township of Minn which has 
been considerably re-modelled at different times. 
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 The field system includes three parallel rectangular fields of similar size. 

Discussion: 

The form of the oval houses continued in use from the Neolithic until the Early Iron Age, 
and this one appears to have been re-modelled.  The shape and regular nature of the 
adjacent fields suggest that they were laid out later rather than earlier.   

8.6. Enclosed Promontory 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB09 HU 362 307 Enclosed promontory 18th - 20th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3518 3620 3070 dyke(s) 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A grass-covered dyke extends from east to west for about 30m across a narrow 
promontory. It is up to 1.5m in width and less than 0.5m high. It is most likely to have 
served as a barrier to livestock and to be of relatively recent date.” 
o SMR says: 
“This grass-covered dyke forms a boundary across a narrow promontory. It is likely that 
it formed an animal enclosure and although not of very recent construction, this feature 
could not be clearly assigned to a pre-historic period.” 

Observations: 

 Although the type is difficult to date, the EASE survey is definite about the suggested 
date.  

Discussion: 

Following the EASE analysis, this site is assumed to be of 18th-20th century 
construction, possibly as a “pundie point”. 

8.7. Structure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B10 3667 3072 structure 
 
o This Survey B10 says: 
“An exposure of 0.5m of soil deposits in the coastal section showed traces of a stone 
wall which measured about 3m long and 0.5m in height.  The exact nature of this 
structure was not apparent.  It was covered with a layer of about 0.5m of topsoil and 
turf.  There were no surface indications of this feature further inland, where the land 
appears to have been cultivated and improved.  The stone size measured c 0.50m x 
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0.45m.  Relief: exposed section under grassland and minor  road / footpath leading onto 
the ayre.  Very similar to SMR # 3519, which lies 20-25 metres along the coast, to the 
west.  This feature was first noted by Biddy Simpson, then Assistant Archaeologist with 
the Shetland Amenity Trust.” 

Observations: 

 The site was located  but is actively eroding. 

Discussion: 

This is supporting evidence for earlier settlement in the area, although cannot be dated 
by visual inspection.   

8.8. Settlement, possible 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
832 3673 3085 mound(s) 
832 3673 3085 settlement, other 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU33SE070 3673 3085 indeterminate remains 
HU33SE070 3673 3085 settlement (possible) 
 
o SMR says: 
“Large artificial mound c.1m. high, up to 50m. diam., with small cell-like depression in 
centre. Clustered settlement?  Several banks of earth and stones protrude from the 
mound to the south, west and east.  Alistair Jupp, a visitor to the area, recovered a 
number of artefacts fround to either side of the track from Duncansclett down to 
Bannaminn.  They consist of 4 fragments of prehistoric pot, some animal bone and a 
lovely sandstone bead. The artefacts were handed over to S.A.T. and then to the 
museum.” 
o NMRS says: 
“The site is situated on raised ground c.30m south of Duncansclett and on the west side of a 
footpath from that croft to Rinn. The area is of good agricultural land. Artificial mounding 
covers an area c.50m in diameter in which there are small cell like depressions. Several banks of 
earth and stones protrude from the mound to the south; west and east.  
(?Classified by Hedges as possible 'clustered settlement')” 

Observations: 

 Originally identified by Parry as a clustered settlement. 
 The site has not been investigated archaeologically, but a number of artefacts have 

been recovered, including prehistoric potsherds (Shetland Museum ARC 2002.148 
and 328), animal bone and a sandstone bead (Shetland Museum ARC 2002.151). 

 The road to Minn passes to the east of the main mound, and is known locally as 
“Tipton’s Gaet”.  No explanation could be offered for the name.  The area to the west 
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of the mound has been cultivated in the recent past, and recent rectilinear divisions 
are visible. 

 A boundary bank (This Survey # B12) curves round the northeast quadrant of the 
mound, and lies to the east of Tipton’s Gaet.  

 In contrast to long local memory for other sites in the area, such as the 17th century 
Hamburg or Bremen Booth on the beach below Papil Loch, there is no local tradition 
explaining the name or purpose of the mound.   

Discussion: 

The site lacks the diagnostic groundplan of a broch.  The nearby bank, the presence of 
good agricultural soil and the recovered artefacts suggest prehistoric occupation.  The 
shape of the cell-like depressions, and their relationship to the site, indicates that they 
were inserted later into a pre-existing mound.  This, combined with other evidence of 
settlement in the area, suggests long occupation, potentially including the Iron Age.    

8.9. Bank 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B12 3765 3013 bank 
 
o This Survey B12 says: 
“An area identified as a settlement (SMR # 832) lies to the west of the road known as 
Tipton’s Gaet.  To the east of the road lies a bank acting as a partial enclosure around 
the settlement. “ 

Observations: 

 Previously noted by Parry, an earthen bank curves around the north-east quadrant 
of a possible clustered settlement (SMR # 832 / NMRS # HU33SE070), on the 
eastern side of Tipton’s Gaet. 

Discussion: 

The bank may have encircled the mound and settlement on the western side, or it may 
have continued to join the major stretch of boundary at Clett which runs NW-SE and 
which itself aligns with another to the northwest (NMRS # HU33SE112 / This Survey 
B9). 

8.10. Souterrain 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB52 HU 364 304 Site of possible souterrain & artefacts 3rd - 1st Mill BC 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
346 3660 3050 souterrain 
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SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
346 3660 3050 stone, worked 
346 3660 3050 pottery 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE018 364x 304x souterrain (possible) 
HU33SE018 364x 304x miscellaneous finds 
 
o EASE  says: 
“A possible souterrain was said to have been found in this area in the past. Described 
as an underground chamber, the structure yielded a stone tool and five coarse pot 
sherds; these objects were purchased for NMAS (Proc Soc Antiq Scot 1915, VOI 49, 
1914-15, 15).” 
o SMR says: 
“Underground chamber.  Relics from underground chamber on links of Minn, Burra.. 
consisting of an adze-shaped implement of micaceous schist and five pieces of coarse 
hand-made pottery.  Not located.  The site lies in an area of sand dunes.” 
o NMRS says: 
“"Collection of relics from an underground chamber on Links on Minn, Burra ... consisting of an 
adze- shaped implement of micaceous schist and five pieces of coarse hand-made pottery," was 
purchased for the National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland (NMAS). 
Proc Soc Antiq Scot 1915.  "Links of Minn" are centred at HU 364 304. No further information.” 

Observations: 

 The site was located neither by EASE in the 1990s, nor by this survey, but the ayre 
is severely and actively eroding. 

Discussion: 

The description “underground chamber” may refer to a structure which has become 
buried rather than a souterrain.  The description of the associated artefacts is generic.  
Structure and artefacts are supporting evidence for earlier settlement in the area, but 
cannot readily be assigned to a period.   

8.11. Mound 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B14 3675 3080 mound 
 
o This Survey B14 says: 
“A low lens some 10 metres across and about 0.3 metres high is visible in the centre of 
a field used for grazing.  John Smith, Chairman of the Burra History Group which 
restored the nearby Duncansclett crofthouse, reports that flagstones were recovered 
from this site and used in building the crofthouse next to the restored one.  Helen 
Laurenson, the local crofter, recalls being told as a child not to play on the beach to the 
south of the field with the mound, because there were burials there.  Her grandfather 
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said that the burials were on the edge of the shore, under flat stones.  The shore has 
suffered considerable erosion over the last thirty years, and any burials there are likely 
to have been lost.” 

Observations: 

 May conceal structural remains..   

Discussion: 

Taking the above information together, is it possible that this is the site of an earlier 
dwelling, but it cannot be dated from the evidence. 

8.12. Settlement 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB34 HU 3685 3051 Settlement 1st Mill BC - 1st Mill AD

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3543 3678 3055 stone structure(s)

3543 3678 3055 pottery 
3543 3678 3055 settlement, other 
3543 3678 3055 midden 
 
o EASE  says: 
“Anthropogenic deposits and probable structural remains are eroding from a coastal 
exposure extending for more than 60m and up to 1.5m high. The section is very 
obscured by slumping turves. At the base of the section a series of horizontally laid 
slabs appear to be the remains of a structure up to 8m long. Surrounding this are 
numerous deposits containing shell, animal bone, pottery, worked stone, metal, 
charcoal and peat ash. The condition of the artefacts and ecofacts is very good. The 
anthropogenic soils are over 0.5m deep in places. A pit, 4m wide and I m deep, is 
exposed in section; it is filled with charcoal rich soil. An isolated clump of nettles grows 
above the section over the pit. The pottery seen in section appeared to be of the late; 
Iron Age or Early Historic period. The site is interpreted as a substantial settlement.” 
o SMR says: 
“A long exposure of midden and possible sturctures, much obscured by recently fallen 
turf. The site measures 60m+ in length and the section is between 1 and 1.5m high. 
Horizontally laid slabs seen at the base of the section appear to represent a structure of 
up to 8m long. Midden deposits contain shell, animal bone, pottery, worked stone, 
metal, charcoal and peat ash. The condition/survival of ecofacts is very good. Midden is 
0.5m+ deep. Nearby, an area of dark charcoal flecked soil apparently represents a pit 
(4m wide x 1m deep). The land above this possible pit had an isolated clump of nettles 
growing. Pottery appeared to be later prehistoric or early medieval type ware. The site is 
interpreted as a settlement. At the time of the visit it was actively eroding over the entire 
length.  An Alistair Jupp, who has relatives in the area, recovered a number of artefacts 
which were eroding out of the site.  These were handed over to S.A.T. and then to the 
museum.  The artefacts consisted of animal bone, various shells, burnt pumice and 
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quartz fragments, medieval and prehistoric pot fragments and a possible rough slate 
tool.” 

Observations: 

 The site is actively eroding, but a midden 1m – 1.5m deep still extends 50m along 
the face of the coastal section.  The possible structure was not located.  Various 
artefacts have been recovered including metal slag, worked stone and pumice 
(Shetland Museum ARC 2002.149 & 152).  Visible deposits contain shell, animal 
bone, pottery, charcoal and peat ash.  The density of animal bone in the matrix 
increases to the north and west.  To the south and east, occasional potsherds have 
eroded onto the beach.  The type is fairly crude and unglazed, and may be later 
prehistoric or early medieval.  

 Helen Laurenson of Freefield, the local crofter, recalls being told as a child not to 
play here, because there were burials.  Her grandfather said that the burials were on 
the edge of the shore, under large flat stones.  

 The shore has suffered considerable erosion over the last thirty years, and any 
evidence of the structure / burials is likely to have been lost. 

Discussion: 

Taken together with other archaeological evidence in the area, the presence of the 
midden and the sorting of the debris confirms the existence of a settlement in the 
vicinity.  The pottery indicates occupation during, but not necessarily limited to, the Late 
Iron Age / Medieval.  The location would be appropriate for Pictish period burials, cf 
Sandwick Unst and others.  

8.13. Boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

B11 3765 3013 boundary

 
o This  Survey B11 says: 
“The dyke stretches from coast to coast, starting at NGR HU 3900 3014 in the west and 
ending at NGR HU 3630 3012 in the east (general view from south: photo # 
DSCN0084). 
Considerable banks of soil are visible along its length, possibly indicating the slumped 
line of an earlier turf or turf and stone wall.  Where there is evidence of adjacent 
agriculture, this feature may have been augmented by lynchets of soil.  The line of the 
wall is eccentric, and there are a number of earthfast stones along its foundation.  
Different styles of building have been adopted at different points, indicating several 
phases of rebuilding activity.  The area to the north is well-grassed and notably clear of 
small stones.  To the south, particularly in the middle and to the west, the area is stony, 
with rocks protruding from the surface.  These rocks often contain veins of quartz, and 
weathered-out shards of quartz lie on the surface of the ground.  Other dykes and 
boundaries adjoin the wall in its eastern third, some running almost parallel to it, whilst 
others lie at an angle.  This can be seen in the 1997 OS 1:25,000 map series, on 
Pathfinder 19 (HU33/43/53).  Some of these adjoining boundaries are modern, and form 
a rectangular enclosure on the south side.  Others show up as banks containing stone, 
or as lines of earthfast stones running for short lengths before vanishing beneath the 
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turf.  The dyke has been broken through in several places, to allow access.  The lack of 
collapse in the dyke, and the fact that the stone removed has not been carried away for 
re-use, indicate that these breaches are modern.  To the north of the dyke, Parry 
(Hedges, 1984: 43,46) noted two areas of enclosures and field systems apparently 
associated with oval houses; one of these areas lies adjacent to the dyke, to the north 
of the wall and mid-way between the two coasts.  To the south, on the eastern side, on 
the modern croft of Gossigarth, he noted a “linear arrangement of features” including “a 
mound with a secondary cist”.  Parry’s map (Hedges, 1984: 46) also shows clearly how 
the adjoining walls and banks become confused around the rectangular enclosure, in 
the eastern portion of the dyke.  The western end of the dyke ends at a point called 
Gorthendi Geo. This is a Norse name, the first element of which denotes a place where 
a fence ends (Jakobsen, 1936: 44).  Taken together, these features suggest 
considerable antiquity for the dyke.  Parry (Hedges, 1984: 55) noted the presence of a 
number of stretches of walling on Burra which tended to run across high and marginal 
land, partitioning the island. He interpreted these as territorial boundaries.  He did not 
include this wall, possibly because the wall above the lowest courses is modern.  For 
the purposes of dating, two typological parallels may be drawn.  The excavated 
example at Shurton Brae near Lerwick (Whittington, 1978) is considered to be Neolithic 
but the treb dykes of Orkney, which also offer similarities, have been considered to be 
Early Iron Age (Lamb, 1984).  Parry regarded Kettla Ness as a single unit, and therefore 
did not include the Gorthendi Geo as one of these boundaries.  Notwithstanding the 
poor agricultural potential of much of the southern side of the Gorthendi Geo dyke, the 
presence of quartz would have been a definite resource in the Neolithic and Bronze Age 
periods, and may account for an otherwise apparently unequal division of resources on 
the ness at such a period.” 

Observations: 

 Unnoted by Parry as a prehistoric boundary, a drystone wall stretches from shore to 
shore, starting at NGR 3900 3014 in the west and ending at NGR 3630 3012 in the 
east.  The wall has acted in recent times as the boundary between the township of 
Minn and the outset of Gassigarth.  It has been broken through recently in several 
places to allow access but is otherwise well-maintained.   

 The line of the wall is eccentric, and there are a number of earthfast stones along its 
foundation.  Deep lynchets of soil are visible along its length, especially on the north 
side at the western end.  A field system apparently associated with oval houses, lies 
immediately to the north of the dyke (SMR # 825 / NMRS # HU33SE047). 

Discussion: 

The western end of the dyke ends at a point called Gorthendi Geo. This is a Norse 
name, the first element of which denotes a place where a fence ends (Jakobsen, 
193644). 
This dyke might be thought to be analogous with the Boyne boundary (This Survey # 
B22), but it overlies the midden discussed below in Note 8.14.  It is therefore suggested 
that it is of Norse construction, making u se of pre-existing field boundaries to lessen the 
effort of construction. 

8.14. Settlement remains 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
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Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB01 HU 363 302 Settlement remains 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3510 3630 3020 settlement, other 
3510 3630 3020 occupation evidence

3510 3630 3020 pottery 
 
o EASE  says: 
“Archaeological deposits, representing at least two distinct phases of activity, are 
exposed in a coastal section. This exposure measured some 30m in length and was 
actively eroding. Towards the base of the section, a compact dark brown soil contained 
charcoal flecks and may be an anthropogenic deposit relating to a stone structure. The 
nature of this structure was not apparent; in section it appeared as  discontinuous 
stretches of dry stone walling. One sherd of Iron Age type pot was recovered from 
amongst the stones. The walling was covered with a 0.3m thick layer of windblown 
sand. Above this was a mixed soil deposit which contained flecks of charcoal, shell and 
bone. The uppermost layer seen in section was a well drained 0.5m thick layer of loamy 
topsoil. To the south of this exposure, a concentration of shell was visible in section, 
and further along, there was a noost with stone revetted walls. Small fragments of 
walling were partially exposed in section for about 100m, ending in the vicinity of a 
stone dyke.” 
o SMR says: 
“Deposits exposed in this low section appear to represent at least two distinct phases of 
activity. To the base of the section, a compact dark brown soil contained charcoal flecks 
and may be an anthropogenic deposit relating to a stone structure. The nature of this 
structure was not apparent. In section it appeared as discontinuous stretches of 
drystone walling. One sherd of Iron Age type pot was recovered from amongst the 
stones. The walling was covered with a layer of windblown sand (c. 0.3m thick). Above 
this was a mixed soil deposit which contained flecks of charcoal, shell and bone. The 
uppermost layer seen in section was a well drained loam topsoil (c. 0.5m thick). This 
exposure was c. 30m in length and was actively eroding. Moving c.10m south of this 
exposure, a concentration of shell was visible in section. A noost was cut to the south of 
this and had stone revetted walls. From this point to c. 100m south (ending in the 
vicinity of a stone dyke) small areas of exosed walling were partially exposed in section. 
The area has a diameter of 30m and a height of 1.5m.” 

Observations: 

 This survey located only the upper phase of the deposit, and noted glazed pottery 
eroding out.  This appeared to be 18th or 19th century ware.    

 The part of the site noted by this survey lies on the edge of the later township of 
Minn, just north of the Gorthendi Geo dyke, but the EASE description extends to the 
coast below the later outset of Gassigarth.     

 The coast is suffering active and severe erosion. 

Discussion: 

The sherd suggests that the earlier phase of settlement was Iron Age, and that the 
location was then abandoned for some reason.  The choice of the area for continued 
occupation / re-occupation in the historical period implies a pre-existing depth of soil.       
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8.15. Mound  

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
826 3624 3012 mound(s) 
826 3624 3012 cist(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU33SE076 3624 3008 mound 
HU33SE076 3624 3008 indeterminate remains 
 
o SMR says: 
“Mound 10m. diam, 2m. high, with cist in levelled top - possibly recent insertions for 
tattie hole. Does contain some burnt stone, but very regular and not burnt mound 
shape.  "Cist" 1msq., 0.4m. deep..  1m. to SW - group of earthfast stones in U shape.  
Lynchet-type bank runs N-S, several interconnected U-shape structures within it, av. 3-
4m. diam.” 
o NMRS says: 
“A linear arrangement of features between the crofts of Minn and Gassigarth Mound with 
secondary cist and other structures (HU 3624 3008) (fig 05). c.100m north of the derelict croft 
buildings of Gassigarth there is a large circular mound situated on gently sloping, east facing 
grazing land. The mound is about 10m in diameter and 2m in height and appears to consist of 
burnt stone and earth. The top has been levelled and a secondary dry-stone walled cist inserted 
which is c.1m square and c 0.4m deep; this is a modern feature, probably used for drying 
potatoes. One metre away from the mound on its south west side are a group of large earthfast 
stones in a U shape. A lynchet type bank runs north-south across the field to the immediate north 
of the mound and in this are several interconnected U shaped structures averaging 3-4m in 
diameter.” 

Observations: 

 A line of mounds and other features indicating disturbance runs from the Gorthendi 
Geo dyke to the crofthouse at Gassigarth.  It includes a mound containing burnt 
stone and earth, with a tattie clamp inserted in the top, to keep harvested potatoes 
dry. 

Discussion: 

The disturbed nature of the area and its later occupation as an outset, indicate earlier 
occupation at some point, as does the area of midden noted by EASE (EASE # WB1 / 
SMR # 3510).  Burnt mounds are usually associated with the Bronze Age although the 
cist probably dates from 18th – 20th centuries. 

8.16. Noost & mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
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EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB02 HU 363 299 Noost 18th - 20th C 
WB35 HU 360 319 Possible burial mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3511 3630 2990 noost(s) 
4446 3600 3190 mound(s) 
 
o EASE  # WB02 says: 
“The  inner end of what is likely to be a stone-revetted boat noost is visible in section. 
The walling measured 2m in length and stood up to 0.5m high. The stones measured up 
to 0.45m by 0.55m in size. The section was 1.5m high, with the uppermost 0.75m being 
composed of peaty soil. Parts of the revetted wall appeared freshly built and may 
represent recent repairs. The feature was surrounded by deposits of stone, some of 
which may be the remains of walling. The ruins of a croft lay immediately inland.” 
o EASE  # WB35 says: 
“A long earthen mound, measuring 10m by 6m, has a central depression. It stands up to 
l m high. It lies close to a dyke. The site may be a burial mound.” 
o SMR # 3511 says: 
“The inner stone-revetted end of what is likely to be a boat noost was seen in section. It 
was 2m in length and 0.5m high. Parts of the revetted wall appeared fresh and may be 
recent additions. It was surrounded by layers of stone, some of which may represent 
walling. The maximum stone size was 0.45m x 0.55m. In all, the section stood 1.5m 
high, with the uppermost 0.75m being composed of peaty soil. Inland, the remains of a 
croft and its outbuildings were seen and the surrounding ground surface had frequent 
bumps and hollows, which may be associated with this period of settlement. The large 
amount of relatively modern remains may obscure traces of previous settlement.” 
o SMR # 4446 says: 
“A long earthen mound with a central depression close to the line of the dyke. The 
mound measures 10m x 6m and has a height of 1m. The interpretation is difficult; it may 
be a burial. Relief: on gently sloping land c. 2m from the coastal section.” 

Observations: 

 Neither feature was located by this survey.  The coast has been actively eroding. 

Discussion:: 

Noosts have been used from Norse times into the 20th century and so cannot be 
securely dated.  This one is likely to have been used by the occupants of Gassigarth.  
The walling and possibly the mound suggest supporting evidence for earlier occupation 
in this area.  From its suggested location, the earthen mound may have been a peat 
stack built where it was unloaded from a boat.   

8.17. House & burnt mound 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
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SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
320 3609 3008 burnt mound(s) 
320 3609 3008 house, round 

 
o SMR says: 
“Could not locate.” 

Observations: 

 Originally included in the SMR because the site was noted on the Shetland Museum 
card index, there is no description of the remains other than the grid reference.  The 
SMR notes that these remains could not be located on the ground.  They were not 
found by this survey, either. 

Discussion: 

A possible mis-recording of the remains at Minn or Gassigarth which are otherwise 
recorded in the SMR.   
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9. Burra Source Map 9 

9.1. Click mills 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB53 HU 3539 2856 Click mills 18th - 20th C

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU32NE003 3535 2894 horizontal mill 
HU32NE004 3539 2876 horizontal mill 
HU32NE005 3538 2871 horizontal mill 
HU32NE006 3537 2869 horizontal mill 
HU32NE007 3538 2867 horizontal mill 
HU32NE014 3537 2884 mill (possible) 
 
o EASE  says: 
“The ruins of four click mills straddle a small watercourse.” 
o NMRS 3 says: 
“Mill (NAT).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1881), sheet lviii.  Reduced to a pile of rubble. ” 
o NMRS 4 says: 
“Mill (NAT).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1881), sheet lviii. Reduced to a pile of rubble. ” 
o NMRS 5 says: 
“Mills (NAT) (Includes HU32NE 6 and 7).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1881), sheet lviii.  
Reduced to a pile of rubble. ” 
o NMRS 6 says: 
“Mills (NAT) (Includes HU32NE 5 and 7).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1881), sheet lviii.  
Reduced to a pile of rubble.” 
o NMRS 7 says: 
“Mills (NAT) (Includes HU32NE 5 and 6).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1881), sheet lviii.    
Reduced to a pile of rubble. ” 
o NMRS 14 says: 
“A single unroofed building which may be a mill is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch 
map (Orkney and Shetland (Shetland) 1881, sheet lviii), but it is not shown on the current edition 
of the OS 1:10000 map (1972).” 

Observations: 

 Five mills were located, all reduced to rubble as indicated in the NMRS descriptions.  
The southernmost, NMRS # HU32NE007, may have gone over the cliff. 

 The area is stony with poor soil cover, and suitable building stone lies strewn on the 
surface. 

Discussion: 

Flowing water suitable to turn a mill is difficult to find on Burra.  The ready availability of 
building stone in the area makes it unlikely that earlier structures were robbed to 
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construct the mills.  Surviving mill sites usually date to the 18th – 20th century (Fenton, 
1997408).  No relevance for Iron Age.  

9.2. Click mill 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU32NE008 356x 294x horizontal mill 
 
o NMRS says: 
“(HU 3563 2946 and HU 3562 2943) Mills (NAT).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1881), sheet 
lviii.  Both mills have been reduced to piles of rubble.” 

Observations: 

 Two mills, now reduced to rubble as indicated by NMRS, lie on the slope to the 
south side of Virda Vatn. 

Discussion: 

Flowing water suitable to turn a mill is difficult to find on Burra.  The ready availability of 
building stone nearby makes it unlikely that earlier structures were robbed to construct 
the mills.  Surviving mill sites usually date to the 18th – 20th century (Fenton, 1997408).  
No Discussion.  

9.3. Click mill 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

WB07 HU 352 295 Click mill 18th - 20th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3516 3590 2950 mill, horizontal 
3516 3590 2950 dyke(s) 
 
o EASE  says: 
“The remains of a ruinous click mill lie in a watercourse, the sides of which are revetted 
with stone walling. The mill is estimated to have measured about 5m by 5m. It lies on 
sloping ground between a loch and high rocky cliffs. At the loch end a curving section of 
walling set to either side of the channel along the loch shore directed water into the 
channel. The bed of the loch appeared to have been artificially deepened in this area.” 
o SMR says: 
“A collapsed stone structure lay over a stream, the sides of which had been revetted 
with stone walling. This channel (c.3.5m long) was fed from the nearby loch. A curving 
section of walling was set to either side of the channel along the loch shore, presumably 
to direct water into the channel. The loch bed appeared to have been artificially 
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deepened in this area. The structure is thought to represent a click-mill and its head 
race.” 

Observations: 

 EASE recorded this site as lying between the Loch of Annyeruss and the cliff.  This 
survey could not locate the site at the grid reference given, but there is a structure 
matching the description located at NGR 3555 2965, between Virda Vatn and the 
cliff. 

Discussion: 

Flowing water suitable to turn a mill is difficult to find on Burra.  The ready availability of 
building stone nearby makes it unlikely that earlier structures were robbed to construct 
this mill.  Surviving mill sites usually date to the 18th – 20th century (Fenton, 1997408).  
No Discussion.  

9.4. Enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU32NE021 3596 2969 enclosure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“An enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1972).” 

Observations: 

 A rectangular enclosure in recent crofting use, probably of 18th-20th century 
construction. 

Discussion: 

No Discussion. 

9.5. Enclosures 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU32NE019 3625 2962 buildings 
HU32NE019 3625 2962 enclosures 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Four unroofed buildings, one roofed building and two enclosures are depicted on the 1st edition 
of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). Five unroofed buildings 
and one enclosure are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1972).” 
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Observations: 

 The buildings and enclosures are a row of moderately substantial structures used 
recently for crofting purposes.  They may represent the re-use of nearby building 
stone. 

 The structures occur close to a change in the boundary line of the Gossigarth croft, 
where it borders onto common grazing on its southern side.  Previously, the modern 
stone dyke stretched in a straight line from the hill down to the shore, in a south-
easterly direction; the foundations of the last 20m are clearly visible.  At some time, 
a spur of wall has been built heading just east of south, for thirty or forty metres, 
taking in an additional triangular piece of ground out of the common land, next to the 
shore.  The redundant piece of straight wall has been dismantled, indicating that the 
re-angled wall has become the boundary.   

 Between the new piece of boundary wall and the crubs, lies the foundations of a 
drystone-built rectangular structure, with drainage ditch.  The sides of the ditch are 
distinct, suggesting that it is not a prehistoric structure.  This can be seen in the 1995 
Pathfinder OS 1:25,000 map series, on Pathfinder 20 (HU32/42).   

Discussion: 

Crubs are often sited on the shore in order to be free of frost (Fenton, 1997103).  The 
change in boundary to the advantage of the croft suggests that this part of the shore 
had slightly better soil, which may in turn indicate cultivation at an earlier period which 
shows signs of multi-period use.   

9.6. Houses, burnt mounds & field system 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
WB03 HU 359 294 Burnt Mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

WB04 HU 359 294 House 3rd - 1st Mill BC

WB05 HU 359 293 Structure, possible cairn 3rd - 1st Mill BC

WB06 HU 359 294 Burnt Mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
837 3585 2935 house, oval 
837 3585 2935 field system 
837 3585 2935 dyke(s) 
837 3585 2935 burnt mound(s) 

3512 3590 2940 burnt mound(s) 
3513 3590 2940 sheep shelter 
3513 3590 2940 house, other 
3514 3590 2930 house, oval 
3515 3590 2950 burnt mound(s) 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU32NE009 3588 2928 mound 
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NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU32NE010 3590 2941 mound 
HU32NE011 3590 2930 house 
HU32NE012 3590 2936 house 
HU32NE013 3590 2930 field system (possible) 
 
o Northern burnt mound: EASE # WB3 says: 
 “A domed, crescentic burnt mound has been partially eroded by the sea and disturbed 
by a vehicle track. It measures 8m by 4m and stands up to 1 m high. A dense 
concentration of small angular stone can be seen in the coastal exposures. The stone 
measures 0.lm x0.08m x 0.03m. The center of the mound is hollow and three sides of a 
rectangular 'tank' structure formed from large slabs are visible; this appears to have 
been inserted into the mound at a lat date and may not be an original feature. There 
were also traces of a kerb to the outside of the mound. A small stream lies to the north 
side. See Hedges 1984, Bight of the Sandy Geos: BMII, also see WB4, WB5 & 
WB6.The site was assessed In 1996 (Moore & Wilson, 1996,1999).” 
o SMR # 3512 says: 
“This domed, crescentic mound has been partially eroded, with exposed sections 
revealing its content as a dense concentration of small angular stone. The mound 
measures 8m x 4m and has a height of 1m. The maximum stone size is 0.6m x 0.75m. 
The centre is hollow and three sides of a rectangular 'tank' structure formed from large 
slabs were visible. There were also traces of a kerb to the outside of the mound. A small 
stream lies to the north side of the mound. This monument is interpreted as a burnt 
mound and was previously recorded by G. Parry (Hedges 1984).” 
o NMRS 10 says: 
“Situated on the north margin of the valley on sloping ground immediately on the cliff edge. A 
stream runs against its north side. The irregular shape can possibly be attributed to erosion; it is 
roughly oriented east-west, is c.7 by 5m and varies in height between 1 and 1.5m. The 
destruction of the mound has revealed several large earthfast stones but no definite trace of any 
structure; there is a square shaped alignment of stones in the west extremity of the mound.” 
o Northern house EASE # WB4 says: 
 “A circular, probable prehistoric house structure, 7m in diameter, is defined by stones 
protruding from the turf. The building is aligned east to west and the wall appears to be 
about 1 m thick. The interior is slightly dished and there is the suggestion of an internal 
division. A slightly raised area to the seaward side of the structure may indicate an 
elongated entrance passage or, alternatively, may be the remains of an associated 
structure. Behind the structure lies a more recent sheep shelter built in the lea of a rocky 
outcrop. The lack of loose stone in the area suggests that stone robbing from the 
structure provided the building material for the sheep shelter. See also WB3, WB5, WB6 
and Hedges 1984, Bight of the Sandy Geos: House II.” 
o SMR # 3513 says: 
“A circular structure, measuring 7m in diameter and 0.5m in height, was defined by 
stones protruding from the turf. The wall appeared to be c. 1m in thickness, enclosing a 
dished interior in which there was some slight indication of internal division. A slightly 
raised area in front (i.e. to the seaward side) of the structure is suggestive of an 
elongated entrance passage or may be the remains of an associated structure. Behind 
the structure lies a more recent sheep shelter built in the lea of a rocky outcrop. The 
general lack of loose stone in the area suggests that stone robbing from the structure 
provided the building material for the sheep shelter. This monument is interpreted as a 
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domestic structure of probable pre-Iron Age date and was previously recorded by G. 
Parry (Hedges 1984).” 
o NMRS 12 says: 
“House 2 is 45m to the north of HU32NE 11. Although small streams run close to its south side 
it is on slightly higher ground than House 1 and is better drained; steep craggy slopes shelter it to 
the west. House 2 is very similar in plan to House 1 having a main part and an annexe.  The main 
structure is oval (c.8.5 by 7m) with a hollowed interior. On the south side the outer wall face is 
well preserved as a line of earthfast stones; the wall was probably c.1m wide and survives to a 
height of c.0.3m. A line of small earthfast stones and very gentle banking marks the presence of 
an extension on the east side of the main building giving an overall length of c.14m to the house 
and an east-west orientation.” 
o Southern structure (house according to Parry) described by EASE # WB5: 
“A slight, elongated mound is aligned east to west and measures some 9m by 5m. It 
appears to have a stone facade or kerb at its seaward end but othewise seems to be of 
earthen construction. The site lies close to the coast edge and is being eroded. The site 
has previously been described as a house, but it may be a cairn and may originally 
have had a heel-shaped facade. See also WB3, WB4 and WB6 and Hedges 1984, 
Bight of the Sandy Geos: house 1.” 
o SMR # 3514 says: 
“The remains measured 9m x 5m and had a height of 0.5m. They consisted of an 
indistinct, oval, grass covered bank. At the eastern (seaward) end the turf covering was 
eroded away and the remains of stone walling were visible. This monument is 
interpreted as a domestic structure of probable pre-Iron Age date and was previously 
recorded by G. Parry (Hedges 1984).” 
o NMRS 11 says: 
“Situated in the centre of the valley on level ground some 10m from the cliff edge on the 
southern end of the Bight. The immediately surrounding ground is saturated by small streams 
running to the south side of the structure but the house is slightly raised (whether naturally or 
artificially is not known). The main part of the structure consists of  
a well defined oval mound (c.10.5 by 6.5m) with a levelled interior. The wall construction is 
well preserved to the east where it is c1m wide and survives to a height of c0.4m; at this point 
there is good evidence of interior and exterior wall faces of earthfast stones. At the east end a 
low mound indicates an annexe that would have given the building as a whole a length of 
c.13.5m and an east-west orientation.” 
o Southern  burnt mound described by EASE # WB6: 
 “An oval or crescentic burnt mound mound is bounded by two watercourses. It covers 
an area some 12m by 9m and is aligned north to south. It stands up to 1.5m high and is 
formed from small angular stone. The center is hollow and has been   much eroded. 
Fragments of burnt stone measuring up to 0.16m x 0.1 m x 0.08m are visible in 
numerous small exposures. See also WB4, WB5, WB6 and Hedges 1994, Bight of the 
Sandy Geos BMI. The site was assessed in 1996 (Moore & Wilson, 1996, 1999).” 
o SMR # 3515 says of southern burnt mound: 
“A large crescentric mound formed from small angular stone. It measures 9m x 7m nd 
has a height of 1.75m. The centre is hollowed and much eroded. This feature is 
undoubtedly a burnt mound and was previously recorded by G. Parry (Hedges 1984).” 
o NMRS 9 says: 
“Situated on the southern margin of the valley on gently sloping ground c.10m from the shore 
and c.55m south of House 1 (HU32NE 11). This part of the valley is fairly well drained although 
there are several small streams, one within 20m. The mound itself is fairly small in size (c.11 by 
8m and c.2m high) and is crescent shaped with horns extending to the west. On this side are two 
earthfast stones but they do not appear to be structural.” 
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o NMRS 13 says: 
“Despite exhaustive searching little trace was found of a field system. This is possibly due to 
robbing for nearby planticrubs though there is also extensive peat cover in the upper parts of the 
valley. The only remains were of a small wall 35m to the north of HU32NE 12 running from the 
steep slope 30m down to the coast. Ten metres from the base of the steep slope and on the line of 
the wall was a cist-like structure, 1-2m in diameter, made of large earthfast stones.” 
o Whole area is described in SMR # 837: 
“Relief : Coastal strip  - between coast and steeply rising land.  Two oval houses with 
annexes, two burnt mounds and traces of a field system.  Earthfast stones on concave 
side of S. burnt mound, a great concentration was in and next to the eroded N. burnt 
mound. Lack of structures visible otherwise in the mounds.  U-shaped constructions 
found within the line of field walls.  Field wall remains are slight, but seem to run 
between the coast and the steeply rising land, possibly incorporating the N. house.  
House 1 : (HU 3590 2930)  Slightly raised naturally or artificially.  Oval mound, 10.5m x 
6.5m. , levelled interior.  Wall is best preserved to the east, where it is c.1m. wide and 
0.4m. high. Internal and external wall faces are visible.  At the east end - low mound 
indicates an annexe which would have made the building 13.5m. long (aligned E-W).  At 
the east end - low mound indicates an annexe which would have made the building 
13.5m. long (aligned E-W).   House 2 : (HU 35902936)  The main structure is oval, 
c.8.5mx7m., with a hollowed interior. On the south side, the outer wall face is well 
preserved as a line of earthfast stones, the wall is probably c.1m. wide and 0.3m. high.  
Line of earthfast stones and gentle bank marks an extension on the east. Overall 
length:14m (E-W)    Burnt mound : (HU 3588 2925)  Stream within 20m. mound 11m. x 
8m., c.2m. high. Crescentic horns, west facing. Two earthfast stones appear to be 
structural.   Burnt mound : (HU 3590 2940)  Irregular shape due to erosion.  7m. x 5m., 
1-1.5m. high.  Several large earthfast stones - no definite trace of any structure.  Square 
shaped alignment of stones in the west extremity of the mound.  Field system : Little 
trace - robbed for nearby crubs.  Extensive peat cover further up the valley.  Small wall 
runs from steep slope, 30m. to coast.  Near the base of the slope : cist like structure 1-
2m. diam., earthfast stones.” 

Observations: 

 First noted by Parry, the site contains two oval houses with annexes, two burnt 
mounds, slight traces of a field system, and a sheep shelter.  This survey noted that 
both burnt mounds are now eroding over the coast.  In other respects, the site has 
only slightly deteriorated from the time it was descrbed by EASE in the 1990s. 

 SMR records # 3512–5 appear to duplicate record # 837. 
 Separately from the survey the two burnt mounds were further assessed by EASE 

(Moore and Wilson, 1999206-207) who then noted that the “tank” feature in the 
northern mound was “of recent origin and was possibly used for storing potatoes.”  

Discussion: 

Both the tattie clamp and the sheep shelter are probably 18th – 20th century.  The 
combination of oval house and nearby kerbed cairn (or second house) occurs also at 
Tougs (Inv. # 1270 / EASE # WB45 / SMR # 337 / NMRS # HU33SE3 & 60-2) and at 
Scord of Brouster.  Although unexcavated, this site also suggests continuous 
occupation over an extended period, potentially into the Iron Age.     
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1. Houss Source Map 1 

1.1. Boundaries 

Records: 

Except where otherwise noted, the boundaries shown on Houss Source Maps had not 
previously been recorded with the exception of those few stretches which are shown on 
the 1970s Ordnance Survey maps.   

Observations: 

 In order not to clutter the Source Maps, boundaries have not been identified or 
discussed individually.  All have been surveyed with GPS in order to ensure accurate 
display on the Source Maps, and detail is shown in Boundary Maps.   

 Except where individually identified in separate notes, the construction of the 
boundaries was of discontinuous lines of earthfast stones, in some cases of quite 
massive proportions e.g. up to one metre high visible over the turf.     

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).  
The boundaries must have been more imposing in the period leading up to the Iron Age.  
They are likely to have been dismantled when it became general to use hill land for 
common grazing, as they would otherwise have hindered stock access.   The way in 
which the major lines may have divided the landscape is discussed in the body of the 
study, including the interpretation of the different junctions, many of which appear to 
have been dismantled. 

1.2. Field boundary 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB34 HU 382 343 Field boundary 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“The remains of a field boundary are defined by occasional earth fast stones protruding 
through peat. The boundary runs inland at right angles to the coast, and is visible 
meandering uphill for over 40m.” 
 
Observations: 
 Boundary of occasional earthfast stones can be followed for some distance into the 

hill.  The eastern end is lost in craggy and stony area where three other boundaries 
also peter out 

Discussion: 

Noted separately because noted by EASE.   
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1.3. Mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB19 HU 385 346 Mound: indeterminate Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3490 3850 3460 mound(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“A small mound of earth and stone is eroding on the beach. It measures 2.5m and 
stands no more than 0.5m high. It is covered with thin layer of peat, 0.1-0.15m in 
thickness.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> Earth and stone mound eroding onto beach. It measures 2.5m in diameter and is 
0.5m high. It has a stone size of c. 0.5m x 0.6m. It is covered with a thin layer of peat 
0.1-0.15m thick. The site is of indeterminate nature. Also see photograph in file.” 

Observations: 

 The mound could not be located by this survey.  There is evidence of recent and fast 
coastal erosion in this area.  Judging from the EASE survey information, the mound 
appears to have been situated at the end of a stretch of boundary. 

 Neither EASE nor the SMR mention burnt stone. 

Discussion: 
Mound not located, and of indeterminate date.  There is other evidence in the area for 
multi-period settlement. 

1.4. House & field system 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB18 HU 3845 3455 House and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3489 3845 3455 house, other 
 
o EASE says: 
“A sub circular concentration of stone, containing several orthostats, protrudes from 
beneath the peat, close to a beach. It covers an area measuring about 8m by 5m. The 
walls, although not clearly discernible, are estimated to be about 1.5m thick. The stones 
measure, on average, 0.5m by 0.75m. In the interior, pairs of orthostats appear to mark 
the ends of piers which divide the area into four or more cells. A quantity of stone to the 
seaward side of the building suggests that there may be a 'porch' or forecourt in this 
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area. The structure is likely to be a prehistoric house. The remains of one or more field 
boundaries appear to adjoin the structure. Some 50m to the north the remains of an 
enclosure are defined by occasional earth fast stones. Measuring 60m by 30m, this 
semicircular enclosure backs on to the coast edge.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> A sub circular/irregularly shaped area of stone containing orthostats, measuring 
10m x 9m. It is eroding onto the beach and is 60-70% denuded of turf. No walls are 
discernable, however the orthostats appear paired in places (entrace?) and in others 
there is the suggestion of piers, towards the edges, giving the impression of internal 
cells. The orthostats and cell like appearance may point to  a cairn rather than a house. 
Probably prehistoric from its shape and construction. There are fragments of lines of 
stones in the vicinity which may be the remnants of dykes associated with this site. The 
average stone size is 0.5m x 0.75m. Also see photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 The remnants of a “sub-circular” house with walls c 1.5m thick is located at NGR 
38414 34524.  

 The main part of the field system is a semi-circular enclosure backing onto the coast.  
It does not form part of any other boundaries in the area. 

Discussion: 

The area around this site and the small peninsula to the west form an early 
apportionment, suggesting that the soil here sustained better vegetation than elsewhere 
on the common grazing.  The presence of a nearby field system and the remains 
surveyed by EASE suggests that this is an oval house.  The thickness of the walls and 
the placing relative to the long boundaries in the area, together suggest that this 
homestead is an early construction, potentially Neolithic rather than Bronze Age.  Given 
its proximity to other monuments identified as Norse, it might be expected to have been 
robbed for building stone if it had been unoccupied at the time of their construction.    

1.5. Longhouse & structure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB17 HU 384 346 Structure, possible longhouse 10th - 14th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3488 3840 3460 dyke(s) 
3488 3840 3460 settlement, other 
3488 3840 3460 stone structure(s)

 
o EASE says: 
“The remains of a rectangular structure are situated on level ground beside the shore. It 
measures at least 10m in length by 4m in width, although the north east comer of the 
building has been eroded by the sea. The walls are double-sided with a rubble core and 
measure between 1m to 1.5m in width. The stones used in their construction measure 
up to 0.5m by 0.75m. There were no internal features visible, but quantities of stone 
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protruding from the earth in the surrounding area may be the remains of associated 
features. Part of circular dry stone enclosure lies to the west of the building. The 
remains may be those of a Norse or medieval settlement.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> The remains of the northern end of a rectangular structure measuring 10m x 4m 
and c. 0.5m high. The north east corner has been eroded by the sea. The walls were 
constructed with two faces, between which was a rubble core. Walls were between 1m 
and 1.5m wide. The maximum stone size was 0.5m x 0.75m. There were no internal 
features visible, but much stone protruding here and all around, which may indicate 
associated activity. The remains of a dyke forming a circular enclosure lay to the west. 
This is interpreted as the remains of a settlement, but of uncertain date. Norse?? Also 
see photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 This survey noted both structure and longhouse.  The latter is actively eroding onto 
the beach, but is recognisable.  The circular structure noted to the west lies on the 
shore opposite an oval house and a field system (EASE # EB18 / SMR # 3489). 

Discussion: 

The area around this site and the small peninsula to the west form an early 
apportionment, suggesting that the soil here sustained better vegetation than elsewhere 
on the common grazing.  This Norse or early medieval occupation is adjacent to, but 
appears not to make use of, the earlier house and enclosure (EASE # EB18 / SMR # 
3489).  This suggests that they may still have been in use at the time of this site’s 
construction.  

1.6. Enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE129 3837 3469 enclosure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 11 June 2001” 

Observations: 

 This is a rectangular structure, now in disrepair.  The ayre on which it stands was 
seen to have eroded heavily between visits in 2000 and in 2006. 

Discussion: 

Probably built using stone from the former longhouse, but sited on the peninsula for 
ease of herding stock.  No prehistoric relevance.  
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1.7. Cairn 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB35 HU 3870 3470 Structure, house or cairn 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“A stone structure is set into the slope of a hillside, surrounded by boggy ground. It is 
partially covered by peat. Oval in shape, it measures some 6m by 5m and has a clearly 
defined inner wall face. Part of an outer wall face is also visible; the wall is up to 2m in 
width. The interior appears to have been divided into several cells or alcoves. The 
structure was enclosed by a bank or wall and there is some suggestion of a 'porch' or 
forecourt outside the entrance at the seaward side. Several stones outside the rear 
exterior wall of the building may indicate the presence of an adjoining structure. This 
may be a heel-shaped cairn or a house.” 

Observations: 

 The structure is sited at 3865 3866.  In contrast to EASE’s comments, this survey 
would describe the site as a circular kerb, some 13m in diameter, surrounding a 
subrectangular chamber measuring 3.5m x 5m.  The inner chamber is built of more 
massive stones, 0.5m-0.75m in size. 

 This structure is within sight of, and uphill from, an oval house (EASE # EB 36). 

Discussion: 

Size and configuration suggest that this structure is a circular burial cairn rather than a 
house.  If it is associated with the nearby oval house (EASE # EB36), then this repeats 
a pattern found elsewhere on Burra e.g. at Tougs.  State of preservation is good, 
especially considering the number of later Norse / early medieval buildings in the area.  
The site may therefore have been in use at the time of their construction.   

1.8. Longhouse 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB20 HU 3855 3475 Structure: possible longhouse 10th - 14th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3491 3855 3475 settlement, other 
 
o EASE says: 
“A large amount of stone is strewn about close to the shore, covering an area 25m by 
15m in size. The average size of the stones is 0.35m by 0.5m. While there are no 
discernible structures, several short stretches of walling are visible and the site gives 
the general impression of being the remains of a structure. The surviving fragments of 
walling are mostly double-skinned with loose core infill. The building may have been a 
longhouse of Norse or Medieval date. It is actively eroding.” 
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o SMR says: 
“<1> This is an area of land containing much scattered stone. It is beginning to erode 
into the sea. Although there are no discernable structures, there are several short 
stretches of walling and the general impression is that of a settlement. The site 
measures 25m x 15m. The walling is generally double-skinned with loose infill. The 
average stone size is 0.35m x 0.5m. The site is of unknown date, possibly prehistoric. 
Also see photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 The structure was not located, although there are two boat noosts and a crub nearby, 
suggesting that there was a ready source of building stone near this spot.  This site 
was actively eroding when examined by EASE in the 1990s and there has been 
further recent active erosion along this shore. 

Discussion: 

This possible longhouse is situated close to another longhouse site (EASE # EB21 / 
SMR # 3492).  With both sites now eroded completely, it is impossible either to confirm 
their identification as longhouses of Norse or medieval date, or to establish if and how 
they were associated.   

1.9. Longhouse 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB21 HU 3865 3480 Structure: possible longhouse 10th - 14th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3492 3865 3480 settlement, other 
 
o EASE says: 
“A quantity of strewn stone covers an area some 26m by 26m in size. Within this 
concentration, large stones and fragments of walling define the remains of a structure. It 
lies on the shore and is actively eroding. The structure is a large sub-rectangular 
building with bowed long walls and a curved gable. It measures at least 10m in length 
and 6m in width but the wall lines can be seen to continue into the sea, where only 
largest stones survive. The walls are up to 2m thick in parts and are faced on both sides 
with large orthostats. Natural sections cut through walls by erosion indicate a rubble 
core filled also with a soil matrix containing peat ash and charcoal. In the interior of the 
building stones protruding through the grass are suggestive of internal features. A 
fragmentary wall curves around the building. This site is interpreted as the remains of a 
long house of the Viking/Norse period. The remains of associated walls and structures 
or enclosures adjoin the building.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> The length and width given above indicate an area of large stone and fragments of 
walling within which one major structure can be discerned. This large sub-rectangular 
building with bowed walls (minimum 6m x 10m) is situated by the beach. It is actively 
eroding, and wall lines can be seen to continue on the beach (only the largest stones 
surviving). The walls are up to 2m thick, double sided with large orthostats, infilled with 
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rubble core. The interior appears to contain stone built features, just protruding through 
the grass. Sections cut through the walls by erosion also show a soil matrix containing 
peat ash and charcoal. There is a wall visible around the area which effectively 
encloses the settlement. To the north of the point are two small holms which might have 
at one time been more substantial. This site is interpreted as the remains of a Norse 
settlement on the grounds of the bowed aspect to the walls of the structure, and the 
possibility of internal features. The whole site measures 26m x 26m. The maximum 
stone size is 1.1m x 0.9m. See photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 The structure was not located, although the remnants of a field wall lie close to the 
shore.  Since EASE described this wall as curving around the building which was 
already eroding at the time of their visit, it is reasonable to assume that the entire 
monument has now been lost to the sea.  

Discussion: 

This possible longhouse is situated close to another longhouse site (EASE # EB20 / 
SMR # 3491).  With both sites now eroded completely, it is impossible either to confirm 
their identification as longhouses of Norse or medieval date, or to establish if and how 
they were associated.  Their presence suggests settlement activity and the bowed walls 
noted on this site may indicate that it is the earliest of the longhouses noted. 

1.10. House & field system 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB36 HU 3887 3478 Houses and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“Two structures lie within a large curvilinear enclosure. One is defined only by 
occasional earth fast stones and measures 5.75m by 6m. Large stones in the interior of 
this building suggest that it was divided internally. The entrance appears to have been 
to the north west side, marked by a pair of large stones. the second building adjoins the 
land ward side of the first and is better preserved. It measures 6m by 4.5m and is 
defined by an earth and stone bank which stands up to 1.5m high. Parts of both an 
inner and an outer stone face are visible. The interior is covered with peat. A possible 
'porch' or entrance feature adjoins the north west side of the building. Both buildings 
would appear to be prehistoric houses. It may be that the better preserved example 
represents a replacement for the other. The houses lie within an enclosure which backs 
on to the coast edge. This is defined by occasional large earth fast stones and is 
estimated to cover an area measuring some 70m by 70m.” 

Observations: 

 A moderately well-preserved oval house with an adjoining mound of earth and stone 
which looks like a second, possibly earlier, house are located at 38778 34725.  They 
are situated on a mound in surrounding boggy area.  Stretches of boundary / 
enclosure / field systems are visible all around.  The site is overlooked by a round 
cairn (EASE # EB35). 
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Discussion: 

A homestead site which appears to have been occupied over an extended period.  
Given state of preservation, this may have been into the Iron Age. 

1.11. Iron ore 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H22 39123 34806 iron ore 
 
o This Survey says: 
“Iron precipitate was observed in the rock exposed along the coastal section.  As with 
the deposit on the Voe of North House, this appears to be caused by granite breaking 
through the micaceous schist of the country rock, shattering the schist.  Water 
percolating through the fractures has caused iron salts to precipitate out.”   

Observations: 

 As at Voe of North House, this deposit was found adjacent to a recorded 
archaeological site; in this case a house (EASE # EB 22 / SMR # 3493) and an 
enclosure and burnt mound (EASE # EB 28-9 / SMR # 4443-4).    

Discussion: 

This may be a now eroded prehistoric occupation site, possibly developed to mark and 
exploit a seam of iron-bearing rock of which only part is now visible.   

1.12. House, enclosure & burnt mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB22 HU 3915 3460 Structure, possible house 3rd - 1st Mill BC

EB28 HU 3915 3459 Enclosure 3rd - 1st Mill BC

EB29 HU 3915 3458 Indeterminate Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3493 3915 3460 burial, cairn 
3493 3915 3460 enclosure(s), other

4443 3915 3459 enclosure(s), other

4444 3915 3458 burnt mound(s) 
 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H21 39123 34735 feature 
 
o EASE # EB 22 says: 
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“An oval ring of stones protruding from the peat define a probable prehistoric house. It 
measures 6m by 4m and stands up to 0.5m high. The stones measure 0.5m by 0.9m, 
on average. There is some suggestion of internal divisions. An enclosure (EB28) and a 
mound (EB29) lie immediately to the south and may be related.” 
o EASE # EB 28 says: 
“A semi circular stone walled enclosure is situated by the cliff edge and has been 
damaged by coastal erosion. The surviving part measures 24m by 10m in size. The wall 
stands up to 0.5m in height, is loosely constructed and varies from two to three stones 
in width. The stones measure up to 0.75 by 0.5m in size. The enclosure is partially 
covered by peat and turf. See also EB22 and EB29.” 
o EASE # EB 29 says: 
“A sub circular mound measuring 6m by 7m has been partially eroded by sea. It stands 
up to 0.5m high. Covered in turf, the vegetation is greener to the center where rushes 
indicate locally wetter conditions. In the adjacent coastal section deposits of shattered 
stone and peat ash are visible. The ground around the site appears slightly disturbed. 
See EB22 and EB28. The site was assessed in 1996 and was found to comprise almost 
entirely of peat (Moore & Wilson 1996).This would suggest that it is the remains of an 
old peat stack. No further deposits of stone and no artefacts were found.” 
o SMR # 3493 says: 
“<1> A roughly circular ring of stone protruding from peat. It has a diameter  of 3m and a 
maximum height of 0.5m. The average stone size is 0.5m x 0.9m. Interpretation is 
difficult, it appears to be too small for a house. It may be an animal pen/enclosure or the 
remains of a small cairn. SMR 4443, an enclosure, and SMR 4444, a burnt mound, lie 
immediately to the south and may be related. See photographs in file.” 
o SMR # 4443 says: 
“<1> Semi circular stone walling forming an enclosure against the cliff edge. It 
measures 24m x 10m and has a maximum height of 0.5m. The wall is 2-3 stones wide 
with no apparent core. It has been at least partially eroded by the coastline. The stones 
are partially covered by peat and turf, which may suggest that it is prehistoric. The 
maximum stone size is 0.75m x 0.5m. See photographs in file.” 
o SMR # 4444 says: 
“<1> Sub circular burnt mound partially eroded by the sea.It masures 7m x 6m with a 
maximum height of 0.5m. Vegetation is greener to the centre. Rushes indicate wetter 
conditions here. In section shattered stone and peat ash were visible. The ground 
around the site appears slightly disturbed/lumpy. Also see SMR 3493 and 4443, and 
photographs in file.” 
o This Survey says: 
“Some ten earthfast boulders lie on in a rough circle some 3m across and hollow in the 
middle.  This feature is close to the coast and lies between a field system ((EB28) and a 
deposit of iron ore bearing stone in the coastal section.  This may be associated with 
the nearby features, and may represent the footings of a cairn.” 

Observations: 

 This feature is close to the coast and lies between an enclosure or field system and 
immediately south of a deposit of iron ore bearing stone in the coastal section (This 
Survey # H22).   

 The SMR measurements appear to be internal.   
 Notwithstanding the EASE reference to assessment in 1996, the associated 

publication (Moore and Wilson, 1999) which  describes work at a number of burnt 
mounds, does not include this one.  The SMR does not refer to the 1996 assessment 
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at all.  It is possible that the mention of the 1996 assessment may therefore refer to 
another site altogether.  

Discussion: 

Taken together, the elements suggest a prehistoric settlement which has eroded 
considerably since occupation.  The presence of a burnt mound potentially indicates 
Bronze Age occupation, and the nearby iron ore deposit (This Survey # H22) suggests 
that the site may have continued in use into the Iron Age. 

1.13. Settlement & field system 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB37 HU 3905 3454 Settlement and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
this survey data 

Reference easting northing Site type 
H11 38829 34394 house or cairn

 
o EASE says: 
“Two probable house site lie within a field system defined by occasional large stones. 
One house is visible as a slightly raised oval platform with a hollowed center. It 
measures 6m by 5m and is covered with peat. At a distance of 16m to the south of this, 
a ruinous field boundary is represented by a discontinuous lines of stones, some of 
which are large orthostats. The boundary meanders inland from the sea and is visible 
for over 30m. At the seaward end there is a second raised platform, measuring 6m by 
7m. This is mostly covered with peat and there are quantities of stone in the area.” 
o This Survey says: 
“A group of stones may represent clearance from a nearby boundary wall, or the 
remnants of a structure.  A similar feature may be seen further south at the end of a 
stretch of boundary, at 38481 33700.” 

Observations: 

 The field system is extensive, the NGR given representing only one part.  The house 
sites are located at NGR 38829 34394 and 38481 33700.  Whilst they are of the size 
and shape of houses, it is just possible that they represent clearance from the nearby 
boundary rather than structures.   

Discussion: 

Less well-preserved than others in the area (e.g. EASE #  EB36) these features are 
similar in size and appearance to others in the area, also found in association with 
nearby boundaries (e.g. This Survey # H5 & H12).  Their poor state of preservation and 
the absence of nearby burnt mounds suggests that they represent dwellings which were 
abandoned earlier in the Neolithic. 
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2. Houss Source Map 2 

2.1. Boundaries 

Records: 

Except where otherwise noted, the boundaries shown on Houss Source Maps had not 
previously been recorded with the exception of those few stretches which are shown on 
the 1970s Ordnance Survey maps.   

Observations: 

 In order not to clutter the Source Maps, boundaries have not been identified or 
discussed individually.  All have been surveyed with GPS in order to ensure accurate 
display on the Source Maps, and detail is shown in Boundary Maps.   

 Except where individually identified in separate notes, the construction of the 
boundaries was of discontinuous lines of earthfast stones, in some cases of quite 
massive proportions e.g. up to one metre high visible over the turf.     

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).  
The boundaries must have been more imposing in the period leading up to the Iron Age.  
They are likely to have been dismantled when it became general to use hill land for 
common grazing, as they would otherwise have hindered stock access.   The way in 
which the major lines may have divided the landscape is discussed in the body of the 
study, including the interpretation of the different junctions, many of which appear to 
have been dismantled. 

2.2. Enclosure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H01 38006 33702 enclosure

 
o This Survey says: 
“A previously unnoted enclosure consisting of earthfast stones.  The enclosure is 
irregular and curvilinear / sub-rectangular, measuring some 30 x 40 metres.  There is an 
enclosure similar in style and appearance which is located on Symbister Ness (SMR 
#350).” 

Observations: 

 The method of construction is similar to that of the stretches of boundary found on 
the island. 

Discussion: 

Location and method of construction suggests association with boundaries in area. 
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2.3. Possible burial cairn 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB15 HU 379 338 Possible burial cairn 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3486 3790 3380 burial, cairn 
 
o EASE says: 
“A low mound, 5m in diameter, stands less than l m high. It is located on rough 
grassland, at the break of slope, close to a rectangular enclosure. Several stones 
protrude from its seaward side These measure up to 0.7m by 0.6m. The mound 
appears much older than the adjacent enclosure and might have been sobbed of stone 
for it construction. The centre of the mound has been damaged by rabbit burrowing. 
Some stone is visible in the rabbit scrapes. The remains may be those of a prehistoric 
burial cairn.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> A low mound with a diameter of 5m and a height of less than 1m, with several 
stones protruding from the lower (seaward) side. The maximum stone size is 0.7m x 
0.6m. The feature may be related to an adjacent enclosure, however it appears much 
older. Rabbit damage; interior appears stony. It is not being eroded by the sea. 
Provisionally interpreted as a burial monument. Also see photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 The adjacent drystone enclosure may have been built out of stone taken from the 
cairn.   

 Site appears to have deteriorated since visit by EASE in 1990s; identification is now 
less certain.   

Discussion: 

Mounds located by the shore are often of peats waiting to be collected by boat.  In this 
case the presence of stone in the matrix and of the adjacent enclosure suggests that 
this mound incorporated stone, but not its original purpose.  There is other evidence for 
early activity in this area. 

2.4. Settlement & field system 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB32 HU 3805 3388 Settlement and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“A ruinous dry stone dyke is defined by occasional earth fast stones. It runs inland at 
right angles from the coast edge and is intermittently visible for over 30m. Nearby, an 
oval structure is defined by earth fast stones and measures some 7m by 4.5m. It 
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occupies a slightly raised platform and may be the remains of a prehistoric house, but 
alternatively, could be a crue. Between the dyke and the structure, a ruinous field wall 
extends inland from the coast and is visible for up to 10m. Together, the remains may 
represent a prehistoric settlement and field system.” 

Observations: 

 The boundary of occasional earthfast stones and the oval structure are clearly 
visible, as are other stones and banks which suggest a field system. 

Discussion: 

Taken together, these elements suggest a prehistoric settlement, and may be 
associated with a nearby enclosure (This Survey # H1) and other boundaries in the 
area.  Their vestigial nature suggests early abandonment, potentially in the Neolithic.  
The coast here is sheltered from the east by higher ground and from the west by the 
island of Burra.  Along this shore the contours slope quite steeply down to the modern 
waterline but very shallow water extends over 100m offshore which suggests that flatter 
areas may have been lost to rising sea level.   Different kinds of occupation evidence 
occur along the shore, and what is now visible may represent the landward edge of an 
area of prehistoric agriculture and settlement lost to rising sea level in the Neolithic.    

2.5. Mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB16 HU 3795 3395 Mound, possible clearance cairn 3rd - 1st Mill BC 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3487 3795 3395 burial mound 
3487 3795 3395 mound(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“A low earthen mound occupies a small sloping headland. It is oval in shape, measuring 
8m by 5m; it stands up to lm high. The mound is completely covered in turf and this is 
greener than the vegetation in the surrounding area. The mound has been disturbed by 
rabbit burrowing. It is provisionally interpreted as burial monument.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> An isolated low earthen mound in distinctive position. It measures 8m x 5m. No 
stone visible. The vegetation appears greener than the surrounding area. There is rabbit 
damage but the feature is not coastally eroding. Provisionally interpreted as a burial 
monument. Also see photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 The mound is clearly visible, but appears to be entirely earthen. 
 Isabell Laurenson of the Boyne tells how in recent times, people from Burra cut their 

peats on Whalsies Ayre, and ferried them over by boat.  Earthen mounds on the 
coast edge will sometimes be abandoned peat stacks. 
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Discussion: 

Given its location and consistency, this may be an abandoned peat stack.   

2.6. Enclosure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB33 HU 3816 3395 Enclosure 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“A curvilinear enclosure, defined by earth fast stones, encloses an area measuring 
some 12m by 10m. It extends to either side of a break in slope on a sloping hillside. The 
down slope half of the area is covered with peat.” 

Observations: 

 The site is approximately 30-35 metres above sea level, and offers excellent views 
over Burra and, through gap in the hills, to the west side of Shetland as far as 
Westerwick.     

Discussion: 

The structure is apparently prehistoric, and may have been a field boundary. 

2.7. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE127 3803 3404 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 11 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 This is a rectangular structure in recent crofting use. 

Discussion: 

Actual structure is probably 18th – 20th century, although the stone may have been 
recycled from earlier settlement in vicinity. 

2.8. Cairn & enclosure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type
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this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H02 38301 34158 cairn 
 
o This Survey says: 
“A third cairn was found on Grevis Field, which is the lowest of the three hills on 
Whalsie’s Ayre; cairns had already been noted on each of the other two.  This cairn is 
subcircular, some 8.5 - 9m in diameter, standing 0.5m high.  It stands on the north 
facing shoulder of the hill, on a natural platform below the highest point.  Two lines of 
earthfast stones stretch north from the cairn along the side of the hill, making a large 
oval.  These end at a sub-circular enclosure at NGR 38344 34228.  This enclosure is of 
earthfast stones, and measure some 7.5m in diameter.  The configuration of boundaries 
around this feature suggests that the cairn influenced the division of the area.  The 
earthfast nature of the construction of the oval and of the subcircular enclosure 
suggests that these features are of some antiquity.  This is in contrast to the 
comparatively modern appearance of the rectangular enclosure with tumbled walls 
which stands next to the cairn on Easter Heog, and is noted as NMRS HU33SE 130.”   

Observations: 

 Grevis Field is the lowest of the three hills on Whalsie’s Ayre; cairns have already 
been noted on each of the other two, namely the Wester Heog (SMR # 324 / NMRS 
# HU33SE011) and the Easter Heog (SMR # 325).  This cairn, however, is not on 
such a massive scale.   

Discussion: 

The earthfast nature of the construction of the oval and of the subcircular enclosure 
suggests that these features are of some antiquity.  This is in contrast to the 
comparatively modern appearance of the rectangular enclosure with tumbled walls 
(NMRS # HU33SE130) which stands next to the cairn on the Easter Heog.  The 
configuration of boundaries around this feature also suggests an association with the 
cairn.  The cairn may have influenced the division of the area, or the division of the area 
may have been marked by the construction of a new cairn.  The date is uncertain, but a 
later prehistoric construction is suggested. 

2.9. Cairn 

Records: 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
324 3842 3412 cairn(s), other 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE011 3847 3411 cairn 
 
o SMR says: 
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“<1>. Large cairn of massive stones, now scattered obscuring all distinctive features of 
construction and original outline. Diam. probably between 60'-65'. Comparively recent 
crude buildings on it. 
<2>. O.S. in 1968 found cairn to be 1m. high, as described. Rough buildings are 
probably sheep shelters. 
<3>. 
<4>. Large cairn, c.19m x 18m, with a second area of stones c. 11m x 8m to NW. There 
is modern walling on the cairn, the most evident being a circular structure roughly 2m in 
diameter built into the N end of the cairn. (Photographic record in file)” 
o NMRS says: 
“A large cairn of massive stones so disturbed that all distinctive features of construction, and 
even its original outline are obscured, but the conjectural diameter is 60'- 65'.  
At certain points the remains have been further disfigured by rough building of comparatively 
recent date.  RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930.   
As described by RCAHMS. The cairn is 1.0m high with no trace of a cist, chamber, or kerbing. 
The rough buildings mentioned by RCAHMS are probably shelters for sheep.   Visited by 
OS(WDJ) 15 May 1968.” 

Observations: 

 The cairn is on a massive scale, and offers extensive views in all directions.  The 
central chamber is actually fairly clear. 

Discussion: 

The scale of the monument confirms Neolithic origin.  It must have been prominent in 
the Iron Age landscape. 

2.10. Enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU33SE130 3881 3387 enclosure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 11 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 A sub-rectangular enclosure is built against the remains of the Neolithic burial cairn 
on the Easter Heog (SMR # 325). 

Discussion: 

The remains of the Neolithic cairn were probably used to construct the 18th to 20th 
century enclosure. 
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2.11. Cairn 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
325 3870 3380 cairn(s), other 

 
o SMR says: 
“<1>. 
<2>. Remains of cairn c. 13m (N-S) x 8m (E-W) on summit of hill, adjacent to modern 
sub-rectangular enclosure. (Photographic record on file). Note change in grid reference 
from HU 387338.” 

Observations: 

 As described. 

Discussion: 

Not as monumental as the cairn on Wester Heog (SMR # 324 / NMRS # HU33SE011), 
this may be a later construction.   Like the cairn on Grevis Field (This Survey # H02) he 
configuration of boundaries around this feature also suggests an association with the 
cairn.  The cairn may have influenced the division of the area, or the division of the area 
may have been marked by the construction of a new cairn.  The date is uncertain, but a 
date later than the cairn on Wester Heog but earlier than the one on Grevis Field is 
suggested.   

2.12. Enclosures 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE122 3917 3400 enclosures 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Three enclosures are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973), although 
two of them are shown conjoined.  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 11 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 Noticeably greener than their surroundings, the enclosures are sited against the 
coastal edge. 

Discussion: 

The shoreline was a favoured location for cultivation crubs and enclosures because 
there would be less frost (Fenton, 1997103).   Shallow water extends some 100m 
offshore at this point, suggesting that substantial areas of land may have been lost to 
rising sea level.  Taking other occupation evidence along this shore into account, these 
enclosures may represent the landward edge of an area of prehistoric agriculture lost to 
rising sea level in the Neolithic.    
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2.13. House or cairn 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type 
H12 38481 33700 house or cairn

 
o This Survey says: 
“A feature which may be the remnants of a house or cairn lies close to the southern end 
of a stretch of north-south boundary.  A similar feature may be seen further north at 
38829 34394.” 

Observations: 

 A slightly raised oval platform with a hollowed centre lies close to the southern end of 
a stretch of north-south boundary.  

 It is similar in size and appearance to others in the area, also found in association 
with nearby boundaries (e.g. This Survey # H5 and EASE # EB37 / This Survey # 
H11).   

Discussion: 

Not well-preserved, this feature is similar in size and appearance to others in the area, 
also found in association with nearby boundaries (e.g. This Survey # H5 and EASE # 
EB37 / This Survey # H11).  Its poor state of preservation and the absence of nearby 
burnt mounds suggests that it represents a dwelling which was abandoned in the 
Neolithic after the boundaries were constructed, or in the early Bronze Age before burnt 
mounds were in use. 

2.14. Enclosure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H13 38156 33631 enclosure

 
o This Survey says: 
“An sub-circular enclosure of earthfast stones lies against the steep slope of a small hill 
to its west.  The enclosure measures 15-20metres in diameter and lies open to the north 
east.  A dump of stone on the north side may represent the remains of a structure or 
clearance from the enclosure.  A mound of earth some 30-40cms high lies against the 
hill on the south west side.” 

Observations: 

 In construction and situation, this enclosure bears similarities to the one on Grevis 
Field which formed part of the cairn (This Survey # H2). 

 A group of possible burial mounds (This Survey # H14) lie close by, whilst some 
100m to the east on the opposite slope lies a mound the dimensions of which 
suggest that it may have been a house, although identification is very uncertain. 
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Discussion: 

The overall appearance of the enclosure and the other possible remains nearby imply 
use at an indeterminate period.  Its location at a distance from later agricultural activity 
suggests a short-lived prehistoric use.  Otherwise undatable.  No evidence of settlement 
nearby.   

2.15. Mounds 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H14 38116 33582 mounds 
 
o This Survey says: 
A group of five small green mounds with no apparent stone content were noted close to 
the remains of an enclosure.  Three mounds are centred on 38116 33582, with a fourth 
at 38115 33564 and a fifth at 38090 33544.  There are two or three other possibles to 
the south of these.  The mounds look like the ones at Gardins on Burra, which were 
identified as possible burial mounds.” 

Observations: 

 Possible burial mounds. 

Discussion: 

Difficult to date, the mounds may be barrows, and associated with other activity in the 
area.  Burials are not diagnostic of settlement. 

2.16. House or cairn 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type 
H05 38275 33522 house or cairn

 
o This Survey says: 
“A mound with earthfast stones, its dimensions suggesting an oval house or the 
remnants of a cairn, lies close to the southern end of a stretch of north-south boundary.  
A similar feature may be seen further north at 38829 34394.” 

Observations: 

 A slightly raised oval mound with earthfast stones and a hollow centre lies close to 
the southern end of a stretch of north-south boundary. 

 It is similar in size and appearance to others in the area, also found in association 
with nearby boundaries (e.g. This Survey # H12 and EASE # EB37 / This Survey # 
H11).  Its dimensions suggesting an oval house or the remnants of a cairn. 
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Discussion: 

Not well-preserved, this feature is similar in size and appearance to others in the area, 
also found in association with nearby boundaries (e.g. This Survey # H12 and EASE # 
EB37 / This Survey # H11).  Its poor state of preservation and the absence of nearby 
burnt mounds suggests that it represents a dwelling which was abandoned in the 
Neolithic after the boundaries were constructed, or in the early Bronze Age before burnt 
mounds were in use. 
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3. Houss Source Map 3 

3.1. Boundaries 

Records: 

Except where otherwise noted, the boundaries shown on Houss Source Maps had not 
previously been recorded with the exception of those few stretches which are shown on 
the 1970s Ordnance Survey maps.   

Observations: 

 In order not to clutter the Source Maps, boundaries have not been identified or 
discussed individually.  All have been surveyed with GPS in order to ensure accurate 
display on the Source Maps, and detail is shown in Boundary Maps.   

 Except where individually identified in separate notes, the construction of the 
boundaries was of discontinuous lines of earthfast stones, in some cases of quite 
massive proportions e.g. up to one metre high visible over the turf.     

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).  
The boundaries must have been more imposing in the period leading up to the Iron Age.  
They are likely to have been dismantled when it became general to use hill land for 
common grazing, as they would otherwise have hindered stock access.   The way in 
which the major lines may have divided the landscape is discussed in the body of the 
study, including the interpretation of the different junctions, many of which appear to 
have been dismantled. 

3.2. Structures & building 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE104 3763 3289 structures 
HU33SE104 3763 3289 building 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Two unroofed structures are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & 
Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). One roofed building and five unroofed structures are shown 
on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 
June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 The structures are now-ruinous crubs and yards, but most were built of larger stones 
than used in modern stone-dyking.  They lie in a small valley sheltered by crags to 
the east and to the west.   
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Discussion: 

The number of structures and the size of the stones suggest re-use of available stone 
from nearby earlier buildings of unknown purpose and date.  The actual structures are 
crofting period. 

3.3. House & field system 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB14 HU 373 328 Settlement remains 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3485 3730 3280 field system 
3485 3730 3280 house, oval 
3485 3730 3280 settlement, other 
 
o EASE says: 
“The remains lie in salt marsh on a small, inundated holm which projects into South 
Voe. Within the marshy area there is a slight rise upon which the footings of an oval 
structure are defined by several large orthostats. The structure measures 9m by 7m and 
the average stone size is 0.75m by 0.5m. Them are also adjoining stretches of walling, 
some of which are now submerged. This is interpreted as the remains of a house with 
associated field system.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> The remains were found on a small holm projecting into South Voe. This is now 
becoming inundated by the sea, the area is a salt marsh. Within the marshy area is a 
small raised area, upon which the site lies. The site is an oval shape defined by the 
remains of several large orthostats with the appearance of walling. There are also 
adjoining stretches of walling, some of which are now submerged. The site measures 
9m x 7m and c.0.5m in height. The maximum stone size is 0.75m x 0.5m. This is 
interpreted as the remains of a house with associated field system. Also see 
photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 The site lies as described, on a low flat peninsular bank gradually being submerged 
by sea.  Field walls are visible running into the sea, and also on the landward side of 
the site.  Other seaweed-covered low holms are visible, but covered at high tide. 

 The sea is extremely shallow here, with Bridge Sound close by to the north.  George 
Duncan of Meadows thinks that the shape and nature of the Bridge Sound means 
that it was man-made. 

Discussion: 

If sea-level were a little lower, and especially if there was no current running through 
Bridge Sound, this house could have been at the centre of a low, flat valley.  The 
surviving footings suggest that the building was larger than the average oval house.  As 
with other sites on Burra (e.g. Bruna Ness EASE # WB 24-6 / SMR # 3533-5), this may 
have been abandoned in the early Neolithic as sea level rose. 
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3.4. Farmstead 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE132 3738 3310 farmstead 
 
o NMRS says: 
“A farmstead comprising two roofed buildings, two unroofed structures and two enclosures is 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). 
One roofed building, three unroofed structures and one enclosure are shown on the current 
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 The NMRS gives the reference for the Smuggins and uses the map name of 
“Mayfield Cottage”. 

Discussion: 

An eighteenth or nineteenth century outset farmstead mentioned by Mathewson 
(Mathewson, 1832).  As such, it may have been located on a site where earlier 
settlement of unknown date had marginally improved the soil. 

3.5. Building & enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE097 3759 3323 building 
HU33SE097 3759 3323 enclosure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed building and one enclosure are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map 
(Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). One unroofed building is shown on the current 
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 This is a ruinous, sub-rectangular yard on the coastal edge of ground which rises 
quite steeply up to the modern access road.  It is built from larger and rounder stones 
than are used in modern construction.  A modern pier has been built into one side of 
the yard.   

 Other structures are visible along the shore (e.g. NMRS # HU33SE 104 and EASE # 
EB30 / NMRS # HU33SE098) and the area is stony.  

Discussion: 

Building stone may have been recycled from earlier structures of unknown purpose and 
date, which may in turn have used boulders from the beach nearby.  The present 
structures appear to be early crofting period, which would fit with the eighteenth century 
date suggested for the nearby outsets.  As outsets, they may have been located on 
sites where earlier settlement of unknown date had marginally improved the soil.  The 
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coast here is sheltered from the east by higher ground and from the west by the island 
of Burra.  At this point on the shore the contours slope quite steeply down to the modern 
waterline but between this point and the island of Burra the sea is less than two metres 
deep which suggests that extensive flatter areas may have been lost to rising sea level.   
Different kinds of occupation evidence occur along the shore northwards of this point, 
and what is now visible may represent the landward edge of an area of prehistoric 
agriculture and settlement lost to rising sea level in the Neolithic.    

3.6. Structure & enclosure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB30 HU 3765 3331 Enclosures 18th - 20th C

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE098 3767 3331 structure 
HU33SE098 3767 3331 enclosure 
 
o EASE says: 
“Four conjoined ruinous dry stone enclosures lie close to the coast edge. They cover an 
area measuring some 20m by 15m; the walls stand up to 1.8m high. They appear to 
have been used as hay meadows or cultivation patches.” 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure and an attached enclosure are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-
inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). An enclosure is shown on the current 
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 Some of the yards use older and others more modern construction techniques.  As 
with other nearby enclosures (NMRS # HU33SE 97) the earlier parts of these 
structures used stones larger than used nowadays. 

Discussion: 

Building stone may have been recycled from earlier structures of unknown purpose and 
date.  The present structures appear to be early crofting period, which would fit with the 
eighteenth century date suggested for the nearby outsets.  As outsets, they may have 
been located on sites where earlier settlement of unknown date had marginally 
improved the soil. 
 

3.7. Farm & head-dyke 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 
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NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU33SE088 3778 3352 farming and fishing 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 residential 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 industrial/farm buildings 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 extractive 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 lime burning / farmstead 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 limekiln 
HU33SE088 3778 3352 head-dyke 
 
o NMRS says: 
“A farmstead comprising three roofed buildings, one unroofed structure and two enclosures, a 
limekiln and a head-dyke are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & 
Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). One unroofed building, four roofed buildings, four 
enclosures and the fragmentary remains of the head-dyke are shown on the current edition of the 
OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 The NMRS gives the reference for Crö and uses the map name of “New 
Grunasound”.   

Discussion: 

An eighteenth or nineteenth century outset farmstead mentioned by Mathewson 
(Mathewson, 1832).  As such, it may have been located on a site where earlier 
settlement of unknown date had marginally improved the soil.  A crö is a sheep-fold 
(Graham, 198414) and this local name suggests that the area had been used for 
pasturage before it was taken in from the hill as an outset. 

3.8. Enclosures & mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB31 HU 3790 3365 Enclosures and mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“A curvilinear enclosure backs on to the coast edge. It is defined by a discontinuous line 
of earth fast stones and encloses an area of approximately 80m by 30m. Within this 
enclosure there is a smaller dry stone enclosure and a mound. The small enclosure 
measures some 15m by 8m; the walls stand up to 1.5m high and back on to the coast 
edge. The mound is amorphous and low and appears to be formed from peat. It may be 
an abandoned peat stack of more recent date than the large enclosure, at least.” 

Observations: 

 The site lies on the coast just north of the hill dyke surrounding the outset of Crö / 
New Grunasound. 
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 Isabell Laurenson of the Boyne tells how in recent times, people from Burra cut their 
peats on Whalsies Ayre, and ferried them over by boat.  Earthen mounds on the 
coast edge will sometimes be abandoned peat stacks. 

Discussion: 

The site is supporting evidence for prehistoric settlement along this coast.  

3.9. Click mills 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB47 HU 3870 3323 Click mills 18th - 20th C

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE031 3862 3327 horizontal mill 
HU33SE032 3870 3323 horizontal mill 
HU33SE033 3873 3321 horizontal mill 
HU33SE034 3875 3319 horizontal mill 
HU33SE035 3877 3318 horizontal mill 
HU33SE036 3878 3317 horizontal mill 
 
o EASE says: 
“The remains of five click mills straddle a watercourse. Some 15m from the coast edge 
one of the mills has been consolidated with concrete to form a base for a fence. The 
structure appears relatively intact and measures 6m by 4m. The other mills are reduced 
to rubble.” 
o NMRS31 says: 
“Mill (NAT)   OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.  No trace.  Visited by G Douglas, 
SIAS, 9 October 1984.” 
o NMRS32 says: 
“Mills (NAT) (Includes HU33SE 33-6).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.   
Reduced to a pile of rubble.  Visited by G Douglas, SIAS, 9 October 1984.” 
o NMRS33 says: 
“Mills (NAT) (Includes HU33SE 32, 34-6).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.   
Reduced to a pile of rubble.  Visited by G Douglas, SIAS, 9 October 1984.” 
o NMRS34 says: 
“Mills (NAT) (Includes HU33SE 32, 33, 35, 36).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.   
Reduced to a pile of rubble.  Visited by G Douglas, SIAS, 9 October 1984.” 
o NMRS35 says: 
“Mills (NAT) (Includes HU33SE 32-4, 36).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.   
Reduced to a pile of rubble.  Visited by G Douglas, SIAS, 9 October 1984.” 
o NMRS36 says: 
“Mills (NAT) (Includes HU33SE 32-5).   OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.   
Reduced to a pile of rubble.  Visited by G Douglas, SIAS, 9 October 1984.” 
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Observations: 

 Six mill sites were located along the water course running from the Mill Pond to the 
sea.  The stream is known as Millburn. 

 EASE located five of these.  The one not located by them was NMRS # HU33SE031.  
NMRS also located five, but noted that there should be six.   

Discussion: 

Sited to take advantage of a flow of water, mills do not necessarily indicate nearby 
settlement, although in this case they lie on the modern croft of Easter Hogaland.  
Surviving mill sites usually date to the 18th – 20th century (Fenton, 1997408).  The 
building stone may have been recycled from earlier structures.  

3.10. House or cairn 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type 
H23 38620 33159 house or cairn

 
o This Survey says: 
“A group of earthfast stones on edge marks a rectangle 4m x 3.5m on good agricultural 
land south of the East Hogaland croft.  The corners are marked by four stones, the 
largest of which measure c0.5m in width and height but is only some 0.2m deep.  The 
width of the stones in all cases are in line with the short sides of the rectangle.  Two 
smaller stones are set on edge in line with the eastern long side.  On the northern short 
side, large stones now flush with the ground suggest a threshold.  None of the stones 
appears to have been worked, and the largest is irregularly shaped.  This may represent 
the remains of a house or of a rectangular cairn, or even a house later re-used as a 
cairn.  In the latter case, the uprights may be the remains of stalls.”   

Observations: 

 The remains lie on gently sloping land, with no notable features in view.  

Discussion: 

The scale of the earthfast stones suggests a prehistoric structure, but the unusually 
rectilinear appearance of the remains would indicate a later date.  They may represent 
the remains of a house or of a stalled cairn.  Date and nature of this structure is 
uncertain.  

3.11. Cairn 

Records: 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
326 3811 3394 cairn(s), other 

 
NMRS data Query 
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Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE012 3810 3293 cairn 
 
o SMR says: 
“<1>. Very dilapidated cairn, 70' diam, ?originally monument much bigger. 
<2>. Dilapidated mound about 22m diam, 0.8m. high. No trace of cist or chamber - 
indications of kerbing on S.E. edge. 
<3> 
<4>. Large cairn, lower flanks peat covered c. 25m diameter. No trace of chamber. 
Some rabbit damage. (Photographic record in file) Please note that location has 
changed from original NGR HU 38113394.” 
 
o NMRS says: 
“( HU 3811 3295 ) Cairn (O.E.)   OS 6" map, Shetland, 2nd ed. (1903).  A dilapidated cairn, 
about 70' in diameter.  RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930. 
A dilapidated mound of large bare stones about 22.0m in diameter and 0.8m high. There is no 
trace of a cist or chamber, but there are indications of kerbing on the SE perimeter.  Visited by 
OS(WDJ) 15 May 1968.” 

Observations: 

 This is a Neolithic cairn of monumental scale, comparable with the cairn on Wester 
Heog (SMR #324 / NMRS # HU33SE011), and like it has an inner chamber 
discernible from the shape and size of the stones.    

 Two stretches of boundary start within a few metres of this cairn, one heading north 
and the other west.  The one heading north does not align with the next north-south 
stretch.  The one heading west appears to abut an earlier boundary. 

Discussion: 

The cairn appears to pre-date some of the boundaries.  The scale of the monument 
confirms Neolithic origin.  It must have been prominent in the Iron Age landscape.  

3.12. Structure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H20 37975 32807 structure 
 
o This Survey says: 
“The outline of a sub-rectangular enclosure or structure consisting of earthfast stones 
and measuring 7m x 5m  lies on a mound some 0.5m high, adjacent to an east-west 
boundary:  
It may represent a later structure recycled from boundary stones.” 

Observations: 

 The structure is more lightly constructed than the boundary. 
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Discussion: 

This may represent a later structure recycled from boundary stones or from an earlier 
structure, but it cannot easily be dated.  The nearly rectangular appearance suggests 
the historical period, but the structure does not appear on the 1880s Ordnance Survey 
maps, and was therefore presumably no longer prominent in the landscape at that time.   

3.13. Cist 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
329 3840 3280 cist(s) 

 
o SMR says: 
“<1> 
<2>. Cist 0.8m x 1.0m, three sides remain. On the SE sideof the cist is a curving line of 
three orthostats. The cist is surrounded by stones from a much denuded cairn, these 
cover an area c. 11.5m x 7m.(Photographic record on file).” 

Observations: 

 The cist itself is of monumental construction, and is surrounded by the remnants of a 
cairn.  These stones are much smaller than those of the cairn on the Heog (SMR # 
326 / NMRS # HU33SE012).   

 The site of the cist overlooks the area containing an enclosure which might be a 
stone circle (This Survey # H19), and is also the only spot in this part of the island 
from which it is possible to see the island of Foula, the island furthest west of the 
Shetland group.  It is visible through a notch in the hills of Burra. 

Discussion: 

The presence of a cist and the comparatively light structure of the cairn suggest a 
potentially Bronze Age burial.  It would have been prominent in the Iron Age landscape. 

3.14. Enclosure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H19 38148 32716 enclosure

 
o This Survey says: 
“A series of boulders apparently describing a large sub-circular enclosure lies adjacent 
to a small oval mound.  On its southern side where the small mound is situated,  the 
enclosure is flush with a major stretch of east-west tending boundary.  The site, which 
appears to be unrecorded, is overlooked by a major cist burial (SMR # 329), but is out 
of sight of the standing stone at Yaa Field (SMR # 327 / NMRS # HU33SE016).   
The enclosure is notable for the small groups of large stones apparently standing at the 
cardinal compass points.  A group of five large and two slightly smaller boulders mark 
the northernmost point of the enclosure (NGR 38156 32753) and a pair of large 
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boulders mark the southernmost point (NGR 38154 32678).  The easternmost point 
(NGR 38174 32716) and the westernmost point (NGR 38122 32735) are marked by 
three and by two large boulders respectively.    
Judging from the occasional smaller stones lying between the groups, the whole 
appears to have formed a subcircular enclosure measuring 75m from north to south and 
a little over 50 metres from east to west.  In some cases the smaller earthfast stones 
are flush with the vegetation.   
A major east-west tending boundary in two sections runs along the southern edge of the 
enclosure; the eastern end begins at the coast (EASE # EB 38  / This Survey # H 48), 
and the western end (This Survey # H 49) is marked by the Yaa Field standing stone 
(SMR # 327 / NMRS # HU33SE016).   
At the south side of the enclosure in line with the boundary, there is a wet oval mound 
marked out from its surroundings by its vegetation of sphagnum, polytrichum commune 
and floss (juncus conglomeratus).  The mound is the size and shape of an oval house, 
although no stone is visible on the surface and there is no nearby structure which might 
have made use of the building stone.” 

Observations: 

 The whole site lies underneath a crag on which sits a substantial cist (SMR #329) but 
is out of sight of the standing stone itself.  The cist commands a stunning view 
through a gap in the hills to the west, which serve to frame Foula 

Discussion: 

Given the size and shape of the enclosure and the large stones lying at the cardinal 
points, this may be a stone circle rather than a homestead.  Circular stone settings are 
not unknown on Shetland (Fojut, 200650-51), and are tentatively assigned to the 
Bronze Age.  Notwithstanding the lack of obvious building stone and the waterlogged 
nature of the small oval mound, however, the most likely explanation is that this is the 
site of a house and associated field system.   Its position close to a boundary compares 
with the house mounds found elsewhere on Houss (e.g. This Survey # H5, H11 & H12) 
and assigned to the Neolithic.  Like them, this site does not lie close to any burnt 
mounds.   

3.15. Standing stone 

Records: 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
327 3780 3283 stone(s), standing

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU33SE016 3780 3282 standing stone 
 
o SMR says: 
“<1>. 
<2>.  Irregular, quartz-veined boulder, 7' high. Base- packing - stone is 3'3" wide, tapers 
to 5". 
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<3>. By 1968, part of the top had broken off the WSW face, reducing the height to 1.7m. 
<4>. Standing stone 1.7m high. It is 0.9m wide and 0.5m thick. Other adjacent earthfast 
stones suggest that the standing stone formed part of a larger feature overlain by a 
modern plantie-crub. There are stone boundaries nearby and the standing stone also 
lies approximately on a roughly circular enclosure c. 20m in diameter. A worked quartz 
tool was found whilst measuring this enclosure. (Photographic record in file).” 
o NMRS says: 
“(HU 3780 3285) Standing Stone (OE)  OS 6" map, Shetland, 2nd ed. (1903).    
An irregularly-shaped, quartz-veined boulder, 7' high, 3'3" broad at the base, which has been 
packed, and with an average thickness of 5". The major axis lies ENE-WSW.  RCAHMS 1946, 
visited 1930  
As described by RCAHMS except that a part of the stone has broken off the WSW face at the 
top, reducing the height to 1.7m.   Published survey (25") revised.  Visited by OS(WDJ) 15 May 
1968.” 

Observations: 

 The stone has other sub-rectangular enclosures of earthfast stone lying close to it, 
and two substantial crubs.  Three stretches of boundary start within a few metres of 
here, heading approximately north-north-west, south-west and east-south-east. 

Discussion: 

Standing stones are often associated with the Bronze Age (Fojut, 200650-51).  This one 
is not visible from the sea, which makes it less likely to be a modern erection.  It is the 
only standing stone on Houss.  
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4. Houss Source Map 4 

4.1. Boundaries 

Records: 

Except where otherwise noted, the boundaries shown on Houss Source Maps had not 
previously been recorded with the exception of those few stretches which are shown on 
the 1970s Ordnance Survey maps.   

Observations: 

 In order not to clutter the Source Maps, boundaries have not been identified or 
discussed individually.  All have been surveyed with GPS in order to ensure accurate 
display on the Source Maps, and detail is shown in Boundary Maps.   

 Except where individually identified in separate notes, the construction of the 
boundaries was of discontinuous lines of earthfast stones, in some cases of quite 
massive proportions e.g. up to one metre high visible over the turf.     

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).  
The boundaries must have been more imposing in the period leading up to the Iron Age.  
They are likely to have been dismantled when it became general to use hill land for 
common grazing, as they would otherwise have hindered stock access.   The way in 
which the major lines may have divided the landscape is discussed in the body of the 
study, including the interpretation of the different junctions, many of which appear to 
have been dismantled. 

4.2. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE107 3770 3251 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 Laurina Herculson of Lynnfield, the local crofter, says that this enclosure was 
demolished in order to build the modern road.  

Discussion: 

A rectangular structure still in use in the late 19th century suggests that it dates from 18th 
– 20th century.  Unable to inspect further; assume no archaeological implications. 
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4.3. Burnt mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB41 HU 3757 3240 Burnt mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“An oval mound, measuring 7m by 5m, stands up to 1.5m high. Burnt stone is visible in 
numerous exposures around the mound. The center of the mound has been scooped 
away and mortared revetting walls have been inserted to create a small crue. The 
nature of this walling would suggest that it is of relatively recent date. The site appears 
to be a burnt mound which has been disturbed for later re-use, possibly as a potato 
store.” 

Observations: 

 Actually located at NGR 37555 32383, this mound has a modern taatie house 
inserted in the top.  Laurina Herculson of Lynnfield, the neighbouring crofter, says 
that the taatie house was in use in the middle part of the 20th century and showed a 
private photograph of the period showing children in the remains of the structure. 

Discussion: 

This crofting re-use of burnt mounds is common, as the mound provided good drainage 
and kept the potatoes dry.  Burnt mounds are usually associated with the Bronze Age. 

4.4. Burial cairn 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB13 HU 374 325 Possible burial cairn 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3484 3740 3250 burial, cairn 
3484 3740 3250 mound(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“A low, grass-covered oval mound measures 1.5m in diameter and is 1m high. It has 
large stones protruding from its base, suggesting a kerb. The stones measure up to 
0.5m by 0.4m. The mound is actively eroding. Several further possible cairns lie in the 
hinterland but were not surveyed.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> A low mound with some large stones protruding from the base. The maximum 
stone size is 0.5m x 0.4m. The mound is generally oval in shape, covered with turf. It is 
beginning to actively erode.It has a diameter of 1.5m and a height of 1m.There are other 
possible cairns in land (not surveyed). Stones suggest a kerb and so it could be a 
possible burial cairn. Also see photograph in file.” 
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Observations: 

 This particular mound could not be located with confidence.  The coastline continues 
to erode, and the mound may therefore have vanished.  This part of the shore 
contains a number of humps and mounds; some of these look natural, others may be 
cairns. 

Discussion: 

Historical records show that the area has been used agriculturally since the middle 
ages, and it remains a croft today.  Although the monument was not examined, its 
reported presence provides supporting evidence for the long occupation of this area. 

4.5. Burnt mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB12 HU 375 325 Burnt Mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3483 3750 3250 burnt mound(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“A sub-circular mound measures 7m in diameter and stands up to 0.75m high. It lie on 
marshy ground on the coast edge. The mound is actively eroding and has been badly 
disturbed in the past. A low 3m long coastal exposure shows the mound to be made up 
of a dense concentration of small angular stone in a dark soil matrix. The stones 
measure up to 0.08m by 0.1 5m. The concave center has been partially back filled with 
concrete blocks. The shape and small stone constituent are highly suggestive of a burnt 
mound.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> Actively eroding and probably previously excavated mound measuring 7m 
diameter and 0.75m in height. Concave centre has been partially backfilled with 
concreted blocks. A low section exposure (c. 3m long) shows the mound to be made up 
of a dense concentration of small angular stone in a dark soil matrix. The stones are a 
maximum of 0.5m x 0.4m in size. Shape and small stone constituent are highly 
suggestive of a burnt mound. Also see photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 This particular mound could not be located with confidence.  The coastline continues 
to erode, and the mound may therefore have vanished.  This part of the shore 
contains a number of humps and mounds; some of these look natural, others may be 
cairns. 

Discussion: 

Historical records show that the area has been used agriculturally since the middle 
ages, and it remains a croft today.  Burnt mounds are usually associated with the 
Bronze Age.  Although the monument was not examined, others in the vicinity confirm 
the likelihood of this being one. 
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4.6. Clearance cairns 

Records: 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
328 3750 3250 cairn(s), clearance

328 3750 3250 burnt mound(s) 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE005 375x 325x field clearance cairns 
 
o SMR says: 
“<1>. 
<2>.  Irregular, quartz-veined boulder, 7' high. Base- packing - stone is 3'3" wide, tapers 
to 5". 
<3>. By 1968, part of the top had broken off the WSW face, reducing the height to 1.7m. 
<4>. Standing stone 1.7m high. It is 0.9m wide and 0.5m thick. Other adjacent earthfast 
stones suggest that the standing stone formed part of a larger feature overlain by a 
modern plantie-crub. There are stone boundaries nearby and the standing stone also 
lies approximately on a roughly circular enclosure c. 20m in diameter. A worked quartz 
tool was found whilst measuring this enclosure. (Photographic record in file).” 
o NMRS says: 
“(Area: HU 375 325). There are mounds of burnt stones at various points between Norbister and 
Houlls.  RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930.  
No trace of any burnt mounds were encountered between Norbister and Houlls but within the 
area there are several stone clearance heaps of recent origin which may have been 
misinterpreted.  Visited by OS (WDJ) 15 May 1968.” 

Observations: 

 The 1946 Inventory initially identified seven burnt mounds lying between Norbister 
and Houlls.   

 This part of the shore contains a number of humps and mounds; some of these look 
natural, but others may be these cairns. 

Discussion: 

Historical records show that the area has been used agriculturally since the middle 
ages, and it remains a croft today.  Field clearance may have taken place at any point in 
the area’s long occupation.  The cairns represent undatable evidence of agricultural 
activity already known from other data.  

4.7. Burnt mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB42 HU 3753 3250 Possible burnt mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC
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o EASE says: 
“A turf covered mound is located on a sloping hillside close to the coast edge. Oval in 
shape, it measures 10m by 8m and stands up to 2m high. Several large stones protrude 
around the periphery of the mound. It may be a burnt mound.” 

Observations: 

 Burnt mound located by this survey at NGR 37535 32476.   

Discussion: 

Burnt mounds are usually associated with the Bronze Age.  

4.8. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE106 3776 3276 structure 
HU33SE106 3776 3276 enclosure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure and an attached enclosure are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-
inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). The enclosure is shown on the current 
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 Although it is shown on the 1973 map as the terminus of a visible stretch of ancient 
boundary, the boundary seems to have been cleared since.  The rectangular 
structure is in current crofting use and contains a number of large earthfast stones in 
its bottom course.  

Discussion: 

Almost certainly recycled from an earlier structure, the current yard or crub appears to 
be 18th – 20th century. 

4.9. Township 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE093 374x 326x township 
 
o NMRS says: 
“A township comprising one unroofed building, nine roofed buildings, one unroofed structure, 
eight enclosures and a head-dyke is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & 
Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). Three unroofed buildings, nine roofed buildings, several 
enclosures and a head-dyke are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 
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Observations: 

 This is the township of Norbister.  Laurina Herculson of Lynnfield, the neighbouring 
crofter, describes how one of the farm buildings used to be a house running up and 
down the contours of the slope, and how it was dismantled and rebuilt in its present 
position at ninety degrees to its original orientation.   

Discussion: 

Norse houses were often built with their main length running up and down the slope, the 
cattle being housed in a byre at the lower end.  The modern township may overlie 
earlier remains.  Other archaeological evidence suggests that this area was occupied at 
an earlier period.   

4.10. Click mills 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
861 3810 3250 mill, horizontal 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference 
number 

Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU33SE021 3802 3257 industrial/food and drink 
HU33SE021 3802 3257 grain milling/horizontal mill

HU33SE037 3804 3253 industrial/food and drink 
HU33SE037 3804 3253 grain milling/horizontal mill

HU33SE038 3804 3250 industrial/food and drink 
HU33SE038 3804 3250 grain milling/horizontal mill

HU33SE039 3805 3247 industrial/food and drink 
HU33SE039 3805 3247 grain milling/horizontal mill

HU33SE040 3805 3242 industrial/food and drink 
HU33SE040 3805 3242 grain milling/horizontal mill

 
o SMR says: 
“<1> 
<2>. Horizontal mill, 3.3m (N-S) x 4.8m (E-W), standing to a max. height of 1.3m in SE 
corner {Photgraphic record in file).” 
o NMRS 21 says: 
“Mill (NAT).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.  
(Location cited as HU 381 325: noted as group with HU33SE 37-40). Fragmentary remains of 
five Norse mills.  J R Hume 1977. 
No trace.  Visited by G Douglas, SIAS, 9 October 1984.” 
o NMRS 37 says: 
“Mill (NAT).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.  
Reduced to a pile of rubble. (Shown on photographs taken by J Hume, 1976: Nos. H/76/51/13-16 
and H/76/52/1 and 2.)   Visited by G Douglas, SIAS, 9 October 1984.” 
o NMRS 38 says: 
“Mill (NAT).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.  
Reduced to a pile of rubble.  Visited by G Douglas, SIAS, 9 October 1984.” 
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o NMRS 39 says: 
“Mill (NAT).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.  
Reduced to a pile of rubble.  Visited by G Douglas, SIAS, 9 October 1984.” 
o NMRS 40 says: 
“Mill (NAT).  OS 6" map, Shetland, 1st ed. (1882), sheet lix.   
No trace.   Visited by G Douglas, SIAS, 9 October 1984.” 

Observations: 

 This survey located five mill sites along the stream which runs from the Loch of 
Gershon into the Loch of Houss.   

Discussion: 

Sited to take advantage of a flow of water, mills do not necessarily indicate nearby 
settlement.  Surviving mill sites usually date to the 18th – 20th century (Fenton, 
1997408).  The presence of boundaries and other potentially prehistoric sites in the 
area, and the lack of building stone lying on the surface, suggest that the stone for the 
mills was robbed from earlier structures. 

4.11. Feature 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H18 38218 32550 feature 
 
o This Survey says: 
“Five substantial earthfast boulders (c0.5m x 0.5m) form a close group, adjacent to a 
boundary and other features.  Two stand some 0.3m high, around 0.25m in front of the 
other three which form a short row and lie flush with the vegetation.  They may 
represent part of a nearby boundary, or be a separate setting.” 

Observations: 

 Difficult to classify or date.  

Discussion: 

This may be the remains of an earlier structure which has been robbed out to build the 
nearby mills.  Its original function and date are not clear, but taken together with the 
possible enclosure (This  Survey # H17) and possible house (This Survey # H16) it 
indicates early activity in the area potentially associated with the boundaries.   

4.12. Enclosure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H17 38070 32396 enclosure

 
o This Survey says: 
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“A semicircle of earthfast stones, open to the east and measuring c14 metres in 
diameter lies adjacent to a length of north-south tending boundary.  This may represent 
an arc of the same boundary, or a separate feature which may have been partially 
demolished.” 

Observations: 

 This may represent an arc of the adjacent boundary, or the remains of a separate 
feature which was built against it.  

Discussion: 

The structure may have been robbed of stone in order to build the nearby mills. Taken 
together with the feature (This  Survey # H18) and possible house (This Survey # H16) 
it indicates early activity in the area potentially associated with the boundaries.   

4.13. House 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H16 38051 32389 house 
 
o This Survey says: 
“A group of stones may represent clearance from a nearby boundary, or the remnants 
of a structure.  A similar feature may be seen adjacent to other boundaries e.g. at 38481 
33700 and at 38829 34394.” 

Observations: 

 A group of stones may represent clearance from a nearby boundary, or the remnants 
of a structure.  Similar features may be seen adjacent to other boundaries (e.g. This 
Survey # H11), and these have been tentatively identified as the remains of oval 
houses. 

Discussion: 

Its original function and date are not clear, but taken together with the possible 
enclosure (This  Survey # H17) and feature (This Survey # H18) this possible house 
indicates early activity in the area potentially associated with the boundaries.   
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5. Houss Source Map 5 

5.1. Boundaries 

Records: 

Except where otherwise noted, the boundaries shown on Houss Source Maps had not 
previously been recorded with the exception of those few stretches which are shown on 
the 1970s Ordnance Survey maps.   

Observations: 

 In order not to clutter the Source Maps, boundaries have not been identified or 
discussed individually.  All have been surveyed with GPS in order to ensure accurate 
display on the Source Maps, and detail is shown in Boundary Maps.   

 Except where individually identified in separate notes, the construction of the 
boundaries was of discontinuous lines of earthfast stones, in some cases of quite 
massive proportions e.g. up to one metre high visible over the turf.     

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).  
The boundaries must have been more imposing in the period leading up to the Iron Age.  
They are likely to have been dismantled when it became general to use hill land for 
common grazing, as they would otherwise have hindered stock access.   The way in 
which the major lines may have divided the landscape is discussed in the body of the 
study, including the interpretation of the different junctions, many of which appear to 
have been dismantled. 

5.2. Burnt mounds 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB10 HU 375 320 Burnt Mounds 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3481 3750 3200 burnt mound(s) 
 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H09 37678 31922 mounds 
 
o EASE says: 
“A large mound, measuring 10m by 7m, stands up to 1 m high. It lies close to several 
smaller mounds, some 20m inland of a possible prehistoric house (see EB9). The large 
mound had the distinctive shape of a burnt mound with a deeply concave center. The 
smaller mounds were not so well preserved and were grass covered, making a definite 
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interpretation difficult. Their seemingly random distribution and lack of large stone 
suggest they may also be burnt mounds rather than clearance cairns. There was no 
sign of a watercourse in the area but the land is low lying and likely to be flooded under 
wet conditions. These mounds are being gradually diminished but are not immediately 
threatened by coastal erosion.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> One large mound measuring 10m x 7m with a maximum height of 1m, and several 
smaller mounds were present c. 20m inland of the possible house site, SMR 3480. The 
large mound had the distinctive shape of a burnt mound with a deeply concave centre. 
The smaller mounds were not so well preserved and were grass covered, making a 
definite interpretation difficult. Their seemingly random distribution and lack of large 
stone suggest they may also be burnt mounds rather than clearance cairns. There was 
no sign of a stream in the area but the land is low lying and likely to be marshy under 
wet conditions. These mounds are being gradually diminished but are not immediately 
threatened by coastal erosion.” 
o This Survey says: 
“A mound of earth between Newton and Houlls has a crescentic shape but appears to 
contain no burnt stone.  It may represent a lynchet of earth around natural rock, 
representing the edge of a now-vanished field.” 

Observations: 

 This survey could not locate the burnt mound at the location given, although there 
are several mounds in the vicinity of the oval house (EASE # EB9 / SMR # 3480).  
One of these, lying between the crofts of Newton and of Houlls at NGR 37678 31922 
has a crescentic shape although it appears to contain no burnt stone.  It is, however, 
further from the house site than EASE indicated, and may be a lynchet of earth 
around natural rock, representing the edge of a now-vanished field. 

Discussion: 

Agricultural activity may have obscured some evidence, and the identification of 
individual monuments may be in doubt, but the presence of the oval house (EASE # 
EB9 / SMR # 3480) clearly proves prehistoric occupation. 

5.3. House 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB09 HU 3755 3230 House 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
2364 3754 3198 house, oval 
3480 3755 3230 house, oval 
 
o EASE says: 
“The footings of an oval stone structure define an area 10m by 9.5m in area. Some of 
the stones are earth fast, elsewhere, short stretches of walling are visible and there is a 
lot of loose stone in the area. Part of an inner revetment or wall face is visible. The 
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center of the building is dished in shape and there are several stones which are 
suggestive of internal divisions. This site lies 3m from the coast edge and although not 
yet eroding, it is being depleted by sub aerial erosion. The continued loss of its grass 
covering will further diminish the traces of walling and any deposits left in the intenor. 
This structure is interpreted as a house of prehistoric date based upon its shape and 
method of construction. See also EB10.” 
o SMR # 2364 says: 
“<1>Disturbed remains of a house site, probably robbed for the adjacent plantiecrub, 
and also dug into by the crofter (Mr Fullerton, now deceased) just before the war. Site 
measures approx. 7m (SW-NE) by 4m. Internally, edges are illdefined, medium stones 
are visible. Finds include a large quantity of assorted pottery, (including  one ~ ) largely 
undiagnostic, and broken ard points, spindle whorls, two handquern stones, two broken 
pieces of Shetland knife material, (held by the present Mr Fullerton at Newton).” 
o SMR # 3480 says: 
“<1> Oval stone structure protruding through grass. Short stretches of walling visible 
with much loose stone surrounding it. The centre/interior is hollowed. The site measures 
6m x 4m. The site is not yet threatened by coastal erosion but is being lost gradually. 
The continued loss of grass covering will diminish the traces of walling and any deposits 
left in the interior. This structure is interpreted as a house of prehistoric date based upon 
its shape and method of construction. Also see photographs in file and SMR 3481.” 

Observations: 

 Although it is the subject of two entries in the SMR, there is only a single house site.  
It was dug into by the crofter in the 1930s.  The remains are sufficient to identify it as 
an oval house, but have eroded further since it was first recorded. 

Discussion: 

Shallow water extends some 100m offshore at this point, indicating that substantial 
areas of land may have been lost to rising sea level.  The presence of the oval house 
and the nature of the finds, together with the presence of possible burnt mounds some 
100m to the east, suggest that the site was occupied into the Bronze Age.  On the other 
hand, the croft on which this lies, Newton, is noted by Mathewson (Mathewson, 1832) 
as an outset.  This suggests that it was a less favoured area for occupation and 
cultivation, which in turn implies a shallower soil than was available elsewhere.  If there 
was retrenchment to more favoured areas in the Iron Age, this may have been one of 
the sites abandoned at the end of the Bronze Age, particularly if the associated fields 
extended to the west of the site.      

5.4. Burial mound 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type 
H10 37796 32083 mound, burial

 
o This Survey says: 
“A low mound some 15-20cms high and oval in shape was pointed out by Laurina 
Herculson of Houlls, the local crofter.  She said that it contained a sitting burial which 
had been disturbed around two generations ago, but left in situ.  From her description, it 
sounded similar to the sitting burial found on Trondra, above Cutts.” 
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Observations: 

 A possible doublet for the burial on Trondra. 

Discussion: 

Not evidence for settlement in themselves, burials are nevertheless of interest in that 
they indicate continued occupation nearby. 

5.5. Burnt mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB11 HU 3755 3230 Burnt Mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3482 3755 3230 burnt mound(s) 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE084 3755 3230 burnt mound 
 
o EASE says: 
“An oval mound, measuring 8m by 5m and standing to 0.75m high, lies to the outside of 
a field boundary and is actively eroding over a low cliff. At the time of this visit it was c. 
80-90% intact and was mostly covered in grass. An exposed 8m long section to the 
seaward side of the mound showed it to be formed from a dense concentration of burnt 
and angular stonein a dark peaty soil matrix. The stones measured 0.1m by 0.05m, on 
average and comprised of various rock types present. The center of the mound was 
concave and in places further mixed small stones were visible where the grass covering 
had been lost. In section, several larger stones were seen towards the base of the 
mound suggesting a kerb or structural setting. Deposits eroded from the mound are 
strewn on the beach below. The site was assessed in 1996 (Moore & Wilson 1996, 
1999) and was revisited in 2001 to collect samples for thermoluminescence dating 
(Moore & Wilson 2000, 2001). A second burnt mound and an indeterminate mound, 
possibly a burial monument, were found nearby.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> This mound lies to the outside of a field boundary and is actively eroding over a 
low cliff. At the time of our visit it was c. 80-90% intact and was mostly covered in grass. 
An exposed section in front of the mound (c.8m long) showed it to be formed from a 
dense concentration of burnt and angular stone (various rock types present) in a dark 
peaty soil matrix. The centre of the mound was concave and in places further mixed 
small stones were visible where the grass covering had been lost. In section, several 
larger stones were seen towards the base of the mound suggesting a kerb or structural 
setting. Deposits eroded from the mound are strewn on the beach below. The mound 
measured 8m x 5m with a height of about 0.75m. Also see photographs in file.” 
o NMRS says: 
“HU 4843 6026; HU 2334 7752; HU 3755 3230; HU 4815 4231 A programme to recover 
samples from burnt mounds for thermoluminescence dating was carried out at Loch of Garths, 
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Nesting, Tangwick, Eshaness, Houlls, East Burra and Cruester, Bressay. All of the sites had 
previously been assessed as part of the 1996 Shetland Burnt Mounds Project (DES 1996, 91-2).  
Sponsor: Historic Scotland.  H Moore and G Wilson 2000” 
 

Observations: 

 The mound was located by this survey at NGR 3755 3220.  It is actively eroding over 
coastal edge.  It is one of two burnt mounds in this area (see EASE # EB48); a third 
may have been covered by recent house-building.   

 The mounds are situated on the edge of the modern croft, and are in line with the 
stretch of boundary visible on the west side of the Loch of Houss. 

Discussion: 

The type is usually associated with the Bronze Age.  The location of the two mounds 
between an oval house (EASE # EB9 / SMR # 2364 & 3480) on an outset and a longer 
established settlement (Norbister Houlls), and their position in line with the stretch of 
boundary visible on the west side of the Loch of Houss suggests that the mounds may 
be related to the division of land.  Shallow water extends some 100m offshore at this 
point, indicating that substantial areas of land may have been lost to rising sea level.      

5.6. Burnt mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB48 HU 3757 3230 Burnt mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“An amorphous, grass-covered burnt mound lies in an enclosed field, some 20 to ENE 
of another burnt mound (EBI 1). It has been disturbed by the erection of a fence across 
its width The landowners recall at least one other burnt mound in this area, but it is no 
longer in evidence and may have been destroyed by housing development.” 

Observations: 

 The mound was located by this survey at NGR 3757 3220.  It is one of two burnt 
mounds visible in this area (see EASE # EB11 / SMR # 3482 / NMRS # 
HU33SE084).  A third may have been covered by recent house-building.   

 The mounds are situated on the edge of the modern croft, and are in line with the 
stretch of boundary visible on the west side of the Loch of Houss. 

Discussion: 

The type is usually associated with the Bronze Age.  The location of the two mounds 
between an oval house (EASE # EB9 / SMR # 2364 & 3480) on an outset and a longer 
established settlement (Norbister Houlls), and their position in line with the stretch of 
boundary visible on the west side of the Loch of Houss suggests that the mounds may 
be related to the division of land.  Shallow water extends some 100m offshore at this 
point, indicating that substantial areas of land may have been lost to rising sea level.      
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5.7. Burial mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB49 HU 3765 3232 Burial mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
this survey data 

Reference easting northing Site type

H08 37613 32159 mound 
 
o EASE says: 
“An amorphous, grass-covered earthen mound lies in an enclosed field, some 25m NNE 
of a burnt mound (EB48). It appears to contain a structural stone element and may have 
a kerb. It is tentatively identified as a prehistoric burial mound. The landowners recall 
another similar mound in the vicinity. It is said to have been opened and that a pottery 
vessel was found inside. There is now no trace of the mound and the whereabouts of 
the pot is unknown.” 
o This Survey says: 
“A mound between Newton and Houlls contains stone and appears to follow part of a 
drainage ditch.  It may represent clearance of an earlier structure, or simply be waste 
from the ditch.” 

Observations: 

 The mound was not found at the location given but there is a mound matching this 
description at NGR 37613 32159 (This Survey # H08).  It contains stone and appears 
to follow part of a drainage ditch.  It may represent clearance of an earlier structure, 
or simply be waste from the ditch. 

 The area of this croft has been cultivated in the recent past, and the drainage 
improved.  The humps and bumps visible on the ground are difficult to date.  The 
present crofter, Laurina Herculson of Houlls, has no knowledge of the mound with the 
pottery vessel.  

Discussion: 

Further weathering since the EASE survey suggests that this mound is more likely to be 
modern.  This mound is disregarded for the purposes of this study.  

5.8. Enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE117 3783 3244 enclosure 
 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H15 37846 32431 enclosure
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o NMRS says: 
“An enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 
o This Survey says: 
“An enclosure lies east of the yard noted in the NMRS as HU33SE117 and known 
locally as “Dorothy’s Yard”.  It comprises a continuous semicircle of earthfast boulders 
some 30-35 metres in diameter.  The yard to the west has earthfast stone in its base 
and one or two others nearby suggest that the yard is built over the western half of the 
earlier enclosure.” 

Observations: 

 There are two enclosures on the site, which lies at an elevation of c40m and is 
sheltered by a craggy outcrop to the north.  One enclosure, recorded by NMRS and 
known locally as “Dorothy’s Yard”, is a rectangular drystone enclosure still in use.  On 
its eastern side a second and earlier enclosure is visible as a line of earthfast stones. 

Discussion: 

The earlier structure appears to have been an enclosure of some kind, but the 
construction and continued maintenance of the 18th-20th century structure for crofting 
use has obscured the original lines.  Its situation on a crag at quite a high elevation is 
unusual, but compares with that of an enclosure on Whalsie’s Ayre (EASE # EB33).   

5.9. Structures 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE108 3761 3215 structures 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Two unroofed structures are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & 
Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). One unroofed structure is shown on the current edition of 
the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 The structure is still in crofting use, being now used to shelter a wooden hen house. 

Discussion: 

Whilst the stone may have been recycled from earlier buildings nearby, the present 
structure is 18th – 20th century. 

5.10. Enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE116 3778 3214 enclosure 
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o NMRS says: 
“An enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 Well-built rectangular drystone enclosure at the side of the modern road, in recent 
crofting use.  

Discussion: 

Cannot be dated with certainty, but given its shape and construction, and the fact that it 
is marked on the nineteenth century map, it is likely to be 18th – 20th century.  

5.11. Cairn 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB39 HU 3842 3233 Cairn Unknown 
 
o EASE says: 
“A small caim lies on the shoulder of a hill, overlooking the south end of East Burra. It 
measures 1.5m in diameter and is composed of medium sized stones. It may be a 
marker cairn.” 

Observations: 

 This cairn is as described, and is marked on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 
map (1973). 

Discussion: 

The structure cannot be dated with certainty, but is well located for a marker cairn.  
Whilst it may have been built from material robbed from nearby structures or 
boundaries, it has no immediate prehistoric significance.  

5.12. Boundary bank 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB38 HU 385 323 Boundary bank 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“A land boundary is represented by a discontinuous line of orthostats extending uphill 
from the coast edge. Only the tops of the stones are visible above the peat. The 
boundary meanders and is visible for over 150m.” 
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Observations: 

 Noted by EASE at this location, but from the description this is likely to be the stretch 
of boundary located by this survey as beginning further north on this shore at NGR 
38607 32411.  It represents the eastern end of a particularly long boundary which 
may have stretched north west as far as the Yaa Field standing stone (SMR # 327 / 
NMRS # HU33SE016). 

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).   

5.13. Click mills 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 

860 3820 3180 mill, horizontal 
5804 380x 319x mill, horizontal 
5805 381x 319x mill, horizontal 
5806 381x 316x mill, horizontal 

 
this survey data 

Reference easting northing Site type

H04 38103 31817 mills 
 
o SMR # 860 says: 
“<1>.<2>. Grid reference is c.10m. from stream. Two round structures are marked along 
the stream, which may be the mills. 
<3>. Horizontal mill in ruinous condition. Meas. 3.2m (N-S) x 4.7m (E-W). The deeply 
cut leat is lined with coursed stonework and some concrete.” 
o SMR # 5804 says: 
“(1) UNVISITED SITE OF MILL 
2) HORIZONTAL MILL, FEW STRUCTURALREMAINS LEFT, MEASURES APPROX. 
3.9M (E-W) X 2.8M (N-S). INFORMATION PROVIDED BY MRS. LAURINA 
HERCULSON SUGGESS THAT THIS MILL WAS CALLED PETER'S MILL. TRACES 
OF AN ADDITIONAL STRUCTURE WERE SEEN BETWEEN THIS SITE AND 5805, 
ONLY VERY LITTLE WAS LEFT AND IT WAS NOT POSSIBLE TO MEASURE ANY 
DIMENSIONS.” 
o SMR # 5805 says: 
“(1) UNVISITED SITE OF MILL 
(2) HORIZONTAL MILL IN RUINOUS CONDITION. 3.2M (N-S) X 4.7M (E-W) 
STANDING TO A MAX. HEIGHT OF 0.9M IN TH NW CORNER. INTERIOR FULL OF 
TUMBLE. INFORMATION PROVIDED BY MRS. LAURINA HERCULSON SUGGESS 
THAT THIS MILL WAS CALLED LAURENSON'S MILL.” 
o SMR # 5806 says: 
“(1) UNVISITED SITE OF MILL 
(2)HORIZONTAL MILL, MEAS. 2.9M. X 4.8M. IN RUINOUS CONDITION. ONLY A 
SINGLE COURSE OF STONEWORK IN-SITU EXCEPT FOR EAST WALL WHERE 2-3 
COURSES REMAIN. (PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD IN FILE).” 
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o This Survey says: 
“On the watercourse between the Loch of Houss and the sea at Voe of North House, 
the 1900 Ordnance Survey map (6” to the mile) shows six mills.  All six appear to have 
been located by this survey at the following locations: 
Mill (1) is nearest the loch, and consists of earthfast stones.  In the NE corner rough re-
building has taken place, to provide slight shelter of three to four courses.  The area is 
littered with broken glass, suggesting the use to which the shelter is put.  
This corresponds to SMR #5804. 
Mill (2) is visible only as a rectangle of earthfast stones. 
It is mentioned in passing under SMR #5804 “… traces of an additional structure  …” 
Mill (3) stands about two courses high, and is visible a short walk upstream from mill 
(4). 
The 1973 Ordnance Survey map (1:25,000) shows two mills, the northern one at NGR 
3810 3183 corresponds to this mill (3). 
Mills (4), (5) and (6) form a distinct group, standing on the watercourse.  Mills (4) and 
(5) are clearly visible, whilst mill (6) is only slightly obscured by long grass.   
Mill (4) stands in an area of sheep cropped grass.  Its walls are comparatively 
scattered.  Some substantial stones have tumbled into the leat, which is deeply cut at 
this point. 
The location above the deep leat suggests that this is SMR # 860. 
Mill (5) is the best-preserved of the group of three, with both NW and SE corners 
standing higher than the rest of the structure.  The SE corner is at present the higher. 
The 1973 Ordnance Survey map (1:25,000) shows two mills, the southern of which at 
NGR 3806 3175  corresponds to this mill (5).  This would appear to be site SMR # 5805. 
Mill (6), nearest the sea, stands only to a single course high apart from the SE corner 
which stands two to three courses.  It corresponds to SMR # 5806.” 

Observations: 

 On the watercourse between the Loch of Houss and the sea at Voe of North House, 
the 1900 Ordnance Survey map (6” to the mile) shows six mills.  All six appear to 
have been located by this survey at the following locations: 

easting northing 
Leat above (1) 37999 31984 

Mill (1) 37999 31984 
Mill (2) 38077 31930 
Mill (3) 38103 31817 
Mill (4) 38057 31749 
Mill (5) 38044 31732 
Mill (6) 38037 31709 

 

Discussion: 

Sited to take advantage of a flow of water, mills do not necessarily indicate nearby 
settlement.  Surviving mill sites usually date to the 18th – 20th century (Fenton, 
1997408).  The mills themselves have no Discussion, although the building stone may 
have been recycled from earlier structures.  
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5.14. Structure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H24 38257 31646 house 
 
o This Survey says: 
“The remains of a rectangular structure standing two to three courses high and 
measuring 18m x 5m lies alongside the head-dyke of the Taing (NMRS HU33SE087).  
Some earthfast stones in the bottom course suggest that it may have been built over an 
earlier structure of similarly rectilinear shape.”   

Observations: 

 Both earlier and later structures on this site appear to have been rectilinear. 

Discussion: 

The structure’s rectilinear shape, and the characteristics of the adjacent boundary 
suggest that the extant remains are both of comparatively late construction, perhaps 
18th or 19th century.   
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6. Houss Source Map 6 

6.1. Boundaries 

Records: 

Except where otherwise noted, the boundaries shown on Houss Source Maps had not 
previously been recorded with the exception of those few stretches which are shown on 
the 1970s Ordnance Survey maps.   

Observations: 

 In order not to clutter the Source Maps, boundaries have not been identified or 
discussed individually.  All have been surveyed with GPS in order to ensure accurate 
display on the Source Maps, and detail is shown in Boundary Maps.   

 Except where individually identified in separate notes, the construction of the 
boundaries was of discontinuous lines of earthfast stones, in some cases of quite 
massive proportions e.g. up to one metre high visible over the turf.     

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).  
The boundaries must have been more imposing in the period leading up to the Iron Age.  
They are likely to have been dismantled when it became general to use hill land for 
common grazing, as they would otherwise have hindered stock access.   The way in 
which the major lines may have divided the landscape is discussed in the body of the 
study, including the interpretation of the different junctions, many of which appear to 
have been dismantled. 

6.2. House 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3065 3770 3151 house, round 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE081 3768 3150 house 
 
o SMR says: 
“<1> Oval house 10.8m x 9.7m, aligned NE-SW, max height 0.6m.  Edges fairly well 
defined.  Owner claims there was a plantie crub here in his fathers time, now removed.  
The centre of the site (diam 5.8m) is higher and has stones protruding, this may be the 
explanation for the irregular centre.” 
o NMRS says: 
“The remains of a prehistoric house, situated 200m SSW of North House.  Information from 
Historic Scotland, September 1995.” 
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Observations: 

 The remains were not found by this survey at this location, which lies in the garden 
ground of a house built within the last ten years. 

 Tammy and Isy Christie of North House, the local crofters, say that stones were 
removed from the site when the new house was built, and they recall the Shetland 
Archaeologist visiting and showing interest in the site at that time.  

Discussion: 
The remains of an oval house were probably removed when the new house was built.  
The area is shown as uncultivated on the 1900 OS map (6” to the mile) and is therefore 
a likely site for a surviving oval house.  The lack of cultivation in later times suggests 
that this was a less favoured area for occupation and cultivation, which in turn implies a 
shallower soil than was available elsewhere.  If there was retrenchment to more 
favoured areas in the Iron Age, this may have been one of the sites abandoned during 
the Bronze Age.   

6.3. Structure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB40 HU 3760 3154 Structure, house or crue 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“An oval structure is defined by an earthen and stone bank. It measures 7m by 6m; the 
bank is 1m wide and stands up to 0.5m high. Some stones are visible in the inner face. 
There is an entrance at the north end. A small watercourse runs nearby. The structure 
may be prehistoric house or a more recent crue.” 

Observations: 

 This structure was not located by this survey.  There has been active erosion along 
this shore, and EASE described the site as less than 10m from the coast in the 
1990s. 

Discussion: 

Probably eroded by the sea, the site lies on the edge of the Bloomister croft, and is 
therefore a likely site for a surviving oval house.  Shallow water extends some 100m 
offshore at this point, indicating that substantial areas of land may have been lost to 
rising sea level.  The survival of the monument suggests that this was a less favoured 
area for occupation and cultivation, which in turn implies a shallower soil than was 
available elsewhere.  If there was retrenchment to more favoured areas in the Iron Age, 
this may have been one of the sites abandoned at the end of the Bronze Age, 
particularly if the associated fields extended to the west of the site.   

6.4. Structures & enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
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Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU33SE114 3767 3169 structures 
HU33SE114 3767 3169 enclosure 
HU33SE114 3767 3169 building 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Two unroofed structures and one enclosure are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map 
(Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). One roofed building, one unroofed structure and 
one enclosure are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information from 
RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 These structures are in recent and current crofting use. 

Discussion: 

Recording on 1880s map suggests agricultural enclosure in use in the late 19th century.  
No obvious archaeological implications. 

6.5. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE113 3748 3168 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 A ruinous rectangular agricultural crub or yard lies at this location. 

Discussion: 

Recording on 1880s map suggests agricultural enclosure in use in the late 19th century.  
No obvious archaeological implications. 

6.6. Cairns & crubs 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type 
H07 37519 31726 cairns & crubs

 
o This Survey says: 
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“Various features lying between Newton and Blimister include three clearance cairns 
which may lie on natural outcrops or earlier mounds, and the foundations of two former 
crubs:  
The clearance cairns are located at 37477 31728, 37519 31726 and 37538 31677.  The 
northernmost crub lies at 37497 31730 and the southernmost at 37609 31673.” 

Observations: 

 This part of the shore contains a number of humps and mounds, some of which look 
natural, others may be the remnants of structures or clearance cairns.   

Discussion: 

These remains represent undatable evidence of agricultural activity already known from 
other data, and provide supporting evidence for earlier settlement. 

6.7. Mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB08 HU 3750 3180 Mound, possible clearance cairn Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3479 3750 3180 mound(s) 
3479 3750 3180 cairn(s), clearance

 
o EASE says: 
“A low grass-covered mound, 9m by 4m, is located to edge of field.  It stands up to 0.5m 
high.  Part of the mound has eroded and there are stony deposits exposed in the 
coastal sectrion; the average stone size is in the region of 0.3m by 0.45m. Several large 
stones protrude at the level of the base of the mound in section. The stones are 
rounded, evenly spaced and cover drift deposits. The mound stands c.0.5m above the 
surrounding ground surface but presence of stones in section suggest that a further 
c.0.75m of this feature lies buried; the overall height, would therefore be about 1.25m. 
The interpretation of this feature as a clearance cairn is based on the observation that 
other similar mounds in this field have quantities of jumbled stone exposed and look to 
be the result of stone clearance. This mound was probably the least typical of the 
surrounding mounds and it remains possible that it is a burial mound.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> Low mound to the edge of the field with exposed deposits in section. The mound 
measures9m long, 4m wide and 0.5m high. It is grass covered with several large stones 
protruding at base level in section. The mound stands c. 0.5m above the surrounding 
ground surface but presence of stones insection suggest that a further c. 0.75m of this 
feature lies buried. The overall height in this case would be c. 1.25m. The stones are 
rounded, evenly spaced and sit over drift. The average stone size is c. 0.3m x 0.45m. 
The interpretation of this feature as a clearance cairn is based on the observation that 
other similar mounds in this field have quantities of jumbled stone exposed and look to 
be the result of stone clearance. This mound was probably the least typical of the 
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surrounding mounds and could equally represent a burial mound.See photographs in 
file.” 

Observations: 

 This mound was not located by this survey at the location given, but there are two 
others in the same field which approximate to the description given.  They are 
located at NGR 37477 31728 and NGR 37519 31726. 

Discussion: 

The area was taken in as an outset during the 18th or 19th century, and stone clearance 
may date from this time.  No obvious archaeological implications.  

6.8. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE115 3791 3185 Structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map 
(1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 This structure was not located by this survey, although there is rubble evidence of it 
having been cleared in recent years.  

Discussion: 

The structure cannot be dated with certainty, but given the fact that it is marked on the 
nineteenth century map, it is likely to be 18th – 20th century and may well have been 
constructed from stone robbed from nearby earlier structures.  

6.9. Burnt mound  

Records: 
 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB46 HU 3800 3166 Burnt mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
330 3801 3167 burnt mound(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE006 3800 3166 burnt mound 
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o EASE says: 
“A crescentic burnt mound, measuring 14m by 12m, stands up to 0.8m high. The 
eastern side is damaged. It lies inside a field and is separated from the coast edge by a 
road.” 
o SMR says: 
“<3>. Large crescentic turf-covered mound of burnt stones, hollowed out on the east 
side. 14m. N-S x 12m., 0.8m. high. 
(4) WALLING EXPOSED BY DIGGING (UNPUBLISHED). SAMPLE TAKEN FROM 
NEAR WALLING.” 
o NMRS says: 
“HU 378 318. (C S T Calder 1965) A mound of burnt stones lies at the head of the Voe of North 
House.   RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930. 
HU 3799 3167. A large crescentic turf-covered mound of burnt stones hollowed out on its east 
side. It measures 14.0m N-S by 12.0m E-W and is 0.8m high.  Surveyed at 1/2500.  Visited by 
OS(WDJ) 15 May 1968.” 

Observations: 

 The mound is as described, but no trace of the walling was found. 

Discussion: 

Burnt mounds are usually associated with the Bronze Age.  This one lies between areas 
of possible settlement, but there are no known oval houses in the vicinity.  

6.10. Structure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H25 38103 31668 structure 
 
o This Survey says: 
“A group of earthfast stones lie adjacent to boundary twenty-six.  They may represent 
the foundation remains of a rectangular structure.” 

Observations: 

 Other rectangular structures in varying states of repair are found around this location.  
Two lie along the line of a discontinuous prehistoric boundary.  

Discussion: 

Rectangular shape suggests that this is not prehistoric, although it may be one in a 
succession of structures in this area, built using stone from the adjacent boundary.  

6.11. Mound & enclosures  

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range
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EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB23 HU 383 316 Enclosure 18th - 20th C

EB24 HU 383 316 Stony mound Unknown 
EB25 HU 383 316 Enclosure 18th - 20th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3494 3830 3160 enclosure(s), other

3495 3830 3160 cairn(s), other 
3495 3830 3160 mound(s) 
3495 3830 3160 house, other 
3496 3830 3160 enclosure(s), other

 
o EASE # EB23 says: 
“A rectangular enclosure, measuring 20m by 7m, is defined by earthen banks standing 
up to 0.5m high. The enclosure is divided in half by a further earthen bank. The 
vegetation in the interior of the enclosure is more green and lush than in the 
surrounding area. Adjoining the east side is an enclosed triangular area, measuring 5m 
by 8m. The site is actively eroding. The enclosure is likely to be of relatively recent 
origin and was probably a small hay meadow or cultivation patch. See also EB25.” 
o EASE # EB24 says: 
“A low mound, measuring 6m in diameter, has protruding stone. It stands up to 0.5m 
high and is situated on level grassland, close to the coast edge. The stones measure up 
to 0.5m by 0.3m in size. The mound may represent the remains of a prehistoric cairn or 
a house, but alternatively may be the base of a peat or hay stack of more recent origin.” 
o EASE # EB25 says: 
“A rectangular enclosure measures 19m by 8m. It is defined by earthen banks standing 
up to 0.3m high. It is situated on the coast edge. The vegetation to the interior is 
greener and more lush than in the surrounding area. It is likely to represent a small hay 
meadow or cultivation patch of recent date. See also EB23.” 
o SMR # 3494 says: 
“<1> Rectangular, slightly built turf enclosure bisected by a similar turf line. It measures 
20m x 7m with a maximum height of 0.5m. There is an adjoining triangular stretch 5m x 
8m on the east. It is actively eroding on the indented coastline. It is interpreted as an 
enclosed field, date unknown. It may be post medieval because it does not appear 
substantial yet it is well defined. The interior contains noticeably improved grassland. 
Also see SMR 3496 and photographs in file.” 
o SMR # 3495 says: 
“<1> A low mound with some stone protruding. It has a diameter of 6m and a maximum 
height of 0.5m. It may be a cairn or possibly it is large enough to be a house.” 
o SMR # 3496 says: 
“<1> Turf built rectangular enclosure measuring 19m x 8m and a maximum of 0.3m 
high, containing improved pasture. It is very similar to SMR 3494. There are probably 
remains of recent cultivation. See photographs in file and SMR 3494.” 

Observations: 

 The records indicate two rectangular enclosures at this location, defined by earthen 
banks and with notably green vegetation inside.  The mound lies between the 
enclosures.  
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 This survey noted that erosion has removed almost all of the monuments.  The 
coastal section extending south, however, shows scattered building stone and signs 
of disturbed ground.   

Discussion: 

These remains lie further south on the same coast as the enclosures (NMRS # 
HU33SE122) north of Easter Hogaland.  The shoreline was a favoured location for 
cultivation crubs and enclosures because there would be less frost (Fenton, 1997103).   
Shallow water extends some 100m offshore at this point, suggesting that substantial 
areas of land may have been lost to rising sea level.  Taking other occupation evidence 
such as the mound and the building evidence in the coastal section, the enclosures may 
represent the landward edge of an area of prehistoric agriculture lost to rising sea level 
in the Neolithic.    

6.12. Farmstead & head-dyke 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE087 3813 3153 farmstead 
HU33SE087 3813 3153 head-dyke 
 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H53 38119 31574 boundary

 
o NMRS says: 
“A farmstead comprising one unroofed building, two roofed buildings and one enclosure, and a 
head-dyke are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 
1882, sheet lix). Five roofed buildings and five enclosures are shown on the current edition of 
the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 
o This  Survey says: 
“Marked on the 1880s OS 6” map, this boundary stretches from shore to shore, cutting 
off the Taing from the rest of the island.  A modern fence runs alongside for much of its 
length.  The boundary is extremely straight and of light construction, being built of 
stones around 20-30cm in size, the lower course of which is embedded in the turf.  It is 
similar to the Fugla Ness boundary, B25 (this survey) and the Ramsraer B20 (this 
survey) boundary on Burra.  The remains of a rectangular structure stand alongside the 
boundary at NGR 38257 31646, see H24 (this survey).  The boundary’s characteristics 
suggest that it is of comparatively late construction, perhaps eighteenth or nineteenth 
century.” 

Observations: 

 The farm is not mentioned in Mathewson’s survey (Mathewson, 1832), nor in the 
national censuses of 1841 or 1851.  An elderly couple, both aged 74 years and born 
on Mainland Shetland, are shown as resident in 1861.  It is uninhabited in 1871, but 
occupied by a single family in the 1881, 1891 and 1901 censuses. 
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Discussion: 

The boundary’s characteristics suggest that it is of comparatively late construction, 
perhaps 18th or 19th century.  The low rate of occupancy in the nineteenth century, when 
population was at its height, suggests that this was a less favoured area for cultivation, 
which in turn implies a shallower soil than was available elsewhere.  The extent of 
shallow water lying immediately offshore around the Taing indicates that substantial 
areas of land may have been lost to rising sea level.  Given other evidence of 
prehistoric activity in the area, it is likely that the farmstead represents late historic 
occupation of the least cultivated location in a previously occupied area which was 
abandoned in the face of rising sea level. 

6.13. Structure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB26 HU 381 313 Possible structure Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3497 3810 3130 settlement, other 
 
o EASE says: 
“A quantity of earth fast stone covers an area measuring some 50m by 20m on a level 
headland surrounded by a rocky beach. The largest stone visible were up to 0.8m by 
0.6m. In places, groups of stone were suggestive, but there were no clearly defined 
structures visible.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> This is an area with much stone protruding through turf. It measures 50m x 20m. 
The largest stones visible were up to 0.8m x 0.6m. Occasionally juxtapositions of stone 
were suggestive, but there are no identifiable structures, and identification is tentative. It 
lies in the vicinity of a modern farmhouse. See photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 This survey was unable to examine the monument because erosion has now cut 
across the Taing, making access difficult even at low tide.   

Discussion: 

The structure may provide additional evidence of prehistoric activity in the area.  
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7. Houss Source Map 7 

7.1. Enclosure 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
350 3746 3017 enclosure(s), other

 
o SMR says: 
“<1>. Irregular curvilinear enclosure having an inner face, partly discontinuous. Traces 
of a possible outer face, although this could be tumble. The S. side includes four stones 
set on edge, but most stones protrude from the grass. A quantity of small stones could 
be rubble fill.” 

Observations: 

 The enclosure is similar in style and appearance to one on Whalsies Ayre (This 
Survey # H01), and the method of construction is similar to that of the stretches of 
boundary found on the island. 

Discussion: 

The method of construction, and the substantial size of the earthfast stones, suggests a 
prehistoric date potentially contemporary with boundaries found elsewhere on the 
island.  

7.2. Burial mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB06 HU 373 302 Possible burial mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
4449 3730 3020 burial, cairn 
4449 3730 3020 mound(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“A low, grass-covered oval mound measure 3m from N-S by 2m E-W; it stands up to 
0.75m high.  To its periphery there are several large stones, reminiscent of a kerb.  the 
stone measures 0.2m X 0.15m-0.3m X 0.4m and appears evenly set and of regular size 
and shape.  The site lies on gently sloping grassland close to a shingle beach.  Small 
watercourses run to either side of the mound.  while the location may appear suggestive 
of a burnt  mound, there was no wign of any burnt stone.  the mound might represent a 
burial cairn, but may alternatively be part of a plantiecrue, haystack base or peat stack.  
This site lies close to a recently deserted croft, built over a substantial farm mound.  
This area is sheltered and is likely to have been inhabited over a long period of time.  Of 
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additonal interest nearby is a peat deposit, seen in section by the stream bed, witha 
basal wood litter layer comprising many large fragments.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> Low, grass covered oval mound with partially exposed stone kerb. The mound 
measures 3m N-S and 2m E-W and has a height of 0.75m. The stone appears evenly 
set and of regular size and shape. Its location beside stream beds would suggest a 
burnt mound; but no sign of small or loose stones were seen. It may represent a burial 
cairn but it is just as likely to be the base of a small plantiecrue, haystack or peat pile. 
This site lies opposite to the Taing of Symbister where stands a recently deserted 
farmhouse and several outbuildings which were built over a substantial farm mound. At 
least two burnt mounds, one of which is very substantial, are located within the 
immediate vicinity. This area is sheltered, has a good shingle beach and several fresh 
water streams and appears likely to have been inhabited in the past. Of interest was a 
peat deposit, seen in section by the stream bed, with a basal wood litter layer which 
contained a quantity of large fragments. Relief: situated on low sloping land leading 
down to shingle beach with stream beds to either side.” 

Observations: 

 The mound was located at NGR 37338 30023.  It is less turf covered and the kerb is 
more in evidence than in the example on the west coast of Whalsies Ayre (SMR # 
3486).    

Discussion: 

Mounds located by the shore are often of peats waiting to be collected by boat.  In this 
case the presence of a kerb and other evidence for early activity in this area suggests it 
may be a burial monument, but it is not in itself proof of settlement. 

7.3. Burial mound 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB07 HU 3765 3095 Possible burial mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3478 3765 3095 burial, cairn 
3478 3765 3095 mound(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“A large, clearly visible grass-covered mound measures 30m in length by 13m in width 
and is aligned N to S.  It stands up to 3m high in gently sloping grassland to the west 
side of the Ayre.  Several slabs protruding from either side of the mound.  It rises 
steeply from the surrounding field and while it may be a natural, possibly glacial form, it 
may alternatively be of artificial origin and represent a prehistoric burial mound.  There 
were no associated features visible.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> A large, clearly visible, grass covered long mound, with 2-3 slabs protruding at 
either side, not under immediate threat from coastal erosion. The mound measures 30m 
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in length, 13m wide and 3m high. It rises steeply from the surrounding field and looks to 
be a constructed feature rather than an accumulation or dump of material. Size and 
shape suggest it is a burial mound. There were no associated features visible. See 
photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 This survey noted that the mound had been dug into on one side, and seemed to be 
completely peat.  George Duncan of Meadows, a local crofter, says that this is an old 
peat stack for use by the township of Houss.   

Discussion: 

No archaeological significance. 

7.4. Building 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE096 3739 3095 building 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed building of two compartments is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map 
(Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix), but it is not shown on the current edition of the 
OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 No structure is visible from the shore.  George Duncan of Meadows, who lives in the 
nearest house and whose grandparents were brought up there, was unaware of 
there having been any structures on the Holm.   

 He spoke with two older local men, and they said that stone had been quarried from 
a “clett of stane” on the Holm to build a local crofthouse some decades ago, and they 
would not have gone to the trouble of breaking the stone if they had been aware of a 
ready source of building material only a few yards away. 

Discussion: 

Appearance on 1880s map suggests that this was used as an 18th-20th century 
agricultural structure.  Given the rise in sea-level and the disappearance of the 
buildings, it is not possible to say whether the stone had been robbed from an earlier 
structure.  

7.5. Well 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

H06 37559 30979 well 
 
o This Survey says: 
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“The vertical half of the stone-lined shaft of a well was noted in the section of the coast:  
The feature appears on the 1973 Ordnance Survey map.  It is also shown on the 1900 
Ordnance Survey map, which was surveyed in 1878.  The site has been used recently 
as a natural shelter for barbecues.  This part of the coastline was subject to heavy 
erosion at the time of my visit.” 

Observations: 

 This part of the coastline was subject to heavy erosion at the time of this survey. 

Discussion: 

No archaeological implications, except to indicate the availability of fresh water. 

7.6. Township 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE092 376x 311x township 
 
o NMRS says: 
“A township comprising two unroofed buildings, twenty roofed buildings, three unroofed 
structures and fifteen enclosures is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & 
Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix). Seven unroofed buildings, one partially roofed building, 
fourteen roofed buildings and several enclosures are shown on the current edition of the OS 
1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 The nineteenth century township lies to the north of the Haa of Houss (Finnie, 
199090) which is a characteristic “haa” house (Finnie, 1996) dating from the 
eighteenth century.  Between the township and the haa lies the “yard” which was 
held in common by the tenants of the township. 

 Foundations of an earlier substantial rectangular dwelling are visible to the northwest 
of the present haa.  Laurina Herculson of Houlls, whose father was brought up at 
Houss, says that these are known locally as “Da Galleries”.  

Discussion: 

The township of Houss is mentioned in numerous early historical documents.  The 
modern township may overlie other earlier remains. 

7.7. Midden & building 

Records: 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
333 3768 3120 building, unclassified

333 3768 3120 stone, worked 
333 3768 3120 midden 
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NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE008 376x 312x structure 
HU33SE008 376x 312x midden 
 
o SMR says: 
“<1>. Early structure. Kitchen-midden nearby, has yielded pottery fragments and stone 
objects similar to those from brochs. 
<2>. No trace found. The summit is mutilated by surface quarrying.No local knowledge.                   
<3>  Rough stone tool found in a dyke.  Also a corner stone from Early Christian 
composite stone shrine.  This was found by the donor built into a wall.  Found some 
years ago.” 
o NMRS says: 
“Skeo Hill, a prominent hillock, evidently marks the position of some early structure. A kitchen-
midden close at hand has yielded a good deal of broken pottery, as well as numerous stone 
objects similar to those found in brochs.  RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930. 
No trace of an ancient structure or a kitchen midden was seen on Skeo Hill. The summit of the 
hill is mutilated probably by surface quarrying. Local enquiries were unavailing.  Visited by 
OS(WDJ) 15 May 1968.” 

Observations: 

 This survey could locate neither midden or building.  The surface of the hill is much 
disturbed. 

Discussion: 

This is the only direct recorded evidence for Iron Age activity on the island of Houss.    

7.8. Structural remains & iron ore 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB27 HU 378 313 Structural remains Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3498 3780 3130 building, evidence

 
this survey data 

Reference easting northing Site type

H03 3780 3130 iron ore 
 
o EASE says: 
“A fragment of walling is exposed in the coastal section in a low cliff, next to a stony 
beach. The walling extends for some 2m and stands, at a minimum, to 1.5m in height. 
The stones measure up to 0.8m by 0.6m, although the average stone size is nearer to 
0.35m by 0.25m. The wall is covered by 1 m of topsoil. The unusual depth of soil here 
suggests that the area has been cultivated and the soils enriched over a long period of 
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time. At the base of the section, beneath the wall, a deposit of  clay soil possibly 
containing peat ash was seen. The coastline is actively eroding and the stones are 
bleached by weathering, suggesting that they have been exposed for some time.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> An exposure of c. 2m of walling visible in a low cliff next to a stony beach. It has a 
minimum length of 3m and a minimum height of 1.5m. The maximum stone size was 
0.8m x 0.6m and the average stone size was 0.25m x 0.35m. The coastline is actively 
eroding however the stones are bleached by weathering and have thus been exposed 
for some time. The stones lie under about 1m of topsoil. To the base of the section, 
under the stones a clayey soil possibly containing peat ahs was visible. This soil layer 
was not fully exposed. A large nodule of flint was found on the beach in the vicinity. This 
may be associated - or it may be washed up ballast. See photographs in file.” 
o This Survey says: 
“Iron precipitate was observed in the rock exposed along the coastal section:  
Here, granite breaking through the micaceous schist of the country rock, has caused the 
schist to shatter.  Water percolating through the fractures has caused iron salts to 
precipitate out.  The phenomenon is clearly observable, as the granite is of a markedly 
different colour to the schist.  Further along the coast, the granite has struck gneiss 
which, being harder than schist, has not reacted in the same way.  According to local 
report (Mrs. L. Herculson) the place known as “Smiddy Point” a little to the south, was 
associated with a smithy in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century.  At the modern 
Smiddy Point itself, however, there is no evidence of iron ore.  There has been 
considerable erosion along this section of the coast, and several metres of land may 
have been lost to the sea over recent centuries.” 

Observations: 

 The SMR information provided in respect of SMR # 3498 comprises two sections.  
The first follows the EASE description.  The second section, however, repeats part of 
the description attaching to SMR # 3543.  This latter appears to have been entered in 
error and is not included above.. 

 This survey could not find the structural remains at this location, but did note a 
deposit of ironstone similar to the one noted on the northwest coast of Whalsies Ayre 
(This Survey # H22). 

 Laurina Herculson of Houlls, whose father was brought up near here, reports that the 
place known as “Smiddy Point” a little to the south, was associated with a smithy in 
the eighteenth and early nineteenth century.   

 At the modern Smiddy Point itself, however, there is no evidence of iron ore, and the 
geology presently exposed in the section shown granite meeting gneiss.   

Discussion: 

This may be a now eroded prehistoric occupation site, possibly developed to mark and 
exploit a seam of iron-bearing rock of which only part is now visible.  Shallow water 
extending along this part of the coast shows that several metres of land may have been 
lost to sea level rise and to erosion.  The ironstone deposit presently exposed in the 
section is therefore unlikely to have been worked at an earlier date, although it may 
represent the landward end of a larger deposit.   
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7.9. Souterrain 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
332 3768 3120 souterrain 

 
o SMR says: 
“<1>. A hollow sounding area was discovered c.120yards E by N from Houss. Stones 
were removed and a cavity discovered, "almost as deep as a piltock wand". No further 
excavation. 
<2>. Site not located. Mrs Laurina of the Burra Historical Group gave information that 
'early this century, during delling, a "tunnel" was found. At the timeit was thought to be a 
smugglers tunnel leading to the Old Haa (now demolished)'” 

Observations: 

 Not located by this survey. 

Discussion: 

Souterrains are often dated to the Iron Age, but the description of the underground 
structure provided is not specific enough positively to identify it as a souterrain.  It is, 
however, suggestive of earlier occupation.  

7.10. Structures & enclosure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE134 3784 3088 building 
HU33SE134 3784 3088 structures 
HU33SE134 3784 3088 enclosure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed building of three compartments, two unroofed structures and four enclosures are 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) 
and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973), although on eof the structures is not at 
the same location.  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 29 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 The remains of the structures were located.  Some appear to have been used 
recently, whilst others are near ruinous. 

Discussion: 

The structures themselves appear to date from the 18th – 20th centuries, but were 
probably built from stone robbed from the nearby cairn (EASE # 45 / SMR # 334 / 
NMRS / HU33SE013).  
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7.11. Cairn  

Records: 
 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB45 HU 3799 3076 Structure Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
334 3799 3077 plantiecrub 
334 3799 3077 cairn(s), other 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE013 3799 3076 cairn 
 
o EASE says: 
“A concentration of stone lies on the coast edge. It is estimated to have a diameter of 
about 12m. A plantiecrue has been built over the structure. Previously it was noted that 
several sherds of pottery had been recovered from the site and that some of the stones 
appeared to be bumt.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1>. Diam. c.35', very dilapidated, some stones bare marks of fire. A few pottery 
fragments have been recovered. Plantiecrub erected at W. edge. 
<2>. By 1968, all that remained was a scatter of stones with a conjectural diameter of 
c.12m. and no significant features. Plantiecrub has obliterated part of its north 
perimeter, and erosion has affected the south perimeter. 
<3>. Site not definitely located. An area of stone adjacent to a partially demolished 
stone wall was seen at aproximately the position indicated. If this is the site, then it has 
suffered extensive damage. (Photographic record in file).” 
o NMRS says: 
“( Area: HU 379 308 ) Traces of a dilapidated cairn lie close to the edge of the high rocky beach 
at the point known as Clettna Taing.  
A plantie-crub has been erected on its west edge, but the cairn seems to have had a diameter of 
about 35', and some of the remaining stones bear marks of fire. A few fragments of pottery have 
been recovered from the site.   RCAHMS 1946, visited 1930. 
HU 3798 3077. This cairn is now but a scatter of stones with a conjectural diameter of about 
12.0m and no significant features. The plantie crub has obliterated part of its north perimeter and 
erosion has affected the south perimeter.  Visited by OS(WDJ) 15 May 1968.” 

Observations: 

 This survey located the cairn, but it is much scattered.   It appears now to be centred 
further upslope than indicated by EASE. 

 The cairn would have been visible from the settlement of Houss northwards over a 
wide area, but not from Symbister Ness or the south.  
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Discussion: 

The site is potentially a Neolithic burial cairn of importance to the area of Houss from 
which it is visible, this also representing an area south of the next nearest Neolithic cairn 
which is on the Heog (SMR # 326 / NMRS # HU33SE012).   

7.12. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE133 3784 3056 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 15 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 The structure was located.   

Discussion: 

The structure itself appears to date from the 18th – 20th centuries, but was probably built 
from stone robbed from the nearby cairn (EASE # 45 / SMR # 334 / NMRS / 
HU33SE013).  

7.13. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33SE135 3764 3068 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1882, sheet lix) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 29 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 The structure was located.   

Discussion: 

The structure itself appears to date from the 18th – 20th centuries, but was probably built 
from stone robbed from the nearby cairn (EASE # 45 / SMR # 334 / NMRS / 
HU33SE013).  
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8. Houss Source Map 8 

8.1. Cairns 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB43 HU 3696 2948 Cairns 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“A sub rectangular cairn covers an area measuring 4m by 3m. The stones, which 
include orthostats, are engulfed in peat. Nearby there is a second small stony mound. 
This appears to have a rough kerb and has been previously interpreted as a burnt 
mound (NMRS: HU32NE1).” 

Observations: 

 Notwithstanding the identification of this mound with one of those included in NMRS 
# HU32NE001, the map reference indicates an area to the south of that group.  The 
area actually identified lies on the north side of Clivland Bay and does not seem to 
include a mound of this description.  It does, however, contain cairns and orthostats 
some of which have been incorporated into more modern crofting structures.   

 The overall appearance is of traces of complex and fragmentary stone settings which 
may represent the very vestigial remains of an early settlement.  The area is very 
exposed to the south and southwest.  

 Clivland Bay is the only point south of Symbister where the shore can be reached 
with ease from the land.  It is also the only inlet on this coast until Symbister is 
reached.  Between Clivland Bay and Symbister the sea is very shallow. 

Discussion: 

As with other sites on Burra (e.g. Bruna Ness EASE # WB 24-6 / SMR # 3533-5) and on 
Houss, this may have been a settlement abandoned in the early Neolithic as climate 
deteriorated and sea level rose.  If sea level was 1-2m lower, Symbister would be too 
shallow to receive vessels, and Clivland Bay would be the nearest point to disembark. 

8.2. Burnt mounds 

Records: 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
321 3716 2983 burnt mound(s) 
322 3718 2981 cairn(s), clearance 
322 3718 2981 burnt mound(s) 
322 3718 2981 building, unclassified

323 3707 2973 burnt mound(s) 
323 3707 2973 building, unclassified

323 3707 2973 cairn(s), clearance 
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NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU32NE001 3717 2982 burnt mounds 
 
o SMR # 321 says: 
“Circular 
<2>. No. 8 Large mutilated, turf covered mound of burnt stones 20m. (NW-SE)x14m. 
Height 2.2m. 
<3>. Large burnt mound, oval but slightly incurved on the N side. C. 18m (E-W0 x 16m 
(N-S) x c. 2.5m high. There are low extensions to the main mound on its E end. There is 
a circular (c. 1.4m diam.), stone-lined feature cut into the top of the mound, in which 
some coursed stonework is visible, and a second shallow depression to the W of the 
stone-lined feature. Some burnt stones are visible in the sides of the mound. The site is 
being damaged by sheep. To the south of the above mound is a circular clearance cairn 
4 m in diameter (see file for photographic record-labelled site 321a). To the SW is the 
remains of a possible smal, burnt mound which measures 8m (E-W) by 6.5m (N-S) and 
is 0.5m high. There is a shallow depression in the top of this feature which measures 
3m by 2m.(see file for photographic record-labelled 321b).” 
o SMR # 322 says: 
“<2>. Low mound, illdefined, c.3m.x2m. 
<3>. In 1968, O.S. described it as being 8m.x7m.x0.5m. high.” 
o SMR # 323 says: 
“<2>. Burnt mound base; small structure - one faced side - built on top; 3rd. phase - 
field clearance. 
<3>. 5m.x4m., 0.6m. high.” 
o NMRS says: 
“There are three mounds of burnt stones about 50 yards south of the crofters houses at 
Symbister. (HU 371 298) RCAHMS 1946. / HU 3706 2975. A small, turf covered mound of 
burnt stones measuring 5.0m x 4.0m x 0.6m high. / HU 3714 2984. A turf covered mound of 
burnt stones measuring 8.0m x 7.0m x 0.5m high. / HU 3717 2982. A large mutilated, turf 
covered mound of burnt stones measuring 20.0m NW-SE by 14.0m transversely with an average 
height of 2.2m. Visited by OS (WDJ) 15 May 1968.” 

Observations: 

 There are three major mounds on the modern croft of Symbister. 
 SMR # 321 is one of the largest burnt mounds in Shetland, and the largest on Houss.  

The two stone lined / built features which have been built into the top of the mound 
appear to be 18th-20th century. 

 SMR # 322 is as described. 
 This survey noted that mound SMR # 323 appears to be a field clearance cairn, 

possibly lying on top of a burnt mound.  This survey found no evidence of a built 
structure. 

Discussion: 

This crofting re-use of burnt mounds is common e.g. as at Norbister (EASE # EB41), as 
the mound provided good drainage and kept the potatoes dry.  Burnt mounds are 
usually associated with the Bronze Age.  The unusual size of the main mound suggests 
either intensive or extended use.  There is a large area of shallow water offshore 
suggests that large tracts of land may have been lost to sea level rise and erosion.  
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8.3. Farm & buildings 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU32NE018 3719 2989 farmstead 
HU32NE018 3719 2989 buildings 
HU32NE018 3719 2989 mill (possible) 
HU32NE018 3719 2989 enclosures 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Situated c 120m north east of Setter croft on the edge of a good pocket of agricultural land. The 
land is flat and well sheltered with rising ground on all but the north side; a stream flows c.4m 
away from the east of the mound. The mound is c.6.5m long, c.4.5m wide, over 1m in height and 
vaguely crescentic with horns facing west.  J W Hedges 1984.” 

Observations: 

 The ruins of a croft abandoned in the 1930s are still visible. 

Discussion: 

The complaint of 1577 against Bruce of Cultmalindie (Ballantyne and Smith, 1999188) 
lists two inhabitants of  Symbister named Thomas and Erasmus.  Mathewson 
(Mathewson, 1832) records occupancy by one household.  Although the censuses of 
1841 – 1901 list two or three households of varying sizes, this appears to reflect the 
general increase in Shetland’s population rather than the agricultural capability of the 
area.  The modern township may overlie other earlier remains. 

8.4. Structure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB44 HU 3755 2981 Structure, possible house or cairn 3rd - 1st Mill BC 
 
o EASE says: 
“A structure is suggested by a group of stones protruding through the peat. The 
structure probably measured about 6m by 5m in size and was either oval or sub circular 
in plan. The walls incorporated a large orthostat, measuring 0.9m by 0.3m and standing 
to 0.75m above the peat. The structure may be a prehistoric house or cairn.” 

Observations: 

 This could not be located by this survey, although a natural outcrop meeting the 
description and of the dimensions of an oval house was noted at that location.  Sub-
aerial erosion in the intervening decade may well have made the nature of the site 
clearer.  

Discussion: 

No archaeological significance.  
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8.5. Enclosure & dyke 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB01 HU 3765 2985 Enclosure and dyke Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
348 3759 2974 enclosure(s), other

4357 3765 2985 enclosure(s), other

4357 3765 2985 dyke(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“A rectangular enclosure, measuring 9m by 8m and aligned E-W is defined by turf and 
stone banks standing to 0.4m high.The E end has been eroded back with the cliff. A 
1.3m wide entrance gap lies to the the S, while a ruinous dyke runs inland from the SW 
and is visible for c.30m. The site is covered by 0.5m of peat and surrounded by rough 
grass and heath.” 
o SMR # 348 says: 
“<1>. Subcircular enclosure remaining as turf covered banks, just clipped by cliff. 
Traces of a wall projecting to the north.” 
o SMR # 4357 says: 
“<1> The remains of an enclosed field and associated dyke system, measuring 9m x 8m 
and 0.4m high. A natural section through banks revealed them to be of turf and stone 
construction. The west end and part of the north and south sides survives: the east end 
has been eroded back with the cliff. A gap (1.3m wide) in the south bank may represent 
an entrance. The fragmentary remains of a low dyke runs inland from the south west 
corner of the enclosure and is visible for c. 30m. Although a precise date could not be 
ascertained, the site is likely to be of considerable age, given that it is covered by c. 
0.5m of peat and that the coastline has eroded bakc beyond its eastern end. Relief: the 
structure is located on the edge of a high cliff, has partially eroded over the cliff edge. 
See photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 The two entries in the SMR appear to describe the same monument. 
 The substantial turf and stone bank is still visible but has suffered further erosion 

since it was examined by EASE. 

Discussion: 

Difficult to date, but the depth of peat suggests some antiquity.  The nearest signs of 
settlement are at Symbister. 

8.6. Bank & dyke 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB05 HU 369 288 Bank Unknown 
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SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3477 3690 2880 bank(s) 
3477 3690 2880 dyke(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“A short stretch of turf and stone bank runs parallel to cliff edge, enclosing a small area 
of land to its seaward side. This cannot now be described as a promontory but it may 
have been more substantial in the past since the coastline in this area is actively 
eroding.  The bank is aligned E to W, extends for 10m and is up to 1m wide; it stands to 
0.5m high.  The stones measure, on average, 0.4m by 0.3m.  The bank lies close to the 
coast edge, on level rough grassland.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> A short stretch of turf and stone bank running parallel to the cliff edge. It has a 
length of 10m and a width of 1m and a height of 0.5m. The average stone size is 0.4m x 
0.3m. It may be part of a dyke or may have enclosed a small area of land to the 
seaward side. This cannot now be described as a promontory but it may have been 
more substantial in the past since the coastline in this area is actively eroding. See 
photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 This survey could not locate the monuments described.  They are presumed lost over 
the cliff, given that the coast was noted as actively eroding in the mid-1990s. 

Discussion: 

The comparatively light construction described suggests that construction was 
comparatively recent.  Banks along the edge of cliff were sometimes constructed to 
prevent stock loss, for example the one around Fitful Head, Dunrossness, and may be 
dated to around the 18th century. 

8.7. Enclosed promontory 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB04 HU 371 288 Enclosed promontory Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3476 3710 2880 dyke(s) 
3476 3710 2880 enclosure(s), other

3476 3710 2880 bank(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“A discontinuous line of large stones protrude from the turf at the neck of a promontory, 
marking the remains of a wall. Aligned E to W, the wall was 26m long by Im wide and 
stood less than I m high. The stones measured up to 0.75m by 0.6m. At the west end 
additional stones extend beyond the wall line, suggesting a small adjoining structure. 
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Within the enclosure, several uneven patches, with darker vegetation, may indicate the 
presence of further structures. This site is most likely to be a stock enclosure, but there 
was nothing to indicate when it was built. There was no loose stone in the vicinity, 
possibly due to robbing away for reuse elsewhere.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> A group of large stones protruding from the turf in a line across a promontory 
marked the remnants of a wall. It measures 1m in width and 26m long and a maximum 
of 1m in height.There was no loose stone in the vicinity, possibly due to  robbing away 
for re-use elswhere. To its west end further stones protrude beyond the wall line, 
suggesting the presence of a small adjoining structure. To the interior of the enclosed 
area several bumpy patches with darker vegetation may indicate the presence of further 
structures. This site is most likely to be a stock enclosure, but there was nothing to 
indicate when it was built. See photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 No darker areas of vegetation were noticed at the times of visit.  The headland is 
extremely exposed to the south and southwest and is subject to erosion and rockfall. 

Discussion: 

Promontory forts are usually associated with the Iron Age but in this case there are no 
extant distinguishing features to suggest that this was a promontory fort and the style of 
building is similar to major stretches of boundary found elsewhere on Houss and 
assigned to the Neolithic.  Nevertheless, the site is too substantial to be simply for 
stock.  It may represent the remains of an early settlement but its date cannot be 
determined from morphology alone.  

8.8. Cist 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

EB02 HU 3715 2875 Stone box / cist Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3544 3715 2975 burial, cist 
 
o EASE says: 
“A square, sunken 'box' shaped feature with three surviving sides lies on the coast 
edge. The southern end had been eroded away. Stones protruded from the turf cover 
on two sides. This feature may be a box for fishing bait but could alternatively be the 
remains of a burial cist. It measures I m by I m and was 0.22m deep. There was no 
indication of a capstone or covering mound and it is likely that any contents within this 
feature have now been lost. The site lies in rough grassland.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1>A square, sunken 'box' shaped feature with three surviving sides. It measures 1m x 
1m and is 0.22m high. The southern end has been eroded  away. Stones were visible 
protruding from the turf cover on two sides. They measures between 0.2 and 0.25m in 
diameter and they are angular. This feature is interpreted as a possible Bronze Age 
short cist on account of its size and shape. There was no indication of a capstone or 
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covering mound and it is likely that any contents within this feature have now been lost. 
Relief: located on the edge of a high cliff, has partially eroded over the cliff edge. See 
photograph in file.” 

Observations: 

 The cist could not be located on this survey.  There is erosion and rockfall along this 
part of the coast. 

Discussion: 

The cist has probably eroded away.  Difficult to date, the shape and size may suggest a 
Bronze Age short cist.  If this was a burial, it does not offer confirmation of settlement.  

8.9. Enclosed promontory & enclosure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
EB03 HU 371 287 Enclosed promontory 1st Mill BC - 1st Mill AD

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
349 3709 2871 enclosure(s), other 
349 3709 2871 building, unclassified

3545 3710 2870 fort, promontory 
 
o EASE says: 
“A substantial earthen bank runs across the narrowest point leading on to the Point of 
Stakka promontory. Aligned E to W, it measured 14m in length by 1.5m in width and 
stood up to 1m high. The presence of an accompanying ditch was suggested by an 
area of lighter vegetation to the land ward side of the bank. To the seaward side of the 
eastern end of the bank, the footings of a rectangular structure or enclosure lay close to 
the bank. The bank is more substantial than what would be required for a stock barrier, 
and while the size of the enclosed area makes it unlikely as a promontory for, it may 
have enclosed a homestead or monastic site.” 
o SMR # 349 says: 
“<1>. 3 sides of subrectangular structure or enclosure. The NE bank is well-defined, 
c.0.4m. high max. and is situated across the neck of the promontary. The NW side is 
absent, the other two are illdefined.” 
o SMR # 3545 says: 
“<1>  A substantial turf and stone (?) bank restricting access to the promontory. To the 
inland side of the bank an area of lighter vegetation suggested the presence of an 
accompanying ditch. To the seaward side of the eastern end of the bank the slight 
outline of a rectangular structure or enclosure was visible backing onto the bank. There 
was nothing with which to date this site but it would appear to have been built as a 
defensive structure, with high broad walls. The small area of land enclosed by the bank 
makes it an unlikely site for a promontory fort but it may have contained a homestead. 
This bank was notably more substantial than others seen in similar locations which 
functioned as stock barriers. Relief: located across narrow 'waist' of land leading to 
small promontory (Point of Stakka). See photographs in file.” 
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Observations: 

 High on a cliff, the site is exposed to the south and southwest and the promontory 
continues to suffer rockfall and erosion.   

 The two entries in the SMR appear to describe the same monument. 

Discussion: 

As with the neighbouring enclosed promontory (EASE # EB4 / SMR # 3476), the 
construction seems too substantial simply for a stock enclosure.  Promontory forts are 
usually associated with the Iron Age but in this case there are no extant distinguishing 
features to suggest that this was a promontory fort.  Unlike on the neighbouring 
headland, a bank and ditch are used here to create the barrier.  This lighter form of 
construction may suggest a later date.  The rectangular feature need not be 
contemporary with the barrier.  Given the exposed nature of the site, it may represent 
the remains of an early settlement but its date cannot be determined from morphology 
alone.  
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1. Trondra Source Map 1 

1.1. Boundaries 

Records: 

Except where otherwise noted, the boundaries shown on Houss Source Maps had not 
previously been recorded with the exception of those few stretches which are shown on 
the 1970s Ordnance Survey maps.   

Observations: 

 In order not to clutter the Source Maps, boundaries have not been identified or 
discussed individually.  All have been surveyed with GPS in order to ensure accurate 
display on the Source Maps, and detail is shown in Boundary Maps.   

 Except where individually identified in separate notes, the construction of the 
boundaries was of discontinuous lines of earthfast stones, in some cases of quite 
massive proportions e.g. up to one metre high visible over the turf.     

 The boundary which cuts off the northeastern part of Trondra from the rest of the 
island, is discussed separately.  

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).  
The boundaries must have been more imposing in the period leading up to the Iron Age.  
They are likely to have been dismantled when it became general to use hill land for 
common grazing, as they would otherwise have hindered stock access.   The way in 
which the major lines may have divided the landscape is discussed in the body of the 
study, including the interpretation of the different junctions, many of which appear to 
have been dismantled. 

1.2. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE048 3988 3831 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 7 June 2001.” 
 
Observations: 
 Small drystone yard, still in agricultural use.   

Discussion: 

The continued use of the yard, its appearance on the 1881 map and its overall 
construction suggest that it dates to 18th-20th century.  No relevance for Iron Age. 
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1.3. House 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

T16 HU 3902 3783 Enclosures 18th - 20th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
5896 3903 3784 house, oval 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE032 3903 3784 structure 
 
o EASE says: 
“A rectilinear enclosure measures 40m by 50m and is aligned north to south. The walls 
stand up to 1 m high and are surrounded by loose stone. At the south east corner there 
is an oval sheep crue. This measures 8m by 6m. Buried stones in the vicinity of the 
sheep crue suggest that there may have been an earlier building in this area.” 
o SMR says: 
“(1) Foundations of an oval structure about 10m by 8m externally, lying immediately 
beneath a more recent field boundary dyke, itself ruined. Fragments of non-diagnostic, 
probably prehistoric, pottery from rabbit scrapes nearby.” 
o NMRS says: 
“HU 3903 3784 Foundations of an oval structure, about 10 x 8m externally, lying immediately 
beneath a more recent field boundary dyke, itself ruined. Fragments of non-diagnostic, probably 
prehistoric, pottery from rabbit scrapes nearby.  Sponsor: Historic Scotland  N Fojut 2000.” 

Observations: 

 A more recent but poorly-built rectangular enclosure lies further along the field 
boundary, presumably built from stone robbed from earlier structures.   

 The site lies on a west-facing slope at an elevation of 30m and about 30m from the 
cliff edge.  It is very exposed to the west and also the north. 

Discussion: 

The lack of shelter to the north and west together with its height above sea level 
suggests that this homestead may have been abandoned in the face of changing 
climate earlier than the house site to the south (EASE # T7 / SMR # 382 & 3505 / 
NMRS # HU33NE002), which lies at sea-level.  It is, however, better-preserved than the 
settlement on the northwest tip of Bruna Ness (EASE # WB21 / SMR # 3530). 

1.4. Noosts 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

T14 HU 394 382 Noosts 18th - 20th C
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o EASE says: 
“Four or more boat noosts are located on or close to the beach around the head of the 
bay. They are visible as slight, grass-covered boat-shaped depressions. Some remain 
in use.” 

Observations: 

 The noosts are visible, sited in the best sheltered part of the bay. 

Discussion: 

Noosts have been in use from the Norse period until the 20th century.  These were 
probably used by the inhabitants of Cauldhame, but cannot be securely dated. 

1.5. House & field system 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T15 HU 390 381 Possible house and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC 
 
o EASE says: 
“On a steep hillside, an oval structure is defined by occasional earth fast stones ranged 
around a central depression. It is estimated to measure some 8m by 6m and there is 
some suggestion of internal division. It is built in the lee of a rock outcrop. The remains 
of a field wall curve around one side of the building and there are traces of a field 
system extending for a considerable distance to the north.” 

Observations: 

 The remains of an oval structure of size described are visible on a steep slope 
leading to the cliff edge, over which part of the structure appears to have eroded.  
Closer approach not possible in safety. 

 The remains are located on a steep slope some 30m above sea-level and exposed to 
the west and north.   

 The state of preservation is comparable to the house site to the south (EASE # T16 / 
SMR # 5896 / NMRS # HU33NE032), but better than the settlement to the north 
(EASE # T6 / SMR # 3504) and also better than the settlement on the northwest tip 
of Bruna Ness (EASE # WB21 / SMR # 3530). 

 This site lies to the south of another possible settlement (EASE # T6 / SMR # 3504), 
and north of another house site (EASE # T16 / SMR # 5896 / NMRS # HU33NE032).   

Discussion: 

The state of preservation suggests that the site may have been abandoned at the same 
time as the house to the south (EASE # T16 / SMR # 5896 / NMRS # HU33NE032).  In 
both cases, the lack of shelter to the north and west together with elevation above sea 
level suggests that the homesteads may have been abandoned in the face of changing 
climate.  The house at the Pund of Burland (EASE # T7 / SMR # 382 & 3505 / NMRS # 
HU33NE002), which lies at sea-level, is much better preserved.   
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1.6. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE049 3976 3832 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 7 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 This survey could not locate the structure.  The location given appears to lie under a 
new house, and may have been cleared. 

Discussion: 

The recent agricultural use of the area, and the appearance of the yard on the 1880s 
map, suggest that it dated to 18th-20th century. 

1.7. Settlement 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T06 HU 392 383 Settlement 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3504 3920 3830 settlement, other 
3504 3920 3830 dyke(s) 
3504 3920 3830 house, oval 
 
o EASE says: 
“A large concentration of stone, some of which appears structural, covers an area 
measuring 100m by 100m. Within this area, a probable oval structure, measuring 7m x 
5m, was defined by large stones, some of which were orthostatic. The stones were 
covered by peat and turf. The remains of several dykes and possible enclosures were 
suggested by groupings of stones in the wider area. A sheep crue of recent date has 
been built over a raised, flattened platform, which may have been part of an earlier 
settlement. Groups of small stony mounds surround the area and may be the result of 
stone clearance. The site is probably that of a prehistoric settlement.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> An area measuring 100m x 100m containing a large concentration of stone, some 
of which appears structural. Within this area, an oval structure (house site?) measuring 
7m x 5m was located at a distance of c. 20m inland. It was defined by large stones, 
some of which were orthostatic, partially protruding from under the peat and turf 
covering. Fragmentary remains of several dykes/enclosures were also suggested. A 
later sheep pen has been built over a raised, flattened platform, which may relate to 
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earlier settlement. Groups of small stony mounds which surround the area may be the 
result of stone clearance. See photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 Complex and fragmentary stone settings representing the disconnected remains of a 
settlement lie on a gentle slope poorly sheltered to the north and west.   

 Their vestigial nature is similar to the settlement site on northwest Bruna Ness (EASE 
# WB21 / SMR # 3530) and to the traces of settlement by the Trondra bridge (SMR # 
5857). 

Discussion: 

The insubstantial nature of the remains and their complete lack of shelter to the north 
and west suggest that they may have been abandoned early, in the face of changing 
climate. 

1.8. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE050 3955 3834 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland 
(Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 7 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 Small drystone yard, still in agricultural use.   

Discussion: 

The continued use of the yard, its appearance on the 1880s map and its overall 
construction suggest that it dates to 18th-20th century  

1.9. Enclosure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T13 HU 3967 3841 Enclosure 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“A discontinuous arc of earth fast stones appear to define part of a semi-circular 
enclosure, baked on to the coast. The enclosure is estimated to measure at least 50m 
by 50m and may be of prehistoric date.” 

Observations: 

 The site was located, but part may have eroded since the visit by EASE.   
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Discussion: 

The style of construction suggests a prehistoric date and this may be the remains of a 
field system.  As seen, however, it is supporting but not conclusive evidence for 
settlement in area. 

1.10. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE047 3980 3843 structure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“One unroofed structure attached to a field wall is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch 
map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 
1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 7 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 The remains of a demolished crub were visible at this location. 

Discussion: 

The appearance of the yard on the 1880s map suggest that it dates to 18th-20th century. 

1.11. Noost 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

T11 HU 4010 3856 Noost Unknown 
 
o EASE says: 
“A noost with stone revetted walls is cut into the banks. It measures 10m in length by 
7m in width. Several earth fast stones extend the line of the walls on to the beach, 
indicating that the structure was once larger but has been truncated by coastal erosion.” 

Observations: 

 The  noost is still in use – at the time of visit by this survey it contained a blue boat. 

Discussion: 

Noosts have been in use from the Norse period until the 20th century.  These were 
probably used by the inhabitants of Scarfataing, but cannot be securely dated. 

1.12. Noosts & enclosure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range
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EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

T12 HU 3987 3845 Noosts and enclosure 18th - 20th C

 
o EASE says: 
“Two noosts are built on the coast edge. Defined by a curving revetted wall, the noosts 
are separated by a stone partition. Together the noosts measure 5m in width and 10m 
in length; they are eroding at the sea ward end. Nearby the remains of a revetted wall 
runs from the coast edge to adjoin a ruinous rectangular enclosure.” 

Observations: 

 A wall runs from the noosts up to a nearby crofting enclosure (NMRS # HU33NE047). 

Discussion: 

Noosts have been in use from the Norse period until the 20th century.  These were 
probably used by the inhabitants of Scarfataing or Cauldhame, but cannot be securely 
dated.  

1.13. Burnt mound 

Records: 
 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T10 HU 4015 3855 Burnt mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
880 4016 3855 burnt mound(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU43NW002 4015 3855 burnt mound 
 
o EASE says: 
“An oval burnt mound, measuring 7m by 4m, stands up to 0.7m high. It lies in a small 
loch or seasonally flooded area some 8m from the coast edge. A fence runs over the 
mound.” 
o SMR says: 
“Located about 100 to 150 yds. NE of Scarfataing.  Listed in Calder with no further 
information.  Small oval-shaped, turf-covered mound of burnt stones, 7m x 4m x 0.7m 
high.  The burnt mound was in a flooded area of semi improved sheep grazed grassland 
close to the shore of Meadow Ayre and opposite Scalloway.  A ditch runs into the south 
end of the flooded area.  A rickety, non stock proof fence runs past the west end of the 
scheduled area and across the middle of the flood. …  The mound seemed small, only 
about 3m long and protruding no more than 0.5m above the water level.  The burnt 
mound faces the sea and this face was slightly worn.” 
o NMRS says: 
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“HU 400 385 (C S T Calder 1965). A mound of burnt stones lies between 100 and 150 yds NE of 
Scarfstaing.   RCAHMS 1946, visited 1933.  
HU 4015 3855. A small oval-shaped, turf-covered mound of burnt stones, 7.0m x 4.0m x 0.7m 
high.  
Surveyed at 1/2500.   Visited by OS (WDJ) 14th May 1968.” 

Observations: 

 Two burnt mounds mark the coastal ends of a line of crofting boundary, which cuts 
off the northeast corner of the island from the rest of Trondra.  This mound marks the 
northern end. 

Discussion: 

Burnt mounds are usually associated with the Bronze Age.  The use of a line between 
this mound and the one further south (EASE # T25 / SMR # 881 / NMRS # 
HU43NW003) to demarcate land appears to date to the re-ordering of landholdings by 
Balfour (Balfour, 1772).  

1.14. Fishing station 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

T24 HU 404 384 Fishery 18th - 20th C

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
879 4040 3840 fishing station 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference 
easting 

Grid reference 
northing NMRS site type 

HU43NW022.01 4045 3845 farming and fishing / jetty 
 
o EASE says: 
“A concrete pier with a ferry ramp, rubbled jetty, a railed slipway and a boat shed mark 
the site of a fishery which was in use in the 19th and 20th centuries (Hume, 1977, 308).” 
o SMR says: 
“Could not locate.  Spoke to the landowner, Dr. C.A. Goodlad (author of the “Shetland 
Fishing Saga”) who was not aware of a fishing station on the site indicated.” 
o NMRS says: 
“HU43NW 22 4045 3845.” 

Observations: 

 The remnants of the jetty are still visible, and the position of the buildings is shown on 
RCAHMS photographs (see NMRS# HU43NW22.01 on-line for details). 

 It is known that there was a 19th century cod curing station on Trondra (Smith, 1984). 

Discussion: 

No prehistoric archaeological implications. 
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1.15. Crouched burial 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
2417 4020 3825 burial(s), human 
2417 4020 3825 burial, crouched 
 
o SMR says: 
“Reported to museum as being about 150yds N of shore at Scarfataing, and 30 yds. S 
of the road.  Could not locate.  Local resident Dr. C.A. Goodlad said (a) some bones 
were found when the road was re-aligned about 12 years ago (b) a crouched burial was 
found by a delling team under a flat stone c 1910 at roughly the position indicated.” 

Observations: 

 Mrs. Moncrieff, a long-time resident at Cutts, pointed out the place.  She said she 
had heard from one of the men who found the burial in the course of breaking in new 
tattie rigs around 1910.  She was told that they found a man with long black hair, and 
that he had been buried in a sitting position.  They filled the place back in.   

Discussion: 

Difficult to date and not in itself proof of settlement, but bears similarities to the burial 
reported at Houlls on Houss (This Survey # H10). 

1.16. Chapel 

Records: 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
2172 4025 3837 church/chapel 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU43NW004 4025 3836 chapel (possible) 
 
o SMR says: 
“The foundations of an ancient building.  As yet it is not possible to determine the exact 
nature of the remains.  The walls are well-built with good vertical faces, and joints filled 
with either lime-mortar or clay.  A deposit of rotten shells, mainly mussel and limpet, and 
a few bones have been found mixed with earth.  The building was sub-rectangular, and 
4-5 courses remain in a length of 16ft and a depth of 2ft 3in.  the major axis would seem 
to lie E-W, and there is a tradition of a chapel and burial ground having existed near the 
site.  About 12 years ago two earthen urns and part of a no-rotary quern and other relics 
were found near the structure.  The urns are said to have contained only earth, and fell 
to pieces soon after exposure.  Brian Smith (archivist) says that the north end of 
Trondra was a large arable estate and that one would expect there to be a private 
chapel of the landowner in the area.  The exposed wall in 1m wide and 0.35m high.  
The site is listed by R.G. Cant as a medieval chapel.” 
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o NMRS says: 
“HU43NW 4 4025 3836.   
(Area: HU 403 383) During recent road-making operations at 'The Cutts,' the foundations of an 
ancient building were partly exposed, but it is not yet possible to determine the precise nature of 
the remains. The walls are well built with good vertical faces, and the joints are filled with either 
lime-mortar or clay. A deposit of rotten shells, mainly mussel and limpet, and a few bones have 
been found, intermixed with earth round the base of the structure.   The building has apparently 
been rectangular in out- line, but as so far only one angle has been uncovered - to the extent of 
four or five courses in length of 16' and a depth of 2'3" - the exact dimensions cannot at present 
be stated. From surface indications, however, it would seem that the major axis of the building 
lay E-W, and in this connection it is interesting to note that there is a tradition in the island that a 
chapel/ and burial-ground formerly existed near the site.   About twelve years ago two earthen 
urns, part of a non- rotary quern, and other relics were found near the struct- ure. The urns are 
said to have contained earth only and ...they fell to pieces shortly after exposure.   RCAHMS 
1946, visited 1933.  
HU 4025 3837. The remains of this building are as described by RCAHMS and little appears to 
have been done on the site since the Commissions visit in 1933. The exposed wall is 1.0m wide 
and 0.35m high. There is a strong opinion on the island that this is the site of a chapel.   
Surveyed at 1/2500.   Visited by OS (WDJ) 14th May 1968.” 

Observations: 

 The site appears on lists of medieval chapels (Cant, 1975).  
 According to Mrs. Moncrieff of Cutts, a long-time local resident, the graveyard 

associated with the chapel extended below the modern road and onto the eastern 
side of it. 

Discussion: 

Medieval chapels are often associated with broch sites, although the nearest broch sites 
are Burland and Scalloway, both over 2 kilometres away.  The presence of a medieval 
chapel suggests the possible presence of an important dwelling nearby.   

1.17. Burnt mound 

Records: 
 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T25 HU 4004 3816 Burnt mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
881 4004 3817 burnt mound(s) 

 
NMRS data Query 

Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU43NW003 4004 3816 burnt mound 
 
o EASE says: 
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“A burnt mound was previously noted in this area. It was oval in shape, measuring 5m 
by 2.5., it stood up to 0.4m high. The site is now occupied by a modern house and no 
trace of the mund could be seen. It may have been destroyed during the construction of 
the building or may be obscured by landscaping.” 
o SMR says: 
“(2) At the S extremity of the same valley as SMR 880, near South ayre. 
(3) Listed in Calder with no further information. 
(4) A small oval-shaped turf-covered mound of burnt sotones, 5m x 2.5m x 0.4m high.” 
o NMRS says: 
“HU43NW 3 4004 3816. HU 401 382 (C S T Calder 1965). A mound of burnt stones lies at the 
southern extremity of the same valley as HU43NW 2and near South Ayre. RCAHMS 1946. 
Visited 1933.  
HU 4004 3818. A small oval-shaped turf-covered mound of burnt stones, 5.0m x 2.5m x 0.4m 
high.  
Surveyed at 1/2500.   Visited by OS(WDJ) 14th May 1968.  
HU 33 42 The entire coastlines of the islands of West Burra, East Burra and Tondra together 
with a 20m inland strip was surveyed during May-June 1995. The aim was to locate and identify 
sites and areas of archaeology either currently subject to, or under threat from coastal erosion. 
Tondra: Only nine sites were identified on Tondra, however this small number includes at least 
three prehistoric settlements with associated field systems, as well as eroding structures, cairns 
and burnt mounds.  Sponsor: Shetland Amenity Trust.  EASE 1995.” 

Observations: 

 Two burnt mounds mark the coastal ends of a line of crofting boundary, which cuts 
off the northeast corner of the island from the rest of Trondra.  This much eroded 
mound marks the southern end. 

 The mound is located next to a newly cut drainage ditch.  It is very low and eroding 
rapidly. 

Discussion: 

Burnt mounds are usually associated with the Bronze Age.  The use of a line between 
this mound and the one further north (EASE # T10 / SMR # 880 / NMRS # 
HU43NW002) to demarcate land appears to date to the re-ordering of landholdings by 
Balfour (Balfour, 1772).  

1.18. Noost 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

T05 HU 399 381 Noost or well Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3503 3990 3810 noost(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“Walling, revetted into an angled niche in the natural deposits beneath a break in slope, 
forms two 'side' walls of a feature. The walling stood up to six courses or 1 .5m high. 
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The stones measured up to 0.6m by 0.4m in size. The 1 m gap between the walls was 
spanned by large slabs, topped by rounded stones. The area beneath this covering had 
been partially filled with washed in debris. This feature may represent the inner end of a 
boat noost, although no trace remains of the other end. Alternatively, it may have 
covered a natural spring or well.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> A fragment of walling revetted into the natural deposits beneath the break of slope. 
This feature is composed of two 'side' walls of which a maximum of 6 courses were 
visible. Large slabs, topped by rounded stones, spanned the gap between the walls. 
The voided area underneath the capstone had been partially filled with washed in 
debris. The feature had a width of 1m and a height of 1.5m. The maximum stone size 
was 0.6m x 0.4m. The interpretation of this feature is difficult; while it has the 
appearance of the inner end of a boat noost, there were no traces of this on the beach. 
An alternative suggestion is that it forms part of the covering to a well. See photograph 
in file.” 

Observations: 

 The feature is located at NGR 39970 38114. 

Discussion: 

Whether well or noost, this feature cannot be securely dated and is not in itself proof of 
settlement.  Noosts have been in use from the Norse period until the 20th century.   

1.19. Longhouse 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

T27 HU 3950 3804 Long house 10th - 14th C

 
o EASE says: 
“A rectilinear building lies on sloping ground, close to old quarry workings. The building 
is defined by grass covered walls, faced on both sides, which are between 1m and 1.5m 
in width. Overall the building measures 21m in length by up to 9m; it is subdivided into 
two parts. The upper end has bowed walls and rounded gables and measures 14m by 
9m. The gables are about 4m wide. A possible entrance lies on the north east side. The 
lower end of the building measures 7m in length by about 5m wide. (NB all 
measurements given are internal). The building would appear to be a longhouse of the 
Viking period. It is surrounded by remnants of a field system. This area was the last part 
of the island to be brought into cultivation and this structure predates the recorded 
settlement in this area (T. Isbister, pers, comm.).” 

Observations: 

 The site is located at NGR 39510 38006.  
 Local crofter, Tommy Isbister of Burland, says that Cauldhame was the most croft 

most recently taken in from the hill.   

Discussion: 

The bowed walls of the longhouse suggest an early Norse date.  It is situated on the 
edge of good crofting land, which is likely to have supported cultivation at an earlier 
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period.  If that period included the Late Iron Age, the site of the longhouse would fit with 
a model of early Norse settlement being established on the edge of existing 
settlements. 

1.20. Structure 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE051 3953 3797 structures 
HU33NE051 3953 3797 enclosure 
 
o NMRS says: 
“Five unroofed structures, one of which has two compartments, and one enclosure are depicted 
on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on 
the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973), although the enclosure is shown incomplete.  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 7 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 A series of drystone enclosures has been built against a rocky outcrop which has 
been used as a quarry for building stone in the recent past.  Of rectangular 
appearance but differing in the quality of construction, they appear to have been in 
comparatively recent agricultural use. 

Discussion: 

The ready availability of building stone at this location makes the enclosures difficult to 
date. 
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2. Trondra Source Map 2 

2.1. Boundaries 

Records: 

Except where otherwise noted, the boundaries shown on Houss Source Maps had not 
previously been recorded with the exception of those few stretches which are shown on 
the 1970s Ordnance Survey maps.   

Observations: 

 In order not to clutter the Source Maps, boundaries have not been identified or 
discussed individually.  All have been surveyed with GPS in order to ensure accurate 
display on the Source Maps, and detail is shown in Boundary Maps.   

 Except where individually identified in separate notes, the construction of the 
boundaries was of discontinuous lines of earthfast stones, in some cases of quite 
massive proportions e.g. up to one metre high visible over the turf.     

 The boundary which cuts off the northeastern part of Trondra from the rest of the 
island, is discussed separately.  

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).  
The boundaries must have been more imposing in the period leading up to the Iron Age.  
They are likely to have been dismantled when it became general to use hill land for 
common grazing, as they would otherwise have hindered stock access.   The way in 
which the major lines may have divided the landscape is discussed in the body of the 
study, including the interpretation of the different junctions, many of which appear to 
have been dismantled. 

2.2. Click mills 

Records: 
 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

T22 HU 3920 3700 Click mill 18th - 20th C

T23 HU 3917 3695 Click mill 18th - 20th C

 
o EASE # T22 says: 
“A click mill on a small watercourse is reduced to rubble.” 
o EASE # T23 says: 
“A click mill on a small watercourse has been restored to working order using original 
building techniques. The mill lies within the traditional working croft at Burland.” 

Observations: 

 There are two click mills on the Burland croft, one of which (EASE # T23) has been 
fully restored to working order. 
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Discussion: 

Built to take advantage of watercourses, mills are not always close to settlement.  The 
mill structures themselves are probably 18th-20th century, but may have re-used stone 
from other nearby structures. 

2.3. Broch 

Records: 
 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T26 HU 3898 3694 Broch 1st Mill BC - 1st Mill AD

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
384 3898 3995 broch/brough 

 
o EASE says: 
“The remains of a broch, previously thought to have been entirely destroyed, were 
rediscovered during a site assessment carried out in 2000 (Moore and Wilson 2001). 
The broch lies on a small offshore islet which appears originally to have been connected 
to the shore by a causeway. The remains of several structures, including a smithy 
building which may be contemporary with it, were excavated on the shore directly in 
front of the broch (see T17). The broch is thought to have been dismantled in the early 
1800’s to provide stone for the pier at Scalloway (T. Isbister, pers comm)” 
o SMR says: 
“<1>. Was connected to Trondra by a causeway, now destroyed. Main building also 
very destroyed.” 

Observations: 

 The broch lies on a small offshore island which appears originally to have been 
connected to the shore by a causeway.  Originally thought to be only a possible 
broch (Fojut, 198582), the site was identified definitely by EASE in 2000 (The Council 
for Scottish Archaeology, 200081) and 2002 (The Council for Scottish Archaeology, 
2002107).   

 The broch dismantled for the pier at Scalloway was actually the broch at Brough on 
Burra (Thomas, 1876482). 

Discussion: 

The only broch known on Trondra.   

2.4. Iron working site & midden 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T17 HU 3910 3696 Smithy and possible long house 1st Mill BC - 1st Mill AD 
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SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3058 3905 3702 house, other 
3058 3905 3702 Midden 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE064 3906 3700 metal-working site 
 
o EASE says: 
“Fragments of at least two wall ends were visible in a 12m long coastal exposure. The 
masonry was surrounded by deposits of anthropogenic soil, rich in shell and charcoal. 
The exposure lay to the seaward side of a mound which measured some 8m by 6m. 
The remains were revisited and assessed through limited area excavation in 2000. The 
findings of this work indicate that at least three phases of construction are present. Part 
of a sub rectangular building with large hearth areas and substantial burnt deposits and 
hammerscale debris was interpreted as a smithy of Iron Age date. Several quern 
stones, including a decorated top rotary quern stone, were found set into the floor of this 
building. The smithy is thought to have been in use at the same time as an offshore 
broch (see T26) and to have been connected to it by a causeway. Part of a later 
elongated building, with a central floor drain, was found above the smithy. This may be 
a Viking/Norse long house. The smithy was built over an earlier building but this was not 
excavated (Moore & Wilson 2001).” 
o SMR says: 
“(1) Remains of a midden, largely eroded into the sea - shell and some bone (possibly 
finger bone), and some broch-type pottery. Structure adjacent, orthostat and medium-
sized stones visible in section. Above this a grassy mound extends c7m back from the 
coastal edge x c5m across. Around the mound (c0.5m above ground level) there are 
traces of a dyke, remaining as low grass-covered stones. The shore is c1m below the 
ground surface, therefore there is c1.5m of stratigraphy here. To the south, a square 
structure (pen/crub/"yard" (T.Isbister)) has been erected at the side of the mound, 
probably using stones from the structure. There are also the remains of a possible noost 
between the two. T.Isbister has broch-type and undiagnostic pottery from the site. There 
is a causeway connecting the broch of Burraland to the shore which comes ashore at 
this point. The site may be contemporary with and therefore associated with the broch. 
Approx. 1.75m of the site has been lost due to erosion in the last 15 years (T.Isbister, 
pers.comm.).” 
o NMRS says: 
“HU33NE 64 3906 3700  HU 3906 3700 Rescue excavations were carried out on a sub-
rectangular building of probable Late Iron Age date, which is being eroded by the sea. 
Preliminary findings suggest that the building, in its final phases at least, functioned as a smithy. 
A series of small hearths together with an anvil stone and widespread evidence of hammer scale 
were found in the interior. Fragments of up to six rotary quernstones, one of which is decorated, 
were recovered, together with quantities of decorated black burnished pottery. Summary 
investigations on a small offshore islet which lies adjacent to the site revealed the very 
fragmentary remains of a probable broch (HU 33 NE 1).  
Sponsor: Historic Scotland  H Moore and G Wilson 2000. 
HU 3906 3700 The second and final season of excavation of this site was carried out in June and 
July 2002, and aimed to further investigate a stone structure partially uncovered in 2000 (DES 
2000, 81), and at risk from coastal erosion. In addition to two large central hearths and several 
peripheral fire-pits found in 2000, work uncovered three well-preserved furnace bases, set into 
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the lowest floor levels within the building. Two of these were clay-lined pits set into the floor. 
One pit had a rotary quernstone at it base, the central hole of which was set over a flue. The 
building appears to have been used exclusively for metalworking. Substantial deposits of slag 
and hammer scale, together with casting debris and a clay mould, were recovered. Investigations 
on a nearby holm recovered evidence of the ground plan of a broch (HU 33 NE 1), thought to be 
of contemporary date.   Sponsors: HS, Shetland Amenity Trust.  H Moore and G Wilson 2002.” 

Observations: 

 The site was investigated  by EASE (The Council for Scottish Archaeology, 200081, 
2002107).  Three phases of construction were discovered.  The earliest building was 
not excavated.  Above it were the remains of a sub-rectangular building of Iron Age 
date, which had functioned as a smithy.  Above this lay an elongated building with a 
central floor drain, which was thought to be a Viking / Norse longhouse.  The coastal 
section contained anthropogenic soil, rich in shell and charcoal. 

Discussion: 

A multi-period settlement shown by the iron working to be of some status.  Apparently 
occupied before, during and after the Iron Age.  

2.5. Burnt mound 

Records: 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
383 3929 3712 burnt mound(s) 

 
o SMR says: 
“<1>. Small mound, grass covered 10'x16', stones exposed in centre. 
<2>. Small burnt mound, c. 5.5m x 8.5m and 0.5m high. The grass-covered mound is 
roughly oval with a central depression. (Photogrpahic record in file).” 

Observations: 

 Small burnt mound, located as described. 

Discussion: 

Burnt mounds are usually associated with the Bronze Age and in this case show that 
the area was occupied before the Iron Age.   

2.6. Mound 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

T03 39284 37337 mound 
 
o This Survey says: 
“A mound of around 70 cms height and measuring approx. 6 metres long and 4 metres 
wide is visible at the north end of the loch.  It consists of good soil, but there is no burnt 
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stone visible.  The mound has been extensively damaged by rabbit burrowing.  Given 
the absence of stone, this is unlikely to be a structure or a burnt mound, although its 
size and situation would otherwise have suggested the latter.” 

Observations: 

 The 1948 aerial photographs show that the water level of the loch has shrunk in 
recent decades, but a line of four rectangular shapes is visible suggesting cultivation 
in this location. 

Discussion: 

Given the absence of stone, this is unlikely to be a structure or a burnt mound.  This 
area appears to have been used for cultivation in recent times which may represent re-
use of an area made fertile by earlier agricultural activity.    

2.7. Cairn 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

T05 39323 37385 cairn 
 
o This Survey says: 
“Earthfast stones define a square whose sides measure 7.3 metres.  The corners of the 
square are aligned with the cardinal points of the compass.  The earthfast stones 
measure between 40 and 50 cms, and number ten to twelve on each side.  The 
symmetry of the structure suggests that it was important, and it is suggested that this is 
a rectangular cairn possibly used for burial.   It may be associated with the longhouse, 
although the shape of the structure suggests a Pictish origin.” 

Observations: 

 Previously unrecorded. 

Discussion: 

The symmetry of the structure suggests careful construction, possibly as a rectangular 
cairn possibly used for burial.   It may be associated with the longhouse, although the 
shape of the structure suggests it is Pictish. 

2.8. House & field system, mounds 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site 

Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 

T07 HU 390 375 House and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC

T08 HU 390 375 Burnt mound 3rd - 1st Mill BC

T09 HU 390 375 Burnt Mounds, clearance cairns and enclosure 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 
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PRN Grid reference Site type 
382 3902 3748 settlement "homestead"

382 3902 3748 cairn(s) clearance 
3505 3900 3750 house, oval 
3505 3900 3750 mound(s) 
3506 3900 3750 burnt mound(s) 
3507 3900 3750 enclosure(s), other 
3507 3900 3750 burnt mound(s) 
3507 3900 3750 cairn(s), clearance 
3508 3900 3750 burnt mound(s) 
3509 3900 3750 burnt mound(s) 
3509 3900 3750 cairn(s), clearance 
 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE002 3901 3751 homestead 
 
o EASE # T7 says: 
“Within an area with frequent stone protruding from beneath peat cover, a substantial 
and well preserved sub-circular prehistoric house is defined by stone walls. It measures 
at least 10m by 7m and the walls are 1 m wide and of double-face construction with a 
rubble core. The stones used in the construction measure up to 0.75m by 0.6m in size. 
This site was partially excavated in the 1960's (C.A.Goodlad, DES 1964, 1985, 1966). It 
was found to contain a clay floor and a central hearth. The excavation trench was not 
backfilled and times of internal divisions formed from orthostats and a central large 
stone setting, probably the remains of the hearth, remain visible. Part of the interior is 
now waterlogged. A passage to the south side may be more the result of previous 
excavation than an original feature, since no entrance is said to have been found. To 
the west of this structure a low mound appeared to be a dump of mixed anthropogenic 
material, possibly representing midden dumping or the excavation spoil heap. The site 
is not immediately threatened by coastal erosion but it has been much disturbed by 
rabbit burrowing. The remains of a field system extend outwards from the house.” 
o EASE # T8 says: 
“A kidney-shaped mound has a hollow center. It measures 5m by 4m and stands up to 
1.5m high. It is mostly covered with turf, but small angular stones are visible in 
occasional exposures. There are also some larger stones towards the center of the 
mound which may be structural. The shape suggests that it may be a burnt mound, 
although it could also be a clearance heap.” 
o EASE # T9 says: 
“A group of small and medium sized mounds, at least two of which are partly denuded 
of turf lie within a circular enclosure. Dense concentrations of small angular stone were 
visible in the larger mounds, reminiscent of burnt mound type deposits. The smaller 
mounds were grass covered and may be clearance cairns rather than burnt mounds. 
The enclosure measures about 25m in diameter and was defined by an earthen bank.” 
o SMR # 382 says: 
“Shown on O.S. 1:10000 map. 
<2>. Excavations on probable Neo/B.A. house-site revealed poorly preserved, double 
stone wall 19'-21' diam. & 3'-4' thick, with rubble core. Clay floor, central hearth c 5' 
diam. Recess in SW arc, c.3' deep x 5' - pottery fragments suggest B.A. stone 
implements and plough tips found. 
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About 1/2 area was uncovered. 
<5>. Attached to the house wall are the remains of 3 large enclosures containing traces 
of old field banks and stone clearance heaps. 
(6).  Newspaper article dated 27/7/73 entitled 'Bronze Age House Uncovered', relating 
to excavation in mid-'60s and the pottery finds.” 
o SMR # 3505 says: 
“<1> Within an area with frequent stone protruding from beneath the turf, a substantial 
and well preserved sub-circular structure was visible. It measured 10m x 7m. The walls 
were c. 1m wide and of double-face construction with a rubble core. The stone size was 
a maximum 0.75m x 0.6m. There were traces of internal divisions formed from 
orthostats and a central large stone setting which looked to be the remains of a hearth. 
Part of the interior was waterlogged and there were reeds growing in it. A well defined 
entrance passage lay to the south side. To the west of this structure a low mound 
appeared to be a dump of mixed anthropogenic material, possibly representing midden 
dumping. An old peat cutting surrounded the site and it is likely that the entire area was 
formerly underneath the peat. The area lies c. 20m from the sea and is not immediately 
threatened by coastal erosion but there has been much burrowing by rabbits. NOTE: 
1:25000 map has a homestead marked in this general area but its exact location was 
not clearly marked. This site may well be the same homestead. See photograph in file 
and also SMR 3506 and 3507.” 
o SMR # 3506 says: 
“<1> A kidney shaped mound measuring 5m x 4m with a maximum height of 1.5m, with 
a hollow centre. Where it is partially exposed small angular stones are visible. There are 
also some larger stones towards the centre, possibly structural. It is c. 2m from the sea, 
and partly denuded of turf. Shape and small shattered stone suggest a burnt mound. It 
lies 10m to the south of SMR 3505. Also see SMR 3507 and photograph in file.” 
o SMR # 3507 says: 
“<1> A group of small and medium sized mounds, at least two of which are partly 
denuded of turf. Dense concentrations of small angular stones were visible here. The 
smaller mounds were grass covered and may be clearance cairns rather than burnt 
mounds. A circular enclosure c. 25m in diameter surrounded these mounds. These 
monuments may not be contemporary. See SMR 3505 and 3506.” 
o SMR # 3508 says: 
“<1> Stoney mound within circular enclosure. Burnt mound.” 
o SMR # 3509 says: 
“<1> Several grass covered mounds. Burnt mounds/clearance cairns.” 
o NMRS says: 
“HU33NE 2 3901 3751.    
HU 390 374: Excavations on a probable Bronze Age house-site have revealed a poorly 
preserved, double stone wall 19'-21' in diameter and 3'-4' thick, infilled with rubble, earth, and 
small stones, within which was a clay floor with a central hearth about 5' in diameter. A recess in 
the SW arc, about 3' deep by 5', yielded several decorated pottery fragments suggesting the 
Bronze Age. Numerous rough stone implements and plough tips have been found. About half the 
apparent area of the structure has been uncovered. Its original appearance was of a circular 
embankment 2' high with no obvious entrance.   C A Goodlad 1964, 1965, 1966  
HU 3901 3751. The remains of an Neolithic/Bronze Age homestead as described by Goodlad. 
Attached to the homestead wall are the remains, outlined by embedded stones, of three large 
enclosures within which are traces of old field banks and stone clearance heaps.   Surveyed at 
1/2500.   Visited by OS(WDJ) 14 May 1968.” 
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Observations: 

 This area contains a well-defined oval house which was unofficially excavated in the 
1960s, lying within an arc of shore-to-shore boundary.  The spoil from the excavation 
is clearly visible at one end of the house.  To the south of the house EASE noted a 
burnt mound and some clearance cairns.  This survey noted mounds lying between 
the house and the shore, but their composition was not clear.   

 A field system extends to the north of the site, along the shore.  This area was 
probably used as a “pundie point” when caaing the hill. 

 There appears to be some element of duplication in the SMR records. 
 The finds from the site are held in the Shetland Museum (ARC # 722, # 7377-7394, # 

7522) and include a broken ard point (ARC # 7522) and an oblong quartz scraper 
measuring c40mm x 25mm x 5mm (ARC # 722) both of which were surface finds.  
Fragments of steatite vessels were recovered from the dig (e.g. ARC # 7391) and 
also two different kinds of pottery.  One type was red in colour and contained steatitic 
fragments (e.g. ARC # 7383 & 7388), and the other was grey (e.g. ARC # 7393).   

Discussion: 

The structure is better preserved than the two other house sites to the north (EASE # 
T15 and EASE # T16 / SMR # 5896 / NMRS # HU33NE032), suggesting that it was 
abandoned later.  If the mounds are classified as burnt mounds, they suggest 
occupation during the Bronze Age.  The finds from the excavation certainly suggest a 
date range from the Bronze Age or earlier, whilst the steatite fragments suggest 
occupation during the Norse period.  

2.9. Longhouse 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

T04 39288 37434 longhouse

 
o This Survey says: 
“Earthfast stones define a rectangle some 16 metres long and oriented NW-SE.  The 
rectangle is 3 metres wide at the NW end, 5.3 metres wide in the middle and some 
5metres wide at the SE end.  On the west side of the NW end, a second rectangle 6.3 
metres in length and approx. 3 metres in width abuts the main one at its short end.  
Some 30 metres to the south, lying mostly within a modern field, lie three lines of 
earthfast boulders describing three sides of a rectangular area some 10 metres by 15 
metres.  This was previously identified to the local crofter as a Norse longhouse, and it 
is suggested that the remains to the south are its associated field system.”   

Observations: 

 This was previously identified by EASE to the local crofter, Tommy Isbister of 
Burland, as a Norse longhouse. 

 Some 30 metres to the south, lying mostly within a modern field, lie three lines of 
earthfast boulders describing three sides of a rectangular area some 10 metres by 15 
metres.  Their size and spacing suggests the type of boundary found on Burra and 
Houss and identified as Neolithic. 
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Discussion: 

An earlier field system may have been adopted by the later longhouse.  The bowed 
walls of the longhouse suggest an early Norse date.  It is situated on the edge of the 
settlement of Burland, where burnt mounds and the evidence from the EASE dig 
indicate occupation during the Bronze Age and the Iron Age.  The site of the longhouse 
would fit with a model of early Norse settlement being established on the edge of 
existing settlements. 

2.10. Structures 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE052 3953 3785 structures 
 
o NMRS says: 
“HU33NE 52 3953 3785   
Two unroofed structures are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & 
Shetland (Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi) and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  
Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 7 June 2001.“ 

Observations: 

 These two enclosures are situated either side of a low crag, at an elevation of 30 
metres.  One sits on a small and notably green platform, at NGR 39561 37840.  
There are turf-covered humps immediately to the south of this crub.  The other is at 
NGR 39537 37845.  The sites overlook a marshy valley to the west. 

Discussion: 

The disturbed nature of the ground suggests that this may have been a site of earlier 
occupation close to a freshwater marshland resource , with the stone of earlier buildings 
re-used to build crubs on a piece of improved land.  There are no burnt mounds in the 
vicinity.  As with other sites at this elevation, it may therefore have been abandoned at 
an early date.  

2.11. Eighteenth century boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

T10 3977 3768 boundary

 
o This Survey says: 
“Mentioned by Balfour, this low boundary bank is only visible in low sunlight.” 

Observations: 

 Vestigial and fleeting remains only. 
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Discussion: 

No prehistoric relevance. 

2.12. Crubs 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

T01 39495 37599 crubs 
 
o This Survey says 
“Three or more circular mounds, noticeable for their fertility and greenness, lie close to 
the line of the Cauldhame boundary.  The mounds are approx. 3-4 metres in diameter, 
and c 30 cms in height.  These mounds are the shape and dimensions of plantiecrubs, 
although the stone used for construction appears to have been entirely removed.  The 
stone may have been removed to build newer croft buildings to the south.  These are 
still in use.  Alternatively, the presence of rotting wood nearby suggests that, unusually, 
they may have been constructed of wood.” 

Observations: 

 The 1948 aerial photographs show circles of lighter vegetation at this spot. 

Discussion: 

Crubs in recent agricultural use, but will have been sited to take advantage of most 
fertile piece of land available.  This may be evidence for earlier cultivation on this spot.  

2.13. Structures 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE053 3950 3763 structures 
 
o NMRS says: 
“HU33NE 53 3950 3763 
Two unroofed structures are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & 
Shetland (Shetland) 1881, sheet lvi). Three unroofed structures are shown on the current edition 
of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information from RCAHMS (SAH) 7 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 A structure at NGR 39775 37578 is built in the lee of a craggy outcrop at an elevation 
of 30 metres and overlooks an area of marshy valley to the north west and is sited 
immediately above the site of later crubs (This Survey # T01).  It appears to be built 
over an earlier structure. 
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Discussion: 

The outcrop provides a ready source of building material.  It is not possible to date the 
structures noted, although their situation is comparable with the slight evidence for 
settlement on the crag to the north (NMRS # HU33NE52).  

2.14. Crofting boundary 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

T11 3755 3950 boundary

 
o This Survey says: 
“A major boundary cuts off the northeast corner of Trondra from the rest of the island.  
Built entirely of turf for much of its length, it also includes stretches of turf and stone 
construction.  It is not mentioned by Balfour (Balfour, 1772), and may therefore be dated 
to the early part of the nineteenth century.” 

Observations: 

 See article in Unkans.  

Discussion: 

Stretches of earlier boundary may have been incorporated along the length of this 
construction, but it is largely of recent historic interest.   

2.15. Hulk 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

T21 HU 3980 3720 Hulk 18th - 20th C

 
o EASE says: 
“A click mill on a small watercourse is reduced to rubble. The hulk of a wooden vessel 
lies on the shore, sunken into the sands. It measures 16m in length. The boat is thought 
to have been a fishing vessel from Whalsay bought recently for breaking up (T. Isbister, 
pers comm).” 

Observations: 

 The hulk of the “Fruitful Bough” LK 403 lies on the shore.  It was decommissioned for 
the fishing licence, and then the vessel was stripped out. 

Discussion: 

No prehistoric archaeological implications. 
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3. Trondra Source Map 3 

3.1. Boundaries 

Records: 

Except where otherwise noted, the boundaries shown on Houss Source Maps had not 
previously been recorded with the exception of those few stretches which are shown on 
the 1970s Ordnance Survey maps.   

Observations: 

 In order not to clutter the Source Maps, boundaries have not been identified or 
discussed individually.  All have been surveyed with GPS in order to ensure accurate 
display on the Source Maps, and detail is shown in Boundary Maps.   

 Except where individually identified in separate notes, the construction of the 
boundaries was of discontinuous lines of earthfast stones, in some cases of quite 
massive proportions e.g. up to one metre high visible over the turf.     

 The boundary which cuts off the northeastern part of Trondra from the rest of the 
island, is discussed separately.  

Discussion: 

The appearance of these boundaries is consistent with others found all over Shetland, 
and generally assigned to the Neolithic (Whittington, 197835, Whittle et al., 198645-58).  
The boundaries must have been more imposing in the period leading up to the Iron Age.  
They are likely to have been dismantled when it became general to use hill land for 
common grazing, as they would otherwise have hindered stock access.   The way in 
which the major lines may have divided the landscape is discussed in the body of the 
study, including the interpretation of the different junctions, many of which appear to 
have been dismantled. 

3.2. Settlement & field system 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T04 HU 389 352 Settlement and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3502 3890 3520 settlement, other 
3502 3890 3520 house, oval 
3502 3890 3520 dyke(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“A large and well defined structure lies some 40m from the coast edge. It is sub-circular 
in shape, measures some 10m in diameter and has an east facing entrance. The outer 
wall is lm thick and is built from large orthostats, up to 0.7m by 1m in size. Elsewhere, 
the average stone size is about 0.5m by 0.7m. The interior is divided into at least four 
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cells by means of paired orthostats and walling. The entrances to these internal cells 
are further defined by recumbent stones, set between the orthostats. On the south side, 
a number of earth fast stones outside of the wall line suggests the presence of an 
adjoining outbuilding. The entrance facade appears to be heel-shaped and may also 
have had an enclosing 'porch' in front of it. A stone dyke runs from the entrance and is 
clearly visible for over 100m as it curves down to meet the shore. Two more dykes run 
inland from the building and are visible for at least 30m before disappearing from view 
beneath the peat. This site represents a very well preserved prehistoric house 
surrounded by contemporary landscape features.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> A large and well defined structure lying c. 40m inland. It is sub-circular, with an 
east facing entrance. The outer wall is thick, constructed using large orthostats. The 
average stone size is 0.5m x 0.7m. The maximum stone size is 0.7m x 1m. This building 
is divided into at least four cells by means of orthostats. The building has a diameter of 
10m. The entrances to the internal chambers are defined also by recumbent slabs 
between the orthostats. On the south side there may be an adjoining building. There is 
much stone in the entrance area, possibly representing a feature such as a 'porch' here. 
Also at the entrance is a dyke which continues for c. 100m from here and curves along 
and down to meet the shore. There are two more dykes each running from the structure 
for at least 30m before disappearing from view (into peat). This is interpreted as a 
prehistoric house with associated field system. See photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 The much scattered remains of the monument have been disturbed by stock since 
the EASE survey but the internal cells and other features are still largely 
recognisable.  

 There are adjoining boundaries and field system to west and south, with a narrow 
strip of field walls along coast to east.  There has been considerable erosion along 
this south-east facing coast. 

Discussion: 

Shape and state of preservation suggest an Iron Age dwelling with associated pre-
existing field system now partially eroded into sea.  The possible remnants of two earlier 
structures (This Survey # T10 and EASE # T18) lie to the east along the shore.  The 
field systems which lay to the south have presumably been lost to sea level rise and 
associated coastal erosion.  This structure may therefore represent the latest of several, 
being further uphill.  Comparisons can be drawn with the settlements at the north of 
Bruna Ness and the one on the Burra side of the Trondra Bridge.     

3.3. Cairn 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

T08 38862 35620 cairn 
 
o This Survey says: 
“A sub-circular structure measuring 3m x 1m lies on the breast of a slope, commanding 
excellent views to the west.  It comprises six earthfast boulders, with two others 
apparently tumbled from position and six others lying in the surrounding grass.  The 
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size, structure and situation all suggest that this is a previously unnoted Neolithic burial 
cairn.” 

Observations: 

 A previously unnoted structure.   
 There is no characteristic scatter of stone around the site.  In this, as well as overall 

appearance, it looks very similar to the cairn on Bruna Ness (SMR # 852 / NMRS # 
HU33NE028). 

Discussion: 

A previously unnoted prehistoric burial cairn, possibly Neolithic. 

3.4. Settlement & field system 

Records: 
 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T03 HU 3875 3560 Settlement and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
SMR data Query 

PRN Grid reference Site type 
3501 3875 3560 enclosure(s), other

3501 3875 3560 building, evidence

3501 3875 3560 field system 
3501 3875 3560 settlement, other 
 
o EASE says: 
“A substantial sub-circular structure measuring 10m by 8m is defined by earth fast and 
loose stones. The site lies on gently sloping land, some 15m from the coast edge. The 
stones measure 0.5 by 0.7m on average, although some as large as 0.7m by 1 m. 
Additional stones surrounding the central structure are suggestive of adjoining buildings 
or features. Moving uphill, there were at least two further terraces or platforms upon 
which quantities of stone were strewn, although no structures were readily apparent. 
The remains of probably associated field boundaries are visible as discontinuous lines 
of stone protruding from under a covering of peat. This site is interpreted as the remains 
of a prehistoric settlement with associated field systems. At the time of the first site visit 
a new fence was in the process of being installed and the posts had displaced some 
stones of the main enclosure.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> A substantial sub-circular enclosure (10m x 8m) with possible adjoining buildings is 
partially exposed c. 15m inland. This is visible as a scatter of stones which on average 
measure 0.5m x 0.7m, some as large as 0.7m x 1m. Moving uphill, away from the sea, 
there are at least two terrace/platforms which contained quantities of stone, although no 
structures were readily apparent. There also appeared to be the remains of field 
boundaries protruding from under the peat. At the time of the visit, a new fence was in 
the process of being installed, the posts for this had displaced some stones of the main 
enclosure. This site is interpreted as the remains of a prehistoric settlement with 
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associated field systems. The whole area measured 25m x 20m minimum. See SMR 
3500 and photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 A fence runs across a substantial oval structure as described at NGR 38727 35557.  
The two other areas of stone were also seen, and may also be structures.  There are 
boundaries and a field-system adjacent.  

Discussion: 

Judging from the shape of the main structure, this settlement was possibly 
contemporary with, or slightly earlier than, the major house on the south shore (EASE # 
T4 / SMR # 3502), i.e. late Bronze Age / Early Iron Age. 

3.5. Indeterminate structure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

T02 HU 387 358 Indeterminate structure Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
PRN Grid reference Site type 
3500 3870 3580 mound(s) 
3500 3870 3580 house, other 
 
o EASE says: 
“Quantities of loose and earth fast stones cover an area 7m by 3m in size. The stones 
measure 0.4m by 0.5m on average and appear to be the remains of a structure, 
although no plan is discernible. The site is located in a damp area with rough grass and 
reeds. It is surrounded by widespread and naturally occurring stone deposits. See T3 
also.” 
o SMR says: 
(no description provided) 

Observations: 

 No SMR description provided, presumably on grounds of sensitivity. 
 The structure was not located by this survey; it may have eroded over coast or been 

incorporated in new pierworks at this location. 
 EASE described this structure as “indeterminate”. 

Discussion: 

Although inspection was not possible, the presence of the structure may provide 
additional evidence for early occupation of this area. 

3.6. Burial 

Records: 

this survey data 
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Reference easting northing Site type

T06 39147 36253 burial 
 
o This Survey says: 
“A mound measuring 2 m x 0.8 m x 0.3 m lying by a stream was pointed out by the local 
crofter.  Stones are visible in the mound, and a more substantial stone apparently 
rectangular in plan lies at the western end.  The local crofter, T. Isbister of Burland, 
believes this to be the site of a possible cist burial.  The presence of the larger stone at 
the western end, however, combined with the situation of the mound near the coast, 
would be consistent with the burial in recent centuries of an unknown body found on the 
shore.” 

Observations: 

 A mound of indeterminate date and purpose. 

Discussion: 

Not evidence for settlement, and possibly belonging to a recent century. 

3.7. Iron ore extraction 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

T07 3910 3625 iron ore 
 
o This Survey says: 
“An area lying between two streams is marked by the rust-red colour of the earth, and a 
series of depressions which are now waterlogged.  The same rust red colour is visible in 
the coastal section.  The local crofter, T. Isbister of Burland, suggests that the 
depressions represent ancient activity to located and remove lumps of bog iron.  The 
appearance of the area is consistent with this interpretation.  The activity may be of 
more recent date, but there is no recollection of it having taken place within family 
history memory.” 

Observations: 

 A bog-iron site. 

Discussion: 

A potential source of iron ore, not far from the Iron Age iron working site at Burland  

3.8. Indeterminate structure 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T01 HU 391 365 Indeterminate structure, possibly industrial Unknown 
 

SMR data Query 
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PRN Grid reference Site type 
3499 3910 3650 cairn(s), other 
3499 3910 3650 mound(s) 
 
o EASE says: 
“A low mound has been partially eroded by sea. The surviving part measures 4m by 2m 
in size. To the seaward side of the mound, a 4m long and 0.5m high coastal exposure 
contains deposits of stone, peat ash and large fragments of charcoal.  The stones 
measure about 0.3m by 0.4m and are suggestive of structure, possibly with a kerb. 
There were no small shattered stones visible, making it unlikely to be a burnt mound. 
The deposits suggest that the site was used for burning, possibly indicating an industrial 
function. Deposits of iron ore have been noted in this general area (Isbister, pers comm) 
and the presence in the area of a smithy (T17) may suggest that this site is associated 
with metal working.” 
o SMR says: 
“<1> A low mound measuring 4m x 2m and 0.5m high, partially eroded by the sea, with 
a section of c. 4m long. Stone size measures 0.3m x 0.4m.The section shows stone, 
peat ash, large fragments of charcoal. The section is 0.5m hgih. The stones are 
suggestive of structure, or possibly a kerb. There were no small shattered stones 
visible, so it is unlikely to be a burnt mound. This feature may be the remains of a small 
cairn, with the structural stone representing a kerb. It is as likely, however, that the 
mound derives from more recent activity. See photographs in file.” 

Observations: 

 Erosion on the shoreline made it difficult to identify the feature, but Tommy Isbister of 
Burland, the local crofter, pointed out a low mound which he said was the site of iron-
working in the historical period.   

Discussion: 

Possibly further evidence of iron-working in this area.  The feature is not datable by 
visual inspection, and it is suggested that it is historic rather than prehistoric.  

3.9. Anthropogenic soil 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

T02 39687 36583 soil 
 
o This Survey says: 
“A few metres north of the supposed site of EASE # T20, some 0.5m of good soil is 
visible in the coastal section.  This is probably associated with other sites in the area, 
and suggests long agricultural occupation.” 

Observations: 

 The site lies below a modern croft. 
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Discussion: 

This is probably associated with other sites in the area, and suggests long agricultural 
occupation, with a later croft occupying an area of soil improved by cultivation at an 
earlier period.  Difficult to date. 

3.10. Enclosures 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range

T20 HU 398 364 Enclosures 18th - 20th C

 
o EASE says: 
“A ruinous sub-rectangular enclosure, defined by dry stone walls, is eroding off the cliff 
edge. It measures 5m by 5.3m; the walls stand no more than 0.25m high and are 1 m 
wide. A second enclosure of similar form and dimensions lies 30m to the north. The 
walls of the second structure survive up to 1m high in places.” 

Observations: 

 Two ruinous sub-rectangular enclosures on the coast edge were described by EASE, 
but could not be located by this survey.  It is assumed that they have eroded. 

Discussion: 

The depth of soil in the coastal section (This Survey # T2) already suggests long-lived 
agricultural occupation of this area. 

3.11. Township & head dyke 

Records: 

NMRS data Query 
Reference number Grid reference easting Grid reference northing NMRS site type 
HU33NE054 397x 362x township 
HU33NE054 397x 362x head-dyke 
 
o NMRS says: 
“HU33NE 54 centred on 397 362. 
A township comprising seven roofed buildings, three unroofed structures, five enclosures and a 
head-dyke is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Orkney & Shetland (Shetland) 
1881, sheet lvi). Three roofed buildings, two unroofed structures, five enclosures, a Sheep Wash 
and the head-dyke are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973).  Information 
from RCAHMS (SAH) 11 June 2001.” 

Observations: 

 This is the township of Hogaland.  

Discussion: 

 The modern buildings may overlie earlier remains.  Substantial areas of shallow 
water extend east and south of this part of the shore, suggesting that particularly 
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extensive areas of land have been lost to rising sea level.  Taking other occupation 
evidence along this shore into account, this area may represent the landward edge of 
an area of prehistoric agriculture lost to rising sea level. 

3.12. House 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T19 HU 3963 3589 Structure, possible house 3rd - 1st Mill BC

 
o EASE says: 
“A probable circular structure is defined by a concentration of loose and earth fast 
stones measuring 7m in diameter. The center of the concentration is slightly depressed. 
It lies close to a small watercourse at the base of a slope on land which has been 
cultivated in the past.” 

Observations: 

 Only a few earthfast stones remain of the “probable circular structure” identified by 
EASE. 

Discussion: 

The shape suggests an Iron Age date.  Taking other occupation evidence along this 
shore into account, this house may represent the landward edge of an area of 
prehistoric agriculture lost to rising sea level. 

3.13. Structure 

Records: 

this survey data 
Reference easting northing Site type

T09 39088 35276 structure 
 
o This Survey says: 
“The presence of roughly worked stone in the coastal section and on the beach,  
combined with the presence of earthfast stones on the immediate coast, suggest the 
presence of a structure.  The situation of the structure between boundaries, and the 
presence of other houses nearby, suggest that this is a Neolithic house which has 
largely been eroded by the sea.” 

Observations: 

 A possible oval house, now lost to the sea.   

Discussion: 

Given the extensive area of shallow water between this part of Trondra and the north 
part of Houss, and the apparent continuity of Neolithic boundaries in this area, this may 
represent the landward edge of a substantial area of prehistoric agriculture lost to rising 
sea level and consequent erosion.  
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3.14. House & field system 

Records: 

EASE data Query 
Full Site Code Grid reference Site type Date Range 
T18 HU 3901 3525 Possible house and field system 3rd - 1st Mill BC 
 
o EASE says: 
“A sub circular structure, measuring 9m in diameter, is defined by intermittent earth fast 
stones. It is covered with peat and may be more extensive than the surface indications 
suggest. Three ruinous field boundaries adjoin the exterior of the structure. One of the 
boundaries extends westward in the direction of a probable prehistoric settlement (see 
T4).” 

Observations: 

 A possible oval house, now lost to the sea., the site is as described by EASE with 
adjoining field boundaries  

Discussion: 

Given the extensive area of shallow water between this part of Trondra and the north 
part of Houss, and the apparent continuity of Neolithic boundaries in this area, this may 
represent the landward edge of a substantial area of prehistoric agriculture lost to rising 
sea level and consequent erosion.  
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Introduction 

(See Method Notes for details and full background.) 

 

All stretches of walling noted on Parry’s sketch map (Fig. 2 in Hedges, 1984: 42) which 

had not been incorporated into either the NMRS or the SMR, and all stretches of 

boundary noted in the course of field-walking which could not be traced to the NMRS, 

the SMR or the EASE survey, were given individual records in the catalogue for This 

Survey.  

The location of each of these is shown in Figures 1 to 12, cross-referenced to This 

Survey and other catalogues as appropriate. 

Each stretch of boundary noted in This Survey was fully surveyed using a GPS, unless 

it was already marked on the 1973 Ordnance Survey maps.   

Figures 13 to 34 set out these individual surveys, generally displaying three surveys in 

each Figure. 

 



Figure 1: Boundaries noted on Bruna Ness, Burra
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Figure 2: Boundaries noted around Hamnavoe, Burra
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Figure 3: Boundaries noted around Grunasound, Burra
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Figure 4: Boundaries noted around Sandwick, Burra
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Figure5: Boundaries noted around Banna Minn, Burra
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Figure 6: Boundaries noted on Kettla Ness, Burra
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Figure 7: Boundaries noted on north Houss
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Figure 8: Boundaries noted on mid Houss
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Figure 9: Boundaries noted on north part of 
Symbister Ness
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Figure 10: Boundaries noted on south part of 
Symbister Ness
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Figure 11: Boundaries noted on north Trondra 
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Figure 12: Boundaries noted on south Trondra
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Figure 13: Boundaries noted on Burra during This Survey
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Figure 14: Boundaries noted on Burra during This Survey
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Figure 15: Boundaries noted on Burra during This Survey
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Figure 16: Boundaries noted on Burra during This Survey
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Figure 17: Boundaries noted on Burra during This Survey
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Figure 18: Boundaries noted on Burra during This Survey
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Figure 19: Boundaries noted on Burra during This Survey
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Figure 20: Boundaries noted on Houss during This Survey
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Figure 21: Boundaries noted on Houss during This Survey
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Figure 22: Boundaries noted on Houss during This Survey
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Figure 23: Boundaries noted on Houss during This Survey
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Figure 24: Boundaries noted on Houss during This Survey
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Figure 25: Boundaries noted on Houss during This Survey
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Figure 26: Boundaries noted on Houss during This Survey
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Figure 27: Boundaries noted on Houss during This Survey
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Figure 28: Boundaries noted on Houss during This Survey
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Figure 29: Boundaries noted on Houss during This Survey
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Figure 31: Boundaries noted on Trondra during This Survey
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Figure 32: Boundaries noted on Trondra during This Survey
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Figure 33: Boundaries noted on Trondra during This Survey
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Figure 34: Boundaries noted on Trondra during This Survey
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COMPLEX AREA 

Page 1 

Introduction 

(See Method Notes for details and full background.) 

 

The west coast of Houss along South Voe between Norbister and Bloomister was 

particularly complex because the different records could not easily be reconciled.  Once 

clarified the information was marked on the Source Maps and discussed in the related 

Map Notes in the usual way. 

Multiple visits were necessary and large scale maps were prepared to keep track of the 

information as it was gathered.  The final maps are shown below to illustrate the 

process.   
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